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ABSTRACT

I 1
This report covers lntensive archaeological investigationi-

at the Sand Run West site (13LA3B), Louisa Countyf Iowa. The
work was performed by the Center for Archaeological Research,
Southwest Missouri State University, for the Rock Island District
Corps of Engineers under terms of contract number
DACW25-86-C-0025. The purpose of the excavations was to recover
significant cultural remains from a stratified Woodland and Late
Archaic deposit being eroded by high water levels and
recreational traffic on Sand Run Slough. -

Research at Sand Run West followed four avenues of
investigation. -Geomorphic and pedogenic analysis of the site

F6 deposits resulted in the separation of cultural components based
on their association with conspicuous soil horizons.- Sediments
stemming from alluvial fan and terrace (overbank) sources were
identified and differentiated. Natural depositional processes
and radiocarbon dates were used to develop a model of site
formation which recognized cultural components as aggregated
middens, not single occupations.

NResearch focused on the cultural inventory from the site. A

ceramic sequence spanning all of the Woodland periods in the
Midwest was described by attribute analysis and tied to existing
ceramic sequences in Iowa and Illinois. The Mississippi River
and lower reaches of major river valleys in southeastern Iowa
were distinguished as a region, the Three Rivers region., The
culture history of this region was shown to parallel the sequence
in the Central Illinois River valley. Chipped stone tool remains
reveal similar relationships. Also found in the chipped stone
tool analysis were significant differences between Late Woodland
and Middle Woodland/Late Archaic industries. The Late Woodland
assemblage is characterized by small tools and cores and more
softhammer percussion, in contrast to the larger flakes and cores
and hardhammer percussion of the earlier periods. Analysis of
the fire-cracked rock and cobble assemblage revealed the presence

5of several types of cobble toolsq most of which had been recycled
as heating stones. -he assemblages of Woodland and Late Archaic
components also included hematite and galena.

Investigation of the subsistence and resource utilization at
Sand Run West revealed that the site was used as a base camp
throughout most of the occupations.- Bone preservation was poor

47 and inconsistent, offering only the broad conclusion that
subsistence patterns focused on woodland mammals and riparian
resources. The botanical assemblage included the presence of the
native seed horticultural complex in the Middle Woodland
components and probably in the Late Archaic components. Wild
rice also was an important resource used by Late Archaic peoples.

A".



The geomorphic and pedogenic contexts of the cultural
deposits were employed to establish a model for floodplain
contexts of archaeological materials in the Mississippi River
valley. Results of the investigation differentiated between
preservation potentials in alluvium and colluvium and identified
soil horizons that might be used as stratigraphic markers in
Future excavations.

Interpretation regarding the cultural history of eastern
Iowa and the Upper Mississippi basin are presented as they relate
to the evidence from Sand Run. The Late Archaic and Woodland
cultural sequences of the Mississippi River valley and interior
Iowa are compared and contrasted to point out similarities in
cultural evolution as well as time lags in technical
developments.

The Final portion of the report presents recommendations for
future work in the Upper Mississippi basin. Suggestions are made
in the areas of archaeobotany, lithic and ceramic analyses, how
to deal with relative preservation of Faunal remains, landform
analysis, procedures for archaeological investigations in the
Floodplain, and how to approach the problem of mitigating site
impacts.

David W. Benn
principal investigator

xi



:q I

INTRODUCTION TO THE INVESTIGATIONSU AT SAND RUN SLOUGH

r4 This is a report of intensive archaeological investigations
of the Sand Run West site (13LA38), Louisa County, Iowa (Figure
1.1). This work was performed by the Center For Archaeological
Research, Southwest Missouri State University under contract with
the Rock Island District, Corps of Engineers (contract no.
DACW-25-86-C-0025). Investigations began with site testing onSMay 21-25, 1986. Block excavations were accomplished From July
26 to August 23, 1986. David W. Benn functioned as principal
investigator by directing all fieldwork and doing the analysis of
material remains.

The Sand Run project was done pursuant to the intent of
federal legislation and guidelines which protect cultural
resources. The Federal actions that apply to this project
include the National Environmental Policy Act, Executive Order
11593 (protection and enhancement of cultural environment),
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (PL 89-665)
as amended, guidelines by the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation (36 CFR 66), and procedures for the Protection oF
Historic and Cultural Properties (36 CFR 800 amended).

The present volume is divided into nine chapters. The
Introduction contains descriptions of the project location,
research objectives and the natural setting. The second chapter
contains the field investigations and an analysis of the
geomorphology and cultural stratigraphy. The ceramic assemblage
is analyzed in the next chapter, followed by descriptive analyses
of chipped stone in Chapter IV, cobble tools in Chapter U,
archaeobotanical remains in Chapter UI, and faunal remains in
Chapter VII. A cultural overview and interpretation is presented

* in Chapter VIII, and recommendations for future work in the
Mississippi valley are discussed in Chapter IX. Appendices
describe the Scope-oF-Work (A), soil profiles (B), pottery wares
(C), lithic typology (0), archaeobotany (E) and human remains
(F).

Site Location

Sand Run Slough is the southern outlet of Lake Odessa. a
backwater of the Mississippi River in eastern Louisa County, Iowa
(Figure 1.1). The slough runs at the base of the west (right)
bluFFline of the Mississippi valley. The Iowa River confluence
is three miles east of the site.

4-
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The site now designated as Sand Run West (13LA38) is one of
many prehistoric deposits along Sand Run Slough south of Lake
Odessa (Figure 1.1). These sites have been visited by local
collectors and professional archaeologists for more than two
decades. The official site records at the Office of the State
Archaeologist, Iowa City, reflect several changes in site numbers
and site locations for the Sand Run Slough locality. Dale
Henning appears to have recorded the first site, 13LA3, on Sand
Run during his 1958 reconnaissance survey of Louisa County (Till
1977:192). The records do not pinpoint 13LA3 precisely, but the
site has since become established in the records as the large
alluvial fan at Sand Run, long developed with a boat access,
beach and summer cottages. The 1977 Great River Road survey
(Hotopp ed. 1977:Map 5) shows two site numbers (13LA3, 13LAS1) on
this fan. The site on the shoreline north of the fan is numbered
13LA100 and called the Ray Green A site (Till 1977:224). It was
recorded in 1976 by J.M. Higgins. 13LA100 is described as "Just
below" the Sand Run access road, which today would place it below
the red cabin on the access road or not more than 61m (20Oft)
north of the 13LA3 fan. The red cabin is on a bench that extends
to the shoreline. North of this bench along the shoreline for a
distance of 185m (600ft) north of the fan are segments of inset
terrace and small fans that comprise 13LA38 (Figure 1.2). Site
13LA38 was recorded by Zieglowsky in 1980 as the Guenther site
and in 1981 by Duane Miller as Sand Run West. Across the slough
the Sand Run Access site (13LA30) was recorded in 1980 by
Tiffany. Site 13LA30 extends at least 215m (600ft) north of the
point across from the Sand Run access.

Sand Run West (13LA38) has been visited by professional
archaeologists from the Office of the State Archaeologist (OSA)
since 1980, and surface collections numbering more than a
thousand pottery shards, lithics and bones have been accessioned
at the OSA (see Appendix C in Corps of Engineers 1985). Local
collectors also have obtained quantities of material from the
shoreline. In July, 1985 the Corps of Engineers (COE) was
notified that human remains might be eroding from the site.
Charles Smith and Kenneth Barr (COE) visited and later conducted
an investigation of the river bank stratigraphy and made
collections from 13LA38 and 13LA30 (Corps of Engineers 1985).
They identified a full range of Woodland ceramic types and
observed that at least two buried soil horizons (i.e. Archaic and
Woodland aged) were present. No human remains were present.

Because sites 13LA30/38 were eroding into a navigable
channel under the Jurisdiction of the COE, part 800.2c of 36CFR
800 ("area of potential impacts") applied to the site impacts.
Procedures were implemented to identify and evaluate the extent

.'h ".. of site impacts (part 800.'b,c), and a finding of "adverse
- "impacts" (part 800.5e) was made. Charles Smith recommended that

the Sand Run sites (13LA30, -38) be declared eligible for
inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places. Kay
Simpson, Iowa SHPO archaeologist, agreed that the sites were
eligible for listing on the National Register. The sites were

2'
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approved by the Keeper of the NRHP on 15 November 1985, and the
Advisory Council approved the plan for data recovery proposed by
the COE.

Research Problems

The project research plan is described below as initially
proposed (see the Date Recovery Proposal, Appendix A). The plan
also is evaluated as it was carried out in the field and
laboratory.

The COE requested that excavations be conducted on 13LA38
and 13LA30. The sites were believed to contain a stratified
cultural sequence that could ellucidate the culture history in
the Mississippi River Floodplain. The work on 13LA30 was
expected to be relegated to testing, since this cultural deposit
is much larger and less impacted than 13LA38. The spring and
summer field season of 1986 saw continuous high water levels due
to an exceptionally large amount of rain during June and July in
eastern Iowa. The high water level of Sand Run Slough never
dropped below near bankful at 13LA30, and the site was not
thoroughly tested. Site 13LA38 is a meter higher in elevation.
Excavation of the entire depth of the cultural deposit was

' ~.possible on 13LA38, although water entered the bottoms of the

excavation blocks. High water also abrogated plans to visit
nearby floodplain sites.

Seasonal high water became another limitation added to the
list of three constraints foreseen in the original research plan
(Appendix A, "Assumptions"). The first of the anticipated
constraints was the recognition that excavations had to focus on
a narrow, linear impact zone along the slough bank and could not
presume to sample all of the variability within the sites. Also,
the excavations had to dig deep to reach the Archaic components.
so digging methods had to be economical. Rainy days and high
water during the fieldwork exacerbated constraints in t
excavation plan.

The second project constraint was that geoarchaeologic
interpretations from a single locus (13LA30/38) could not be
applied cavalierly on a regional scale (cf. Gladfelter 1985:2).
At best, it was hoped that the context of 13LA30/38 could be
matched with floodplain models from the Midwest (e.g. Church

4 n.d.; GladFelter 1981). This constraint became more s4gnificant
when high water and dense forest cover at the site locality
prevented wide-ranging examination of soil profiles and on-site
drilling.

The third project constraint involved focusing material

analysis and interpretations on a limited range of research
subjects. The concern here was that finite project funds would
be dissipated ineffectively if research goals were too divergent.
This became a real issue when the excavation yielded large

3



quantities of remains from several discrete components in three
different sails. Much of the labor during analysis involved
sorting, tabulating and regrouping categories of information Earu lucid presentation in this report.

Given these constraints, four topics of research were
proposed Ear the work at Sand Run Slough (Appendix A).

1) Geomorphic/Pedogenic Contexts:

The proposal addressed the question of whether 13LA38 and
13LA30 were a single site cut by a recent chute, now Sand Run
Slough, or have always been two sites on opposite banks of an
abandoned channel. IE two sites existed, then their depositional
histories could be different (topics la,b). The Eootslope
position of 13LA38 would make it a vertical accretion deposit
which might contain older material than 13LA30, a horizontal
accretion deposit of the backchannel system in the Eloodplain
(cf. Church n.d.:48-43). Another topic (ic) involved the
application of geomorphic/pedogenic analyses in the digging
methods. It was proposed that attention paid to the minor
fluctuations of natural stratigraphy in the excavation blocks
would result in clearer definition of cultural components,
particularly mixed ones, thus an improved perspective of cultural
assemblages and culture change.

Present and previous investigations show that Sand Run
Slough is a paleo-channel, therefore there are two sites. The
stratigraphic profile at 13LA30 has the same soil sequence and
same artifact content as 13LA38, so the two sites are not
significantly different as accretionary deposits. The three
soils on the alluvial Ean and terrace at 13LA38 correspond with
the three major components: Late Woodland, Early/Middle Woodland
and Late Archaic periods. The co-occurrence of episodes of
sedimentation and soil formation, and certain culture periods is
not presumed to be a causal relationship. Rather, because
certain cultural components were deposited during periods of soil
formation, their assemblages became mixed due to natural soil
Eormation processes. IE the correspondence between certain
components and certain soils or sediments can be shown to have a
pan-regional distribution, then we have a pedogenic/geomorphic
explanation Eor the archaeological visibility oE some cultures
(cf. Bettis and Thompson 1981).

2) Cultural Inventory:
Topic 2 recognized that materials from the Sand Run sites

could be related to existing typed assemblages in the Midwest.
Emphasis in the research focused on identifying types and
assemblages from Sand Run and fitting them into known regional
patterns. This, basically, was an exercise of filling "gaps" in
knowledge about prehistoric southeastern Iowa. As pieces of
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information fitted together, specific research problems were
considered.

Research problems C2a) concerned the relationships andI distributions of ceramic types from Sand Run. A full range of
Woodland potteries came from the site. The Marion component is
minor, but the Black Sand tradition is found to be well
represented in eastern Iowa (Spring Hollow Incised was excluded

* .~ From the typology). The inception of the Havana tradition also
is evidenced by the presence of Morton and Fettie ceramic types.
This raises the possibility that the Black Sand and Havana
traditions were contemporaries. The Sand Run sites are on the
periphery of the distribution of Linn ware. Weaver ware
dominates the assemblage. Late Woodland potteries are organized
into regional series of three time periods, but nomenclature is
not applied to every ceramic type and ware.

Research on chipped stone remains C2b,c) concentrated on
* identifying diagnostic types among projectile points and informal

(flake) tools with the overall goal of specifying the composition
of assemblages. Signs of use-wear were recognized to relate tool
functions to other parts of the Sand Run assemblage (e.g. faunal
and floral remains, cobble tools, features). Projectile points
were recovered in disappointingly small numbers--too few for
elaboration of Iowa typologies (e.g. Morrow 198'*). Informal

~ tools and lithic debitage are grouped chronologically and
culturally into distinct industries that employed hard or soft
hammer percussion techniques. The chipped stone industries of
the Late Archaic and Middle Woodland periods were found to be
more similar than the small tool industry oF the Late Woodland

- period.

a The regional relationships and chronological sequence of
Sand Run artifact types (2d) indicates that there was a cultural
pattern specific to a portion of the Upper Mississippi River
valley for Cat least) the Woodland periods. The Three Rivers
vecion* is the term coined to describe this zone of similarities

~ .- ~ in content and culture tradition. The Three Rivers region
encompasses the Mississippi valley from above the Rock River
(e.g. up to Clinton, Iowa) south to the mouth oF the Des Moines
River. The region includes the lower reaches of tributaries to
the Mississippi and probably extends several tens of miles up the

* Skunk and Iowa/Cedar rivers. In short this is a "large valley"
region which is interfaced with the small interior valleys and

* ~. uplands.

- 3) Resources, Subsistence & Setting:

'a - The patterns of subsistence and settlement at Sand Run are
'a areas of research because bones occur with abundant lithics and
'a ceramics, a situation not always common in the Floodplain. An

intact Sand Run assemblage is available from comparison to other
recent published sites. Among specific research issues are the
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sources of raw materials (3a), which is a reflection of regional
socio-economic patterning. Another problem is the investigation
of the species/habitat composition represented at Sand Run (3b),
and how the composition fits the patterns of other Woodland and
Late Archaic communities in the Midwest. Also part of the
investigation is the comparison between Sand Run components to
see if changes took place in technology, subsistence and
settlement patterns through time C3c).

In terms of subsistence analyses, a critical deficiency that
appeared in the Sand Run excavation was inconsistent and
generally poor bone preservation. No mussel shell was preserved.
There was enough bone from the Late Archaic component to estimate
the species composition, but comparisons with the bone-poor
Middle Woodland component and boneless Late Woodland component

Zwere impossible. Archaeobotanical remains were adequate to
reveal the presence of simple horticulture during the Late
Archaic and Middle Woodland periods. Lithic tool tqpes showed a
wide range of domestic and technical activities were pursued at
the site, indicating that Sand Run functioned as a base camp for
extended periods of occupation.

The contrast between Late Woodland and Late Archaic
components was especially distinct in the lithic assemblages.
The Late Archaic pattern of hard hammmer percussion that produced
coarse flakes differed from the Woodland pattern of soft hammer
percussion and finer flakes. The Late Archaic cobble tool
assemblage also was larger and more diverse. These tools
patterns generally reflect growing regional interaction through
time.

4) Cultural Resource Management:

The proposed research at Sand Run was directed toward
analyzing the horizontal and vertical extent of the cultural
deposit to determine if it conformed to the structure of the

-geomorphological landscape, i.e. linear relative to the channel
and horizontal accretionary deposits. Investigation of this
simple notion was abrogated by high water which prevented work on
13LA30. However, excavation of 13LA38 revealed that cultural
components could be correlated with soils and sediments in the
Mississippi floodplain (see topic 1, third paragraph). If
periods of sedimentation and pedogenesis can be correlated on a
regional scale, then site associations might be predicted From
analysis of floodplain sediments (cf. Bettis and 8enn 1984).

Previous Investigations

Louisa County contains the Iowa, Cedar and Mississippi
Rivers. The confluence of these streams and Muscatine Slough in
the Mississippi River floodplain certainly were attractive to
many aboriginal peoples. And so, archaeologists and private
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collectors have been attracted to the rich archaeological
resources of Louisa County. Records of these archaeological
activities have accumulated for 100 years, but the vast majority
of records are initial impressions of prehistoric evidence (e.g.
Rev. Gass' terse descriptions of mound digging, +250 site records
in the OSA, reconnaissance surveys since 1950, brief field
reports in the Iowa Archeological Society Newsletter). These
references contain gems of insight and pieces of lonp-lostIevidence, but their information is not presented in a systematic,
detailed manner useful for comparative research. This section
will present a review of the major sources and authors of
archaeological investigations with the intention of identifging
references relevant to the Sand Run project.

*The earliest recorded investigations were strictly
antiquarian in interest and approach (Willey and Sabloff 1574).
Members of the Davenport Academy of Natural Science and local
people dug in mounds in Louisa County (e.g. Farquarharson 1876;
Gass 1881; Blumer 1882; Starr 1895). They were pursuing the
"Mound Builders," a myth about ancient civilized people who had
been displaced by modern Indians. What early antiquarians
encountered along the Mississippi River bluffs in Louisa County
were numerous mound groups, big conical mounds with log chambered
tombs, animal effigy pipes, copper and obsidian (Starr 1895;
McKusick 1970) and an occasional earthwork like the enclosure at
McKinney (Newhall 181). Much of this evidence is now gone but
not forgotten thanks to the publications of this period.

More recording of mound groups and village sites occurred as
a result of the travels of Ellison Orr and Charles R. Keyes
during the first four decades of the twentieth century (see Orr
1935). The Keyes/Orr records mention 18 sites in Louisa County
(Tiffany 1981) but represent less intense survey and recording of
sites than in some other parts of the state.

o p Survey and recording of sites coupled with excavations
commenced in 1958 with a project by R. J. Ruppe' of the
University of Iowa. Ruppe' and his student, Adrian Anderson,

* ! ~recorded many of the most significant sites (e.g. Old Peter Haas
Farm 13LA1O, Smith Village 13LA3, Smith Mounds 13LA15. Bast Farm
13LA12) on the bluffs north of the Iowa River, and thew initiated
contacts with local collectors which have lasted for gears and
resulted in many more recorded sites (cf. Till 1977. Much of
Ruppe's work has not been published (see Iowa Archaeolooical
Society Newsletter 1958:1; Anderson 1558, 1571a: Scholtz 1958).

The decade of the 1970s witnessed renewed excavation
activities. The McKinney Oneota site was tested (Slattery et al.
1975) and subsequently excavated by Iowa Archaeological Society
Fieldschools (see Tiffany 1979, 1982). The multi-component
Poison Ivy site (13LA8*) at the mouth of the Iowa River also was

'tested by the University of Iowa (Alex 1978) as was the nearby
Helen Smith site (13LA71). The McKinney and Poison Ivy site
investigations were precipitated by an interest in the variant of
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Oneota culture that occurred in southeastern Iowa. Government
review and compliance archaeology also began during the
mid-1970s. Weichman (1974) conducted a wide ranging survey of
the Muscatine Island area prior to the construction of levees.
He recorded occupation sites on the Sand Mound, on levees in the
floodplain and on the talus slope of the bluff and relocated
mounds on the bluff crest. His survey was followed by the
Tandarich (1876) and Luther College surveys (Benn and McKay 1977;
Benn and Bettis 1978) of the Sand Mound, now the location of the
Iowa-Illinois Gas and Electric Company power plant. Sites on the
Sand Mound were found to be temporary camps containing mostly
lithic debitage. These sites contrast with many of the village
sites with pottery and lithic tools located by Weichman and the
University of Iowa crews along the bluffline.

The most comprehensive catalogue of Louisa County sites was
produced by the initial Great River Road survey (Till 1977).
Site records, collections and locations were compiled for the
first time. However, this work lacked analysis of the materials
and an overview of cultural manifestations. The survey was
followed by phase II testing of sites in the road alignment
(Perry 1982) and by intensive excavation of six sites determined
eligible for the National Register (Fokken and Finn 198). The
latter was the Michaels Creek investigation in which blufftop and
talus slope occupation sites were excavated. Although few of the
sites were stratified, the Michaels Creek report contains the
most complete overview of culture periods in the region and a
complete analysis of lithic and ceramic remains from the
excavations. Site 13LA56 at Michaels Creek is similar to 13LA3B
in geomorphic structure and culture content.

Another thorough contract report is the phase II testing of
17 sites along the Great River Road west of Lake Odessa (Fokken
and Marcucci 184). None of the sites was Judged to be
significant or impacted by the road, including mound groups and
historic cabins on the blufftop above Sand Run. The most recent
investigation in the Sand Run vicinity was testing by the
Univesity of Iowa at the Smith site (Billeck 1!86b). Billeck

' ksanalyzed the material from Ruppe's 1958 work and his own, part of
which is a substantial assemblage of Early Woodland Marion-like
pottery. These ceramics have decorations of large, round
impressions. Recent archaeological survey of Kilpeck's Landing
and Ferry Landing on the Mississippi River yielded no cultural
remains (Johnson et al. 1985).

Other literature representing archaeological work outside
Louisa County is relevant to the Sand Run investigation. Most of
these sources are referenced later in this report. Across the
Mississippi River in Illinois there have been test excavations at
the Sloan site (Benchley et al. 1979), Albany Mounds (Benchley et
al. 1977), Deere Creek (Markman and Kreisa (1986), 1iRi337 at
Moline (Van Dyke et al. 1980), and Middle Woodland sites in

I Henderson County (Gregg 1974; Lippincott and Harold 1965; Bailey
v 1977; Riggle 1981). Benchley et al. (1981) also present an
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overview of settlement patterns in the Mississippi River valiey.
Farther afield the investigations in the American Bottom (Bareis
and Porter eds. 184), the Upper Mississippi River valley
(McGimsey and Conner 1885; Morgan et al. 1986), the Lower
Illinois River valley (Stafford and Sant ed. 1885; Farnsworth and
Asch 1986), and in Wisconsin (Stoltman 1978, 1386; Overstreet
1984b) are significant for comparison to the Sand Run materials.

;" :In Iowa the major projects with materials that can be compared
A. with Sand Run include Logan's dissertation (1876), the F-518 road

project (Lensink ed. 1986), the FTD site (Benn 1978), the
Pleasant Creek project (Benn and Thompson 1977) and the
Saylorville Lake project (Benn and Rogers 1985). Other review
and compliance projects in southeastern Iowa are enumerated by
Jacobs and Perry (in Lensink ed. 1986:19-23).

Natural Setting

pThe Sand Run site is situated at the base of the Mississippi
River bluff and faces east with the expanse of the floodplain
before it. The bluff is 30m (lOOft) high and affords the site

.excellent protection from foul weather. This setting has not
changed significantly since the site was first occupied (ca. LSO
B.P.). By analogy with the Illinois River Ualley (Asch et al.
1872; Styles 1881), it is presumed that the native vegetation

,- around Sand Run also has not changed significantly during the

Late Holocene period (ca. 10,000 years).

The present climate in the Louisa County area (Thornthwaite
19i4; Fokken and Marcucci 188:2-8) is moist subhumid
continental, meaning there are hot, humid summers and relativeiy
mild winters that have subzero cold spells. The average
frost-free season is 158 days, and the annual precipitation
average is 44 inches (March, June and July are the months with
highest precipitation). The spring and early summer months also
are times of the year when the Mississippi River floods its
backchannels.

Reconstructions of past climatic episodes (Wright 1868; Webb

and Bryson 1872; Wendland 1878) outline a series of environmental
changes that happened in the Midwest. It has not been
demonstrated that any of these changes profoundly affected
floodplain environments like that at Sand Run, although the
fluvial system was modified. Any change in the fluvial system

1'-' certainly affected the sedimentary record at Sand Run. Past
climatic episodes are easiest to see in the dominant vegetation.
During the late glacial period (prior to ca. 13,500 B.P.) a mixed
coniferous-deciduous forest of birch, spruce and larch covered
southeastern Iowa. During the early Holocene the coniferous
forest was succeeded by a deciduous forest of oak and elm (ca.
8000 B.P.). The Midwest continued to become drier between ca.
9000 and 7000 B.P., the Hypsithermal interval, causing prairie to
expand into eastern Iowa. By ca. 6200 B.P. the prairie covered
all but the protected slopes and mesic floodplains in eastern
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Iowa. Since ca. 6000 B.P. the climate has returned to conditions
:'- , like the present day with minor oscillations of wet/cool and

warm/dry episodes.

The native biota of Louisa County (Guldner 1960;
Christiansen 1961; Menzel 1961; Bowles 1975; see Fokken and
Marcucci 18L:2-i0 for a tabular summary of biota) included the
habitats of prairie, forest edge, sideslope and bottomland
forest, floodplain meadows and marshes, and stream banks. All of
these habitats occurred within a one mile radius of the Sand Run
site. The upland prairie contained mid- to tall-grass species
and a wide range of forbs and herbs (see Schimek 1911). Elk,
prairie chicken and bison (later) were important creatures on the
prairie. Burr oak, crab, red cedar and other zeric adapted trees
interfaced with the prairie, creating an edge habitat with a very

. -'- high biomass of animals (e.g. box turtle, bobwhite, badger,
coyote, deer) and edible plants. This edge habitat probablq
occurred on the blufftop above Sand Run. Along the bluff edge

*- and on valley sideslopes the vegetation was oak/hickoru forest,
which was a zone of nut resources and animals like deer, black
bear, the wolf, raccoon, opossum, squirrels, bobcat, turkeu and
passenger pigeon. The floodplain forest had a closed canopw of
maples, black walnut, hackberry, sycamore, red elm. preen ash and
Kentucky coffee tree and animals such as woodland turtles,
lizards, turkey, opossum, porcupine, squirrels, ermine and skunk.
Interspersed on the floodplain were sedgemeadow (seasonally
flooded), marshland (standing water) and stream bank communities.
In these communuities were canary-reed grasses, cattail,
bulrushes, amaranths, goosefoots, willow trees, lotus, duck
potato and marshelder as well as salamanders, frogs, turtles,
snakes, migratory waterfowl, river otter, mink, muskrat and
beaver. The aquatic community contained at least 60 species of
fish, several types of turtles, more than four dozen species of
freshwater mussels and several kinds of snakes.

The surfical bedrock of the region is important for the
types of chert that were available for the manufacture chipped

stone tools. While maps of the bedrock are widely available from
the geological surveys of each state, the identification of
cherty stones and their primary sources is in a preliminary
stage. An overview of the region's bedrock and chert resources
is depicted in Figure 1.3.

Rock outcrops are rare in Louisa County, most being along

tributaries of the Iowa River and at the mouth of the Iowa River
" "valley in southern Louisa County (Kirkpatrick 1967). Cherts in

glacial tills would be the only local sources within 5-10mi of

Sand Run. West and south in Iowa and across the river in

west-central Illinois the types of cherts that were Quarried came
from formations of the Iississippian aqe. These cherts are
typified by inclusions of crinolds and other fossils and are
highly variable in color and moroholooq. The attributes, sources
and distributions of all MississiPian cherts have not been
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defined, but major categories that are recognized include the

following (see Moore 181; Morrow 198:99).

Burlinaton: white to gray to tan in color with light
banding; varying amounts of crinoid and other fossils; fine
texture: heating causes pink hues and luster; outcrops in
the Burlington formation west, south and east (across the

" -river) from Sand Run. (White Crescent chert from the St.
Louis, Missouri vicinity is fossil-free.)

Wassonville: cream to moderate gray in color with numerous
fossil bits or patches and speckles of color; fine-medium
texture; heating produces pink hues and luster; outcrops in
the Hampton formation west and northwest of Sand Run.

-'. Keokuk (Montrose in Illinois): mostly grau to cream and tan
in color; finely fossiliferous; fine-medium texture: heatina

*. produces luster and occasionallu pink hues; outcrops in the
Keokuk formation in the Des Moines vallew south of Sand Run.

Warsaw: the chalcedonic form is white to blue-white or gray
and pink and occurs in rounded nodules; coarse-fine texture
and often somewhat translucent; heat treating causes slight
luster; outcrops in the Warsaw formation more than 3Omi west

-.of Sand Run; the tabular and banded forms occur in flat
plates (.5-Scm thick) of gray-banded chert with a chalky
rind of cream or tan; fine-medium texture; heating gives a
reddish hue, especially to the cortex; the tabular variety
outcrops ca. 30mi west of Sand Run; the banded variety seems
to occur sporadically throughout southeast Iowa and western
Illinois.

La Moines: gray to dark reddish gray color with white
fossil inclusions; coarse texture; heating causes a smoother
texture; outcrops in the St. Louis formation in the La
Moines River basin, west-central Illinois.

.. * ;Cobden: medium to dark gray and olive gray or blue gray
colors with concentric banding; fine texture, satiny luster;
outcrops in the St. Louis formation in Union County,
southern Illinois.

One Pennsylvanian age rock unit yields workable chert that
has been identified in archaeological contexts in Iowa.

m *.Moline: blue, dark blue and blue gray bands with black and
white speckling and streaking; medium-Eine texture; heat
treating gives slight luster and perhaps darker colors;
outcrops in the Spoon formation in the vicinitw of the
Quad-Cities, Iowa and Illinois (Birminoham 1985).

While conducting the fieldwork at Sand Run the writer talked
with local collectors who recognized chert outcrops not yet
reported in the archaeological literature. None of these were
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close to Sand Run, but it is clear that some bedrock outcrops in
the Mississippi River trench are not yet recognized. For
instance, the distribution of Warsaw Tabular and Banded cherts
probably extends to the Mississippi Ualleg from interior Iowa and
perhaps into western Illinois.
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S iMETHODS, EXCAVATIONS & STRATIGRAPHY

-* Sand Run Slough is part of the fluvial system on Muscatine
Island, a backwater of the Mississippi River. Muscatine Island
is leveed. Its high water level is determined by gradual seepage
from the river channel during flood stage on the ississipoi
River, and its low water level is controlled by a pump-back
system. During normal years low water (ca. 535ft ASL) is
achieved during August, then the water level is raised a few feet
to accomodate fall season duck hunting in the marshes. During
1986, spring, summer and fall floods on the Mississippi River
kept water levels high on Muscatine Island. The water level
never dropped enough to expose normal beach lines, and much of

* the year the water level was near bankful.

Crews of archaeologists and local people entered the wet
Sand Run Slough locality to excavate the site during the third
week of May and during August. Although the timing of the
excavations was disrupted due to water levels, the two-part

S. excavation scheme was carried out as originally proposed. The
intial phase of testing in May was intended to recover diagnostic
material from stratigraphic contexts and to delineate locations
for future block excavations. Then, the writer returned to the
laboratory to process and analyze the excavated materials and to
evaluate existing surface collections. The interim phase for
evaluation was necessary for planning the block excavations to be
conducted in the most efficient manner possible (field time and
project funding were at a premium). Through the summer the crew
waited for water levels to drop so that block excavations could
be started. When the water dropped sliqhtly and appeared to be
on a downward cycle, the crew began excavating in late July.
Through the subsequent 29 day Field session, there were five Caus

' - -of heavy t+lin) rains, and the slough water level never dropped
-• much below bankful.

13LA38

Sand Run Slough West site (1]LA3B) is a narrow (6-l1in) band
of cultural deposits along the eroding bank of the slough

* (Figures 1.1, 2.1). The site is in a forest of mature oaks and
dense stands of small trees. The north and south ends of the
site are demarcated by benches that extend from the sideslope to
the bank. Between the benches and undulations of the steep
sideslope are segments of nearly level river terrace in the
footslope position. Two small (house-sized) alluvial fans
interface with the terrace to form the context of the cultural
deposit. The south fan is actively accumulating because it i5
fed by a gully from the county road above the site. The north
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fan is stable today but has been active in the last 1000 wears.
In the lifetime of several local people the slough bank has
eroded more than 10m into the site. Occasional chert flakes are
seen in bare spots on the steep sideslope behind the site, but
this is a deflated and non-significant part of the site. All of
13LA38 is contained within flood-prone land under the auspicies
of the COE.

Sand Run Slough Access site (13LA30) occupies the east
(left) bank of the island across from 13LA38. Materials are
found from the point across from the Sand Run boat access to ca.
300m upstream (i.e. past the north end of 13LA38). It is not
known how far (east) and how deep the site extends into the
island. This site is entirely terrace and is mostly flooded when
water reaches the bankful stage.

The testing in May consisted of excavating four lm test
units in the fan and terrace deposits of 13LA38 (13LA30 was
flooded) and beginning the site map (Figure 2.1). Two test units
(#1,2) were positioned on the longitudinal axis of the north
alluvial fan, a third unit (#3) was placed on the north apron of
the fan, and the unit 4 was located on the terrace at the edge of
the south apron of the fan. The south fan was too active to dig,
and the lowest elevation on the terrace was too close to the
water level. Excavation was by hand trowelling and
shovel-skimming arbitrary 10cm levels. The damp clapey soils
were not screened. A preliminary report of the testing results
dated 13 June 186 was sent to the COE. This report contained
Figure 2.2, which represents the stratigraphy in the alluvial fan
and terrace at 13LA38.

Three major soil horizons, sometimes splitting into 4-7
layers, were evident in the test units (Figure 2.2). A fourth
test unit (#1 not shown) higher on the fan than T.U.2 contained
only the upper and lower soils and little archaeological material
(Appendix B). The soils were alfisols with relatively thin A

horizons, pale (leached) E horizons and B horizons with clay
- accumulation. The surface soil sometimes split into two thin,

closely-spaced sola (e.g. T.U.2,4), both of which contained
ceramics and projectile points of the Late Woodland period
(post-A.O. 600). The first major buried soil (3Ab in T.U.2,3;
2Ab in T.U.3) had an organic-rich A horizon and numerous cultural
pits in the B horizon. This soil yielded Weaver, Havana and
Black Sand ceramics (ca. 300 B.C.-A.D. 600) in no obvious
stratigraphic arrangement. Woodland pits extended down to the

Slower buried soil (4Ab in T.U.4; 3 & 4Bb in T.U.3), a soil that
yielded Osceola projectile points from T.U.2. In test unit 4 the
.4Ab was organically rich and black. Soil 4Ab yielded practically
no ceramics and was presumed to be the Late Archaic horizon. In
test units 2 and 3 the additions of fan sediments had splayed the
stratigraphy so that the lowest paleosol seen in T.U.4 was
subdivided into three lighter colored soils. Each of these6 buried soils in T.U.2 contained a concentration of cultural
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debris but no ceramics. Practically no Archaic aged material
came from T.U.3.

In May, test Unit I reached a human digging limit of 2.5m,
and soil probes to 3m in the bottom yielded no carbon or other
human evidence. Units 2,3 and 4 were terminated at ground water
level. A 100cm probe beneath the unit 3 floor encountered
nothing but yellow sandy loam. Probes in unit 2 hit carbon
flecks at 21Scm depth but nothing else and no soil horizons. A
probe in unit 4 reveal about 70cm more of soil and cultural
midden (which later proved to be a pit) but no soils or cultural
deposits below that. Because sandy sediments lacking soils were

-N encountered beneath the test unit floors, it was assumed that no
additional cultural horizons existed below ca. 2m.

The procedures for the August excavations were designed From
-the testing evidence. The surface of Sand Run West was gridded

in Sm intervals after establishing a temporary datum at T.U.1
(oak stakes left in the ground) and a permanent elevation datum
near Block B (a large nail in a large white oak tree; Figure
2.1). Three excavation blocks were gridded where openinqs in the
large trees allowed sufficient space For dioginq and screening.
Three blocks were established at test units: Block A at 1.U.3.
Block B at T.U.2, Block C at T.U.4. Stratum I was desianated as
the topsoil(s), i.e. the Late Woodland levels. Stratum II
encompassed the middle buried soil, i.e. the Middle and Early
Woodland components. Stratum III was the lower buried soil, the
Archaic component(s). In Block B (T.U.2) the lower soil was
subdivided (top to bottom) into Strata lia, b and c accordino to

• .the three thin paleosols. The top of each stratum began at the

-"" • top of each buried A horizon, and strata were excavated by
arbitrary 10cm levels.

Excavation floors were oriented to the strike and dip of the
paleosols by probing ahead oF the level being excavated.
Excavation was by hand trowelling, shovel-skimming and screening
(quarter inch) cultural levels and shovel-skimming sterile
levels. Field bags were marked for the grid provenience and by
level within each stratum. Only diagnostic chipped stone
artifacts and ceramics were piece-plotted in the field.

Block A covered seven square meters, including T.U.3--all
the space that could be found between huge trees. This block was
excavated For the Late and Middle Woodland components in strata I
and II. After nine days, Block A was abandoned when Stratum II
had been excavated.

Block B was opened to probe the buried Middle Woodland and
Archaic comoonents. The block beaan as 10 square meters,

" includinq T.U.2, and was expanded later to a 12 souare meter
% rectangular block. Almost no cultural material came From Stratum

I levels 1-4 in two squares (T.U.2, 1NBE)., so the remainder of
levels 1-4 in the block was shovelled awaw. The rest of Stratum
I (levels S.bJ and Stratum I1 Llevels 7-10) was excavated bu

A
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hand. The Bb horizon of Stratum II had no cultural midden but
was pockmarked by cultural features extending below level 9.
After removing the features, only two of which extended to the
Archaic levels below (see Fea. 1, Figure 2.2), the rest of the
sterile Bb horizon of Stratum II was shovelled out of the block.
Hand excavation then proceeded through strata Ilia, IlIb and
IlIc, each time removing a thin cultural midden in a buried A
horizon and then removing cultural features From the Bb. Test
Unit 2 was excavated to a depth of 290cm (ground water) ahead of
the Block B work to check for additional cultural deposits. None
were located, and the Block B excavation was terminated at 200cm.

Block C consisted of a 12 square meter rectangular block.
including T.U.4. A one meter square was added at the northeast
corner at the end of the session to obtain soil samples from

general excavation levels. Test Unit 4 was excavated to a depth
of 230cm (ground water), again to check for deeper cultural
deposits. None were found beneath Stratum III. The entire Block

: "C excavation proceeded by hand trowelling and screening 10cm
levels to a final depth of 150cm, the base of the Stratum III
midden. From the ground surface to the bottoms of the Archaic
features at +150cm the soil in Block C was dark grau-brown or
black and filled with cultural artifacts (see Appendix B soil

% :descriptions). Slightly lighter brown soil was discerned in the
upper two B soil horizons, and the 4Bb horizon below Stratum III
was yellow-brown. Because of the dark soil, Woodland features
were almost impossible to identify. Thus, the excavation Floor
was trowelled clean at level * (the B horizon for Stratum I) and
levels 11 and 12 (the lower 3Bb of Stratum II and upper 4Ab For
Stratum III) to search for pits. At levels 14 and 15 the dark

',. Archaic pits showed clearly against the yellow sediments of the
' Bb horizon. Unfortunately, ground water was encountered at the

level of Archaic pits in the lower (southeast quadrant) of the
block. Water turned pit fill into mud and rendered screening a
messy business.

To complete the site stratigraphic profile, Test Units 5, 6

and 7 were excavated. Units 6 and 7 were placed at Sm intervals
across the fan between Blocks B and C. Both units were excavated
through Stratum III to a depth of 160cm. Unit S was placed on a
lower terrace elevation 17m south of Block C. It was excavated
through Stratum II to a depth of 100cm before hitting ground
water. Initially, unit 5 was intended to be the location of a
fourth block, but rising water levels cancelled this notion.

The total amount of excavations on 13LA38 was 35 square
meters and 52 cubic meters. All excavations were backfilled bI
hand, since machinery could not reach 13LA3 through the forest
and over wet ground. Artifact collections are cataiooued and
boxed for storage. The disposition of collections is not
decided, but they will be stored in Iowa. written and
photographic records are stored at the Center for Archaeological
Research.
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13LA30

The Sand Run Access Site (13LA30) is on an island. The
island's sediment source is river alluvium without alluvial fans
that are present at 13LA38. Site 13LA30 is about im lower in
elevation and prone to flooding when 13LA3B is higher and drier.
During the May and August field sessions, 13LA30 was watched for
the moment when the water level dropped low enough to expose
stratigraphy on the bank and to allow for excavation. This never
happened. At the end of the August field session, a morning was
spent digging a stratigraphic pit directlu across the slough from
the red cabin south of 13LA38. This pit reached 120cm
depth--well below the slough water level, although experience on
13LA38 proved that ground water permeated slowly through loamy
soils and eventually filled deep pits within 48 hours.

Radiocarbon Dates

About a dozen carbon samples were retained from all
components in the 13LA38 excavation, and carbon was floated From
most of the Feature soil samples. The stratified Archaic
components in Block B yielded the most samples, and Stratum I had
only one sample. Much of the carbon was soft and weathered into
small pieces, and several of the largest samples were composed of
bark. When processed with water, some of the "best" samples
(i.e. ones From the clearest contexts) disintegrated. One of the
lost samples was the deepest From 270cm in T.U.2. Four samples
were run at the Beta Analytic Laboratory, giving results that
correlate with the site stratigraphy and with previously known

.- cultural periods. The ages are presented uncorrected.

950+70 B.P.: A.D. 1000 (Beta-17665): This date was taken From

solid charcoal deposited with a ceramic vessel and Fire-cracked
". rocks (Fea. 3) in level 3 Stratum I Block A. The vessel has a

globular body and uniform, low-relief exterior cord rouahening
". (Figure 3.2b) typical of Late Woodland (Minotts ware) vessels in

V., ~ eastern Iowa.

,. 1760+80 B.P.: A.D. 190 (8eta-i82Se): Carbon floated frum
, *features k and 31 was combined to create this sample. Both

features were pits extending from the Stratum II midden below
' -. level S in Block B. Feature 31 contained one Levsen Dentate

-! .' Stamped sherd and one Havana Cordwrapped Stick Stamped sherd,
both late Middle Woodland period pottery types.

. 'i~~410+110 B.P.: 21s0 B.C. (Beta-18293): This carbon came from a
"': sample removed in the field from the bottom of a roasting pit,

feature 18 in Stratum lila Block B. The sample came from a

- . context unmixed by other components of the Late Archaic or
Woodland levels.
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4270+30 B.P.: 2320 B.C. (Beta-17937): This was a massive sample
of carbonized bark and wood on the bottom of Feature 28, a
roasting pit in Stratum IlIc Block B.

Geomorpholoau, Pedoloau & Cultural Stratiaraphu

' by E. Arthur Bettis III (Iowa Geological Survey Bureau) and David
W. Benn

The Sand Run West site is situated at the base of a steep
bluff along the western (right) wall of the Mississippi River
valley in Louisa County (Figure 1.1). The site is bordered on
the east by Sand Run Slough which functions as the southern
outlet for Lake Odessa, an abandoned Mississippi River channel.
The Iowa River, a major right bank tributary of the Mississippi
River, joins the master stream approximately 6km (Smi) southeast
of the site. The upland immediately to the west and about 33m

S ClOOft) above the site is part of the loess-mantled Illinoian
till plain of southeastern Iowa and adjacent Illinois. On the
upland 3-5m of late Wisconsinan-age Peoria Loess buries the
Sangamon Soil developed in the early Illinoian-age Kellerville
Till Member of the Glassford Formation (Hallberg 1880; Hallberg
et al. 1980). Glassford Formation deposits bury older,
Pre-Illinoian-age glacial deposits of the Wolf Creek and
Alburnett Formations. Depth to bedrock in this area varies from
61-76m in the uplands (Hansen 1973). Depth to bedrock in the
Mississippi trench is unknown, but it is well below the level of
bedrock beneath the uplands.

The Mississippi Ualley in Louisa County, Iowa and adlacent
Mercer County, Illinois is composed of a mosaic of landforms and
underlying sediments of varying ape and origin. The oldest
alluvial landform in this valley reach is the hioh sandu terrace
on the east side of the valley in Mercer Countu. The surface or
this landform, known as the New Boston Terrace, lies between~ p,

. -560ft and 580ft ASL and has the town of New Boston located on its
western limit (opposite the confluence of the Iowa and
Mississippi rivers). The New Boston Terrace was the active
floodplain during the latest Wisconsinan period when the

"- Mississippi River carried sandy and gravelly outwash from
glaciers located in Minnesota, Wisconsin and Illinois.

" .~Approximately 10,000 B.P. the Mississippi River entrenched into
the late glacial floodplain when relatively sediment-free water
from glacial lakes, such as Lake Agassiz, flowed down the valley.
This entrenchment topographically separated the New Boston
Terrace from the early Holocene floodplain.

The large terrace complex between the New Boston Terrace and
the present MissiFslppi channel probably accumulated during the
early and middle Holocene (ca. 10,O0-4500 B.P.) as the river
migrated west in this valley reach. By ca. 4500 B.P. the
Mississippi channel was against and actively eroding the western
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valley wall. Investigations bq Bettis and Hower at the Michaels
Creek Fan (Bettis and Hoyer IS84:2.S-2.18), located 7.2km (.5mi)
north of Sand Run, disclosed that Lake Odessa was the active
Mississippi channel before ca. 4000 B.P. The western biuffline
of the valley from Klum Lake in the north to the Iowa River
Junction at the south end of Muscatine Island is a very young
feature--Middle Holocene in age. The evidence for the

, youthfulness of the bluffline is two-fold. Large slump blocks
are actively moving down the bluff slope. Additionally, several
upland valleys draining to the west into the Iowa River valley

*were beheaded during the westward movement of the Mississippi
channel. Many of the valleys of the Iowa drainage system now
have short steep Mississippi tributaries in their former
headwater areas.

Alluvial fans and colluvial slopes are located along the
lower flanks of the steep western valley wall of the Mississippi

- River. These features began developing immediately after the
main Mississippi channel shifted away (east) from the west valley
wall. At the Michaels Creek fan, Bettis and Hoyer (Ibid.) found
that the fans and associated colluvial slopes at the north end of
Lake Odessa began developing shortly before 4500 B.P.
Stratigraphic relationships and radiocarbon dates from the Sand
Run investigations allow us to extend this landform pattern to

Il the south end of Lake Odessa.

At the Sand Run excavations detailed descriptions of block
walls were made using standard USDA-SCS methods and terminolog
(Soil Survey Staff 1551, 1575; Bettis 1BLt). Colors are standard
Munsell. Profiles were sampled in the field and analuzed for
particle size distribution (Walter et al. lS78) and for organic
carbon content (Walkley-Black method) at the Iowa beological
Survey Bureau soils laboratory.

Block profiles studied for detailed descriptions were S8SRI
on the west wall of Block B near the center of a small alluvial
fan (Figures 2.1, 2.3, 2.5) and 585R2 on the west wall of Block C
on the downvalley side of the fan (Figures 2.1, 2.4, 2.5;
Appendix B). Three depositional units (Strata I, II, III top to
bottom) and several subunits (lettered a-c top to bottom) were
recognized in the excavations. The top of each unit or subunit
was marked by a paleosol surface. Significant modification of
the original deposits occurred during prehistoric occupation of
the site. Some of this modification probably occurred during the
accumulation of the sediments. The most obvious form of
alteration was the extensive pit digging by aboriginal
inhabitants. This activity acted to mix soil horizons and
sometimes obliterated the contact between depositional units
(strata). Another form of cultural modification of the deposits
was the significant addition of organic matter, artifacts and
other refuse. These additions resulted in the formation of
middens which now dominate the character of the site deposits.
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Each depositional unit consisted of loamy alluvial and

colluvial deposits which have their coarsest size fraction
(usually fine-medium pebbles) in the lower part of the unit.
This is a typical alluvial fan sedimentary sequence (Hoyer 1960;
Bettis and Hoyer 19B6). The fan sequence is produced by an
initial episode of rapid sedimentation during which relatively
coarse material is eroded from the contributory basin (i.e. a
nickpoint in the steep valley wall adjacent to the site at Sand

-* Run) and deposited on the alluvial fan. This is followed by
episodes of slower, increasingly less frequent sedimentation of
finer grained materials. As sedimentation slows, pedogenesis
occurs in the upper part of the sediment package. After a period
of relative stability when there is little or no sedimentation,
the sequence of events repeats and the former fan surface is
buried. This fan sequence is illustrated by the strata lIIlc,b,a,
II and I soils and interveninp sediments in the Block B
stratigraphy (Figure 2.5).

At Sand Run the Mississippi River deposits are buried bu and
interfinger with the alluvial fan deposits. rhe Mississippi
River deposits are loamy like the fan deposits, but the former
have fewer pebbles, contain much less coarse sand grains and are
better sorted (i.e. have less variable grain size). The greater
sorting of the Mississippi River alluvium is evident when
comparing the particle size profiles of description 58SR1 tBlock
B), located on the northern alluvial fan, with 585R2 (BlocK C),
located on the fan margin closer to Sand Run Slough (see
descriptions, Appendix B). Mississippi River deposits are the
dominant facies in the lower part of Block B (below 257cm) and
occupy all of depositional unit III in Block C.

Radiocarbon dates permit rough estimates of sedimentation
rates at the site. In Table 2.1 calculated sedimentation rates
are low, ranging from .02 to .12cm/yr. The highest rate is
calculated for Stratum III in Block B, the zone of coarsest
alluvial fan deposits (see especially 1lb). The sedimentation

, - rates have little meaning other than to indicate that most of the
last 4500 years witnessed relative stability and soil formation.

Table 2.1

Estimated Sedimentation Rates at Sand Run

Location Thickness Years Rate

.. '. Block B I 64cm 800 .08

Block B II 66cm 2200 .03

<- 2 Block B Ilia 23cm 200 .12

Block C I '-2cm 300 .05

Block C II LIcm 2200 .02
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Organic carbon content of the Sand Run deposits provides
evidence for significant additions of organic material to the
alluvial/colluvial sediments. Increases in organic carbon
content (Appendix B) occur at or near the surface of all the

* - paleosols. These increases are both natural and cultural in
* -: origin. Organic carbon content is naturally higher in the A soil

horizon. However, the total amount of organic carbon in the Sand
Run deposits is greater than normal for a moderately well to well
drained soil developed under forest vegetation in Iowa.

The soils at Sand Run West are mapped as the Douds-Lindley
complex, a grouping of soils formed in sandy, ioamu and pedblq
(Lindley) sediments in the footslope position (Brown n.d.).
Olmitz loam, a soil formed in coarser deposits on alluvial fans,
also is typical of the Sand Run West location (Ibid.). The Sand
Run soil profiles (Appendix 8) show more complex horizonation
than the type profiles for these soil series. Associated

J diagnostic artifacts and radiocarbon dates indicate periods of
* stability and pedogenesis were roughly uniform across the site

(Figure 2.5). Comparison of the morphology of the modern surface
soil with the two prominent buried soils (II, III) suggests that
the buried soils represent about the same degree of development
as the surface soil. All exhibit a similar degree of clay
translocation into the B horizon of the three major soils. That

the soils of Blocks B and C do not have the same thickness is the
result of different rates of sedimentation on the fan and
terrace. Close examination of the profiles reveals that the
surface and buried soils actually consist of two or more soils
which are closely spaced and, in some cases, not distinguishable.

The age of A.D. 1000 for Stratum I dates the period when

development of the surface soil began. Feature 3, which produced
the datable material, was a shallow basin where trash was
disposed on the prehistoric ground surface. Since that event
another 20cm of sediment has accumulated over the feature. Also
since that event the uppermost .Sm of the profile has weathered
sufficiently to result in a moderately developed Alfisol at the
present ground surface.

The date of A.D. 190 approximates the end of an episode of
soil formation which resulted in the Stratum II soil. This
conjecture is based on the position of several pits in Blocks A,
B and C profile walls. A number of pits with bottoms in the 8b
horizon extended up to the 2ABb or even the 2Ab horizon before
their distinctive coloration vanished in dark A horizon coiors
(Figures 2.6, 2.3, 2.4). Furthermore, two oits in Block B
clearly cut through the 2AO from its surface 3,5; Fiures 2.3,
2.5). Thus, the cultural component was concentrated on the
surface and in the upper 10cm of the buried A horizon. This
relationship holds for the Stratum 1I pits in Block A. Of
course, the contents of Stratum II in Blocks A and B belonq
(typologically) to the late Middle Woodland period. There are
earlier Middle and Early Woodland materials throughout Stratum II
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and Block C, so materials of these ages must predate A.D. 190 and
originally were deposited deeper in Stratum II.

The degree of mixing between strata soils is illustrated
best by the distribution of typed ceramics in Tables 2.2, 2.3 and
2.4. In all three blocks the Middle Woodland component (i.e.
Havana Ware) is in Stratum II. Some sherds infused into the
upper horizon of Stratum III due to disturbances, and other
Havana sherds were brought into Stratum I LBIOCKS A, L) b
subsequent cultural activity. Where the strata were most
compacted in Block C, mixing is more evident. In the thickest
deposits at Block B, no mixing up or down is evident. In llocks
A and C the distribution of Weaver pottery (late Middle to earlu
Late Woodland periods) straddles the strata 1/Il boundary just as
pits were observed to cut this boundary (see previous paragraph).
The disposition of Liverpool and Marion potteries (Table 2 .4)
seems to show the most evidence of mixing. Marion, the earliest

,ware, has been moved upward in the profile, as has Liverpool ware
"' 'to a lesser extent (Liverpool ware may be contemporary with

Havana--see CERAMICS). These wares were the first to be
deposited in the Stratum II soil, and they were scattered by
subsequent intense pit digging activity during the Havana
occupation.

Stratum III is easiest to analyze in Block B where higher
* sedimentation rates have separated the Late Archaic into

components about 200 years apart. The soil in Stratum lila is
developed into the soil in IlIb (Figures 2.3, 2.5). On the west
wall (Figure 2.5) a cultural "surface" in IlIb dips toward a
roasting pit, feature 24. This was the only "surface" noted
during the excavations, and it was defined only after the profile
walls were studied. Perhaps the surface was a house floor.
Stratum IlIc was not defined as a soil in the block excavations.
only in the original T.U.2 (Figure 2.2). A fortunate
circumstance of excavation exposed the most stratified portion of

rmathe fan in the northeast corner of Block B (stake EiN, Figure
2.3). Here, the Stratum Ioa soil separated into two soils with
an intervening feature (#3l), IlIc had soil aevelotment, and an

Sempty pit (feature 2) had been filled slowly with sediments and
culture debris of at least three components. This is a total of
seven verified components for all of Stratum III. Clearly, the
excavation strata do not represent actual single occupations,
rather they are components of similar but mixed materials that
happen to be deposited in soil horizons.

Across the slough at the Sand Run Access site c13LA30) a
soil profile pit was dug to compare with 13LA3B. The islang
soils are mapped as the Coland-Perks-Lawson complex, a group of
bottomland soils with thick, dark loamy and sandy A horizons
(Brown n.d.). In the profile pit the same tripartate soil
sequence was present with fragments of burned earth, a chert
flake and occasional fire-cracked rocks. The surface soil was
dark gray to brown loam with a morphologic expression similar to
the surface soil at 13LA38 but lacking an E horizon. A buried
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soil located between 50-90cm was similar to but darker and
heavier textured than the stratum ii soil at 13LA3.8. The lowest
soil, not completely exposed, was black and heavu textured like
the Stratum III soil. Generall, the alluvial sediments at
13LA30 are heavy textured because theq are in an island environ
where overbank deposition of silt and ciag predominates.

-* Cultural Features

Features were recognized where concentrations of the same
kinds of materials were Found or where pit digging activity had
occurred. In the field, Features were numbered consecutively in
each block and test unit (e.g. 1A, 23B, T.U.7-l, etc.; Figures
2.7-2.19), and Feature descriptions and profiles were recorded on
separate sheets For permanent accessioning. Excavation of hearth
and pit Features was by sectioning. Soil samples were taken
after the cross-section profile had been recorded.

The types of features consisted of two smashed ceramic
vessels, two piles of rocks, a post hole, several diffuse hearths
lacking excavated basins, deep roasting pits, one or more "dog
burials" and a large number of basin and cylindrical shaped pits

,, (Figures 2.7-2.18). One broken vessel with rocks and carbon was
feature 3 Stratum I in Block A. Another was a broken Baehr/Pike
vessel probably in a pit (feature 5a) at the bottom of Stratum II

-* Block C. The rock piles (features 21, 26) in Stratum III Block B
appeared to be small basket-loads of fire-cracked rocks and tools
(see "Cobble Tools"). The post hole (feature 17; Figure 2.10) at
the bottom of Stratum II Block B was 4Ocm deep and pointed.

- Hearths without basins were difficult to delineate. Theq
consisted of small (25-40cm), mottled spots of burned-oranae soil
(e.g. Feature 10 Block A, feature 3 Block C; Fiqure 2.8).
Hearths established on the ground surface of loamu soils often
become diffused in archaeological contexts. In contrast,
roasting pits were clearly defined. These were deep, basin

4 shaped pits with burned-orange and black edges and tills of
mottled burned soil or layers of carbon and midoen ke.q. teatures

.. 2/20, 9, 18, 24, 32 Block B; Figures 2.S-2.lE). mall fragments
of fire-cracked rocks occurred in the orange fills but large

-- concentrations oF fire-cracked rocks were not found in roastinq
, pits.

The remaining type of feature was the pit, which was filled
usually with dark midden soil. Pits varied in size from 20cm to
Im in diameter. Most were basin shaped and less than .5m deep,
while a half dozen Middle Woodland pits were deeper and with
cylindrical sides (e.g. feature 5b Block C, feature S Block B;
Figure 2.18). The two mostly intact canid skeletons came from
pits--one each from strata II and III Block C (Figure 2.17). One
was dog-sized (feature 4), and the other larger one (wolf?) came
from the Late Archaic feature 12. No notable concentratic-is of

6 non-local materials were recovered from pits, nor were numerous

fill zones or evidence of seasonality indicated in pits.
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The overlap of features in all strata indicates that there
were multiple episodes o activities. This was contirmea in the
cultural stratigraphy as well (see above). rhe excavation blocks
were too small to confidently define activity areas around
features. Therefore, the horizontal distributions of features
and piece-plotted materials in blocks probably are not
significant (Figures 2.7, 2.9, 2.11, 2.13, 2.15, 2.17). Surely,

-this is true for Stratum II Block B (Figure 2.9), where features
were overlapped at least three times.

In Block B a pattern emerged of most hearths in the eastern
half of the block in strata II and III. This may be a figment of

house positions on the site: i.e. a line of structures placed
against the backslope of the bluffline would result in hearths
being concentrated in the excavation blocks.

Another pattern seen in the profiles is that Woodland pits
-" tended to be larger and deeper than Late Archaic pits. Most of

the Late Archaic pits were roasting features, not storage
pits--the presumed function of Woodland pits. Increased use of

1pits during the Woodland periods correlates with other parts of
the productive system, specifically intensive native seed

4 .horticulture and caching of materials in anticipation of
, exchange.
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Table 2.5
13LA38 Feature Data

Block/Test Unit
Fea. Level Size (horiz. x depth) Type Contents

Block A
1 11-5 74dia x +16cm pit fcr. flakes, bones, Havana ware
2 11-6 65dia x +llcm pit carbon, flakes, fcr
3 1-4 28dia x +8cm vessel carbon, fcr, Minotts pottery
4 11-5 86dia x +21cm pit carbon, burned earth, fc-
5 11-6 105dia x +30cm pit carbon, fcr, flakes, Weaver ware
6 11-6 50dia x +6cm pit carbon, fcr, flakes
7 11-6 90dia x +11cm pit flecks of midden
8 11-6 91dia x +24cm pit carbon, flakes, fcr, Havana ware

9 11-6 +100dia x +32cm pit carbon, flakes, fcr, Havana ware
10 11-6 44dia x +5cm hearth burned earth

T.U. 6
I II-10 50dia x +10cm pit carbon, burned earth, 2 sherds
2 11-10 +50dia x +29cm pit burned earth, mixed soil
3 11-10 +60dia x +9cm pit fcr, flakes, Weaver vessel'C

". T.U. 7

1 111-16 +100dia x 18cm hearth burned soil, midden flecks, fcr

Block B
I 11-10 100dia x 60cm pit midden flecks, fcr, sherds, flakes
2 IIIa-13 100x20 x 27cm pit fcr, flakes, bones, Osceola pt.
3 11-8 65dia x +25cm pit flakes, fcr, carbon, Havana ware
4 4 11-8 608dia x +29cm pit flakes, fcr, carbon, Havana ware

5 11-8 70dia x +21cm pit carbon, fcr
6 11-8 +70dia x +33cm pit flakes, fcr, carbon, Havana ware,

Gibson pt.
7 11-8 180x140 x +20cm pit flakes, bones, fcr, Weaver &

Havana wares, Manker pt.
8 11-8 70dia x +10cm pit flakes, sherds, bones, fcr, carbon
9 11-8 100dia x +50cm pit flakes, fcr, bones, carbon, Weaver

& Havana wares
10 11-8 98dia x +20cm pit flakes, fcr, Havana ware

* 11 11-8 75dia x +18cm hearth flakes, fcr, sherd, carbon
12 11-8 80dia x +30cm pit flakes, bone, sherds, carbon
13 11-8 +90dia x +10cm pit flakes, fcr, carbon, biface
14 11-8 20dia x +20cm pit flakes, carbon
15 11-8 90dia x +20cm hearth carbon
16 11-8 90dia x +28cm hearth flakes, carbon, Late Wood. sherd
17 11-10 13dia x +42cm post flakes, carbon, sherds, net weight

Havana ware
18 IIIa-12 90dia x +40cm pit flakes, fcr, carbon, bones
19 IIia-13 66dia x +8cm hearth burned earth
20/2 see above
21 IIIa-13 40dia x 10cm dump fcr

IA 22 IIia-13 +70dia x +10cm hearth carbon, burned bone

23 IlIb-15 90dia x +13cm hearth carbon, bone, fcr, drill frag.
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24 IIIb-16 60dia x 39cm hearth layers of carbon, rmidder, fcr
25 IIlb-17 110x60 x +10cm pit carbon, bone flecks
26 IIIc-18 30dia x 8cm dump basket load of fcr, bone bits

27 IIIc-18 26dia x +13cm pit carbon, fcr, cobble
28 IlIc-18 60dia x +20cm hearth carbon, fcr
29 IIIc-18 100dia x +30cm pit carbon, bones
30 IIIc-30 100dia x +10cm pit flakes, fcr, bone, carbon

31 II-8 +70dia x +30cm pit flakes, fcr, carbon, Levse, ware,
S flake poirt

32 11-8 80dia x +8cm hearth flakes, fcr, carbon, Havana ware

33 IIIa-12 72dia x +18cm hearth fcr, flakes, carbon
34 Ila-15 80dia x +30cm pit flakes, carbon, bcne

35 IIlb-15 120dia x +30cm pit flakes, carbor, bore
36 IlIb-15 60dia x 10cm hearth fcr, burned bore
37 IIIc-18 50dia x +18cm hearth flakes, fcr, bone, carbon
38 IIIc-18 75dia x +31cm pit hammerstone, fcr, flakes

Block C

1 1-3 68dia x 3cm hearth burned earth, snerds
2 111-15 80dia x +16cm pit flakes, fcr, bone, carbon
3 11-8 23dia x 6cm hearth flakes, fcr, carbon, Havana ware

- 111-105 30dia x 5cm (pit?) "dog" skeletor,

5a II-11 30dia x 5cm (pit") crushed Pike vessel
5b II-Il 90dia x +40cm pit flakes, fcr, Pike sherds, pipe bowl

6 111-12 15dia x 8cm pit carbon concen.
7 111-14 80dia x +24cm pit flakes, fcr, Lone, carbon

8 111-14 87dia x +26cm pit carbon, flakes, fcr
9 111-14 56dia x +18cm pit flakes, fcr, bone, carbon

10 111-14 +95dia x +10cm pit fcr concer., carbon

11 111-13 +60dia x +38cm pit/post flakes, fcr, carbhr,
12 111-14 60dia x +10cm pit flakes, fcr, "dog" bones, carbon
13 111-15 80dia x +10cm pit flakes, bone, fcr, carbon, ax frag

14 111-14 120dia x +16cm pit flakes, fcr, bores, carbon
15 111-15 +80x60 x +31cm pit flakes, fcr, bores, carbon
16 111-14 +80dia x +20cm pit fcr, carbon
17 111-14 41dia x +15cm hearth bore, carbon, flakes

31
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FIGURE 2.3
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FIGURE 2.6
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Figure 2.8
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Figure 2.9
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Figure 2.10
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Figure 2.11
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Figure 2.12
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Figure 2.13
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Figure 2.14
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Figure 2.15
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-' Figure 2.16
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Figure 2.19
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CERAMIC ANALYSIS

Materials made from fired clays are among the most important

elements of the Sand Run site Woodland assemblage. In this
material are expressed human technical and social relationships,

and temporal changes in the ceramic assemblage reflect shifts in

social affiliations and culture change. The Sand Run collections
are composed of thousands of pieces of ceramic vessels, a few
hundred fragments of fired clay and special items like pipes.

The analysis of Sand Run ceramics will follow traditional

methodologies by first tabulating the collection, then describing

all materials, and finally maxing regional correlations between

ceramic types. The goal of the analysis is to fit the Sand Run

. .ceramics into regional patterns that are already described in
numerous publications. Specificaliy, a critical part of this

.* overall goal will be the analysis of attributes on all diagnostic

sherds from Sand Run. The writer has been patnering attributes

from collections of ceramics across the state of Iowa for a

decade, and the lists of attributes have been standarized. With

the addition of the Sand Run material from the Mississippi River
valley, it is now possible to span the prairies with comparisons

of pottery types that represent the Woodland periods in culture

history. Similar comparions can also be made with published
materials from the state of Illinois. Wide ranging comparisons

* will make it possible to answer the research questions posed in

. the project scope-of-work (see Chapter I and Appendix A).

The Ceramic Assemblaae

The sites on Sand Run Slough have been surface collected for
many years. Substantial collections of pottery, bone and lithics

have accumulated in the hands of private collectors and at the
Office of the State Archaeologist COSA) in Iowa City. Pottery

sherds in the possession of private collectors are jumbled among

sites and have no reliable provenience. The collection at Iowa
City is from several visits to the beachline at sites 13LA30 and
13LA38, which are constantly picked-over by local people. The
diagnostic sherds from the OSA surface collections have been

included in the present studq to boost the numoers in the

attribute analysis. Only body sherds from the 1588 excavation on

13LA38 have been analyzed.

" . Ceramic material analyzed herein numbers ebS5 sherds, HSE

*'. burned clay lumps and G other ceramic items (Tables 3.1, 3.d).
. .In the laboratory the ceramics were sorted into diagnostic Li.e.

rims and decorated sherds) and non-diagnostic (i.e. body sherds,

lumps, damaged) groups, the former being individually catalooued
for attribute analisii. Non-diagnostic items were tabulated by

-.5
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provenience, and those catalogue sheets are stored with the
collections. All items in the following analyses are tabulated
by levels within excavation blocks, not by each provenience, to
simplify matters. Horizontal proveniences from the small
excavation blocks at Sand Run probably are not significant.,, . Explanations of the methods of measurement and analysis for this
study are presented in Appendix C.

Bodu Sherds

A total of 2177 undecorated body sherds was recovered from
the Sand Run excavations (Tables 3.1, 3.2). BodW sherds taken
from mixed culture middens are impossible to sort preciselp into
types because their attributes overlap too much. However,
combinations of surface treatments, temper types and relative
thickness (cf. Braun 1983) make it possible to sort bodu sherds
into groups that relate to known ceramic wares. This has been
done in Table 3.2. Sherds in the "Liverpool Ware" column have
reddish colors and deep, coarse cord roughening in soft, sandy

S.pastes (see Figure 3.1). Sherds in the central columns have been
'- sorted according to thickness and surface treatment. The 7.4mm

measurement represents the division between the average
* thicknesses of Linn and Havana wares plus and minus one standard

deviation (data from Benn 1978). The "Late Wood.(land) Corded
Ware" column contains thin sherds (<7.4mm) with uniform,
low-relie cord roughening completely covering the surface (see
Figure 3.2).

The data in Table 3.2 show that ware distributions relate to
the stratigraphy at 13LA38. Liverpool sherds occur only in
Stratum II, the Early-Middle Woodland levels. Thicker sherds
tend to be concentrated in Stratum II, while thinner sherds in
the Late Woodland Corded sherds tend to be in Stratum I. There
is substantial overlap between the thick (>7.4mm) and thin
(<7.4mm) categories. A closer look shows that a very high
proportion of the thin sherds have plain surfaces (76%), and manw
of these are burnished (1 4%). Baehr, Weaver and Linn wares, all

. ,thin-walled potteries of the late Middle Woodlanc and early Late
Woodland periods, have high proportions of plain surfaces and

* conspicuous amounts of burnishing. Limestone temper, also a
trait of Baehr and Pike wares, occurs only among the thin sherds.
The thick walled potteries tend to be found in Havana ware, and
the cord roughened and smoothed-over-cord roughened surface

-' categories comprise 63% of these body sherds. Some Late woodland
* "Corded sherds are grouped with the thick category, but the unioue

cord (fabric?) surface treatment distinguishes the Late Woodland
* sherds From Havana types in the thick sherd column.

From the results of this exercise with body sherds, it would
seem that Woodland wares can be distinquished even in site

" . collections with few or no diagnostic sherds. Additional
correlations with grades of temper particles and the technologies

2..



of surface finishes would add to the orecision of typing body
~ .% shar-ds.

Diagnostic Potteru

" .The 13LA3/30 collections contained 4e9 rims and decorated
sherds (Table 3.1). Attribute analysis of this material resulted
in the definition of 11 ceramic wares, 27 types and three untgped
groups (i.e. Baehr/Pike, miscellaneous miniature vessels, one
carinated shoulder sherd). Definitions of wares and types follow
common usage by midwestern archaeologists (see Griffin 1952). A
pottery ware is a group types with similar vessel shapes, surface
finishes, tempers and a common theme in decorative motifs. Wares
supercede tupes, which are groups of vessels with the same
combinations of decoration, surface finish and rim form.
Uariants also may distinguish some unusual, often minor
combinations of traits within a type. All of the wares and types
found at Sand Run have been described previously in published
sources. Ware descriptions are presented in Appendix C.

Marion Thick

Five body sherds and one rim of this ware, the oldest
pottery in the Midwest, came from 13LA38 (Figure 3.3). The
sample is not large enough for statistical tabulation, so its
attributes will be described. The one rim has a flattened lip
and straight, vertical rim with no shoulder. Both vessel
surfaces on all sherds and the one lip are cord/fabric roughened,
although the impressions tend to be vague or superimposed. The
fabric is coarse with very thick cords (one Z, one S twist) woven
into a wavy surface. There is no decoration. Walls ot the bodu
sherds average 12.8mm thick (B.3-17.Smm ranqe), and one oririce

U has a diameter of 190mm. Ihe rim is 8.3mm thick (8.emm lio), a
size that fits the range of the later variant, Marion fhin.
Pastes of the sherds are coarse and somewhat sandu with aciltions
of very coarse igneous temoer (chunks uo to Bmm). In every
respect the sherds from 13LA38 match the tqpe definition tGriffin
1952) and recent descriptions of the ware (cf. Farnsworth and
Emerson eds. 1986).

Liverpool Ware

This group consisted of 32 rims and 67 decorated sherds from
13LA3O and 13LA38 (Tables 3.3 , 3.i). The ware was defined in
collections from the Central Illinois River valley (Griffin 1952;
Fowler 1955), and its basic definition has persisted into
widespread use today. The ware is characterized by coarse pastes
with massive structure, oxidized colors and large amounts of sand
inclusions. Conoidal shaped vessels have little or no shoulder
or rim curvature, but lips are often everted. Coarse, often
oblique cord roughening made of S-cords covers the exterior

-.



surface (Figure 3.1). Rectilinear decorations of zoned, parailel
lines trailed in soft pastes typically cover the rim and shoulder
of vessels. A row of embossing is usually set close to the lip.
There are two types. A small proportion of rims of Liverpool
Cordmarked are either undecorated to too small to evidence
trailing on the rest of the vessel. Black Sand Incised is the

majority type.

Liverpool Cordmarked (Table 3.3; Figure 3.4): The only
decoration on these 17 rims occurs as a tool impression on the

5interior upper rim and lip of three specimens. Attributes that
separate the Liverpool type from Havana ware include a high
proportion of cord roughened or partially smoothed surfaces, even
on lips (44%), thinned and everted lips, oblique cord roughening
on the body, and a row of embossing set close to the lip.

Black Sand Incised (Table 3.4; Figure 3.5): Fifteen rims and 67
decorated sherds of this type came from 13LA30 and 13LA3B. This
assemblage conforms to the type and ware definition in every
respect, with round and everted lips, straight in-sloping rims,
cord roLghened surfaces and thick walls predominating. Fourty
percent of the rims have CWS or fingernail impressions on the
interior upper rim, but only one lip is tool decorated. Exterior
decorations consist of zones of parallel horizontal or oblique
trailed lines sometimes in combinations with columns of stabs.
Zones of lines in herringbone, cross-hatch or nested patterns
make up less than 10% of the sample. Thirty-seven percent of the
upper rim zones are not decorated, but the occurrence of
decorations in this zone on the rest of the sample does not mean
that a separate upper rim zone was usuallq differentiated OW the
potters.

Liverpool Ware Discussion: Black Sand Incised is one of the most
easily identified ceramic types of Woodland pottery. On the
other hand, Liverpool Cordmarked proved to be the most difficult
type to sort from the Sand Run collections because rims are small
and nondescript. Much has been written about Liverpool ware,

* "', especially the Black Sand type and its affines (cf. Farnsworth
* X. and Emerson eds. 1986), but only recently have lists of

attributes been presented in statistical form in published
L reports.

Tables 3.3 and 3.4 show comparisons between the Sand Run
material and collections from the Central Illinois River valley

i(Munson 1986) and the Central Des Moines River valley (Benn and
Rogers 1985). The tabular information confirms what researchers
have stated in written descriptions for many years; that Black
Sand (and Liverpool CM) ceramics from sites on the midwestern
prairies are very similar. The Sand Run pottery is virtually the
same as Munson's ceramic data. The pottery from the Central Des
Moines River valley, called McBride Trailed, also is
statistically very similar to Black Sand Incised. McBride
Trailed paste is slightly less sandy and has larpe amounts of
crushed rock temper. Following Stoltman (lJb:l23J, there maw be
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''. Justification for "splitters" to name a separate regional ware
when there are differences in tempering agents. However, the
microscopic attributes of temper and clay inclusions are

difficult for every archaeologist to assess in every collection,
and furthermore, archaeologists probably will never agree on whatlevel of detal wares and types should be defined. In general,

wares and types tend to be defined on a regional scale with new
names being applied in "newly studied" regions. Thus, Fox LakeTrailed of northwestern Iowa and southwestern Minnesota (Hudak

1976; Benn 1982) and Crawford Trailed from the M.A.D. sites in
central western Iowa (Benn 1983) are essentially regional
varieties of Black Sand Incised (and probably contemporaries
during the early Middle Woodland period).

In eastern Iowa there is another type to consider: Spring
Hollow Incised (Logan 1976), now subsumed under Prairie ware
(Stoltman 1386). Logan (1976:90) clearlq differentiated between

• '"sherds similar to Black Sand Incised and others that contained
crushed rock temper and a wider varietg of decorations. Sherds

%viewed by this writer that Logan called Spring Hollow Incised
-' rhave pastes more similar to Havana ware--i.e. coarse temper,

blocky structure--and some of these vessels are quite crudely
manufactured. These vessels appear to be tWpologicalli different
from Black Sand Incised. The few trailed sherus from the 1id
site near Prairie du Chien (Benn 1978) fit with Black Sand
Incised, as do the small collections of potterg from the
Coralville Reservoir (Anderson 1971a) and Rock Run shelter (Alex
1968). Other unpublished materials from sites in interior
eastern Iowa also viewed by the writer contain a variety of paste
types and sometimes curious decorative combinations.

S.'Stoltman has renamed Spring Hollow Incised as Prairie
Incised to alleviate the problem of nomenclature--i.e. the
association of an incised pottery type with Linn ware and the
Spring Hollow nomen. This is a necessary housekeeping measure

* =and a good idea. I am not optimistic that "splitting" the
incised potteries into regional wares based on minor variations
like temper will result in clear definitions of culture history.
The earliest potteries on the prairies were by definition
variable because they represented the initial full-scale
application of this technology and because potters seem to have

- exploited the closest sources cf raw material: i.e. alluvial
soils at their habitation sites. The association of Havana and
Black Sand sites and the influences of Havana decorative
techniques in Black Sand assemblages would seem to be a more
lucrative avenue or research (see INTERPRETATIUNS, Chapter Vii1).

I. -'. Morton ware

This ware is associated witn the initial Qnase oF the Havana
tradition in the earlq Middle Woodland period Wbrfin ii.
Sherds of this ware from mixeo miooens often occur in relativeli
small numbers, so types are difficult to recoQnize, sort and
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describe. This is true of Morton type in the Sand Run collection
(Table 3.5). While sites 13LA30 and 13LA38 yielded a total of

9nine rims and 26 decorated sherds of Sister Creeks Punctated,
only two rims and six other sherds of the Morton/Fettie types
were found. Morton ware consists of large, conoidal vessels with
heavy walls (ave. rim thickness 8.3-8.8mm). Lips may be round or
flattened, and rims usually are slightly curved and insloping or

% vertical. Interior surfaces are plain, while a high proportion
r * of exterior surfaces are cord roughened or entirely covered bq

decoration. Decorations consist of a row of embossinq below the
lip and zones of punctating (Sister Creeks) or closely-spaced,
parallel trailing (Morton/Fettie) on the exterior rim and body.
The pastes of the Sand Run vessels tend to have massive structure

* -because of large amounts of sand inclusions and medium-coarse
S"-sand temper. However, some vessels nave less sand and a moderate

amount of fine-medium (.2-2mm) crushed igneous rock temper,
rendering their pastes like Havana ware. The Morton/Fettie
vessels have more Havana-like pastes.

Sister Creeks Punctated (Table 3. ; Fiqure 3.6): Ihe paste, form
and surface finish of these vessels is very close to Black Sand
Incised, the difference being primarily in decorations. A few
punctated sherds may be parts of a larger incised desiqn on Black
Sand vessels. Otherwise, fewer lips are extruded, lips are
flatter and there is more smoothing of the cord roughening in the
Sister Creeks type. Sister Creeks vessels have designs composed
of pinches, fingernail impressions, stabs, solid tools or hollow

* reeds in rows and columns. Impressions organized in vertical
arrays on the exterior rim and body are the dominant motifs.
Other decorations in other locations are rare.

Morton/Fettie Incised (Table 3.5; Figure 3.7): Morton and Fettle
. are separate pottery types in the literature (Griffin 1952;

Munson 9SB6a), but the Sand Run sample is too small to give
separate definitions in this analysis. Morton Incised has a cord
roughened exterior surface, while Fettie surfaces are plain.
Both have decorations of densely packed parallel trailed lines in
bands and zones on the rim and body of vessels. Lines often
occur in oblique or herringbone patterns with trailed borders.
The small Sand Run collection has both plain and cord rouphened
sherds. Embossing is present on the three larQe specimer- with
the nosses being placed farther below the lio than in Livernool
ware. Stamps also occur on the interior upper rim.

Morton ware Discussion: briffin il bt:lOU-lO1) and Munson
( '" (l6a:284-e7) state that the tupes in Morton ware show evidence

of early Havana ware traits: e.p. less sandu pastes. more olain
surfaces, lip flatteninq, rigorous CesiQn zonation. flOrton
ceramics are considered to represent mart of the initial

development of the Havana tradition in the centrai illinois tiver
valley. This presumption seems to mold for parts ot the Uoer
Mississippi River valley as well. A few Sister Lreeks Hunctated
sherds have appeared in eastern Iowa LLoqan il37b:50. benn I178a
riffany 1986:163) and more go unrecognized in unoublished



collections. norton and Fettle Incised sherds are less common in
!i terms of real numbers (and because of their poor recognition

among field archaeologists). These Morton ware potteries occur
in rock shelter and open village sites with other Middle Woodland
and Black Sand types.

A problem for making cultural interpretations from
typologies appears when one moves farther west and north from
east-central Iowa and the adjacent Mississippi River valley.
Stoltman includes a Prairie Incised var. plain and a Prairie
Linear Stamped within his Prairie phase ceramics of the
Quad-State region 1986). These types are similar to Fettle
Incised and Sister Creeks Punctated, respectively, and apparentiLy
were contemporaries. In the Central Des Moines River valley
there is a relatively contemporary type, High bridge Punctated,
that is like the Sister Creeks type but has Havana-like paste
(Benn and Rogers 1985). Likewise, the Sand Run collection
contains Morton and Sister Creeks sherds that are difficult to
separate from Black Sand Incised (cf. Munson 1986:285). It seems
obvious that these typological inconsistencies are reflections of

* J the actual evolution of the earlier Woodland ceramics. Munson,
for instance (1986:298), suggests that people of the Black Sand
tradition borrowed some notions of ceramic technology From the
makers of early Havana potteries.

Havana Ware

This ware was defined at the 19S1 conference at the Illinois
State Museum. Definitions of the ware and its types have
remained largely intact and applicable to a wide area since their
initial publication (Griffin 1952; Fowler 1955). The Sand Run
collections contain 105 examples of diagnostic Havana ceramics in
nine types (Table 3.6). Havana ware is characterized by blocky

[pastes of coarse silts and clays tempered with moderate to heavy
amounts of crushed igneous rock. Conoidal shaped vessels are
large with bulky walls and slightly curved rims that are vertical
or slightly flaring. Almost all vessels show intentional
flattening and inward bevelling of lips. Thus, lips tend to be
thicker (Naples ave. 9.Smmj than rim walls QNaples ave. d.dmm).
More than 90% ot exterior rim surfaces have been smoothed.
although evidence For cord roughening occurs more rreouentiy on
body sherds (about eb%). Embossing is present on all upper rims
in the Sand Run collection, and the row of posses is positioned
about one-third lower on the rim than in the type, Black band
Incised. Decoration is rare on the interior rim surtace, and
vone occurs on the lip. The exterior rim and bodu is divided
into zones of decoration (often a narrow upper nand and a wide
lower zone), which usuallq consists of bands or fields of stamps
demarcated by undecorated fields or trailed lines.

Naples Dentate Stamped (Table 3.6; Figure 3.8); This is the most
common type in Havana ware with 22 rims and 36 other sherds in

P-. the Sand Run collection. Long, narrow dentate stamps are grouped
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- i. -. in columns, bands, fields or in continuous rows around the vessel
for the main body or decorations. Lomplex motifs such as ziozaa
bands and alternating fields of oblique stamps are less common.
The upper rim band often has a simpiier vertical or oblique
stamp. Three-quarters of the decorations are placed on plain
surfaces, the others beino superimposed on cord rouahened or
partially smoothed (bUL) surfaces. The Naples tqpe has been
recovered from rock shelters in central-eastern Iowa (e.a.
Levsen; Logan 1375), and it occurs in open sites in the Iowa and
Cedar River valleys ( e.g. Weicnman and Tandarich 1 74). Levsen
Stamped, a late Middle Woodland type in Linn ware (Logan .176;
Benn 1378; Stoltman 1979), has the same distribution as the
Naples type in eastern Iowa and the Quad-State region. Naples
Dentate Stamped is distinquished from Levsen Stamped by these
characters: thicker Flattened lios, bulkier walls, embossing and
bolder dentate teeth in Naples; thinned rounded lips, hard thin
walls, punctating and finer dentate teeth in Levsen (Benn 1978).
In the central Des Moines River valley there is a comparable and

, Ccontemporary type, High Bridge Stamped (Benn and Rogers 1965),
,% which has notably less lip flattening and bevelling and slightly

finer dentate teeth.

Havana Cordwrapped Stick (Table 3.6; Figure 3.9): This type name
has been changed to distinquish it From a variety of Naples
Stamped (Griffin 1952; Loy 196B). There are three rims and six
other sherds in the collection. The characteristics of the
Naples type also apply to Havana CWS, except that a cord-wrapped
dowel was employed as the decorative implement. The dowel was
wide, and cords were thicker than similar stamps in Linn ware
(see Benn 1976).

Havana Incised (Table 3.6; Figure 3.IU): Unly a small samole or
5 sherds was recovered from Sand Run. This tupe has been
recognized more recently than other Havana types (Lou ibb). 1he
Sand Run sherds have parallel or cross-hatched lines trailed over
plain surfaces, and in two cases a dentate stamp or slash has
been alternated with the line. The lines are relatively

*. fine--less average width than those in Hopewell and baehr wares.

Havana Zoned Dentate (Table 3.b; Fiqure 3.10): bixteen sherds
from Sand Run have plain surfaces with decorations composed of
wide (ave. 3.6mm) lines carefullg trailed to form curved and
intersecting bands. Bands between lines may be plain or filled
with parallel dentate stamps. Vessels and decorations in this
type were more carefully executed than other Havana tqpes.

Havana Cordmarked (Table 3.6; Figure 3.9): Three rims have no
'-I. " exterior decoration and belong to this category by "default".

The rims do have cord-wrapped stick stamps on the interior upper
rim, and one is embossed. Considering the proliferation of
decoration in all Havana pottery types, it is doubtful that even
these few rims each represent an undecorated vessel.

'.4# ,
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Havana Plain LTable J.b; rliure . our rims and one upper

"" rim without a lip have no decoration and plain surtaces. ihe

four rims are too small to reveal it the lower rims and bodies

were undecorated, but the remaining neck sherd is plain above and
below a row ot bosses as if it were trom an unOecorated vessel.

Hummel Stamped (Table 3.6; k iqure 3.10): One rim and three other
sherds have curved dentate stamps that are about 20mm long (see

Loy 1968). Otherwise, the stamped decoration is the same as

Naples Dentate Stamped.

., Havana ware Discussion: Traits associated with Havana ware are

widespread in the Eastern Woodlands and mid-continental prairies
(cf. Griffin et al. 1970; Brose and Greber eds. 197S). Even
Havana-like pastes are recognized in many regions, presumably

because one pottery technology spread widely during the Middle
woodland period. For decades there has been speculation among
archaeologists about whether certain potteries from interior
eastern Iowa belonq to the Havana tradition (e.g. "Amana Havana
lffany 19B6:160). The issue of whether a particular assemblage

is part of Havana ware or a regional variant requiring different
nomenclature can only be resolved by attribute analysis. Once

the attributes are acquired, the comparison with Havana ware
should be made at three levels: attributes, types, and

- chronological sequence of types. Strong similarities must be
-  present at all three levels to fulfill the definition of Havana

-. ware.

tirst, comoinations or attributes that are characteristic of

Havana ware should be present. Foremost among these is the fiat,

~.. b evelled ilo--a trait Griffin emphasizes LiJbb:613). Also

important are nig proportions of plain surfaces, emoossinq and

eiaborate zoned decorations with bold stamping and trailing. P~

good example of an equivocatinq application of attributes is to
be round in Loqan's 'Il/6:S-S3) description of Naples Stamped
and other Havana potteries from sites such as the Levsen shelter.
His Naples type includes several vessels with round lips, and
tabulation of other attributes was not done for comparison. This

writer has seen the Levsen collection, and Naples Dentate rims
with flat lips are present. However, the entire collection from
rock shelters numbers 104 sherds by Logan's count, and some of
these rims deviate from the type definition. Havana ware with a
complete array of attributes has been recognized in the
Luad-State region, specifically at the FrD site (Benn 197BJ and

.r*. "- in descriptions of Wisconsin material by Stoltman (1979).
-arther west in the central Des Molnes River valley the
attributes of High bridge ware have been shown to be ditferent
rrom Havana ware because of the low incidence of bevelled lips,
ovoid stamping, elaborate zonation or stamps and trailed lines
Benn and Rogers I8b5:46). Downriver in the Red Rock Reservoir,

° _.. foper <I:11e has compared the local liddle woodland stamped

pottery with Hiqh Bridqe Stamped and found her's to have a hiQher
incidence of 0eveiled lips. She indicates examples or the Naples
btamped tupe orobablW are present. No other ceramic collections

04
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from eastern Iowa sites have been subjected to attriute
analysis.

The second comparison with Havana ware should be made with

the combination of types in the assemblage. This information is

tabulated in Table 3.7 for Illinois River valley sites and for
the three Iowa collections where attributes have been analyzed.

Notice that the four Illinois valley sites, Sand Run and FTU
yielded a variety of types representing several kinds o- stamped,

zoned and trailed desiqns. If body sherds were removed From the
Illinois site counts, cord rouphened and plain rims would Oe a
much smaller proportion of the assemblage. Bq contrast, the Des

Moines valley collections contain a paucltq of stamped tqpes and

many more cord roughened, plain and trailed sherds rcf. benn and

Rogers IBS; Roper lW6:/B. If tabulated, a similar limited

range of types would be found in the rock shelter collections

analyzed by Logan, with the Naples, HummelNeteler, and

Cordmarked types being present. 1he issue or now manq Havana

types are present still exists for otner unstudied manifestations
like the "Amana Havana" and potterles t-rom I-iGOie wOOolano

S.villages in the lower Iowa, Ledar. nkunK. ant ues fcIines rliver

valleys.

The third comparison witn Havana ware involves icentiruino

the sequence of potterq types. Havana is a traditi on that
spanned a time period when potterw tyoes evolved cr . urivrin
15; 1Iunson 19ba:eWU). 1ettie Incised and bister LreeKs
Punctated were made early, foilowed oq the wide range or stamped

Iand zoned types, and finisned witn baenr ano tLoes with muc iess

decoration. It is, basicalii, good metnoioqq to recognize most
of this evolutionarq sequence or potterq t~ues in an assemtlaoe

before it can be placed within the Havana tradition. Ihe Sand

Run collection has a complete sequence. IU lacks some or the

earlier types (,e.g. Morton, ettie, and tne oiace of the iater

- types is taken by Linn ware. No other sites in interior Iowa
S.have been shown to contain a sobstantial oart of the Havana

pottery sequerce.

ihe foregoing discusson is not intended to destroy the
notion that the Havana tradition soread beuond the 1ississi1pi
vaiieg into interior Iowa. ihat wiil have to be investioated in
.otterq collections rom trle maior river vaiieys. Ihe noint has

been made that the Hooewefi'an manitestation in the central Des
Mu ines valley i -,e. van hnilQg Hhase, Hern and Rogers ItJB) is
nOt cart or the Havana traciton. eeca-se ali three crteria are

,." at Least oar- t Li I i tcj e ceramc, there are Havana
comc'e-!s along tne ' 1 'ssI IL.k r n th"e Lj~a Dtatp region.

*4L- ,c e Le l ite statemernts ca- c -ac , oased on olct ter " ai ,one a]oLot
easte~r' . ,a rock %ne, ter s cci - oar t to the Ha'ana v rai t on.

-c: s e t e r .here sea s 'a -4 ccj-ci e-1C 'r- '"Cl I: reo L aror 3cF r

t LC Odbt . 77 i carts o] :mnci e assem[rlaccs ma< h7Y-' t]eeP let t.

I-~r CiUO
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- ,.Baehr/Pike & Hopewell Wares

Hopewell ware (Griffin 19S2; Fowler 1955) has sufficiently
strict standards to be recognized in only five sherds from
lJLA38. Baehr (briFfin 1952) and Pike (Struever 1960; Morgan
1985a) wares and types are too complex to completely segregate

".. among the small sample of eight sherds from 13LA30 and 13LA38.

Hopewell ware LTable 3.8; Figure 3.11): This ware is uniformlu
thin Lave. rim thickness 4.4mm), smoothed and carefully finished.Sherds are dark gray throughout. Pastes consist of fine silts

and clays tempered with very finely ground rock (4 limestone
jars, one grit bowl). Paste structure is veru fine blocku. Lios
are smooth and rounded, and three rims are slihtl4 s-shaped
Lcnanneiled) and vertical to sllqhtly inslopino. Another rim is
from an open-mouthed bowl with a rolled lip. Interior
channelling has sharp edges and is carefullu executed.

Decorations of very fine rocker stampino, trailing anc annular
punctatinq are delicate, shallow and precisely positioned on the
exterior rim and bocu. The rocker stamps have shallow arcs.

Sb

Baenr/Pike wares Llaole 3.8; Figure 3.11): One rim and three
decorated sherds have been isolated as Baehr ware, while two rims
and two decorated sherds are grouped as Uaehr/Hike-like. The

-/ Baehr sherds are more carefully manufactured, although the

remaining four are untyped because they are smaller and less well
oreserveo. All eight sherds have pastes of medium-coarse slits

and clays tempered with moderate amounts of crushed rock (6
% grit/igneous rock, one limestone, one limestone and grit). The

rims have flat bevelled lips (n-2/3) and s-shaped curves due to
broad channels. Qessel surfaces are plain. These sherds are
thicker (rim ave. 5.8-7.7mm), and have medium blocky pastes.
Qariable colors range from reddish-brown to dark graws to light

[brown hues with smudging and firing clouds. Interior rim

channels are broad with vague edges. Exterior upper rims have
cross-hatched decoration above a row of punctates. Rim and bodu
decorations consist of fine brushing, rocker stamps with a wide
arc, dentate stamps and trailed lines, all executed carefullu but
not as delicately as Hopewell designs.

Hopewell ano baehr/Hike Discussion: horqan's LlSbba) evaluation
of Pike and uaehr ceramics does not distincuish the two wares
except in "extreme cases.' Dubjectivelw, baehr apoears to be
more refined than Hike and retains more strictiw the attributes
of Mopewell ware decorative elements. I cOunt that this
tw4oloqical issue is relevant in Iowa. ine band Kun baenrriKe
snerds compare with baenr ware from the Lentral liiinois Iliver

vaiieq and were manufactured at band toun. inew represent a naenr
ceramic horizon in the I-lississioi iver valleu between Iowa and
iiilnOis (cf. benchleu e: ai. ij,:: icure J/g. ihe daehr tuoe

probacl1 penetrated interior Iowa. since a iocailu maoe sherd was
recovered from the founq site on the Ledar Hiver (benn and
lhompson 17:.ioure a). in the Uuad-State repion Baehr is

replaced by a similar and very stronq local ceramic tradition,



Linn ware, which includes types with thin walls, rocker stamping
and rim channelling (Logan 1976; Bann 1978; Stoltman 1979). A

'S few elements of Linn ware also appear in Madrid ware in the
central Des Moines River valley (Bann and Ropers i9BW.

Without petroqrapnic analqsis it is impossible to know that
the Hopewell ware at Sand Run was locally manufactured. bince
there are Hopewell mound centers on the Iowa side of the river.
local manufacture of this fine ware is probable. 8esides nand
Run, Hopewell sherds have turned up with Havana ware at the wolf

Lsite (Straffin 1971) and at Gast Farm lust north of Sand Run.
Fine Baehr and Hopewell sherds from interior Iowa do not match
with the local assemblages and probably represent trace vessels.
A Hopewell Cross-Hatched rim came from 138Nab2 in the central Des
Moines valley (Bann and Rogers 1985:Figure 8.d), and a limestone
tempered Baehr rim was found at the Young site o7 the Ledar River
(Benn and Thompson 1977:Figure 2b . These rims came from
non-Havana, Middle Woodland contexts and probably were imported
vessels.

% weaver & Linn Wares

These wares of the early Late Woodland period are considered
together because issues of their typologies overlap.

Weaver ware was defined in the central Illinois River valley
'Griffin 1952; Fowler 19SS; Wrag and MacNeish 1961). There are

m 81 rims of Weaver ware from 13LA30 and 13LA38. Weaver pastes are
composed of coarse silts and clays with moderate to large amounts
of finely crushed igneous rock (.25-2mm) and some particles of

.d *coarser (up to 5mm) temper. Sherd walls have a Fine blocky
structure and pale brown to gray colors. Weaver pastes are
denser and less crumbly than Havana ware. Except for a small
number of cord roughened rims, exterior rim surfaces are smoothed
plain. 8ody cord roupheninq or oartlailw smoothed cord
roughenino is more common. About 1% or weaver sherds retain
evidence of burnishinq due to the practice oE runninq
leather-hard vessei surraces. weaver vessels nave constrictec
necks, leading to flarina upper rims and exoanCino smoulders.
Lios tend to De round and thinned. ano rim walis are tnirner
are. ttmm) than Havana ware. tmbossinQ occurs ciose to tne .ip

on cord rouqneneo rims. Utnerwise, oecoration is iimitec to
various stamps on the exterior upper rim zone

' "i"he derinition of Linn ware (Loqan i b penn itd, !toltman
1W' is similar to weaver. [he technicai attrinutes are tne

same exceot for a high incidence of rim channeiiinQ ano
flattened, bevelled lips in Linn ware ti.e. the Levsen tJoe.j,
Another maior difterence is tnat Linn ware has much more
decoration, including elaborate dentate and cord-wrapoed-stick
stamping, punctate motifs, corded rim designs and rock.er
stampinq. rhe Sand Run collection has only 14 sherds or Linn

ware.

•'%
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Weaver CordmarKeO (Table 3.5; Figure .1l): bite I3LA38 uielded

onlq three rim sherds that have cord rougheninq uD to the lip.
All tnree have a row of embossinq placed close to the lip.

weaver Plain (Table . Figure _.id): ihere are /8 rims from

13LA30 and 13LAid. Almost 30% of the rims are undecorated. un
the remaining rims practically all of the decoration consists of
cord-wrapped-stiCk or plain tool impreSSsions on the exterior

upper rim. These impressions are vertical or oblique down to
the left) and may be so deeply impressed that the lip and upper
rim assume a scalloped form. Decorations on the lip and interior
upper rim are very rare.

ILevsen Uentate Stamped, Levsen Cord-wrapped-Stick Stamped (Table

3.10; Figure 3.13): Levsen Dentate has three rims and two
decorated sherds, while Levsen Cord-Wrapped-Stick has two rims
and three sherds, all but one being from 13LA38. Both types have

the same rim form--thin, bevelled lips and shallow channels.
Mostly plain surfaces are superimposed by decorations of dentate

or cord-wrapped stick stamps that define the two types.
Decoration consists of a band of oblique stamps on the exterior
upper rim and decorative zones of similar stamps on the lower rim
and body. One rim has embossing, which is rare for Levsen
pottery, while another has shallow punctates like the Beahr type.

Levsen Punctated (Figure 3.13): One rim sherd came from the
surface of 13LA38. This specimen has a thin wall and very thin
lip. A decoration of large reed punctates in rows/columns is

impressed on the rim and shoulder.

-iscelianeous traiied sneros klanle j.iU; 1iqure j.ij): t-our
sherds from 13LAjtJ have Linn ware pastes, plain surfaces and one

or more fine trailed lines. ihese are not bpring Hollow inciseo;
otherwise, Lion ware does not (uet) have a tuboe name for vessels
with trai±ed decorations onl. in tne manner or baehr ware.

,Miscellaneous miniature vessels vLaoie j.ll): tieven rim sherds
from the 13LA38 excavation units represent small "olncn pot"
vessels. Their pastes are uniformly blockq, bur colored
(oxidized), and are not tempered (n-5i) or contain sand and grit
inclusions (n-b). Surfaces are plain, ano decorations are
applied haphazardly when present. Two upper rims have oolique
lines and dentate stamps, and one vessel has a row of ounctates.
Two rims are embossed. These sherds were recovered from fidle
and Late Woodland proveniences and could belong to Havana, Weaver

and '-inn wares.

Weaver & Linn Ware Uiscussion: Everyone working in the Upper
Mississippi River valley has confronted the issue of
differentiating between Linn ware's Spring Hollow Plain and
Cordmarked and Weaver Plain and Cordmarked. rhe simplistic
approach is to use the Spring Hollow name in Iowa and the
Wuad-State reqion and Weaver in Illinois (,cf. Lopan l /b;

Stoltman 1979; benchleg et al. l/Sj. However, this creates a



i' .~ dilemma for analyzing potteries taken from the tloodplain or the
Mississippi River (cf. bosznart and Overstreet lbb:1able 1).
The Sand Run attribute analysis offers an opportunity to
investigate this problem by bridging several other site anailses.
This has been done in rable 3.12.

The comparison of sites in Illinois, Iowa and the Quad-State
region in Table 3.12 should be viewed for the relative
representation of plain, cord roughened and highly decorated
types. Note that the Sand Run collection falls in line with the
Illinois sites in having very high proportions of plain rims and
Few examples of cord roughened rims. Sand Run also has low
percentages of the decorated Levsen types, and Illinois sites
show none. The latter information is incorrect. A few examples
of Levsen Stamped exist in collections from the Illinois side of
the Mississippi River (For instance in the Bud Hansen collection,
Moline, Illinois), but they have been overlooked probably as
Havana ware. Also noteworthy is the similarity in stamp types
that appear on Weaver rims from Illinois and Sand Run. Embossing
occurs on Weaver Cordmarked, but it is rarely found in Linn ware.
Taken as a complete assemblage, the Sand Run pottery Cits the
properties of Weaver ware with a Few Linn ware sherds being a
different element.

The Weaver assemblage contrasts with ceramics erom FTU and
the Quad-State region, and Madrid ware From the central es
Moines River valley (Taole 3.ie). The latter assemilaoes contain
much lower proportions of plain surfaced rims, larger amounts of
cord roughened rims and many heavil decorated vessel tupes.
Additionally, the cord decorated and rocker stamped Lane tarm
types are in Linn ware with nothing comparable in Weaver ware.

Another Factor in the typology issue is the chronoloqq of
types in Weaver and Linn wares. Levsen types precede the Lane
Farm types in Linn ware, whereas there is no clear chronoloou for
Weaver ware. Until chronological controls are available for
comparison between the wares, the Linn and Weaver dichotomy

S-' should be maintained in its present form. Mississippi River site
assemblages should be typed according to their compositions, viz.
Table 3.12.

Late Late Woodland Wares

The 62 sherds From Sand Run sites 13LA30 and 13LA36
represent at least three wares and perhaps more. Presently,
researchers Face two problems in analyzing materials of this
culture period. First, types and wares have not been Fuily
defined and integrated into a regional sustem as earlier Woodland
potteries, 5econdlq, collections of late Late Woodland ceramics
usually consist of small, ooorly preserved shards, or the sherd
number is small. The Former is the case at band Run, where
almost all sherds have weathered surtaces that orohibit complete
analysis of the Fiber impressions.
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This analysis will not result in new or revised nomenclature

For late Late Woodland ceramics. Such a chore will have to be

done by a committee. I will offer some patterns that emerge from

attribute analysis of corded ceramics across tl'e Prai.rie
Peninsula.

Cord Decorated Ware(s): Pastes of this ware are composed of
coarse silts and clays tempered with moderate amounts of Fine

crushed rock and grit ( .25-2mm) and variable amounts of coarser

- rock (up to 5mm). Wall structure is Fine blocky to laminated,
and colors have a definite reddish hue that ranges From yellowish
to dark gray. Smudging and Firing clouds are common. Splices
where sections of vessel were joined are sometimes evident.
-essels have globular Forms with expanding shoulders constricted
necks and curved (everted) rims. Sometimes there are sharp bends

at the rim-shoulder juncture. Lips are slightly thinned and
round, and orifices may be castellated and/or squared. Interior

and lip surfaces are plain, and some exterior rims also are
smoothed and plain. Exterior body surfaces and most rims are

covered by low-relief cord/fabric roughening of two Forms. One
form is composed of large, soft, loosely-twisted cords which make
a shallow impression in paste sometimes described as "simple

stamping" (Figure 3.2a). The other form is a tightlq twisted
cord which makes a deeper, clearer impression in paste (Figure
3.2b). Decoration is confined to corded designs on the interior

upper rim, lip and exterior rim, with occasional reed punctates
or lip tool marks associated with the corded design. Corded
wares have been described by many writers (Fowler 1955; Hurley

1975; Logan 1976; Benn 1380; Morgan 1985b).

Cord RouQhened type (Table 3.13; Figure 3.14): Four rims From
13LA3B lack exterior rim decoration. Two rims have tool notches
on the interior upper rim, and one has deep cord impressions on
the lip that give a scalloped effect. This type is like Morgan's
(15b:269) "cordmarked group" and is analogous to Madison Plain
From Farther north (Hurley 1975; Benn 1978).

- .Cord Decorated tupe (Table 3.13; Figure 3.lf): Sites 13LA30 and
13LA38 yielded a total of 16 rims with lips, 16 mid-rim sherds
and 16 shoulder sherds. Exterior surface finishes consist of 80%
cord roughened/decorated, 17% plain (or mostly smoothed-over),
and 3% (n-l) brushed. Interior decoration of horizontal or
vertical cord impressions occurs on almost 30% of the sample.

Tool arid cord improssions are Found on about 60% of the lips.
Exterior rim surfaces are usually decorated with parallel
hcrizontal cord impressions bordered above by vertical cord

i oressions and below by a row of knots, cord twi.sts, cord loops,
ht iow reed punctates or CWS stamps. Comolex designs of oblioue

- rc :"essions comprise about lO of the mid-rim desion. Tr
!eccrations, 2-twisted cords Far outnumber S-twisted, while

, c=Is and replied cords occur in almost equal numbers
: .... decorated potteries include Canton ware (Fowler 1955),

l--oressed 'Logan 1976), Lane Farr Cord Imoressed
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(Ibid.), Madison Cord/Fabric Impressed (Baerreis 1953; Hurley
197S; Benn 1980) and Feye Cord Impressed CKlvett 1952).

Collared tupe: A small sherd from the 13LA38 excavation
represents this category. The (plain) surfaced rim has a strip
of paste added to the exterior upper rim, and a short twisted
cord is impressed on the collar. The sherd is too small for
additional analysis.

m. Plain ware (Table 3.13; Figure 3.15): Though the sample is
small, a group of seven rim sherds from the surfaces of 13LA30
and 13LA38 clearly do not fit with Weaver or Linn wares. The
paste of the rims is composed of coarse silts and clays tempered
with moderate amounts of coarse crushed igneous rock (.S-qmm).
Paste structure is fine blocky, and walls are dense and compact.
Exterior colors range from buff to dark gray with firing clouds

-present. Core colors tend to be darker grays (reduced). Uessel
forms are not entirely known. Shoulders probably are sharply
expanding, and rims are curved and mostly flaring. Lips are
round or slightly flattened and bevelled outward. Lip smoothing
usually results in extruding of paste over the exterior rim wall.
Interior surfaces are smooth and uniform. Exteriors are rough
and plain, often retaining horizontal wiping marks. Oecoration
is restricted to tool impressed lips on two rims, and one of
these has a (row?) of vertical tool slashes on the exterior lower
rim. Potteries with plain surfaces and tooled lips include
Mlinotts Plain (Logan 1976:105), Sepo Plain (Hamn 1975:12),
Saylor Plain (Theis 1979) and Hartley ware (Tiffany 1982a).

Carinated shoulder sherd: A single sharply curved shoulder sherd
was recovered from the 13LA38 excavation. Its exterior surface
is covered by low relief cord roughening ("simple stamping").
Some late Late Woodland vessels exhibit abruptly curved or
carinated shoulder forms (e.g. Bauer Branch pottery; Green 1976).

Late Late Woodland Potter4 Discussion: The best approach to
dealing with ceramics of this period is a pan-regional

S..perspective. Attribute analyses are available for comparison of
collections across the Prairie Peninsula.IL

The attributes of cord decorated potteries in Table 3.1! are
from collect.ons in eastern, central and western Iowa. Among the
notable trends in this data is exterior surface finish: it
usually is cord roughening in Madison Fabric Impressed FI) and

the Sand Run pottery, while Lane Farm and Loseke wares have high
proportions of plain surfaces (cf. Haas 1985 for LoseKe ware).
Lane Farm is the earliest ceramic type in Table 3.l and belongs
to Linn ware. The distribution of Loseke ware is in central and
western Iowa. Thus, cord roughened surface treatment is seen to
be sensitive in both chronological and aeograohic dimensions.

-The other notable trend occurs in the types of decorative cords;
the majority of decorative coros in Madison F1 and the Sand Run
potteries are replied cords, while Loseke and Lane Farm ceramics
have more plied cords. This is interpreted to mean that the
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." '-. simplier cord industies are associated with the earliest pottery
(i.e. Lane Farm) and with the western Loseke ware, The most
complicated cord industry is found in Madison FI with conspicuous
amounts of replied cords and grouped and countered cord
decorations. The Sand Run pottery falls somewhere between these
extremes of simple-to-complex cords. If Minotts Cord Impressed
were added to Table 3.1q, it would show high proportions of plain

* surfaces and plied cords, i.e. "late" traits (cf. Tiffany
1986:229-236; Benn 1980:52-72, 1978:22q).

P Moving beyond attribute analysis to whole assembiaoes, cord
decorated potteries have been described from several sites in

r, central western Illinois (Riggle 1961; Morgan 1985b: McGimsey and
White 1985). These potteries are thin-walled with cord rouqhened
(some "simple stamped") surfaces. One type is decorated with
tool impressions or the lip and occasionally at the rim-shoulder

V s.. juncture (Morgan's "cordmarked series"), while the other has
-' '.parallel, single cord decorations on the rim (Morgan's

"cord-impressed series"). Many of these vessels have castellated
rims and squared orifices. At the Schroeder site, Riggle (1981)

'4 found the cordmarked type beneath the cord impressed type.
Riggle also recognized the presence of these types in Iowa at the
Jollyville Hill locality south of the Skunk River confluence with
the Mississippi River. Morgan (1985b:273) distinguishes between
thin-walled types and what he terms "coarser" cord impressed and
castellated pottery in the Maples Mills/Canton series (Fowler
1955). Many of the ceramics from Sand Run fit comfortably with

* the thin-walled Illinois pottery seen by this writer (although
- Sand Run sherds are too small to have visible castellations), but
.. the incidence of cord roughened rims is low at Sand Run. Such a

rim was found on the surface of a nearby site (13LA261). Some
cord roughened or decorated rim sherds from Sand Run also have
walls thicker than 7mm (C rims, S body sherds in Table 3.2). I
suspect that the thick/thin wall dichotomy should be considered
in conjunction with surface treatment to render this trait
diagnostic.

The preceding Illinois and Sand Run ceramics comnare
favorably with Madison FI in body form, thin walls, the
consistancy of surface cord roughening and cord impressed
decorations. Madison ware is different in having no squared or
castellated rims, a small proportion of cord roughened vessels,
few other decorative elements (e.g. tool) besides cord
impressions, and in possessing the most complex combinations of

4. decorative cord types. In short, Madison ware and the Illinois
corded potteries are not the same ware but appear to be

* analogues. Lane Farm Cord Impressed precedes Madison ware in the
Quad-State region, and recent radiocarbon dates show Madison ware
was contemporary with the Illinois ceramic series from Schroeder,
Deer Track and the other sites (cf. Morgan 19B5b). Also
contemporary with Madison ware was Loseke ware in the central and
western portions of Iowa. Interior southeastern Iowa still is a
vast unknown in terms of corded ceramics. This writer has seen a
few sherds in the Keyes' Collection (State Historical Society,
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Iowa City) that conform to attributes of the western Illinois
potteries, but many more sherds in this collection are Mlinotts
Cord Impressed.

Minotts Cord Impressed (Logan 1976:103) has high proportion
of plain surfaces and decorations of plied or repliec cords in
simple arrays of parallel cords. Rim castellations occur with
the most complex corded designs: e.g. nested triangles and
chevrons. Rim walls are moderately thick (ca. 9-6mm; Tiffany
1986) for Late Woodland wares, and sherd colors tend toward buff
(oxidized). Associated with the cord decorated rims are plain
rims, sometimes with lip notches. The Minotts assemblage was
dated 900+80 B.P.: 1050 A.D. (Beta-12688) at 13WS61 in the Iowa
River drainage (Lensink ed. 1986:105). Pottery with similar
attributes, particularly plain surface treatment and a post-BOO
A.D. chronology, includes Hartley and French Creek wares in
northeastern Iowa (Tiffany 19B2a) and Saylor ware from the
central Des Moines River valley (Theis 1979).

The seven plain rims from Sand Run, the Group 1 rims from
13WS61 (Tiffany 1986:229), Minotts Plain (Logan 1976:105) and the
plain pottery from the Walters site near Iowa City (Anderson
1971b) constitute a single type. Lip notching and extruded lips
are significant attributes in the plain typs. Together with the
cord decorated and castellated type, this assemblage is what
researchers have been calling Minotts pottery (ware) for more

* than two decades. An analogous ceramic series probably is
present in Maples Mills/Canton ware in the Central Illinois River
valley, Just as the Hartley and French Creek wares exist in the

- .. Upper Iowa River valley of northeastern Iowa. I also point to
similarities between Minotts and Great Oasis ceramics (e.q. plain
surfaces, high rim form, decorative motifs) to the west, For they
represent contemporary cultural horizons.

Other Ceramic Items

Pipes (Figure 3.16d,e,f): Three broken pieces of ceramic pipes
were recovered from the Middle Woodland stratum II. Two
contracting stem sections at least l4mm wide and more than 28mm
long have 3.Smm diameter reed stem holes. The one stem from

* feature 4, an articulated dog that extended into the stratum III
midden in Block C, has untempered paste. Another stem from level
11-6 in Block A is grit tempered. The pipe bowl from pit feature
5b in Block C has a 33x46.5mm bowl with an 18.3mm diameter bowl
orifice and 3mm diameter stem hole. The Havana-like paste is
tempered with fine crushed igneous rock. The bowl is slightly
expanding on the stem side, and its surface is smoothed close to
burnishing. The mouthpiece stem extended from the lower corner
of the bowl at a ca. 130 degree angle. Extending down from the
bowl base at a slight angle was a thick (20.5mm) handle or

Jplatform. Perino (1973:B3) describes this stem/handle pipe form
as a late version of the Hopewell U-base pipe and further

indicates that the nearly vertical base, like the Sand Run pipe,
S.". 68
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is the latest variety of this pipe before the appearance of the
elbow form.

Disk (Figure 3.16g): A fragment of a ceramic disk measurino at
least 37mm in diameter and 16.7mm in thickness was found in level

' , Stratum I, Block C. The disk is perforated off-center. One
" .'flat face has two concentric rows of shallow punctates, and the

other face has a single concentric row of irregular punctates.

On the convex edge nearer the double-punctated face is another
row of punctates. The object is tempered with moderate amounts
of grit. Its function is unknown, but the positioning of

*, .?. punctations on the edge and faces resembles drilled holes on
Hopewell stone ear spools.

Figurine Head (Figure 3.16h): A 35mm tall and 28mm diameter

human figurine head came from Stratum I, level 4 in Block C. The
7e object is buff colored and tempered with large amounts of sand

* ,and at least one pebble. The head is oblong with no neck

constriction. Its surface is smooth and featureless except for
pinched nose and ears and a faint impression of one slanted eye.

-* This figurine form is the "Casper the Ghost" variety usually

associated with the late Middle Woodland period.

Shaped Items (Figure 3.16b): Four items, two from Stratum I and

two from Stratum II, appear to be shaped from ceramic paste.
Three have sand inclusions, and one is tempered with small
amounts of crushed rock. One object has a reed hole. Two are

@ cylindrical in shape (6mm diameter). The fourth is flattened and
may be an arm or leg broken from a crude figurine.

Daub (Figure 3.16c): Two pieces from Stratum II and one from

Stratum I were recovered from Block C. These are the onlu_ pieces
of daub recovered from hundreds of burned clay lumps. The daub
paste has sand inclusions. Grass and pole impressions are

clearly evident.

-" Burned Claw Lumps (Figure 3.16a): A total of 852 pieces of
burned clay were examined and tabulated (Table 3.2). Many small
pieces were not recovered during the fieldwork. These objects
range from rough, partially fired clay and clayey soil to lumps

of ceramic clay that show evidence of kneading and forming. Most
are finger-sized, but a few are palm-sized. Sand inclusions tend

to be the only other materials in the pastes. Fired clay is not
relegated to the ceramic bearing strata at Sand Run. Many lumps

came from Stratum III in Block C, the Late Archaic component,
where there was no pottery. Some fired lumps were the
bi-products of ceramic manufacture, but others probably were
produced incidently in the hearth during normal domestic
activities.
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Chronolog4 & Culture Patterns In Ceramics

Ceramic relationships discussed in the preceding sections
are connected to a cultural chronology in the next paragraphs.
Some speculations about regional patterning are developed as
well.

The ceramic stratigraphy from Sand Run (Table 3.15) has the
look of the chronology known for three decades in the Midwest.

m Cord decorated potteries dominate the upper four levels. The
peak for Weaver and Linn wares occurs below the bulge in the
curve for cord decorated, and Weaver/Linn pottery also is
deposited in features in Stratum II. Havana ware has the most

.. extensive curve with its largest percentages in the lower half of
Stratum II. Baehr ware conforms to the Havana curve and is
largely below that for Weaver and Linn wares. Morton ware is
concentrated with Havana in the lowest levels of Stratum II.

-. Interestingly, the concentration of Liverpool sherds is not below
that of Havana or Morton wares, raisinq speculation that the

S., people who made Liverpool and Havana wares were contemporaries at
Sand Run. On the other hand, the curve for Marion ware is far
too high in the stratigraphy. Undoubtedly, Marion Thick sherds
and some Liverpool ware have been displaced uoward bw extensive

* -pit digging during the Middle Woodland period. Oespite this
anomaly in the lower levels of Stratum II, a full ordering of
ceramic types characteristic of the Central Illinois River valleu
is present in Sand Run. There is no reason not to assume that

9 the Illinois River ceramic chronology is applicable to the Three
Rivers region of the Upper Mississippi River valley.

* .Marion Thick was manufactured mostly between 600 and 200
- B.C. in the Midwest (Emerson 1986:629). The only Marion sites in

Iowa occur along or very close to the Mississippi River trench:
,5 the Elephant site (13AM59)(Logan 1976:BS-70) in northeastern

* *Iowa; the Smith site (13LA2) and 13LA3 near Sand Run (Anderson
1971:3; Billeck 1986b). Collections from three unpublished sites
on Lake Odessa a mile north of Sand Run also contain Marion-like
sherds. Likewise, most of the Minnesota version, LaMoille Thick,
has been found in the southeastern part of the state (Anfinson
ed. 1979:117). All of these sites are not stratified and have

Lyielded no dates. The most likely locations for future finds of
Marion Thick will be the large interior river valleys of Eastern
Iowa, where substantial Middle Woodland aged sites have yet to be

, investigated.

The Black Sand tradition has underqone major renovations
with the announcement of Munson's (1982) twin-tradition model
(i.e. Black Sand and Havana) and the publication of the Earlu
Woodland Archeology volume (Farnsworth and Emerson eds. iJb). A

current perception is that the Black Sand tradition develooeo bu
ca. SSO B.C. as the Cypress phase in the southern oart of tne
Upper Mississippi River Basin, i.e. the vicinity ot tne
confluence of the Mississippi, Missouri and lilinois rivers
(Farnsworth 1986). The tradition moveo north to the Lentra
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Illinois River valley and to the southern edge of the Three
Rivers region by ca. 400 B.C. Farnsworth and other writers in
the Early Woodland Archeology volume (e.g. Stoltman 1986; Tiffany
1986) place the Black Sand tradition in interior eastern Iowa by
ca. 100 B.C. and in the Quad-State region by the time of Christ.
The implication is that the Havana tradition displaced or
assimilated the Black Sand population. The northern and western
reaches of the Upper Mississippi Basin apparently harbored the
Black Sand tradition later in time as the Havana tradition
blossomed to the east and south (Ibid.; Munson 1982: Farnsworth

, ~1986:638), and elements of the Havana tradition appeared quite
suddenly about A.D. 1 in interior Iowa and the Quao-State reqion.

from Modelling in the last sentence seems to match the evidence
from interior Iowa. For instance, in the central Des Moines
valley a dichotomous settlement pattern between the Polk Litw
phase (people making McBride ware) and the Qan Hynino phase
(people making High Bride ware) implies at ieast partial
contemporaneity of the phases (Benn and Rogers 1 8 5:.±). But.
there is a problem with applying the model in the Three Rivers
region. The presence of Marion Thick, Morton ware and a Cull
range of early and late Havana pottery types from sites in the
Mississippi River valley are evidence for the local development
of the Havana tradition beginning with the Late Morton/Caldwell
phase (ca. 250-150B.C.; Munson 1986:292). According to the
model, either 1) early Havana and Black Sand traditions were
co-residents in the Three Rivers region, or 2) the Havana
tradition in the Mississippi valley displaced Black Sand peoples
to the interior. The presence of Prairie Incised and Havana
pottery types in interior Iowa rock shelters supports the latter
pattern (2). The ceramic stratigraphy from Sand Run can be taken
as evidence that Black Sand and Havana populations occupied the
site during the same time period (1).

Due to the mixed components at Sand Run and other Iowa
sites, it is impossible to precisely define where and when the
Havana tradition had its inception. We can compare the ceramic
inventories from a few sites to grasp some notions of the
cultural chronology as it relates to the Central Illinois River
valley (Griffin et al, 1970; Cantwell 1980: Munson 1986a).

The Late Marion/Early Morton phase tca. O0-O250 B.C.; Munson
1986a:291), which Griffin L1986:613) excludes from the Havana
tradition, includes the use of Marion Thick and "Thin, and iater
Sister Creeks Punctated and Morton Incised, 1he Sand Hun
collection contains little evidence of a well oeveioped sequence
of Marion ware (i.e. the early half of this phase.), but Sister
Creeks and Morton tqes are present. SiqniicantiW, these tuoes
from Sand Run evidence little upQ flattenuno and oevelino ano
reqular occurrences of cord rouqheninp, even on the 11p. inese
are traits that predate Havana ware and, therefore, shouio De
indicative of a Sand Run occupation that correiates with the Late
Marion/Early Morton phase in Illinois. In interior Iowa and the
[uad-States reqion, Morton ware is not prominent, and lsuser
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Creeks Punctated has a paste like Black Sand Incised. This
material probably belongs to the Black Sand tradition.

Munson's next phase, Late Morton/Caldwell (ca. 2S0-1S0
B.C.), is not obvious at Sand Run. The diagnostic twes of the
phase, Norton Incised, Sister Creeks Punctated, Fettle InciseC
and Neteler Stamped are present, but the latter two do not occur
in large numbers. Furthermore, there is not a significant amount
of rectilinear trailed designs over plain surfaces, nor are there
many vessels without embossing but with flattened, bevelled lips.
No collections I have seen from eastern iowa contain tnese tupe
and attribute combinations, nor are they present in the
Quad-State region. Perhaps my view is a figment of inadequate
ceramic samples from large village sites, especially aionq the
Mississippi River. However, the widespread application of
trailing in complex nested chevrons and herringbone designs on

VBlack Sand rims from interior Iowa sites suggests that the Black

Sand tradition persisted after ca. 150 B.C. and assimilated many
Morton/Fettie attributes (see also Prairie Incised var. smoothed

in Stoltman 1966:131). Something like the Early Morton phase

described in the preceding paragraph may have persisted in the

Mississippi trench as well.

The next two phases, Fulton (ca. 150 B.C.-A.D. 1) and Ogden
(ca. A.D. 1-200), are inseparable in a mixed collection like Sand

Run. Both phases probably are present, as they are at other
major Havana sites in the Three Rivers region (e.g. Wolf, Gast

Farm, Albany), because large numbers of most Havana pottery types
occur. Stamped designs (straight and curved dentate, ovoid and

other shapes) and Havana Zoned potteries are prolifically
represented, as is "classic" Hopewell ware in the latter phase.
The Sand Run collection contains Naples pottery with cord
roughened surfaces, an earlier attribute than the largely plain

surfaced vessels of the Ogden phase. Compared with the Putney's

Landing collection across and slightly downriver, Sand Run has

less diversity in bold stamping and zoned motifs. Braun (1S77)
has observed that the most diverse decorations were made during

the middle portion of the Havana tradition. According to this
generalization, the'Sand Run occupations may represent more of

the Fulton phase.

There is no question that some manifestation oU the kuiton

and/or Ogden phases happened along the malor rivers of interior
eastern Iowa and along the Mississippi River in the Quad-State
region. Actual types and local varieties of Neteler, Hummel and
Naples Stamped and Havana Zoned occur in rock shelter sites
(Logan 1976) and in open villages (cf. Weichman and fandarich

197-). Sometimes oddly trailed and punctated decorations
reminiscent of Black Sand Incised and Sister Creeks Punctated
were added to the Middle Woodland pottery assemblage (e.g. High
Bridge Punctated and Trailed; Benn and Rogers 1985). There seems
little doubt that populations away from the Three Rivers reqgon
shifted rapidly to Havana styles during the late 1 ulton and Ogden
phases (known in Iowa and the Quad-States region as the
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"'- i.I  Trempealeau and McGregor phases, ca. 100 B.C.-A.U.300; Locan
1976; Stoltman 1379; Benn 197S).

Munson's succeeding phase is Frazier (ca. A.O. Eu0-t0u,
also called the Steuben Phase bu Griffin L±870). Sand Hun
contains a substantial component like this phase with baenr and
Weaver wares and the Naples type being present. Aiso oresent in
small amounts is Levsen Stamped, a post-A.D. OO0 potteru of the
Allamakee phase in northeastern Iowa (Logan 1876: Benn 1978).
The Sand Run assemblage must be compared directly with the
Frazier phase, however, because of the dominance of Weaver and
Baehr wares. These wares do not appear to penetrate interior
eastern Iowa, nor are they evident in the Quad-State region. For

, -example, the assemblage at the Young site on the Cedar River
:(Benn and Thompson 1977*) and ceramics from the Quad-State region

(Stoltman 1973; Benn 1978) are dominated by the dentate stamped
and puncated types in Linn ware.

The Weaver phase (ca. A.O. 00-700) and Allamakee phase (ca.
.. :K A.D. 300-650) constitute the transitional cultures after the

Hopewell horizon in Iowa. Weaver pottery with spartan decoration
is the majority series in ceramic assemblages in the Three Rivers
region, while Linn ware of the Allamakee phase is distributed in
central-eastern and northeastern Iowa. There is enough Levsen

i~. '€" Stamped pottery in many site assemblages from the Mississippi
River trench to raise the issue of whether Weaver-making people
comprised a separate population from those who made Linn ware.
Another interpretation also is possible. Levsen Stamped may have
only been made early in this phase as a companion type to Baehr
in the Three Rivers region, but it was discontinued quicklu in

-, favor of Weaver types. Elsewhere in interior eastern Iowa and
the Quad-State region, Linn ware continued to be manufactured
with the Levsen type being replaced later bu Lane Farm Lord
Impressed and Stamped (cf. Benn iS7)).

What happened immediately after the Hooewell horizon in

southeastern and southern Iowa, particularly aiona the Des rhoines
River, is open to question. The ceramics from the Lambert site
.Fulmer et al. 1977) have the Weaver pattern of upper rim
impressions. However, the similarities with Weaver end bu noting

* - that the color of the Lambert Pottery is brown and that
S.decorations occur on every rim as does cord roughenino up to the

lio on the exterior surface. The rims of these pots look like

-The reader is advised to iqnore the typing of Cedar ware in the
-oung site assemblage. Some of the potterq is a Middle Woodland
aqeo ware, but the rims with fine dentate stamos, a row of
]onctates and rounded lips are Levsen Stamped te.o. Benn and
-homoscn 1977:Fiqure 2c.d). This example of bad tyooloqy can be
attribted to a deadiq combination of qouthful exuberance and
imurecislo- on the Dart of this writer.
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material illustrated for the Late Woodland Phases in the Salt
River valley in northeastern Missouri Lionham and L'Brien 1985.).
Farther upriver in the central Des Moines valley, Madrid ware nas
cord roughened and plain surfaces like Weaver but more decorative
variation like Linn ware. In general for areas in Iowa awaq from
the Three Rivers region there is a substantial divergence from
Weaver which indicates the development of strong local ceramic
traditions.

The regionalization of ceramic complexes continued to be
- 'manifested after ca. A.D. 650 in Iowa. This is evident in the

fact that Munson's Sepo phase of Illinois (ca. A.D. 700-1100) is
not relevant to this discussion (see "Cord Decorated" pottery
description above). Beginning with Lane Farm Cord Impressed (ca.
A.D. 500 or earlier) in the Quad-State region, the notion of
decorating pottery rims with cord impressions, fabrics and
sometimes rows of small tool marks swept across the prairies.
Later, I will relate this decorative horizon to political changes
in tribal society. For now, five regional styles (wares?) of
corded potteries are recognized in Iowa. 1) The earliest is Lane
Farm Cord Impressed, the precursor to any or all of the rest, uet
not actually a corded ceramic ware. In the Quad-State reqion.
Madison ware (2) replaced Lane Farm in a continuum of cultural
tradition. In the Three Rivers region cord decorated (impressed)
potteries with castellations (3) appeared bw ca. A.D. 650 and
probably were replaced by a more elaboratelW decorated and olain
surfaced series during the later half of the Late Late woodland
period. The cord decorated and plain types with smoothed
surfaces, e.g. Minotts ware q), were manufactured throuahout
interior eastern Iowa in the latter half of the Late Late
Woodland period. In the central and western portions of iowa
Loseke ware (5) was produced after A.D. 700. Where to olace the
Late Woodland cultures of southern interior Iowa is not uet
clear. Roper's (1986:182-19l') "undecorated" catepories with
plain or cord roughened surfaces and the collared rims do not all
fit with the Minotts assemblage.

Conclusion

Discussion about ceramic types and other aspects of the site
assemblage will be continued in Chapter UIII. A good way to end
this discussion and overview of ceramics is to note problems for
future investigation. One difficulty is that some interesting
collections housed in public and private institutions have not
been studied. rhis has not prevented writers (like yours trulq)
from referencing their existence, Additionally, manq ceramics
are described in published reoorts without inclusion of metric
and tabulated attributes. This perpetuates speculative
associations between types ard w ares. Thirdlq, there shoujld be a
priority in review and compliance archaeoloqy on studuinQ the
Late Woodland ceramic assemolapes from Iowa.
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rI1e3.1: Detail of Black Sand Incised sherds showing deeply
~moressed, coarse cord roughening (13LA38 sherds).
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Figure 3.8: Stamped Havana ware from 13LA30 and 13LA38; a) rims (top
two rows) and body sherds (bottom two rows) of Naples Stamped; b)
Naples Stamped variety diamond; c) Neteler Stamped.

r

C

Figure 3.9: Havana ware from 13LA30 and 13LA38; a) Havana Cordwrapped
Stick rims; b) Havana Plain rims; c) Havana Cordwrapped Stick body
sherds; d) Havana Cordmarked rims (upper left is reversed to show

interior lip stamp).
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Figure 3.10: Havana ware from 13LA30 and 13LA38; a) Havana Zoned
Dentate body sherds; b) Havana Incised body sherds; c) Hummel
Stamped (rim at lower right).

a

! -- d

, :.. Figure 3.11: Sherds from 13LA38; a)(top row) three rims and one zoned
rocker body sherd of Hopewell ware; b)(middle row 3 left sherds) lime-
stone tempered Baehr-like with rocker (n=2) and trailed (n=l); (middle
row I right sherd) grit tempered Pike-like with trailing; c) grit
tempered bowl with flanged rim; d) grit tempered Pike-like vessel;
e) grit tempered cross-hatched rim and rocker body sherd.
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Figure 3.12: Weaver ware from 13LA30 and 13LA38; (upper left) three

Weaver Cordmarked rims; (the rest) Weaver Plain rims without decoration.(upper row right), with cord-wrapped stick stamps (second row) and
with plain tool stamps (bottom three rows).

C

BFigure 3.13: Linn ware from 13LA30 and 13LA38; a) Levsen Punctated;
b) Levsen Stamped (second from left is CWS, others are Dentate);
c) incised body sherds; d) CWS stamped body sherds.
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Figure 3.14: Late Late Woodland corded ceramics from 13LA30 and 13LA38;

a)(upper left row) three cord roughened rims; b)(lower left) thick

cord roughened rim and shoulder sherds with rows of twists; c)(right
half all rows) cord decorated rims (top two rows), mid-rims (third
row) and rim/shoulders (bottom row).

Figure 3.15: Late Late Woodland plain rims from 13LA30 (Minotts Plain).
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PUN

~4

I ; C

.5"

Figure 3.16: Miscellaneous ceramic items from 13LA38; a) two burned
~clay lumps; b) four shaped fired clay pieces; c) three daub pieces

with pole and thatch impressions; d) pipe bowl (stem toward right);
e,f) pipe stem fragments; g) "Casper-the-ghost" figure head; h1) fra v-

.-. ment of disk with punctations (center hole to left).
'..4 '
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Table 3. 1
All Excavated and Surface Ceramics

| N13LA30/38

rims diagnostic I oE body % of

Ware Type w/lik w/out lip ware shards assemblage,iOneota -- 1 .0

Late Woodland 
Corded

Cord Roughened 4 - 6 373

Cord Impressed 18 37 82.1

Collared 1 - 1.5

Late Late Woodland Plain 7 - 10.4

Sub-total 67 441 16.6

Weaver
Weaver Plain 78 - 81.3

Weaver Cordmarked 3 - 3.1

L i nn

(Levsen) Punctated I - 1.0

[Levsen) Trailed - 4 4.2

Levsen CWS 2 3 5.2

Levsen Dentate 4 1 5.2

Sub-t~tal 96 96 3.6

Misc Miniature 11

Mi~t Carinated Shoulder 1

Sub- total 12 .5

Baehr

,Ba ehr (various) 1 0s

SBaehr/Pike 2 0s

Sub-total . 3

Hopewell 4 1 100

Sub-total 5 .2

Havana

H_ Plain 4 1 4.8

II. Cordmarked 3 - 2.9

I. I,,r i rd - 5 4.A

II. Zoiied Dentate 15 14.1

H. CWS 3 6 8.6

Neteler Stamped 1 1 1.9

MhuMwel Stamped 1 4 4.8

Naples Stamped var diamond 1 1.0

Naples Straight Dentate 22 38 57.1-
Sub-total 105 . . . _ q5 _ _ :

Morlon

L N'orton/Fettle Incised 2 6 18.6
Sister Creeks Punctated 10 25 91 .4 - _

to Sub-total _ _ _3 . .... .... 3--- 4 -

L iverpoo I

I . C,,rdmA rked I 7

RI~lk qA,,d1 1-1-11 ~ 1 2

Sub-total .)

Mar 1i T1,irk I fir)

Sub - tota 6

P1~l , n 4

Ptain f. S

lamaged body Sherds 4 .

D~~flmAqed rilms - decorated I .h

ri I I n

see appendix C for key to ceramic
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lable 3.2
Body Sherds in Excavation Levels

3 13LA38

Stratum

Lev Liverpool < 7.4mm >
7
.4mm Late Wood. Burned

A Damaged Ware Cr SOCR P1 CR SOCR P1 Corded Ware Clay
1 10 - 1* - - - 1 10 2] -

2 25 - - - 1 4 4 30 65 2

3 16 - I - 1 2 2 44 35 1

4 9 - 2 - 6 2 3 52 12 14

tea' v es.

II 5 2 - - 2 - 2 11 19 - 4
6 1 - - - I - 4 30 1 -
7

fea's 10 11 4 7 38 27

(6 bur (33 bar)

B.TU 6&7

Ii I

, 3-4 I 1

5 26 - 14 7 10
6 22 1 2 18 11 21

tea's -

11 7 11 2 2 6 27 4 41

8 7 - 3 7 26 1 63

9 4 7 - - - 2 - 15
10 2 - -3 - - -2 -7

11 - - - I 1
fea's 27 25ves 49 2ves 39ves 19 16 100 126

Ilia 12 - -- 4
13 -

14 7
fea's 13

1l1b 15 8

16 2
3 7 - -- trrowl

17 -

19
tea's -

(41 bur)

C & 1335

*5 1 1 8- -- -- 5 1 2
' 2 7 - 3' - 6 13 2

3 28 2- 1 3 4 510 29 60 5

4 39 I - 1 10 2 2047 80 25

S 66 - 3 9 8 1061 41 24

6 34 s , 1 . 6 "'3 U. S

7 H223 17 32 33 31 8,
8 10 1 2 2 14 2 ? 37

• € 9 24 i5 5 33 13 1 21 47

III o 14 3 3 6 8 2 2 s

3' 41

16

f eau , 
(2 bir I 34Viir

333 303 37A 11 179 761

*Thick Late Woodiand Corded Ware
burfh3 l burn i3hed

* taestorne t,.$per
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Table 3.3
Liverpool Cordmarked Attributes

13LA30/38 Central IL R. Valley

n - 17 rims (Munson 1986 :284)

3 rims, 107 sherds

Form n I or metrics n %/metrics

lip: round 10 59% 2 67%

round-flat 5 291 1/3

flat 2 121 1 331
extruded 9/17 531 1/3 33%

rim: straight 12 711 NA -

slightly curved 5 291 NA-

orientationt in 8 67% - -
vertical 3 25% 2 67%

flare l 81 1 33%

Surfaces

lip: plain 9 56% 3 100%

soCR 3 191 - -

CR 4 25% - -

rim: CR 17 100% 110 100%

Size(mm) x S x S

lip thickness 17 7.4 1.9 NA -

rim wall thickness 17 8.8 1.3 3 7.1 -

body wall thickness -- 107 7.8 1.26

orifice dia 10 171 40.4 3 153

Inter. Upper Rim Decor

none 15 88% 3 100%
Ig wd

CSW 2 18.5x6.8 12% - -

Lip Decor

none 16 94% 3 100%

tool 1 6% - -

Exter. Decor

none 17 100% 110 100?,

Embossing x s x 3

none 1/13 8% NA -

Node dia. 9 10.4 1.68 NA -

Node to lip dist. 12 19. - 2 22

Node to node dist. 9 19.9 1 15

Cord type - S 11/11 100% 60 100%

Cord direction lower

It_ t o uppor rt 5/17 291 / . . . ..
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3 Table 3.4

Black Sand Incised Attributes

13LA30/38 COvtrnl lllinols COnLr.,II D M-ne,

15 rims. River Valley River Valley
67 other sherds (Munson l9B6s:

2
81) (Benn & Rogers 1985)

Form n metrics or 11 n metric or I n metrics or ,
lip: round 8 53, 12 701 7 641

round-flat 6 40% 4 24% 2 18%

flat 1 7% l(bev) 61 lgroave G 1 pt 18%
everted/extruded 8/15 53% 3/17 -

rim, straight 9 56 na 10 91%

slightly curved 7 44% nas I 9i

rim orientation, in 5 38% 1 1 5 45%

vert. 6 46% 9 75% 5 45%

flare 2 151 2 17% 1 10%

shoulder none 5 62% - - - -

steep 3 381 - 8 100%

Surface (interior plain)

lip, plain 11 738 17 I001. 9 92'
SOCR 1 71 - -

CR 3 20% - 2 18%

rim: SOCR 1 6% - -

CR & decor. 17 941 17 100% 11 100%

body, SOCR 2 3% - -
CR & decor. 68 97% 152 1008 9 100%

5,Size In,, s
lip thickness 14 6.1 1.06 na - - 11 5.9 1.9

rim wall thick. 19 9. 1.74 17 7.8 1.48 11 7.1 1.3

body wall thick. 61 8.3 1.56 na - - 8 8.6 1.6

orifice dia 12 176.7 47.93 6 167 20.7 10 181 39.3

body dia. 27 207.4 49.43 na 7 215.7 48.6

Interior upper rim decor. ("int. lip-)

none 9 60% 12 71t 10 911

fingernail 4.4-m 2 13% (tol) i 6- (tol) 1 9.

CWS apart 4 27% 4 24%

Lip Decoration ('ext. lip")

none 14 93% 15 88% 5 71I

tool 1 7% 2 12% 2 1 groove) 29%

Ext. Upper Rim Decor. (-vert. lip-)

ncns 7 372 15 88% 1 10%

horz. lines 2 lit -- 70%

oblique lines 4 218 1 (zone) 101

stabs 3 16% 2 12% 1 101

fingernail 3 168 - - -

Lower Rim Body Decor

horiz. paral. lines 52 56% 9 561 4 50%

oblique lives & zones 27 291 4 251 1 (vert) 128

stabs/slashes 7 8% 1

herrisigbone 4 49

-hatch 1 I) ) 1 1

nestiod lincs 2 2W I (chevro-) 2 (,1-11r1,) 25'

line width 82 2.8 .87

line dist. apart 77 4.1 2.24

Embossing - notle 2/18 11% - S

node diameter (me, 14 10.3 1.37 na - 74 1.5

node to lip dist. 12 18.4 15 23 1) 0 2.2

node to node dist. 9 19.5 7 17 4 47 7 14.9

p .nct t ed

Cord type - S 52 100 45 10010 %iO0L. .

Cord Direction (body) 14/68 l@ r it-20% 9/13 691 I'10 10
WerW rt
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Table 3.5

Sister Creeks and Morton Incised Attributes
13LA30/38

Sister Creeks Punctate Morton/Fettie Incised

9 rims, 26 shards 2 rims, 6 sherds

Form: n n I
lipt round 4 441 1 50%

round-flat 3 33% 1 50%
flat 2 22% -

extruded 3 33% 2 100%
beveled 1 11% -

rimi straight 6 54% 2 100%
slightly curved 5 46% -

orientation. in 4 44% -

vertical 5 56% 100%
flare - - -

} Surfaces

lip: plain 6 67% 1 50%
SOCR 1 11% --

CR 2 22% 1 50%
rim: plain 3 21% 1 25%

SOCR 1 7% --
CR/decor 10 71% 3 75%

body: SOCR 2 8% 2 40%
CR 23 921 -
decor - - 3 60%

Size: s x
lip thickness 9 7.6 1.75 2 9.65
rim wall thickness 14 8.3 1.44 3 8.8
body wall thickness 21 8.5 1.30 5 8.9
oriface dia. 8 195 41.75 2 190
body dia. 7 234.3 68.03 3 212

Ir Interior Upper Rim Decoration
none 9 100%
CWS - -2 1001

Lip Decoration
none 7 781 100%

SCWS I lit

punctate 1 11 1

Exterior Upper Rim Decor
none 3 33%

stab columns stabsfingernail row 1 11%-

2.5x6.8 5 56% (stab) 6.6x2,
oblique lines w/stabs - - 2 100%

Lower Rim/Body Decor. stabs or fingernail R s lines R s
interior pinches 1 3% -
rows(horiz) of designs 6 18% 2 29%
columns of designs 24 71% -
design zones (nested w/ line) 3 9% 3 411
oblique designs -- 1 4'.
herringbone - I 14A

wd Ig
design size 30 3.3x8.6
dist. apart 27 2.39

Incised line width 3 3.0 8 2.2 .59

Distance between lines -9 2.9 1.58

Embossing X 3
none 1 l0% -
node diameter (mm) 8 9.5 .86 3 10.5
node to lip dist. 7 19.8 - 23.4
node to node dist. 5 17.9 3 27.1

Cord type - S 20/20 100 22 100%

8' Body Cord Direction(lwer It. to upper rt.) 4/27 15% 1/8 12%
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I Table 3.8
Attributes of Hopewell, Baehr & Beahr/Pike Ceramics

13LA30/38

Hopewell Incised Bdehr Baehr/Pike

3 rims. 1 sherd I rim, 3 sherds 2 rims. 2 sherds

Form n 6 metrics n 6 metrics n I metrics

lip: round I

round-flat 2 1 -
flat -1 1 -

r evel1 led 1/1 100t 1/2 50%

rim: straight 1 -

slightly curved 4 1001 2 1
curved

channelLed 3/3 100% 1/1 100% 2/2 100%

orxent~t ln: in I - - - -

vertical 2 1 -

t ,are - - - I -

Surfaces

lip: p1 3 100% 1 - 2 100%

r i, p1 4 100% 2 100% 3 100%

bOcdy: pi 1 100% 2 67% 2 100%

orushed - 1 33% -

Size x x

lip flickness 3 4.4 1 4.5 2 7.3

rim thickness 4 4.4 2 5.8 3 7.7

body wail thickness - - 2 6.0 2 7.7

orifice dia. 3 156.7 1 120 2 190

Ludy dia. 1 200 - 2 255

chaninel md/dp. 3 II x 1.4mm 1 9 x Imn 2 24.6x1.9

Interior Rim Decor. - None 3 1001 1 100% 2 100%

Lip Decoration - None 3 100% 1 - 2 100%

Exterior Upper Rim decor Present

x-hatch 1 2 100%

DN rusning I1
pl rocker I w/cws -

zone wd. 14.9mm 15mm 20.4mm

Ext. Lower Rim/Body Decor.

horiz. line 1 I x-hatch lines w/den. 1 pl. rocker
colusn of rocker den I I none 1 line

curved band pl. rocker 1 I pl. rocker I line w/ brush & de

Incised Line Width 2 2.4mm 1 2. 9mm 4 1 . 91m

1Z Punctation

none 1
size 2 3.6 x 2.2 1 3.2 x 3.8 1 4.5 x 4.3

from left I 

f rom. r ight 2/2

Dentate tooth (1g, wd) 1.5 x 1 3.2 x 1.0

Temper Types 4 limestone 3 grit, I limestone 3 grit, I grit/livestone
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U Table 3.9
Attributes of Weaver Ware

13LA30/38

Weaver Cordmarked Weaver Plain

3 rims 78 rims

Form n I metrics n I metrics

lip: round 2 50 65%
round-flat 1 25 32%

flat 1 1%
point I i%

extruded - - 6/50 12%

rim: straight 3 - 13 17%

slightly curved - - 33 441

curved - 29 39%

channelled - 4/77 5%

orientation: in I - 4 7%

vertical 2 17 31%

flare - - 34 62%

Surfaces
lip: plain 3 100% 78 100

rim: CR 3 100% - -

- plain 78 100% 9 bur

body: CR - 1 10%

SOCR - 1 10%

plain - 8 801

Site X x s

lip thickness: 3 5.2 77 4.6 1.06
rim thickness: 3 6.8 78 5.5 1.16

orifice dis. 2 190 44 199.3 45.97

Inter. Upper Rim Decor
none 2 77 99%

tool 1 - 1 1%

Lip Decoration
none 3 100% 73 95%

tool -3 41

punctate - -1

Exter. Upper Rim Decor R S

none 2 67% 21 28%
8 ohl It

tool - 43 8 b t 571F
t1 ohl rt

CWS I obl 11 3 ob1 It 14%

reed punctate I it

impression lg x wd 1 18.9 x 4.9 53 9.9 x 5.0

distance apart 1 7.1 49 5.2 2.18

Embossing R

none 55 98%

dia. 3 8.1

node to lip 3 16.8 1 18.3

, node to node 2 15.3

Body Cord Type 3/3 S 5 S

CWS Cord Type 1 S 7 S

93
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Table 3.10

Attributes of Linn Ware

13LA30/38

Levsen Dentate Levsen Misc Trailed
3 rims, 2 sherds 2 rims. 3 sherds 4 shards

Form n I metrics n S metrics n metrics
lip: round 1 - -

round-flat 1 1 -

flat 1 - I -
bevelled 1/3 331 2/2 100% -

rim: straight 2 - - -
slightly curved 1 2 40% -
curved - - 3 60% 1 -
channelled 1/3 331 2/2 100 -

orientation: vertical 1 -

flare 2 - 2 .

Surfaces

lip: plain 3 100% 2 100% -

rim plain 5 100 5 1001
body, CR - - I - -

plain 1 2 3 100%

Site x x
lip thickness 3 5.3 2 5.8
rim thickness 5 6.1 5 6.1 1 5.1
bodywall thickness 1 6.5 1 5.6 3 5.1
orifice dia 3 150 2 130 1 150

i channel wd/dp irregular 2 16.3xl -

Interior Rim Decor-none 3 loot 2 100 NA

Lip Decoration - none 3 100% 2 100% NA

Exterior Upper Rim Decor
dentate 3(2obl) -
CWS - - 2obl -

stamp Ig x wd 3 12.1 x 2.7 2 16.2 x 1.8

Ext. Lower Rim/Body Decor
horiz. den I - lcws - I line
vert. den I - 2cws 2 obl lines
vert den. w/line 1 1 paral. lines-
rocker den.? I

Punctates/Embossing x

none 1
dia. 18 7.3 IP rt3..7 x 4.4
node to lip 1 15.8 1 13.5
node to node - 1 2.4

Cord Type 2S -NA

Dentate tooth Ig x wd 6 2.0 x 2.0 1 r opi ad S staji lire w ] 2
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Table 3. 11
Attributes of Miniature Vessels

13LA38

11 rims
Form n % metrics

lip: round 7 64%
point 4 36%

rim: straight 2 18%
slightly curved 5 45%
curved 3 27%
bowl 1 9%

orientation: in 1 20%
vertical 3 60%
flare 1 20%

shoulder: none 4 67%
expanding 2 33%

Surfaces
lip: plain 11 100%
rim: brushed 1 9%

SOCR 1 9
W pl 9 82%

Size s
rim thickness 11 5.9 1.90
orifice dia. 3 50,60,100 mm
body dia. 2 50mm

Inter. Rim Decor - None 9 100%

Lip Decoration - None 11 100%

Exter. Upper Rim Decor
None 9 82%
Oblique Lines 1 9%
Oblique dentate 1 9%

Lower Rim/Body Decor
none 9 90%
punctate row 1 dia. 2.2 10%

Embossing
dia. 2 6.0

node to lip 1 20.5
node to node 1 14.5

Temper
none 5 45%
sand 4 36%
grit 2 18%
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I
Table 3.13

Attributes of Late Late Woodland Wares
13LA30/38

Pl a in Cord r .. qhnrd CorI r)-nrat -,1

7 rims 4 rims 18 rlmq, 1(, mid rim,~16 shoulder

Form n I - metrics n % - metrics n % - metrics

lip: round 3 43% 3 751 13 721

round-flat 4 571 - 3 17%

flat - 1 6%

pointed - 1 25% 1 6%

bevelled out 2/7 29% 14 thickeed 251 2/18tthickened IIt

extruded 4/7 57% - 1/18 6%

rim: straight 1 14% - 7 18t

slightly curved 2 29% 1 25% 16 41%

curved 4 57% 3 75% 16 41%
orientation: in - - - - 1 12t

vertical 2 33% 2 671 5 621

flare 4 674 1 331 2 25t

Surfaces

lip. CR -1 25 ! 61

plain 7 100% 3 75% 1', 941

rim: CR/decor - 3 75% 29 80t

brushed - 1 31

pl 7 6but 100% 1 SOCR 25% 6 17%

Site R 5 s

lip thickness 7 6.8 .80 4 4.4 18 4.7 1.08

rim thickness 7 6.6 .89 4 5.2 47 5.6 1.17

orifice dia. 5 214 - 2 160 17 204.1 48.48

Inter. Upper Rim Decor
none 7 100t 2 50% 13 72'
horiL cords - - - 4 22%

vert. cords - - 2 tool 50% 1 61

Lip Decoration
none 5 71% 3 751 5 28%
tool 2 29% - -

cord imp. - - - 6
cord scalloped - I 25 7 11

Exter. Upper Ri, Decor.* .46 13)

none 7 1001 41 0n, 17'
horiz. cord, imp. - I IT;

vert. cord. imp. - - 4 67%

Exter. Middle Rim Decor

none 6 86% 4 10% I

horiz. cord. imp. -40 8-'V

horiz. & vert. cord imp. l(tool) 14% - 2

cord chevron .

oblique cord imp. t-

Exter Lower Rim Decor

none 21W 2 12'

cord knots - -i

cord twists 5I'

cord loops 7

pinctate row
. CWS sta,,p f

Cord Decoration Type na . x _

cord diameter 1 3.8 41 2 7 56
cord beads per CM 1 3 42 2.7 .81
cord spacing I 3.2 18 2 6 69

cord type 1 Z 187 2q 23 replied Z, I rplied S

Body Cord Type na I Z IS 
7
Z("irglP strd'____

,t Lower Rim Decoration Size I 1q , wd

differs from Middle Rim Decoration

2 97
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5 Table 3.14: Trans-Iowa Comparison of Cord Decorated Types

Had Isons Feb r ;c

I I3LAIS/ 30 Impreasd n- 35
n-50 I Kenn 1978:275)

Form n I-metrics n I - metrics
lipt round 16 691 63 571

flat 1 61 45 411
point 1 61 2 2%

rimi straight 7 1% @1' 131

cur ved 32 82% 1,7 87 1
channelled - - -

orientation: in 1 12% 29 29%
vertical 5 621 40 406
flare 2 251 32 32%

Surfaces
rim: pi G 80cr 6 lit 5 41

br/cr/decor 29 63% 125 96%

Size s rarom s
lip thickness 16 4-.7 1.08 109 3.37-3.90 .71-1.46
rim thickness 47 5.6 1.17 118 4-14-4.86 .64-1.10

lip-rim difference - .9 - 109 .62-1.5

Inter Upper Rim Decor
none 13 721 57 521

horiz. cords 4 22% 19 17t

vert. cords 1 6% 33 30%

Lip Decoration

none 5 28% 69 63%

cord imp. 13 .21 41 3 7

Litter. Upper Rim Decor.*_____ __ _ ___

present 6 130 46 42'

absent 40 871 63 Sol

Exter Middle Rim Decor

Plain or SOCR
rocker staimp

horiz cords1 40 87% I 1

vpnr t .ords

'thII :qUm cords I 2'ot0

Ihoriz &vert cords I

horiz. &oblique

cords (Chevroni 3 6% ItRI

cords & knots - - .711

cord twist rows

none 1 2% -

Exter Lower 1I Decor . 14/16 88% 41.49 8411

rocker stamping -

horiz 4 vert twists 5 31% 16 4

knots 3 191 9 22'

loops 3 19% 1) 2

paired twists -I

punctate raw 2 12 I 4 U

Z1,17.iq or pC'fllent
. hCSW stA p row 61

Decorative Cord Tp __

p1ied 197 11,1% 2' I' 111 4 ~ 1 I 'P
replied 23Z 8M% IS 2% S71 ,1 ,7 I I 6

rord diameer 41 2 1 5 0 I-, A2-2 I's *46-.S4Icord spacinqr 38 2.6 6A 114 1 16-7 76 .60-I

*vertiacal elementq: d1iffers Fr-,~ middle Pi,,, Dle, z

S i no lides (,int-r-d oords

I includes grouped (paired, tripled. ~rIJ~-pledi r-rds
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i
Table 3.14 (cont.)

Loseke War.

Loseke Ware Western Iowa Lane Farm

Ce'LLt~i Des Mamas R. n-29 Cord Impressed
Valid . - 16 4iomn at al n.d.; Table 3.9) n-S1

d-o . Huogar 1985.Table B.3) (Benn 1982: Table 8) (Bonn 1978:275)

It 8 - metrics n I - metrics n I - metrics

13 871 6 671 23 491

2 13% 3 331 23 491

1 2%

1 201 9 39% 10 20%

2 8Ot 14 61% 41 80%

- 1/23 41 6/45 13%

4. 8 2 18% 10 21%

6 s% 8 731 25 531

"6 504 L 91 12 254

15 941 22 851 51 100t

61 4 151

R5s x rarges 3 ranges sP'15 4,1 .8 9 4. 7-4.8B 47 3.4-3.9 .59-1.27

5.6 1.1 27 5.4-6.2 .5-1.1 50 6.3-6.6 1.10-1.24
1.5 -7-1.4 47 2.9-3.6 -

14 93% 5 56% 38 81%
7% I obl lit 2 4W

el- 3 cws cord 33% 7151

9 69 9101 6 13%

14 i 311 - 41 874

9 69% 10 100 40 85%

4 314 7 151

-5

3 6%

- 1 21
L2 75J 26 93% 32 64%

1 4% 1 2%

2 12% 1 41 6 121

---- 1 2%

2 12% 4 8%

1 2%

3/3 loot 8/14 57% 18/25 72%

, - 2 lit

1 121 10 56%

3 38%

2 25% 4 22,

-- 2 li t

3.1 12% -

S1 121

)z 32 7t,-704, 621 IIZ-691 53 31% 59 297-761 9S-241" 76%
2Z i 4 7 Ii 1Z-9i 1!, 9% 3 414 81z b'I 4S3 31 244

4 5 25 1 d 1 .3- 4 4b .b I d 42
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Table 3.15

Ceramic Ware Stratigraphy

13LA38

LSherd Numbers

__ Late

Stratum Woodland Weaver Baehr/

level CI bs. & Linn Pike Havana Morton Liverpool Marion

I 1 3 24 1

2 9 78 2 1

3 7 95 3 2

4 12 92 4 1 4

5 2 48 5 2 4

II 6 6 29 6 4 6

7 4 5 6 1 10 5 5 1

8 1 7 2 13 2 7

9 191 1 4 1 11 1

M fea 7 2 24

III 10 8 4 3

11 21 i

Percentiles

N. All

0 Corded

I i I
2
3

V4
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8IT
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LITHIC ANALYSIS

S by David G. Stanley & Arthur Hoppin
Highland Cultural Research Center

This analysis focuses on the lithic assemblage recovered
From 13LA3B (Sand Run). The discussion and tabular material are
organized according to the three excavation blocks and three
cultural/natural strata. Stratum I contains the late Late
Woodland and portions of the early Late Woodland. The Early and
Middle Woodland and the rest of the early Late Woodland deposits
are in Stratum II. Stratum III includes the Late Archaic.

The thrust of this analysis is to conduct a detailed
examination of the artifact classes that best represents site
13LA38 as a whole yet recognizes differences related to cultural
association and geological context. Implicit in the analytical
approach is the assumption that assemblages represent a sequence
of logical steps, including the reduction of raw nodules to

S.cores, then to flake blanks or core tools, then preforms, then
. finished tools, and inclusive of the production of all types of

flakes during every step. Each specimen which represents a stage
4in the lithic reduction sequence could have been used as a tool.

There are a wide variety of techniques and approaches in
stone tool manufacture that produce tools with essentially the

•: "same Function. The impetus behind these individual decisions to
utilize one approach instead of another may be the direct result
of the general constraints of raw material, or the decision may
relate to other cultural Factors.

The intent of this analysis is to produce data which can be
viewed in relation to three archeological issues:

1. Function: This category consists of attributes related to
use, such as morphology (size, edge angle, shape, etc.) and
use-wear (edge damage, polish, etc.). Use-wear wear
variables were not recorded individually. However, each
tool was examined beneath a x20 Baush and Lomb binocular

-. microscope, and Functional determinations (e.g. graver,
• . cutting or scraping knife, perforator, etc) were based on
a: use-wear variables outlined by a number oF researchers

(Semenov 1964; Hayden ed. 1379; Odell and Odell-Uereecken
1379; Keeley 1980). Recorded morphological variables not
only contribute greatly towards functional determinations

but also give information relating to technological aspects
of stone tool manufacture.

2. Technology: This category consists of attributes relatino to
the manufacture of stone tools (detachment tecnniques,
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:- !platform types, raw material type, heat treatment, size,
shape, etc.). The technological characteristics utilized
for this analysis borrow from those outlined by Honea
(1965), White (1968) and Callahan (1979).

3. Culture: These are the functional and technological
characteristics related to or the result of cultural
characteristics, i.e. the passing of knowledge From
generation to generation in order to maintain social and
biological reproduction. Cultural decisions are not the
result of available raw materials and the task at hand. A
key cultural feature may be the choice between alternative
technological approaches which might all produce a tool that
serves the same function. The main difference between
approaches is the length of time and effort expended to
acheive the same result.

Methodoloau

Because of limited time and money, an in depth use-wear
analysis was not conducted. However, tool types, especially
flake tools, were defined on the basis of wear patterns as well
as morphological characteristics. Tool types are defined using

. t. use-wear criteria developed by several researchers (Semenov 1964;
Hayden, ed. 1979; Keeley 1980; Odell and Odell-Yereecken 1980).
Use-wear and morphological attributes are defined in Appendix 0.
Technological characteristics include a variety of terms
developed From the work of several researchers, including Honea
1965; Movius et al. 1968; White 1968; Callahan 1979). Attribute
definitions are available in Appendix 0.

Lithic debitage was recorded by provenience (lXlm square).
Each specimen was examined and identified individually according
to Flake type. Technological characteristics were noted Ce.g.
heat treatment, platform type, flake morphology, detachment
technique) as were raw material types and breakage.

Cores and tools were separated from the debitage at the
initial sorting stage of the analysis. Tool types were

:- 'catagorized on the basis of technology, function, and the
presence or absence of diangnostic characteristics (e.q. hafted
bifaces). Each tool and core was identified and individualu
grouped according to type (i.e double-platform core, pryamiCOal
core, etc. or flake tool, drill, blade, projectile point, etc.).

Lithic Debitage and Cores

A total of 6,465 pieces of lithic debitage was recovered
Sfrom 13LA3B. This total represents 87% of the entire chert

assemblage. The debitage recovered during the flotation process
(281 items) has not been included in this analysis. Debitage
recovered from the features total 507 specimens. The remaining
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I
6,184 pieces were recovered from the excavation levels and have
been tabulated by individual blocks within each stratum (Tables
4.1-4.7). Eight basic characteristics were documented for each

specimen. These characteristics, totalling 35 variables, are:

1. Flake type
2. Condition

. 3. Type of striking platform
4. The detachment technique
S. Shape of the artifact
6. Flake proportions
7. Raw material

Each variable was totalled and the percentage was fiquren in
relation to the excavation blocks and the three main strata.
There is some variability between blocks, but this discussion
will focus on the relationships between strata.

"i Table 4.1 illustrates the relationship between the
excavation blocks in Stratum I. There are 1,998 specimens, and
"secondary thinning flake" is the most numerous flake type. This
type represents 29-40% of the individual block totals and 33% of
the debitage recovered from Stratum I.

S.'. The next most numerous flake type is angular shatter and the
catch-all category of Flake fragments. Both of these types
retain an 18% share of the overall totals and range from I0-20%
in the individual blocks. Decortication flakes are rare.A Together primary and secondary decortication Flakes represent

Aless than 6% of the total. Interior flakes a-e equally low at
9%. Flakes deemed large enough for Flake blanks (suitable for
manufacturing a tool) consisted of only 3% of the entire sample.

The large proportion of secondary thinning Flakes may be
explained by the position of this category in the lithic
reduction sequence. But, it also indicates that production of

-, .secondary bifaces and projectile points was a major activity.

Stratum II totals 1,809 examples with veru similar
proportion of flake types (Table 4.2). Apain. secondaru thinning
Flakes is the most numerous type representinq 28% of the overall

. total. Flake fragments and angular shatter are next at 12% and
19% respectively. However the percentage of decortication Elakes

-, rises considerably. Primary decortication flakes consistitute 2%
of the total, and secondary decortication flakes increases to
14%. The increase in decortication flakes may be directly
related to the use of Warsaw tabular chert to manufacture
bifacial tools during the Stratum II occupations. But. the

Sgeneral increase in decortication Flakes is also noticable For
Burlington chert.

Stratum III contained 1,870 pieces of debitage of which only
4 examples are from Block A and 407 are From Block B (Table 4.4).
As with Stratums I and II, the secondary thinning flake (26%) is
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V the most numerous type, followed by flake Fragments (15%) and

angular shatter (18%). Secondary decortication flakes drooped
to 11%, slightly lower than Stratum II but still over twice the
percentage in Stratum I. Primary decortication flakes increased
to their largest share at 4%.

It is notable that the percentage of seconoaru thinning
decreases from 33% in Stratum I to 28% in Stratum I1 and 26% in
Stratum III. This decrease occurs as the percentage of
decortication flakes rises from Stratum I (6%) to 16% in Stratum
II and 15% in Stratums III. These percentage changes may nct be
dramatic (the variation between blocks is similar), but they are
consistent (Table 4.6).

The condition of the flakes from each stratum is very
consistent. The whole specimens ranged from 4L-46% of the
totals, with the next largest percentage consisting of
unidentifiable fragments (29-32%). Distal and proximal fragments
varied from 4- 1 2 %, and medial fragments represent the remaining
examples (1-6%).

Although there is little deviation of flake type percentages
between strata, there are differences in regard to technology
(Table 4.6). The most numerous type of striking platform is
unfaceted, but this type is only 42% in Stratum I. Other
platform types, such as faceted (10%), dihedral (16%) and edge
faceting (3%), also occur (Table 4.1) and indicate platform
preparation. The second most numerouF platform from Stratum 1 is
pseudo-faceted (24%). This category consists of all specimens
which suffered sufficient damage from the force of application to
destroy all evidence of a striking platform, yet not break the
flake itself.

There is a big increase of unfaceted striking platforms in
Stratum II (Table q.2) as the proportion increases to 68%. T1he
use of this platform type increases in Stratum III as well,
representing 75% of the total. The increase of unfaceted
platforms reflects as a decrease in the use of the platform tuoes
associated with preparation. Pseudo-faceted types total 22% in

Stratum II and 17% in Stratum III.

The reason for these technological changes associated with
striking platforms is evident when one examines the detachment
techniques that were utilized (Table 4.6). In Stratum I
softhammer percussion is the dominent detachment technique,
occurring 72% of the time. Hardhammer percussion is evident only
on 28% of the observable specimens. This is not the case in
Stratum II, where hardhammer percussion occurs 65% of the time
and softhammer percussion is used on only 3'% of the examples.
This trend is also evident in Stratum III.

This change in technology is also evident in viewing flake
morphology and porportions (Table 4.6). In Stratum I expanding
Flakes occur 62% of the time, with contracting and parallel
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flakes totalling 19% each. In Stratum II expanding flakes drop
to 26%, contracting flakes increase to 53%, and parallel flakes
remain steady at 20%. This trend is also apparent in stratum
III: expanding flakes decrease to 25%, contracting flakes
increase to 66% and parallel flakes drop to S%.

Flake porportions also change. End flakes (those longer
than they are wide) represent 45% of the specimens in Stratum I.
Side flakes (those which are wider than they are long) are 55%.
In Stratum II, end flakes increase to 77%, and side flakes
decrease to 23%. As with the other technological characteristics
this change is also present in Stratum III, with end flakes
totalling 67% and side flakes 33%.

The results of the debitage analysis indicate a substantial
change in lithic technology (i.e. in the use of softhammer
techniques) between Stratum I and the two lower strata. The
debitage reveals a technological continuum between Stratum II and
Stratum III.

The limited number of decortication flakes in Stratum I
suggests the use of prepared cores, obtained and trimmed
elsewhere. Although there is an increase in decortication flakes
in Stratums II and III, it is likely that prepared cores were
also brought from elsewhere after being trimmed. The larger
number of decortication flakes in Strata II and III map indicate
larger cores were being used.

Table .8 illustrates the core types and their weihts. A
total of 117 cores were recovered from 13LA38. Of this total 31
examples were from Stratum 1, 38 from Stratum II, and qB from
Stratum. It is difficult to examine these artifacts
statistically because of the limited sample size per core type.
However, some general observations can be made.

Two specific core types, double platform and pyramidal,
occur throughout all three strata. Double plaform cores tend to

, ,cluster in Stratum I (7) and Stratum III (11), with only 3
specimens from Stratum II. Pyramidal cores cluster in a similar
manner: 8 examples in Stratum I, S in Stratum III and 3 in
Stratum II.

Strata I and II do have single platform cores in common,
with 2 and 3 specimens respectively being present. This type of
core does not appear in Stratum III. Discoidal cores occur only
in Stratum I (3) as do 3 of the q tested cobbles. The tested
cobbles are small stream rolled nodules. All five of the
exhausted cores are from Stratum III.

The largest cores (Table 4.8) weigh over 80 grams. There
are lB specimens in this category: 13 From Stratum III. 2 From
Stratum I and 3 from Stratum II. The smallest cores weigh less
than 2S5 grams and total -2 specimens. FiFteen are from Stratum
I, 20 from Stratum II and only 7 from Stratum III.
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Probably the most distinctive characteristic of the cores
from Stratum I is their small size (Table 4.3). Only 2 k6%)
specimens weigh over 80 grams, and 24 (77%) weigh less than 50
grams. This characteristic would seem to suggest that Late
Woodland cultures made smaller tools from smaller cores than
cultures of the preceeding periods.

Flake Tools

i . To accurately interpret the debitage and core data, one must

also take a detailed look at a tool types. Flake tools often are
treated as debitage and not given a close examination. Flake
tools (other than blades) retain a significant position in the
lithic reduction sequence and are closely related to the the
debitage and core artifact types. Most of these tools, but
certainly not all of them, were manfactured by detaching flakes
from cores in a manner similar to the general debitage.

There are 3 categories of flake tools. Unhafted flaKe tools
occur throughtout all 3 strata (Tables q.9, q.11, 4.13, q.15).

Hafted Flake tools are present only in Stratum I. Most blades
, .are in Stratum II, although several specimens occur in Stratum
,",' III.

Unhafted Flake Tools: N-q74

Unhafted Flake tools have little or no modification and
consist of Flake blanks representing any of the stages of the
lithic reduction sequence as well as shatter or natural flakes.
Flake blanks may have been detached by pressure, hard-, or
softhammer percussion and appear to have been hand-held. Some of
the unhafted Flake tools have been retouched, and all show

-" evidence of use. Specific tool types within the unhafted Flake
tool category are determined by the general morphology and
specific wear patterns (i.e. wear orientation, types of Flake

- ~ scars, polish, edge angle and configuration, etc.). Over 90% of
the unhafted Flake tools were used as knives in either a scraping
or cutting motion (Tables 4.10, 4.12, 4.14).

Interior flakes dominate the unhafted Flake tools in Stratum
,. . ~I (52%). The large number of unhaFted Flake tools explains the

small sample of Flake blanks of all types present in the general
debitage. Oecortication flakes represent 1S of the b.lanks,
while secondary thinning flakes constituted 12% and primarw
thinning Flakes 8%. The remaining soecimens consisted of flake

S 'fragments and shatter.

In Stratum II unhafted Flake tools made From interior tlakes

are still the most numerous at 34%, but there are increases in
secondary decortication flakes to 21% and primary aecortication

* Flakes to 8%. This trend continues in Stratum III as seconaary
decortication flakes become the most numerous at 30%, interior
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flakes decrease to 19% and primary decortication Flakes represent
only 6%. Secondary and primary thinning Flakes also show an
increase in use as unhafted flake tools in Strata II and III

I From a technological perspective unhafted flake tools from
Stratum I have a similar proportion of platform types as the
debitage. Unfaceted platforms total 45%, and prepared platforms
combine for 34% of unhafted flake tool sample. There is a
considerable difference in the detachment techniques, however.
The general debitage from Stratum I was detached by softhammer
percussion 71% of the time, but softhammer was used only 37% of
the time to detach flake tool blanks. Hardhammer detachment
reflects a similar relationship and was used 63% of the time to
detach flake tool blanks but only 28% to detach the debitaqe.

The unhafted flake tools from Strata I and II that were
detached from cores by hardhammer percussion total 72%. Those
detached by softhammer percussion represent 28% of the total.
There is distinct increase of pseudo-faceted platforms on the
unhafted flake tools from Strata I and II. Hlatform Camage of
this nature occurs on only 20% of the specimens from Stratum I,
but increases to 32% of the time in Stratum II and 37% in Stratum
III. The opposite is true for the debitage as pseudo-platForms
decrease from 24% in Stratum I to 17% in Stratum III.

The striking platforms on the unhafted flake tools From
- Strata II and III are unfaceted only 38% and 36% of time

respectively, but platform preparation is evident on 15% and 27%
of the examples respectively. The latter figure, taken from the
Stratum III specimens, includes the occurance of edge grinding on
20% of the total sample. Edge grinding was not observed on a

'.. single example oF the Stratum III debitage.

Evidence of heat treatment in Stratum I was present on only
10% of the debitage but was present on 26% of the unhaFted Flake
tools. Heat treated debitage from Stratum II occurred 11% of the
time, and heat treated unhaFted tools occur 13%. The Stratum III
heat treated debitage represents only 8% of the sample but 17% of
the unhafted tools.

- End flakes were preferred over side flakes in Stratum I by
/ .' 62% to 38% respectively. Fhe opposite was true in Stratum 11 and
¢. Stratum III with side flakes being perferred over end flakes by

53% to 47% and 72% to 28% marqin respectivelu. This preterence
of side flakes over end flakes may help support the suogestion of
a technological continuum between Strata Ii and Ill with an
abrupt change occurring in Stratum II.-

, .. ' The most common unhafted flake tool twpe were knives. Ihese
knives were used for both cutting and scraping, althouoh one may

•. , occur without evidence of the other. Only one spokeshave and one
hide scraper were present, both in Block C. The remainino tool
type consisted of 7 perforators (Figure 4.ld). All but one were
found in Block C.
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Although all of the unhafted flake tools had evidence of use
or retouch, less than 40% of the specimens actually were broken.
The mean size of unhafted flake tools are almost identical for
Strata I and II. The length is 3.0cm, the width 2.6cm, and the
thickness is .6cm. The mean edge angle is slightly hiaher in
Stratum I at 39 degrees than the Stratum II mean edae angle L36
degrees). The mean size of unhafted flake tools from Stratum III
is somewhat larger with a 3.3cm length, 2.9cm width, and ./cm
thickness. The mean edge angle is much higher (45 deoreesJ than
those in Stratum I and II.

Hafted Flake Tools: N-1B

The second category of flake tools consists of hafted
specimens. This category tends to be to restricted to end flakes

, ~produced by softhammer percussion that fit in the typological
category of' secondary thinning flakes. Some specimens may have
cortex on their dorsal surfaces. Unlike their unhafted
counterparts, none of the hafted tools have been retouched.
However, 12 of the 18 specimens had distinctive evidence of
platform preparation prior to detachment of the flake blank.

Unhafted flake tools are somewhat larger than hafted flakes.
The former were generally detached by hardhammer percussion and

-decortication, and interior Flake blanks were preferred.
Unhafted flake tools are somewhat wider and are twice thick as
hafted flake tools (Tables 4.16-4.19). Both flake tool types
From Stratum I were heat treated 26% of the time, over twice the
percentage of the heat treated debitage.

Tables 4.19 and 4.20 document the characteristics associated
with hafted flake tools. A total of 18 specimens are from
Stratum I (Figure 4.1c): one from Block A, 3 from Block 8, and
14 from Block C. Since the sample size is so small (less than
20), percentages were not calculated for this tool categor. It
was felt comparisons between strata as well as other tool
categories would not be accurate.

Only one of the hafted flake tools has evidence of cortex.
All were detached by soft-hammer and have relativelw hich

- platform angles (greater than 65 degrees) unlike standard
secondary thinning flakes, which have relatively low platform
angles (less than 65 degrees). Two specimens were expanding
flakes, while the rest were parallel (5) or contracting (7)
flakes. All but 3 represent varieties of Burlington Chert.
Almost a third of the specimens (5) are heat treated

The majority platform type is continous faceting (6). Four
other hafted flake tools have evidence of platform preparation:
one dihedral, 2 edge faceted and one double-faceted platform.
There are 3 unfaceted platforms and the remainder were
pseudo-faceted. Grinding ocurred on 4 specimens.
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The most distinctive characteristic of the hafted flake tools
is, of course, evidence of hafting. 'eru small notches (l-Emm)
occurred on 3 specimens. On two specimens the notches were
created by the removal of a single tiny notch flake. These
notches are on lateral edges approximately 3mm from the proximal
end (base). The third specimen has a single lateral notch on the
right edge created by the removal of 3-4 pressure flakes.

Ten of the hafted flake tools have stemmed bases. The stems
are contracting, generally contoured to the configuration of the
flake blank by pressure flaking or lateral grinding. Included in
this category are flake blanks which were not altered but do have
evidence of hafting as indicated by slight edge rounding and/or a

" .~dull polish of the type associated with use on dried leather
(Hayden ed. 1979; Keeley 1980). This type of wear is located on
the lower lateral edges and/or the proximal end. Some specimens
are altered either by grinding or limited pressure flaking or
both. The hafting attributes of all of these tools are on the
proximal ends of the flake blanks, the thickest end because of
the bulb of percussion.

*Four of the hafted flakes functioned as perforators, and i4
were used as knives for cutting or scraping relatively soft
materials. The edge angles are very low, ranging from 20-22

- degrees.

Two the hafted flake tools are made of Burlington
Sfossiliferous chart. This chert type is very limited in relation

to the overall lithic assemblage from Stratum I, representinq
less than 1%. However, there is a Mills projectile point and a
large primary bifacial digging tool made of burlinoton
fossiliferous chert identical in color and texture to the hafted
flake tools.

Blades: N-12B

Blades are distinctive tool types that are associated with
specific prehistoric cultures world wide. in the North American
Midwest they are generally associated with the Middle Woodland
period (White 1968). Blades are defined as being at least twice
as long as they are wide with more or less parallel sides (Honea
1365; Movius et al. 1968;) However, blade-like flakes occur in
almost any lithic assemblage. Consequently, the use of the term

.:"blade" needs to be restricted to "the products of a systematic
flaking technique" (White 1963). Cores and striking platforms
are prepared in such a manner as to produce the maximum number of
blades.

The point of impact of the percussion tool on the
platform was determined by a careful preparation which
consisted in trimming the ridges left by previously
detached bladelets (White 1S68:21)
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Other blade attributes include triangular and trapezoidal
cross-sections, and medial ridaes on the dorsal surface that
indicate prior removal of previous blades. Generally, blades
with triangular cross-sections have one medial ridge, while those
with trapezoidal cross-sections have two.

z may In many cases blades may be used directly as tools, or they
may be modified into specific tool types. The blades and hafted
tools may be related from a technological and functional
standpoint, and possibily from a cultural perspective as well.
Blade-like tools are included in the hafted flake tool category
from Stratum I, but these do not have the distinctive
characteristics associated with blade production. However,
hafting characteristics are similar.

There were a total of 121 blades recovered from Stratum II
and 7 specimens from Stratum III (Table 4.21; Figure 4.2). Block

.A Stratum II contained I4 examples. Block B Stratum II produced
65 blades, 47 of which came from features. Forty-two specimens
are from Block C Stratum II.

Two blade cores were also recovered, both from level 7 but
in separate blocks, B and C. The first specimen is a relativelu
thin discoidal core (Figure 4.3c). The inner surface served as
the striking platform and was manufactured by removing 3 lamellar
flakes that extended the length of the core creating two ridges.
Blades were removed from the entire circumference of the core bu
softhammer percussion, with the distal enos of the negative scars
meeting in the center of the outer surface. Platform
preparation, in the form of edge taceting, is evident along the
platform edge. This specimen is made of a fine grain gray

. "Burlington chert and does not appear to have been heat treated.

The second blade core is a polymorphic core with numerous
striking platforms, some of which display edge faceting kFigure
4.3b). This specimen retains some cortical surfaces and is made
of heat treated fine grain white and gray Burlington chert. Both
specimens are small. The discoidal core weighs 39 grams, and the

, polymorphic core is 54 grams.

1Table 4.21 illustrates the characteristics associated with
the blade tool industry from 13LA38. Parallel sided flakes occur
most often and represent 52% of the total. Contracting flakes
total 26% and expanding flakes IB%. Oecortication flakes are
present and consist of 12% of the total. The remaining 88% are
interior flakes.

Only 1S of the blades had unfaceted platforms, although
edge grinding was evident on many of the unfaceted olatforms.
Edge grinding occurred on 36% of the blades, edge faceting totals
30%, multi-faceted 8%, single flake facet 2%, dihedral 5%, and
pseudo-faceted represents . Detachment was primarilq bu
softhammer percussion (92%), althouqh hardnammer percussion is
evident on 4%. Only one blade appeared to have been oetacMed
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with the aid of an anvil. It has two bulbs of percussion (i.e.
bipolar). Three specimens had backing, and only 6 have been
retouched.

Almost half (44%) of the dorsal surfaces on blades have a
single ridge. Thirty specimens (23%) have double ridges, and 3
had triple ridges (2%). Twenty-two examples (17%) have Y-shaped
dorsal surfaces, where two longer flake scars, initially
separated by a shorter scar, merge toward the distal end of the
blade. Two other types of dorsal surfaces were noted. The
X-shape surfaces have two negative flake scars with distal ends
that meet in the center of the blades's dorsal face and are
flanked on either side by full length scars. This type of face
may indicate the use of double-platform blade cores. There are 8
specimens of this nature (6% of the total) The final type of
dorsal surface is U-shaped similar to the Y-shape, except tne
negative flake scar in the center extends the length of the blade
tool. There are only 3 examples of this type in the collection.

4. Over h'alf of the blades appear to have been hatted (54%~).
For the most part the hafting element consists of a contracting
stem that measures between .5 and 1.Ocm in ienqth. !he stems are
usually shaped by pressure flaking or lateral qrindinq. Uniy d

*. specimens have hafting elements created by notcnlino. Pnother
%~ .~ indication of' hafting is the occurence of bulbar thinning.

Although softhammer bulbs of percussion are generailq diffuse.
they may be too thick for some hafting styles. Fourteen examples
(11%) have evidence of bulbar thinning, which generally was
accomplished by removing one or 2 pressure fiakes. All but d of
the hafted blades use the proximal end for the hafting element.

*., The other two are hafted on the distal end. The mean size of the
blades is 3.4cm long, 1.6cm wide, and .4cm thick (Table 4.d2).
The edge angles were all very low, all being less than 25
degrees.

Only 23 specimens (18%) have no evidence of use-wear. For
the most part, blades functioned in a manner very similar to the
unhafted and hafted flake tools. Over 70% of them were used as
knives in cutting and scraping motions on soft or moderately hard
materials. The low edge angles and sharp edges probably were

- ideal for delicate tasks that require precision cutting or
scraping. Six specimens functioned as drills and closely
resemble the simple drills described by White (1968). Six other
blades had graver spurs, 2 may have been used as spokeshaves and
one was a perforator.

why The blade inoustry at 13LA3B raises the naqpinq question of

why go to all the time and trouble to produce tnis specific type

- of toot when unhafted Flake tools, or even debiteoe, are reaOilu
available and certainlq less time consuming to proauce.
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Chioed Stone Tools: Stratum I

A total of 67 chipped stone tools was recovered from Stratum

I, 22 of which are classified as projectile points. The other 45
tools are catagorized as drills, bifaces, or unifaces. The
chipped stone tool types are based on the characteristics
outlined in Appendix A. The most distinctive characters are
technological, such as hafting (notching, constriction,
grinding), and the degree of flaking (i.e. primary, secondarq,
tertiary, initial edging). Functional and morpholoqical
attributes also were used to identify tool types.

Unifacial Chipped Stone Tools: N=±

There is only one secondary uniface in the chipped stone
tool collection from Stratum I. This specimen is from Block B.
This distal fragment is small (1.Scm wide, .8cm thick) with a
transverse break. It has a piano-triangular cross-section. The
dorsal surface was shaped by lamellar softhammer flaking
resulting in flake scars which merge along a central ridge. The
lateral edges are straight, but the distal end has been formed

".' .. into a point and appears to have been used as a graver or
? r'. perforator.

-A There are 3 primary unifaces were in Block C. One specimen
is whole and has a blunt ovate shape. It measures 6.1cm long,
3.4cm wide and 1.9cm thick. The edge angle is very steep (63

degrees). The second specimen is broken transversely but
- measures 3.2cm wide and 1.5cm thick. It also has a steep edge

angle (5B degrees). Both of these tools are multi-functional.

They were initially pryamidal cores and were shaped by expanding
hardhammer flaking except for the graver spurs on the distal
ends. These spurs a were constructed by detaching short
expanding pressure flakes. The lateral margins of the tools were
used as spokeshaves.

The final specimen is a flat tabular artifact which measures
4.7cm long, 3.0cm wide and l.4cm thick. Unlike the others it has

* ,a relatively low edge angle (33 degrees) and probably functioned
as a knife. A flat cortical surface directly opposite the

working edge served as backing. The flaked surface was formed bu
expanding hardhammer flaking. Some of the flakes hinoed in the
center of the tool, which is somewhat thicker. This maw have

-. been an accident, but by the same token the thickened center adds
to the durability of the tool. This specimen initiallu mau have

been a single-platform tabular core.

Unifacial tool types of this nature sugaest that soecific
core types are designed for functions that go beuond flake blank
production. This may explain why some core types were preferred
over others.
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Initially Edged Bifaces: N-3

There is one fragment from Block A which Fits in this
category. It appears to be a portion of a longitudinal edge and
is relatively thick. Both Faces of the flake blank edge were
thinned by expanding soFthammer Flaking and pressure flaking.
Two other initial biFace fragments were from Block C. These
specimens, a small medial fragment and another almost whole piece

J minus the distal tip, are small, relatively thin (.tcm, .6cm)
tools shaped by short expanding softhammer Flaking.

Primary BiFaces: N-10 (Figure k.4b)

Block A contains one primary biFace fragment. It is a
longitudinal edge fragment with expanding hardhammer flake scars.
A snap Fracture suggests this tool may have been used as wedge.
Edge wear is moderate, however.

There are 2 primary biface Fragments from Block B. One is a
longitudinal Fragment, and the other appears to be a hoe or
digging tool. The latter item consists of the distal and medial

Sportion of a large rectangular primary biFace. It is 7.Scm long,
5.1cm wide at the bit and 4.B at the opposite end, and is 1.7cm

thick. The entire dorsal face was thinned by the removal of
several large shallow expanding softhammer flakes. The ventral
Face was thinned by detaching numerous smaller expanding flakes
along the lateral margins leaving a portion of the original
surface. Both faces have evidence of short, expanding and

4. lamellar softhammer flaking along the lateral margins. The bit
was Formed by using the ventral face as a striking platform and
removing several large expanding flakes to create a concave shape
to the dorsal face. The convex bit was thinned by removing a
series of short expanding softhammer flake from both Faces. It
was resharpened uniFaclallg by using the ventral Face as a
striking platform. This technique also helped maintain the
convave shape of the dorsal surface. The edge angles ranoe from
30 degrees at the bit to 48 degrees on the lateral edoes.
Extensive polish and edge rounding suggests this tool mau have

S.. *: Functioned as a hoe or digging tool. It is made of Burlinoton
fossiliFerous chert, as is the Mills orolectile point and several
hafted flake tools from Stratum I.

There are 7 primary bifaces from Block C. One specimen is a

longitudinal Fragment, and two others are corner fragments. Two
of these fragments were shaped by expanding softhammer flaking
and the third bg lamellar softhammer flakinQ.

iThe
The Fourth specimen from Block C is whole. It is an ovoid

A . medium-sized biface with a biconvex cross-section and is 5.2cmW long, 3.2cm wide and 2cm thick. This tool is relatively thick
for its overall dimensions, yet there was no attempt to thin it.
It was formed by soFthammer flaking of shallow lamellar and
expanding flake scars that meet along a central ridge but left a
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i
small portion of the orginal surface at the thickest area of the
tool. The edge angles are relatively thick, ranging from 42
degrees along the working edge to 70 degrees along the backing.
It does not appear to have been hafted. The edge damage consists
of intensive rounding and abrasion. Bright polish on the dorsal
face suggests that this specimen is a woodworkinQ tool. One of
the lateral margins and the two ends do not have evidence of
wear, and intensive edge grinding may represent backinQ.

The fifth specimen has a blunt ovate shape, a piano-convex
,cross-section and measures L.3cm long, 3.1cm wide and 1.7cm

thick. It resembles the preceeding specimen and probably was
hafted. The hafted portion of the tool is .3cm thinner than the
bit and is 2cm long. It was thinned by lamellar softhammer
flaking on the ventral surface only. These flakes are step
terminated at the midpoint of the tool, suggesting this point
represents the limits of the hafted portion. The rest of the
tool, including the dorsal surface of the hafting element, was
thinned by expanding hardhammer flaking. The bit was

re-sharpened by lamellar softhammer flaking. The use-wear
, ~consists of edge crushing and rounding. This specimen appears to

_a have been a digging tool.

The sixth specimen also was hafted. It is broken
transversely, and the distal portion of the blade is missing.
The hafting element is a parallel-sided stem with a straight base
and is 1.0cm long, 1.9cm wide and .8cm thick. The blade(shoulders are 2.7cm wide and 1.0cm thick. The haft was

'.- manufactured by removing two steep expanding hardhammer flakes,
one from each lower lateral margin. The ventral surface was used
as the striking platform. The base was thinned and straightened
by short expanding softhammer flaking. The triangular blade was
thinned and formed by short expanding hardhammer flaking. This
tool may have functioned as knife.

The final specimen from Block C is the proximal end of a
discoidal shaped primary biface with a transverse break and
biconvex cross-section. One surface was thinned bg the removal
of large shallow lamellar flakes by softhammer percussion. 1he
opposite face was thinned by removing short expanding softnammer
flakes, leaving a portion of the original surface in the center

- of the tool. This primary biface may have functioned as digging
tool. It appears to have been hafted. The haft element was
manufactured by bifacial pressure flaking which created small
notches isolating a .7cm long stem from the rest of the tool.
The base is slightly convex with a rounded edge. Portions of the

-left lateral edge on the blade have extensive edge rounding. The
distal oortion of the blade is missing.
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Secondary Blfaces: NI14 CFigure 4.4c)

There are 6 secondary bifaces From Block A. One specimen is
whole, 2 are small distal fragments, 2 are unidentifiable ana the
final specimen is missing only the base. The four fragments are
not discussed.

The large triangular specimen from Block A has parallel
lateral edges and convex end and is broken transversely. This
specimen, shaped by lamellar and expanding softhammer flaking, is
relatively thin (.7cm) and narrow (2.Ocm) with a biconvex
cross-section. The edges are heavily battered and rounded,
suggesting extensive use. This specimen may represent the blade
portion of a projectile point but appears to have Functioned as a
knife.

The whole specimen from Block A may have been a digging tool
. .. (Figure k.4a). It is a longitudinally edged secondary biface

which is whole except for an oblique break on a portion of the
proximal ChaFted ?) end. It measures 7.Bcm long, 3.6cm wide,
1.2cm thick, and has a ovoid shape with a convex distal end and
relatively parallel lateral edges. The tool was formed by

-: transverse expanding softhammer secondary flaking and expandina
soFthammer tertiary flaking. The cross-section is biconvex.
Edge damage includes rounding and a dull polish on the proximal
end. This type of edge damage is not evident anuwhere else on
the tool. However, crushed edges and tinu step terminated flake
scars along the lateral edges and distal end are evident. Ec.de
angles are relatively low ranging from 30-0 degrees. The most
interesting characteristic of this tool is that the proximal
one-half of the tool is much thinner (.Bcm) than the distal
one-half (1.3cm). I suspect this difference is attributed to tne

hafting style.

%Block B contained one secondary biface and the distal
Fragment of a triangular blade.

There are 7 specimens from Block C. Two are longitudinal
Fragments, one is a distal fragment, 3 are medial fragments, the
and final specimen is a corner Fragment.

Orills: N-12 (Figure 4.1b)
*-5

There are 7 specimens in this tool class from Block A and 5
from Block C. Three separate types are represented.

The first type consists of winged drills which have
expanding bases, very narrow bits, and steep bitriangular

cross-sections. There is at least one specimen in this category
and possibly 3 others, all of which are broken transversely.

Three are made of Burlington chert, and the fourth is Warsaw
chert. Two represent distal ends, one is a proximal end, and the
remaining drill is a medial Fragment. Ail 4 are made of
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Burlington chert, and one specimen is .heat treated. The use-wear
on 3 of these specimens consists of heavily crushed and battered

. edges, whereas the fourth specimen has very smooth and rounded
edges. Wear differences indicate these tools were not used on
the same raw material. They range in thickness from .S-.Bcm.

, Block C contains one whole winged drill, which is in two
pieces. It also has a steep bitriangular cross-section with a
thickened proximal end.

S.The second category of drills are similar to the simple or
double-backed drills described by White (1968:88) and associated
with the blade industry of the Middle Woodland period. The

* "specimens from Block A, however, do not appear to be constructed
on blades and have some characteristics not compatible with
White's descriptions. All three of these drills are made of
Burlington chert, and one is heat treated. There are 3 specimens

-in this category. They have biconvex or piano-convex
cross-sections and are much flatter then the winged drills. They
lack expanding proximal ends. Two specimens are whole. The

, broken drill consists of the distal portion of a tool. It is
relatively flat and wide (1.5cm) but is about the same thickness
as other specimens (.5cm). This tool is shaped by pressure
flaking only along the lateral margins. The original flake blank
surfaces are visible on both faces. Bifacial edge crushing
occurs on both lateral edges and the distal end.

fi Both of the whole drills were bifacially thinned using
secondary softhammer flaking to form isosceles triangles. One
specimen was constructed on a lamellar secondary thinning flake

* * blank. Both specimens are 3.5cm long, 1.0cm wide, and 5cm
thick. The ventral face of the first specimen was thinned by
removing ± transverse expanding flakes. A similar approach was
taken on the dorsal face, but the flakes did not extend the width
of the dorsal surface, leaving a flat, planar surface on the
lower left lateral edge. The dorsal portion of the right later
edge was retouched by steep pressurce flaking leaving shallow
lammellar flake scars. This area may have been utilized as a
knife in a scraping motion. Extensive edge damage on the lower
lateral margins and the distal end indicate use as a drill as
well.

'- The second specimen was manufactured by using softhammer
percussion to remove broad, shallow expanding flakes which met

along a central ridge. Steep, continous pressure flaking was
used to maintain a working edge.

.. The use-wear suggests that both of these drills were used to
bore holes approximately .9cm in diameter. It also appears that
the proximal end was hafted. 1he effort to thin the bulbs of
percussion and striking platforms of the oripinal flake blanks
suggests these tools may have been hafted bu insertion in a
handle.

.5 %.
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The third drill category consists of flat bifacial drills
16 with wide bits. There are one whole specimen and 2 medial

Fragments from Block C. The bits on these tools range from
l.4-l.7cm in width. The whole specimen has a very narrow
triangular bit and a squared hafting element. The latter is very
thick (1.7cm) and is 2.4cm wide and 1.8cm long. The blade is

8. :3.2cm long, 1.7cm wide and .3cm thick. This drill was shaped by
steep expanding softhammer Flaking and has a bitriangular
cross-section.

The 2 medial fragments have biconvex cross-sections and are
relatively thin (.7cm) and wide (1.5,1.7cm). One specimen was
thinned by shallow lamellar softhammer flakinq that left flake
scars meeting along a central ridge. The second specimen was not
Flaked over the entire surface, but edaes were created bu steep
biFacial pressure flaking.

, ' The remaining drill is an expedient tool which has use-wear
evidence indicating it is drill. It is a narrow broken Flake
with an elongated point (the bit).

Projectile Points: N-23

*" *[ Four projectile points were found in Block A, 3 in Block B,
and 15 specimens are From Block C. Thirteen of the total
specimens from Stratum I are whole, 2 are basal fragments, 3 are
distal fragments, 2 are proximal fragments, and the remaining 3
are blade Fragments.

Ansell Constricted: N-l (Figure 4.5f)

Description: This projectile point type is described by White
(1968:7S) as having a subtriangular blade with a convex base.
Two lateral indentations placed along the proximal section of the
blade edges form an irregular expanding stem. This point style

S".is similar to the Steuben type and is associated with the late
Mlddle Woodland period.

Block A contains one specimen that closely resembles the
Ansell constricted point style. It measures .Scm iono, 2.1cm
wide, and .8cm thick and is made on a Burlington chert interior
flake blank. It has a Plano-convex cross-section that probably
was directly related to the initial conflpuration of the Flake
blank. The dorsal surface is convex and the ventral is fiat.
Secondary thinni' g was accomplished bu softhammer Percussion.
resulting in shallow expanding flake scars that loin along a
central ridge running the length of the tool. TeLtiaru Flakina
is represented by discontinuous softhammer ana pressure flakinq,
resulting in short shallow expanding and lamellar Flake scars.
The base has a small oblique break on one corner. Use-wear is
limited to edge rounding and crushing.
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Flake & Madison Points: N-5 (Figure 4.5h)

Description: Four flake points are small, irregularlj shaped
isoscelese triangular points with no notching. These points are
constructed by minimal pressure Flaking along the lateral margins
and by secondary thinning Flakes on the original bulb of

. - . percussion. The shape of the original Flake blank usuallu
determined the overall Form of the finished point. The one
Madison point has an isoscelese triangle shade with a straight
base and slightly convex blade ccf. Morrow 19B4:O0), out
otherwise is manufactured in the same manner. Ihese projectile
point types have been associated with the late Late Woodland

period.

The 4 Flake points specimens are From Blocks A and C and
-T.U. 6 Stratum I, and range in size From 2-3cm long, 1.2-1.5cm
v wide, and .3-.6cm thick. All are made on Burlington chert, and

one specimen is heat treated. One of the flake points is thick
and has overlapping types of softhammer retouch as if it were
made on a previously broken tool. Another Flake point has a
single side notch. The flake point type has technological
characteristics very similar to the hafted Flake tool industry.
The Madison point of white Burlington chert is 3.2xl.Sx.3cm. It

, *.i is shaped more carefully on one Face with lamallar soFthammer
secondary flaking and continuous pressure tertiary retouch. The
other face has only tertiary edge retouch. The Madison point is
From Stratum I Block C.

Haskell Points: N-I (Figure q.5d)

Description: Small side-notched point with a concave base. The
blade is triangular and the basal ears are lobed or pointed. in
Iowa the Haskell type is thought to be related to the Reed tupe
(Morrow 198':B') and the late Late Woodland period.

The single specimen from Stratum I is from Block C. It was
Formed by shallow softhammer lamellar flaking. fertiaru fiaking
is continuous along only one lateral margin and the basal area.

- %It is made of heat treated Burlington chert. It is e.scm lonq.
1.5cm wide, and .6cm thick.

.~Manker Corner Notched: N-2 (Figure 4.5a)

Description: Manker projectile points are broad, medium-sized
corner-notched to stemmed points generallu associated with the
late Middle Woodland period (White 1968; Morrow 19811). The
notches are orientated at a 45 degree angle from the corner of
the blade. The blades are relatively thick with convex edges.

The projectile point blade from Block A is triangular with a
bi-plano cross-section. It was manufactured by softhammer
secondary flaking and continous tertiary pressure flaking along
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,.. one lateral edge. This specimen has a concave transverse break
across the neck of the base and an oblique break alonq a Portion
of the lateral edge. A small remnant of a corner notch is
visible. Secondary thinning flake scars are broad and shallow,
meeting along a central ridge. Tertiary flakinp left snort, very
shallow expanding scars. This specimen is J.icm wide and .bcm
thick. This blade fragment is classified as a Manker point
because of the corner notch remnant and is identical to the blade

-: on the following specimen.

Block A also includes a whole Manker Corner Notched point.
This specimen, constructed on Warsaw Tabular chert, is 5.0cm
long, 3.qcm wide and .7cm thick. The notches are deep (.7cm) and
wide (.8cm), and the base is convex. Secondary thinning was
achieved by softhammer percussion resulting in shallow, broad
expanding flake scars that meet in the center of the blade.
Tertiary softhammer flaking is discontinuous with short, shallow

- -expanding and lamellar shaped scars. There is some edge
crushing, but this specimen does not appear to have been used as
knife.

Marshall Points: N= (Figure '-.5g)

". Description: These are medium sized points with deep corner
notches, long barbs, thin ovate blades and straight to convex

-' blades (White 1968; Morrow 1984:75). The points are usually
found in the eastern half of Iowa and are associated with Middle
Woodland period contexts.

-'z "'- The specimen from Stratum I Block C is made from heat
treated Burlington chert. It is a large point, now missing the

distal blade and shattered in several pieces. The base is
concave because of a number of softhammer thinning flakes. rhe
point was shaped by lamellar and expanding softhammer percussion
crossing the center of the point. The edqes are finished with
finer softhammer percussion and tertiarw retouch. The edoes of

- .*[ the point have been resharoened. The point is about i.dcm wide

and .65cm thick.

- Mills Points: N-1 (Figure q.5c)

" .Description: Mills Points are named for examples in southwest
Iowa and are described as small, narrow points with narrow necks,
deep corner-notches, slightly barbed shoulders and straight to
concave bases (Morrow 19B4:78). They are associated with the
late Late Woodland period. Similar unamed styles have been found

- - "in northeast Iowa (Logan 1976). In Missouri there is a variation
of the Reed style point that closely resembles the illustrations

. of Mill points (Chapman 1980).

1. .1
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Block B contained an example of a Mills point. This
specimen is very small, measuring 2.5cm long, 1.3cm wie and .-cm
thick. The notches actually are set more on the than sloe than
the corner, and they are relatively broad (.6cm) and deep (.cm).
The basal ears are squared and resemble the basal ears of Reed
point styles. The blade is very narrow and has a straight-edged

isosceles triangular shape. The base is concave. This specimen
L-i.. is made of Burlington fossiliferous chert on what appears to be a
,. secondary thinning flake. The tool was thinned on the dorsal

surface by the removal of several expanding softhammer flakes
that meet along the central ridge. The edges were formed
continuous pressure flaking. The ventral face still retains
portions of the original surface. Although there is evidence of
at least one flake removed by softhammer percussion, for the most
part the ventral face was shaped by continuous pressure flaking.
From a technological standpoint this tool relates to the hafted
flake tool industry.

Reed Points: N-4 (Figure q.5b)

Description: Reed points are small triangular points with
moderately deep side notches set close to the base. The basal
ears are parallel-sided to contracting ano well out of line with

the blade configuration. The base is generally straignt to
convex. This point style is usually associated witn Late
Woodland cultures (Chapman 188O; Morrow 1U-k.

There is a single specimen in this cateqoru trom block B.
It is small, measuring 2.cm long, 1.bcm wide and .1cm thicK. It
is made on a secondary thinning flake of' Ioline chert. !he blade
is short (1.3cm) and the notches are relatively deep L.3cm) and
wide (.5). This specimen was manufactured bu pressure elaKino
along only the margins of the tool. Portions of the ventral and
dorsal faces of the original flake blank are still visible.

-: Steep, bifacial pressure flaking along occurs aiong the entire
tool outline, including the notches, distal and proximal ends,
and the lateral margins. This technique is a quick and efficient
method of manufacture that enhences the tool's longevity by
allowing for easy tool retouch and maintenance. Because of
similar technological characteristics, this projectile point is
associated with the hafted flake tool industry.

There are three examples of Reed style points from Block C.
, They are somewhat smaller than the above specimen, ranging in

size from 2-2.1cm long, 1.2-1.5cm wide and .-. 6cm thick. The
notches are .5cm wide and .2cm deep. Two of the Block C
specimens are made on white Burlington chert. The third specimen

S..is heat treated Burlington chert.
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Table Rock Pointed Stem: N-1 (Figure 4.5e)

Description: Small contracting stem specimen with the stem
ending in a pointed base. The blade is triangular with the
widest portion at the shoulder. Shoulders are often slight,
creating a somewhat elongated diamond-shaped appearance. There

Y-" are no barbs. This type is associated with the Late Woodland and
Mississippian periods in Missouri (Chapman 1980:313).

The single specimen in this class was recovered from Block Cand is k.Scm long, 1.9cm wide and .9cm thick. It was formed by

secondary softhammer flaking, leaving small expanding flake scars
which meet along a central ridge. Tertiary flaking is
discontinuous and limited to retouching. This specimen is heat
treated and probably functioned as a knife.

Unidentified Projectile Points: N-2 (Figure 4.Si)

\ There is one specimen from Block A that cannot be
categorized. It is a small, triangular, unifaciallg shaped,
side-notched projectile point. A small portion of the distal tip
is broken transversely, and retouch along the right lateral edge
has created an asymmetrical shape and removed much of the
side-notch. rhe remaining notch is very shallow (.1cm) and the

base is straight. This specimen measures 2.7cm long. l.q wide
and .5cm thick. It is constructed on a small Burlington chert
interior flake removed by hardhammer percussion and closely
resembles the hafted flake tools recovered from Stratum I. The
flake was shaped by initial edging only. Softhammer percussion.
resulting in shallow, short lamellar flake scars that do not
reach the center of the blade, was used to shape the flake.
Beveled retouching was done by pressure flaking. Edge damage
suggests this tool was used as knife in a scraping motion on
relatively soft material.

The second specimen in this category came from Block C. It

is a small triangular projectile point blade. It is broken at

the neck and the stem is missing. This point appears to have
been corner or side notched. It is finely made with a very thin
biconvex cross-section. Secondary thinning consists of lamellar

'-. -softhammer flaking. Tertiary flaking was accomplished by
continuous pressure flaking. This specimen closely resembles

.0 Pelican Lake or possibly Cahokia prolectile point blades (Morrow
* 1I8B-).

N

Unidentifiable Projectile Point Fragments

Block A contained no members of this class, but in Block B
were two fragments of what appear to be projectile Doints. One
specimen consists of a triangular distal Fragment that has a
diagonal transverse break. This specimen is relativelq thick
C.7cm) for its width (1.5) and of Burlington chert. Lvidence of
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the original ventral and dorsal faces is visible. It was thinned
by steep lamellar soFthammer Flaking and retouched by pressure
flaking. The steep flaking and evidence of the original flake
blank surface suggests this Fragment was manufactured in a manner
similar to the Reed and Mils points. The second specimen is a
very thin C.Scm) medial fragment of Warsaw chert.

,, : There are 4 unidentifiable Fragments from Block C. 1heq
include two very small distal tips that are Finely made and very
similar to the unidentified blade fragment noted above. Included
in this category are a small medial fragment and a basal corner
fragment.

' Gun Flints: N3 (Figure 4.3a)

These items from Stratum I consist of small, rectangular
shaped tools that range in size From 2.0-2.1cm lonQ and l.B-l.Scm
thick. The thickness is more variable (.5-1.Ocm). Ldoe angles
are 40-4S degrees. Two specimens have triangular covex
cross-sections, and the third (thinnest) example is piano-convex.
All 3 examples have straight steep working edges on both lateral
margins and the distal end. Continuous bifacial retouch occurs
on all the working edges. Use-wear is continuous and biFacial
and consists oF heavily crushed and battered edges. One specimen
is manufactured from coarse white Burlington chert. Another is a
red and cream mottled chert, and the third is a fossiliFerous
gray mottled chert (possibly Fire-smudged). Ali three have an
equilateral tabular shape, flat Flaking on the face and steep
edge retouch, and two specimens have impact-type crushing typical
of gun Flints (idenfication confirmed by T. M. Hamilton of Miami,
Missouri, and by Terry Norris, St. Louis Corps of Engineers,
3/25/87). Norris also indicates that gun Flints manufactured of
native cherts are more typical of the early Historic period and
often are associated with triangular Flake points, like those
From Sand Run (see above).

Chipped Stone Tools: Stratum !1

A total of 59 chipped stone tools was recovereo Cror, Stratum
II (Table L.23). OF this total 29 are diacnostic nraffted tools,
e.g. projectile points, re-worked scrauers or orilis ,.1ables Lt.d±
and 4.25). The remaining 40 specimens incluoe one orimary

§. uniface, 5 initiallg edged bifaces, I4 ocimarw nieaces. i0
secondarq bifaces and 10 drills. hine scraoers occur oniu on
reworked projectile points.

Unifacial Chioed Stone Tools: N-I

Blocx B produced one primarg uniface fragment. hihs
specimen came from level 8 and appears to ne a Os:al end
measuring 3.7cm wide and .9cm thic:. It was shaced intc a blunt
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ovate by steep expanding hardhammer oercussion. Use-wear
consists of perpendicular steo terminated flake scars on tne
ventral surface. The edge angie is ±2 degrees. This soecimen
was probably used as a scraping tool on a relative'4 hard
material.

Initial Bifaces: N-5

There is one initial biface fraoment from slcc: . ! it
manufactured on a piece of Warsaw tabular cnert. Tnis traoment,
broken diagonally as weil as olicuely, was shacen c _ameiiar
softhammer flaking. it is relativeiu thin witn an ecce ano.e of
34 degrees.

The second specimen in this class, made of 5urlinp=cn chert,
-is from feature 13 Block B. It is triangular in shaoe with a

biolano cross-section and was made from an expanding seconoary
decortication flake blank. Initial edging was accomoiished by

.. - short expanding softhammer flaking along all three edges. This
tool appears to have functioned as a knife and was not hafted.
It is 4.3cm long, 3.3cm wide and 1.Ocm thick with and edge angle
of 29 degrees.

Three initial bifacial tools were recovered from Block C.
One of which is a whole specimen made on a fine grain dark gray
and blue speckled white chert. It was found in level 9 and is
relatively small, measuring 3cm long, 2.9cm wide and .9cm thick.
It has an edge angle of 35 degrees, a triangular shape and a
biplano cross-section. Initial edging was carried out by
removing a discontinuous series of expanding hardhammer flakes.

The second specimen, found in level B. was manufactured in a
manner similar to the piece of Warsaw tabular chert, but it has
lamellar softhammer retouching as well. The edge angle is 36
degrees, and the tool is .7cm thick.

The third initial biface, made on coarse gramn 6urlnozon
chert, was found in level 6. It has a disk shape ano biconvex
cross-section. The raw material has numerous fracture lines so
that flaking was limited to the edges and the stri.':ano olatfcrm

" * " of the original flake iank. Thinning and retouch was
accomplished using expanding softhammer flaking. !his toci

• -,- .]]measures 5.1cm long, S.Ocm wide and l.icm thick. The edoe anome
-t > is 32 degrees. It apoears to have functioned as "nre. with the

striking platform used as bacKing.

Primary Bifaces: N-li (Figure L-.6c.d)

i 3' The single Primary biface in Block A is a thick ,'l.9cm)
longitudinal fragment with 44 degree edge angles. This scecimen
was shaped by e;-pandmg hardhammer flai:mng and may actually be a
double-platform core Fragment.
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There is a total of six primary bifaces from 2lock b. Ihree
specimens, a corner fragment, a cistal oortion ano a wnoie
primary biface are from level 7. One corner fraoment is from
level 8. The other two, a corner traoment an= a menia± fraoment,
are from features 3 and 18 BlocK B.

The whole soecimen is 5.cm ionu. L±.2cm wice ano i.ocm
thick. It has a steed edge anqle ,.14 decrees) ano an oblcue
break on the distal end. Tnis too: was shaden ou steep broad
expanding hardhammer flaking as well as shallow exoanding
softhammer flaking. There is no indication of a hafting eiement
and very limited use-wear.

.

A primary biface distal fragment is narrow (3.2cm) but
relatively thick (1.8cm) with a bitriangular cross-section and
moderately steep edge angle (L-0 degrees'). This specimen was
formed by steep exoanding hardhammer flaking. The distal tin is
verg narrow (1.2cm) and may have functioned as a perforator or a

b... drill.

Seven primary bifaces were recovered from Block C: one each
ir levels E, 7 and 8, 3 in level 9 and one in level 10. Al1 of
these tools are made of Burlington chert, except for one corner
fragment consisting of heat treated Warsaw tabuiar chert. Five
specimens are whole, one is a corner fragment and one is a
longitudinal fragment,

The 5 whole specimens all appear to have functioned as
digging toois (Figure 4.6d. Four of then have evidence
suggesting they were hafted. Th -,e ceneral size of tnese orimaru
bifaces are :ndicatet beiow. P1i measurements are in
centimeters, exceot for the edze andies which are decrees.

. ean Stancard tevat on tax. nn.
'. Lenqz" j. Cm 6. .t.,

Thc c:neis 2.C .5 .3 i.5
Edg e Pngle 47.J =eprees t.0 5,..

Three of the digging tools are rectangular, and 2 are
oonted ovates. The crcss-sectlons include 3 biconve:,: and 2
pIano-triangular types. The hafting elements are characterized
by contracting stems with convex or straight bases. The stems
were manufactured by the unifacial bilateral removal of steep

v e%:pandno hardhammer flakes. In some cases basal thinninp, using
softhammer percussion, also is evident. The blade pcrtions were
shaped bg steep expanding hardhammer flaking. and in some cases

- both lamellar and expanding softhammer thinning is evident.
Jse-wear evidence includes rounding and oolishing.
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Secondarg Hifaces: N-12 (Fioures .a, ±. ;

Block A contained the medial fraoment o one secondary
biface from Feature 5. This specimen, measuring 3.7cm wide ano
1.2cm thick, is broken transversely in two locations and has an

p edge angle of 38 degrees. It is made of heat treated Burlington
chert and has excanding softhammer flake scars.

There are two specimens in this categorg from Block B. The
first one, made of Warsaw tabular chert, comes from feature 1
Block B level 9. It is broken diagonallg, and the distal end is
missing. It has a plano-convex cross-section tyocial of tools
made of Warsaw tabular chert. This specimen was thinned by

. * softhammer oeroussion, resulting in shallow expanding flake scars
.4 ,which meet along a central ridge that consists of cortical

remnants cn both faces. This specimen appears to have been
7-. hafted. The hafting element consists of a wide expanding stem
•* ,apmroximately 1.3cm long and 3.0cm wide. It is separated fromthe tool's blade bg ground and abraded contracting edges. The

widest portion of the tool is 3.5cm. The base is straight and
basal thinning is evident in the form of a series of contiguous
lamellar softhammer flake scrars. The blade has paraliel edes
with moderate damage.

The second specimen, consisting of Burlinqton chert, was
recovered from level 9. it has a trianaular shape with a
piano-convex cross-section and measures Lf.Ltcm lono. 3.1cm wice
and 1.0cm thick:. The base is straight with a fiat edie retaininqAl a cortical surface. Basal thinning occurs on the dorsal tace ano
is indicated by 3 expanding softhammer fiak<e scars. ine ventral
face was thinned bg the removal oC several expancinQ softhammer

* flakes. The dorsal surface was thinned in a similar manner, but
most of the flakes hinged toward the center of the toot creating
a "humped" appearance. Uiscontinuous pressure flaKing is eviOent
on the distal tic of the dorsal surface. This sceclmen was
hafted in a manner similar to the oreceecing specimen. but the
stem is much shorter .Socm' with the same width .Oom:.: Both
this and the previous tool functioned as knives atn have oeen
re-sharpened.

Eight secondary biface fragments were recovered from Blcck
'.* C. There is one distal end, 2 proximal ends, one medial

fragment, one longitudinal fragment and 3 unidentifiable
-. fragments. The distal end, found in level 7, appears to have
. been broken during the manufacture stage. It has plano-convex

cross-section and is shaped into a pointed ovate by ex:oanding

softhammer flaking supplemented bg pressure flaking. An
v- . assortment of hinge and step fractures on the dorsal face

resulted in a "humped area" where the transverse break occurs.
This specimen is 2.8cm wide and S thick. The numpeC area is

•. "much thicker than the remaining portion of the tool (I.Ecm).

One of the oroximal fragments is manufactureo on a Piece of
Warsaw tabular chert and is very close in size to t-e creceecing
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tool .2.8cm wide, .6cm thicK). This specimen was thinneb nq
lamellar softhammer flaking and has a planc-ccnve:. Crcss-sec:'cn.
The base is straight. The lower iateral edges are contract'm,
but there are no obvious indications of haftlng. Lse--ear alcnc
the upper portions of the lateral margins suggests trLs snecimen
may have functioned as a knife.

The second proximal fragment, made of Burlington che 7t. is
narrower C2.3cm) and thicker C.9) than the preceeding soecmen
and has a biconvex cross-section. Thinning was acccmzlished t,.
softhammer flaking. The base is a straight edged _naleret flat
cortical surface.

The medial fragment is made of heat treated Burlirqton chert
and measures 2.0cm wide and .8cm thick. It was manufacturer bw
softhammer flaking and discontinous pressure CLakino that fcrmed
a biconvex cross-section.

The remaining fraoments consist of Bur'lnotch crert

soecimens, one Warsaw chert soecimen ana one Olue-crau-tan
speckled chert specimen.

Drills: N-10 (Figure L.8a,b)

Two drills were recovered from Block P. One smecimen :rom
Feature 8 Block A is reiative y wide 2.lcm., with a thick ;.i.icm)
bitriangular cross-section. The working eages are crusnec and
battered. It is made of heat treated Warsaw tanular chert. fhe
second specimen, made of Burlington chert, fits into the simple
drill category. It has a oblique break along the ieft lateral
margin, a flat biplano cross-section and was shaped b, shallow
expanding softhammer flaking with discontinuous pressure flak'ing.

There were two drills recovered from Block B. One scecimen.
found in feature 1, is broken transverselg and represents the
distal portion of a relatively large tool. Although broken, it
is relatively long C5.2cm) and thick (1.5cm) with a bitriangular
cross-section. It is not very wide (2.3cm). Nade on a coarse
grain fossiliferous Burlington chert, this tool was thinned by
expanding softhammer flaking. Many of the flakes are hinge cr
step terminated along the central ridge of the artifact, which
contributes to the shape of the cross-section and adds tc the
thickness of the tool. The second specimen is a simoie trill
made on a blade. This tool is discussed in detail under the
heading of "blade tools."

There are 5 orills frcm Block C. The twc whole sZec!me7s
and one oistal fragment are from evel -. tne Oner Cistal
fragment is from level 9. and there are twc meciai 7aoments, one
from level 6 and one from level 7.

The two whole crills are abcut the same Len= . ...7 c.

and thickness ,1.1cm and .Scm.t. noweve- one soecimen is nair
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'. "-. agaln as wide as the other (2.1cm and l.Licm. The narrow
soecimen has a biplano cross-section and both working edges. Ali
of the flake scar ridges on both faces are intensely rCnder.
The widest portion of the tool is in the center, and both ends
taper into elongated points with rounded tirs This sceclme7 is
made on a fine grain heat treated tan chert. it was formeO bL

", steep excandi'g softhammer flaking and retouched by press-re
flaking.

The wider drill has a piano-triangular crcss-sectic7 anc a
iong narrow ovate shaoe. The proximal eno is sria:cinz ano tne
parallel lateral margins taper into a chisel-li :e distal e'c.
This tool was manufactured bW removino a series cf ccntioc~s
expanding softhammer flakes resulting in scars unich meet a cnc a

, central ridge (the thickest oortion of toci.,. ine iaterai
margins are heavilg abraded with numerous stec ano nznce
terminated flake scars peroendicular to the wor:inc ecees. .ne

A I distal end does not appear to have been iti-izez or retoucoea.
rhis soecimen is mace on a burlinaton cnert.

One of the medial fragments made of Eurlinoton -nert is veru
small with two transverse breaks. However, it is relativeiA
narrow with a bitriangular cross-section and closely resembies a
drill. The second medial fragment made of verg coarse orain
fossiliferous Burlington chert is a somewhat larger soecimen. It
has a steep biplano cross-section with heavill battered lateral
edges.

The distal fragment from level 9 is made of Warsaw tabular
chert. This specimen is relativelg flat with a olano-convex
cross-section. It is broken tranversely with the proximal end
missing. This specimen was manufactured by removing shallow
expanding softhammer flakes, resulting in flake scars which meet
along a central ridge. It is shaped into an elonzated oont
producing a bit resembling a chisel. The lateral edges are
heavilg battered.

y The second distal fragment represents the tip of a drill
b Pit. It is made of Burlington chert and has a bitrianpuar
cross-section. It was shaped by steed pressure flaking alono the
lateral edges.

Projectile Points and Diagnostic Hafted iccis: N,=

7nsell Constricted: N-2 (Fioure ±. 1)

Description: This Projectile point tqoe is cescribec Pu wnite
.1585:75 as having a subtrianpular blade witn a conve:< case.
Two later-al indentations olaced along the later-a: marcirs c,, thie
proximal section of the long narrow biaae rorm an :rreozar
expanding stem. This point is similar to tne tteuten tLze and is
associated with the late riclle Woodland period.
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There are 2 specimens from Stratum II, both found in level 6

Bock Z. One point is made of Keokuk chert and is relativeli
long i±.Bcm.; and thick ..,cmJ for its width a.8. The eoqe

angle is steep _L45 degrees.,, and the cross-section is
bitrianguiar. The shoulders are wider than the base anc siiohtlw
rounned. The basal ecpe is faceted iiJ:e the Anseil oolnt8: recoverec from Stratum I. Ihe blade was formed ou steec snalicw
exoanding softnammer flaking, resuitinq in fla-:e scars mee:inQ
along a centrai ridge. ine edges are heavily batterec wltr
per-cendicular hinpe and steo terminatec wear scars evicent on
both faces. This tool functioned as a iKnire in a scracno motion

on hard material. P similar orolectiie point was recoverec trom
Stratim i, but was not as heavilq used.

The second specimen is shorter .3.Ecm) Out wider d.Ucm', and
much thinner Q.6cm) than the first specimen. !he eope ancle is

lower (30 degrees) as well. The base is narrower than the
shoulders, which are rounded. The basal edge was tninned by
softhammer and pressure flaking on the ventral face. Althouph
manufactured in a manner similar to the preceeding specimen, tne

*blade still retains portions of the original ventral surface.
Use-wear is similar to what is observable on the first specimen,

- K ~ implying that both tools are functionally as well as technically
related.

fi t Besant: N-1 (Figure Lf.9f)

Description: This type is a medium- to small-sized point with a
broad blate and shallow side notches which create a short stem.
The shoulders are the widest cart of the tool, and the basal ears
are convex. This tgoe is similar to fIatanzas points Out are
usually associated with the Iliddle Woodland oer-,cd. This stule
of projectile cont is rare in Lowa 1.1orrow 139.

The single e:Xamcie in this class, founc in ievel 10.
,eausures J.Ecm iono, 2.i-m wide, and .tcm :nloK witn a td

-- degreee ecge angie. The notches are relativeiu smail (t-cm wice.
.3cm neeo.i, percendicular to the centrai axis of tne tool, art

.. were manufactures bw_ removinc on smai notcn flaKe crom earn
face. This soecimen has a niacanol breatK aione the case. an= tne
portion of tne lower lateral maroin ano one casai corner are
missing. The remaininp nasai ear is rounoec. ant tne case
accears to have been straight or slilhtlu concave. The Olace has
a pointed ovate snace with convex iateral mar-ins. 'Las
manufactwred by removing e:oandirn softhammer tia :es. which
e:tend the width of the biade. Lontinuous tert-au oessure
fakin; occurs along the edges.

A _"s l- a r c a 1 1.e y N - 2 ( F i -u r e t .E e )

Descricticn: Small points with short narrow e.:pandino stems and
barbed shoulders. Blades range from trianpular to s ohtlc
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• ., convex. Bases are frequentlu ground. This tqpe mau be reiatento Late woocland Koster tioe (-Morrow id±: L, f.

The two specimens in this class are trom block L Ieveis b
and a. The first specimen is small 3.ccm iono. t.3cm wioe. .0cm

.2 thick) with a low edge angle 1Lt decrees.no nca iconvex
cross-section. The notches are relativeiw iaroe. .dcm wiOe a7O

,-. ,.,.4om teem. l he blade is triangular with straight ecces and

gnarbed shoulders. The base is slightiu convex ano heavily
ground. This specimen is made of heated burlincton chert. it
was shamed by shallow lamellar softhammer fiaking ano continuous

- expanding pressure Flaking. The second specimen is somewhat
larger Cq.Ocm long, 2.4cm wide, .6cm thick' and is made on warsaw
tabular chert. It 1s almost identical to the preceeding

Zspecimen, except the blade eages are slightlu convex instead of
straight.

Gibson: N-4* (Figure Li.9j)

"e.0ciptiOn. fledium-sized point with a triangular blade, deep
Ai and wide corner notches, and a convex base with oointed basal

ears. Gibson points are associated with the late Middle Woodland
Period (White 1.68:75)

The first specimen in this class is from Block C level 8.
It has a diagonal break and is missing the onstal end as weli as
most of the right lateral margin. It is relativelg wide ,2.cm'
and thin (.6cm) with a low edpe angle 31 decrees). The notches
are very wide (1.Ocm) and deep .6cm). The base is narrower then

-' the shoulders and is slightly convex. Basal thinnino was carr-ed
- Out by removing a series of bifacial lameliar softhammer takes

that extend the length of the stem. ihe blaOe was rormed bg
*broad expanding softhammer flaking with exoancirn oressure ano

lamellar softhammer retouch flaking. Ine oiaoe is triangular
with straight lateral edges.

T The second specimen from Block b levei, has an colicue
break' along the distal lateral marpin and a =iaponai creak on one
basal ear. It is S.L±cm long, e.Hcm wide ano .dcm trick. Ime
notches are .7cm wide and .Scm deem. Eils soecime- _as shamed oy

- ]expanding softhammer Flaking and apoears to have functioned as a
knife. Basal thinning was done in the same manner as the

- preceeding specimen.

The third specimen made oF Warsaw tabular chert is frcm
Feature 6 Block B. It is large (9.5cm long. 3.Scm wide, 1.1cm
thick) with a long incurvate blade. The blade has a bitriangular
cross-section and is obviously a drill. It was shamed by steep
short expanding softhammer flaking that resulted in Flake scars
converging along a central ridge. The haFtlng element has
biconvex cross-section. The stem is narrower than the shoulder-s,
but the deep (.-cm) and wide (l.-cm, corner notches Pive it an
expanding shape. The base is convex and was thinned on the
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, * dorsal face by the removal of one iarpe expancino sortnammer
flake plus a series of ting oressure riakes. Lre ventra. race
was thinned oy removing a series or conticLous lame~lar
softhammer flakes. Basal grinding is extensive. 4.ne Caros on
both shoulders are broken, but tne oointe= basai ears remain.

-.1* The fourth specimen has been reworked intc a hite scracer,
, one of only two hide scraping tools in the Stratum II assemblape.

The base is convex with pointed basal ears. Basal thinnn c was
conducted by lamellar softhammer flaking on both faces. basal
grinding also is evident. The notches now appear as side

- notches, but this is a result of the tranverse retouchinp and
*.- wear along the distal (working) edge of the tool. Originalig,

the notches probably looked like the traditional Cibson corner
notches. The notches are presently very wide l.4cm., in relation
to their depth (.Lfcm). The distal portion of the tool 7eresents
a typical hide scraper with a convex working edge ,.1n order not
to damage the hide) and steep transverse retouching. The woring
edge is undercut and rounded

Godar/Raddatz Side-Notched: N-2 .Figure L-.z3)

Description: The Godar/Raddatz types are mecium-sizec sloe
Snotched prolectile points with trianguiar niaces. ine notches

are generally medium sized with a oeed U-shace. stems are as
: .. wide as the shoulders, and the oases are straicnt. basal

thinning scars often extend beyond tne ienotn or tne nartlinc
element. 1hese types often are associaten witn tne -ate Orcnaic

% period (Morrow iblS; Cook I576).

- Botn specimens in this class are from lcck t. u-e exarnoie.
from level 8 is whoie except for a iaterai creaK alono each oasai
ear. This specimen is 5.3cm long, 3.lcm wide, an .tcm tick.
The notches, orientated perpendtcuiar to the central axis or the
tool, are .6cm wide and 5cm deep. The blade is triancutar with
straight edges and was fashioned bg broad shallow ex:anding

S"softhammer flaking with discontinous pressure flaking. basal
.' thinning was conducted by lamellar softhammer flaking tnat

extends almost the length of the hafting element on cne face.

The second example is from Test Unit 7 level I. ne nasal
area is broken transversely, so it is difficult to accuratelg

A assign this specimen to the Godar/Raddatz categoru. However, it

appears to have been laterally notched. The blade is almost
identical to the first specimen, having a trianoula7 shaoe and

* straight lateral edges. The blade was Formed L brcad shaIiow
expanding softhammer flaking and tiscontlnuoos oressure tiai inQ.

' "The U-shaped notches are deep . bcm) and crie-'tatec cerecoiar
to the central axis of the tool,
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Manker Corner-Notched: N-2 .,Figure '-.Sh.'

Description: Broad, medium-sized corner--notched to stemmed
points generally associated with the late hl.iddle i..cdand ~eriod
(White 1.968; Mlorrow 138L±). The notches are gerecali4 orientated
at a 4-5 degree angle From the corner of the blade.,hc is
relatively thick. Bases generally are convex.

The First example made of Warsaw tabular chart is missingi
hithe distal tip. Amprcximatel. one-third oF the tliade and is very

thin C.9cm) in relation to its maximum width 1_3.tcm). Th'e
notches are almost twice as deep .Bcm) as they are wide .c)
The secondary flake scars were created by broad shiallow
soFthammer Flaking. Tertiary flakinq consists otr continuous

.. expanding pressure Flaking. The cross-section is bio-cnvex. Ihi's
smecimen does not appear to nave functioned as a -:ire.

2 The second saecimen made of Warsaw tanuiar crert reoresents
*only a corner Frapment that is O~rok<en otfl tr-ansve.-se.Lu an

longitudinally. It includes a aort.-on of the base, stem ano
lower lateral margin. fhe fraument is .jcm tnicil. i ne nctcries,
orientated at a *±S degree ancie to the centra-: axis or tre tool-.
are .8cm wide and b'cm oeep. ihe ence ancies *,ar-.u crm -±
degrees. Two similar specimens came from !=tratum

flanKer Stemmed: N-c2 Ck-igure -±. a)

Description: Medium-sized modified notched point witn a straicht
expanding stem and short barbs. Bases are straicht to convex.
This type is generally associated with the late [H-ddle Woodland
period (White 1968:73).

r Thero are two specimens in this cateqory. The First
specimen made of Warsaw tabular chart is From Biock B ievel B
feature 7. It has an expanding stem and an incuravate blade as a
result From extensive re-sharpening. This tool ar.Dears to have

* functioned as a drill. The base is straight and h7as been Q-cunt.
* The second specimen made oF Knife River flint is from Block C

level 9. It also has an expanding stem, an incurvate blade,
straight base, basal grinding and functionec as Exll c'tensive
edge rounding occurs on th-e lateral margins and th-e distal end.

* Snydce-s Corner Notched, modified stem catezjru: zl'iure

Cescriotion: M~edium to large ovate ucimt jitrh r=ee rcuno
corner-notches. These notches are =escor!De= as occasi-. 1
deve-cing into a mocifiec .rorm uh-icn crcouces a straic-'t-siceo
excanding stem r" todif_,et stem catezro-.w' 4)riie _==:.: I s

jL ~point is associateo witn r'e Iiclole Wcoo Iaric ce7:.c.
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r There is one specimen from Block A that closelu resembles
the modified stem category or UIctorg variety described bu White
(196B:6). This specimen is missing most of the blade, but the
remaining part is very wide (q.9cm) and was shaped by broad
shallow expanding softhammer flaking. The stem is short r.l.0cm).
The notches are shallow ,.3cm) and wide C.Bcm), creating a
roughi straight-sided expanding stem.

Unidentifiable blade Fragments: N=5

The five soecimens in this categorg are cividec into two
groups: those with wide triangular shaces ano trose witn narrow
isoceles triangular shapes. Ine first orouo contains j soecimens

that ranoe from 5-3.3cm in widtn. Ali tnree are from iocip. b:
two from level t and one from level 7. Iwo memoers or tns orouo
have flat biolano cross-sections, while a tniro soecimen nas a
thicker oiconvex cross-section. Aii J were snaoea bu snai.ow
expanding sotthammer flaking, ano e have ciscontinuous cressure
flaking. One is mace of Warsaw tabular chert. ihe remaininp two
consist of the an unidentifiec dark crag-nlue-wnite soeckled
chert. All three blades are t7ianqular with straignt
(knife-like) lateral edges ana have transverse breaks across tre
neck of the hafting element. However, the upper portions of the

notches remain. At least one specimen appears to be corner
notched, and evidence of a barbed shoulder is present. The notch
remnants on all three specimens have a concave appearance, which
may indicate all were corner notched. One of these artifacts has
an oblique break on a upper lateral margin and all three have
crushed edges as well as perpendicular and/or oblique step

* terminated flake scars along the lateral margins. These tools
~' appear to have served as knives for cutting and scraping

relatively hard materials. The general manufacturing technigues,
the blade morohology, and the provenience of these artifacts
suggests that they are related to the Manker,'iGibson prcjectile
point styles.

The second group also contains 3 soeclmens: one trom dlocK
- level 8, one from Test Unit 6 level 10 and one from tlocL. C

level 7. This grouc represents blate fCraments which are veru
narrow (1.7cm). fhe first specimen made of neat treatec warsaw
tabular chert has a transvers break across the neck or the
hafting element. fne upper oortions of tne notches remain and
are percenacuia7 to the central axis or the tool. Ine snculcers
are rounded. Ihis soecimen nas manu similarities to tne 1-)nseli
constrlctec point stwje [,Wnite L3btj. ire seccn; mem-er =r zhe
narrow nlaoe orouc has slcntig conrve:x lateral maroins. an
cblipue breaK at the nistal eno ano a meCial transverse creaK.
"his s-ecimen is ma =e of heat treatec iurllnoton ohert. ie

. third artifact in tnis croup is a cistal ti with a diaocna
break. rhis soeoimen is also mace of heat treatec warsaw chert.
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Unidentified Fragments: N-5

The five specimens in this category consist of a partial
stem/asal fragment, a longitudinal fragment, a Oistal two. an
enc fragment of some sort, ano a medial fragment. oil or tnese
artifacts are from Block 6 levels 8 and z3 and eatures .i, anc
S. Four spec2.mens are mace of warsaw chert, an one is
.urlinqton chert.

Chipped Stone Tools: Stratum III

There is a total of 1t chipped stone tools from Stratum
III, 47 of which are projectile points (Tables 4.2Lt-4.26). The
remaining 67 artifacts consist of unifaces, bifaces and drills.

Unifacial Chipped Stone Tools: N-5

There are 3 unifacial tools from Block B, one each from
levels 12, 15, and IS. All 3 are broken transversely and
represent 2 distal and one medial fragments. The working edges
are relatively steep, ranging from 42 to *9 degrees. They range
in size from 2. cm to 3.5cm wide and .8cm to 1.3cm thick.

One specimen is made on a Winterset chert, hardhammer
.. interior flake. The dorsal surface was shaped unifacially into a

blunt ovate by the removal of expanding hardhammer flakes, the
distal portions of which converge in the center of the tool.
Use-wear consists of edge rounding and unifacial perpendicular
step and hinge terminated flake scars that indicate this tool
functioned in a scraping manner on a relatively hard material.

The second specimen, made on a Burlington chert hardhammer
interior flake, was shaped by shallow lamellar and exoanding
softhammer flaking orientated to the center of the tool. The
use-wear is very similar to the preceeding specimen, except it is
bifacial, not unifacial. This tool apparently functionea as a

% cutting and scraping relatively hard material.

The third specimen is a medial fragment made of Burlington
chert on a hardhammer interior flake. it was snaped by shallow
lamellar arnd softhammer flaking which meets along a central
ridge. The use-wear is unifacial and identical to what is
present on the preceeding two unifaces. It orobablij functioned
in a similar manner.

Block C produced 2 unifaces. The first example from level
10 was manufactured from a hardhammer interior flake blank. This

-"'. tool measures '.3cm long, 3.Bcm wide and .5cm thick. Althouch it
is relatively thin, this tool has a steep edge angle (50

- degrees). It has disk shape with expanding softhammer flaking
and continuous pressure flaking along one edge. Bulbar thinning
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is also present. This tool appears to have functioned as a
knife.

The second specimen is 3 times as thick, measuring 1.6cm.
It is 4.7cm long and 3.8cm wide with an edge angle of 65 degrees.
This tool has characteristics similar to a backed knife.

-7
* .~:Expanding softhammer Flaking occurs along the right lateral

margin of the dorsal face and is supplemented with continuous
pressure retouch. Although the use-wear is bifacial, only one
flake was detached from the ventral face. This tool probably
functioned as a knife.

Initially Edged Biface : N-L

The two blunt oval specimens in this class are From Block B,
one each from levels 14 and 15. Both of these tools are made on

-- '"Burlington chert flake blanks and range in size from 4.5-7.Ocm
long, 3.5-4.Scm wide, .9-1.7cm thick.

core The largest specimen appears to have been a double-platform
c that was bifacially flaked along one of the lateral edges to
create a sharp straight cutting edge with a 44 degree angle. The
opposite lateral edge is unifacially flaked to Form a steep C65
degrees) convex scraping edge. The distal end is polished and
rounded from hafting. A hafting element was formed by removing
two expanding softhammer flakes, one from each lateral margin, to
create a contracting stem 2.lcm long. The widest portion of the
tool (4.5cm) is the shoulder. An oblique break along the distal
portion of the left lateral edge as well as an assortment of
use-wear suggest that this tool functioned as a cutting and
scraping instrument and possibly as digging tool.

The smaller specimen has an edge angle of q7 degrees and has
been heat treated. It was shaoed into a blunt ovate by short
bifacial expanding softhammer flaking. Use-wear includes crushed
and rounded edges suggesting that this tool functioned as knife.

There is only one initially edged biface from Block C. It

is a triangular shaped specimen made from a piece of Warsaw
I. tabular chert. It has flat convex-plano cross-section. BiFacial

expanding softhammer Flaking occurs along both lateral margins
and the proximal end. These flakes tended to hinge or step

terminate in the center of the tool, leaving cortex on both
faces. Continuous lamellar pressure flaking is present along the
lateral margins. Unifacial use-wear suggests that this tool
functioned as a knife used in a scraping motion.

Primary Bifaces: N-19

A total of B primary bifaces was recovered from Block B.
One specimen was found in level 13, 2 in level 15, 4 in level 16
and one in level 17. Four specimens are whole, 3 are distal
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Fragments and one is broken longitudinally. Block C contained 11
primary bifaces, 6 whole specimens and 3 distal fragments. Four
examples are from level 15, 3 are from level 12, 2 from level 10
and one specimen is from level 13. Feature 15 Block C also
contained a primary biface. All 19 of these tools are made of
Burlington chert. Primary bifaces are described according to
groups. Each tool is assigned to a specific group on the basis
of general morphological and technological characteristics.

Biface Group A: N-S CFigure 4.6c)

Three broken specimens, 2 distals and the longitudinal
fragment came from Block B. They are blunt ovate forms which
were shaped by expanding hardhammer flaking. Flake scars tend to
meet in the center of these tools. Edge angles range from 35-50
degrees. Tool thickness ranges from 1.2-1.6cm. The length of
the longitudinal fragment is 5.3cm, and the width of the 2 distal
ends are 3.9cm and 3.5cm. Use-wear indicates cutting and
scraping functions on a relatively hard materials.

The whole primary biface is a pointed oval with a covex
base. This tool is 7.2cm long, 4.7cm wide, and 1.5cm thick with
an edge angle of 38 degrees. It was manufactured by expanding
and lamellar softhammer flaking. The negative flake scars tend

to converge toward the center of the tool. The dorsal face
retains a small portion of the cortex in the center of the tool.
This example was not hafted and appears to have functioned as a
hand-held knife.

The final specimen from Block B is a long pointed ovate.
It is broken transversely, and the proximal end is missing.
Consequently, it is not known if this tool was hafted. Although
broken, this primary biface still measures 8.2cm long and is
4.2cm and wide and 1.4cm thick with a 35 degree edge angle. It
was manufactured by removing broad expanding softhammer flakes so
that they meet along a central ridge. Discontinuous softhammer
retouch also is present. The use-wear indicates that this tool
was a multi-purpose knife used in cutting and scraping motions on
a wide range of materials.

The 4 specimens from Block C are very similar in shape and

size. They are blunt ovals which may have have been much longer
than they were wide. However, all 4 of these tools are broken
transversely; only the distal portions remain. They range in
width from 3.4-4.Scm and in thickness from 1.4-l.8cm. The edge
angles vary from 3B-42 degrees. They were manufactured by a

* -,combination of expanding soft- and hardhammer flaking with very

limited secondary softhammer retouch. As with the Block B tools,
these examples appear to have Functioned as knifes used for
cutting and scraping hard materials.

.,
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Biface Group B: N-3 (Figure 4.6c)

Three specimens appear to be backed knives. They are
medium-sized primary bifaces with one lateral margin that has a
flat, plane-like surface functioning as a striking platform as
well as backing. When vJewed in cross-section these tools
resemble an isosceles triangle. The base of the triangle
represents the backing while the apex is the working edge. The
working edges have use-wear suggesting a knife function in a
cutting and scraping motion on a hard material. There is no
evidence of hafting. Both surfaces along the working margin were

' used as striking platforms for removing expanding soft- and
hardhammer flakes to create a sharp durable bifacial edge. The

,-C .. opposite margin (e.g. the backing) is a flat plane-like edge. It
was narrowed by removing several expanding softhammer flakes
using the backing as a striking platform. These tools have edge
angles of 48 and 411 degrees. They measure 6.1cm, 5.4cm and L.7cm
long, 3.5cm and 3.3cm wide, and 2.5cm, 1.9cm and 1.6cm thick.
The backing measures 3.2xl.4cm, 3.7x2.4 and 3.Bx2.lcm. One
example was recovered from Feature 15 Block C. The other 2

•4"' *-specimens are from level 16.

This type of tool is distinguished from a primary biface
with a longitudinal break by closely examining the flake scars
near the backing. If the flat, plane-like surface was a result
of breakage one would expect to see only a portion of the flake
scar. This is not the case with the backed knives. This tool
type probably is closely associated with the double-platform core
technique.

Biface Group C: N-7 (Figures 4.6d, 4.7b)

There is one primary biface from Block B that closely
EL resembles the backed knives with regard to manufacturing
V m technique. However, this specimen lacks backing and appears to

have been hafted. It was shaped into a short blunt ovate form by
steep expanding hard- and softhammer flaking. The flake scars
converge toward the center of the tool. This specimen measures
5.0cm long, q.Ocm wide and 2.3cm thick. The shoulder is the

parallel-sided stem measuring l.Scm long and 3.3cm wide. One

lateral margin of the stem was shaped by unifacial lamellar
softhammer flaking. The other lateral margin was modified by

..-. grinding. Unifacial basal thinning is also present. Portions of
Sthe blade are polished, indicating this tool functioned as a

digging instrument.

,p 'pBlock C contained 6 examples very similar to the preceedinq

tool. Five of the Block C tools are whole; their measurements
are given below.
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Stratum III
N-(6) Mean Standard Deviation Max. Nin.
Length (5) 4.2cm 1.0 5.2 2.7
Width (6) 3.'I 0.5 Li.1 2.6
Thickness (6) 1.7 0.2 1.9 1.5
Edge Angle (6) 50.0 degrees 7.1 60.0 44.0

"- Four of these tools were shaped into a short blunt ovals,
while the other two have disk shapes. Three examples have

L biconvex cross-sections, and the other 3 are piano-triangular.
The two discoidal examples have been shaped bu expanding
softhammer flaking resulting in flakes scars that converge in the
center of the tool. Each of the discoidal shaped tools has a
longitudinal break along one edge. Neither specimen has
distinctive evidence of hafting, but it may be that the
longitudinal break is actually a transverse break along the neck
of the hafting element.

Of the 4 remaining tools, all appear to have been haftea.
% %- The hafting elements are characterized by contracting stems with

convex or straight bases. These stems are manufactured by
removing bilateral flakes, unilateral flakes or by grinding the
edges. The tool shoulder is the widest portion. The length of
the hafts range from 1.1-2.1cm. These tools were initially
shaped in the same manner as the discoidal specimens. However,

-' - in some cases lamellar and expanding softhammer retouching of the
working edges has eliminated evidence of the primary thinning.

Because of extensive retouching there is no evidence of the
polish generally associated with digging tools. General edge
damage, such as edge abrasion and steep perpendicular and hinge
terminated flake scars is evident. This type of wear, the
evidence of haFting, and the overall morphology of the tools is

Svery similar to digging tools from stratum II, which do display
distinctive polish and edge rounding.

Secondary Bifaces: N-B (Figure 4.6b)

Block B contains two secondary biFaces: a distal and a
medial fragment from level 15. The medial fragment is relatively
wide (3.2cm) and thick (1.2cm). The lateral edoes are almost
parallel. It was manufactured by broad expanding softhammer
Flaking, which resulted in a series of Flake scars that meet
along a central ridge. Secondary softhammer flaking occurs
bifacially along both lateral edges, creating short smallow
expanding Flake scars.

The second specimen is heat treated ano somewhat smaller
(2.7cm wide, .Bcm thick) with 31 degree edge angle. It was
manufactured in similar manner. The upper 1.3cm of the distal
tip appears to have functioned as drill, since it is .5cm
narrower than the rest of the blade. The use-wear consists of
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heavily rounded and polished lateral edges. The lower portions
• "8 of the blade near the transverse break appear to have functioned

as a knife.

'V Block C produced 6 secondary bifaces. The 2 proximal
fragments from levels 1q and 15 have flat thin C.9cm and 1.0cm)
plano-convex cross-sections and are relatively wide (4.5cm and
3.9cm) with low edge angles (30 and 32 degrees). Both examples

" were manufactured by removing broad transverse softhammer flakes
and short discontinuous expanding secondary flakes. The use-wear
suggests both of these tools functioned as knives on a wide range
of materials and in a variety of motions.

The 2 secondary biface distal fragments are somewhat
narrower (3.1cm and 2.5cm) and thicker (both are 1.1cm) than the
preceeding tools. These specimens have triangular shapes and
biconvex cross-sections. However, they were manufactured in a
similar manner by initially removing broad transverse softhammer
primary thinning flakes, Followed by short expanding softhammer
flakes along the margins. The edge angles of these tools are
slightly higher than the preceeding tool types, and the use-wear
is heavier.

The remaining two specimens are whole. One is rectangular
in shape and measures 5.1cm long, 2.5cm wide and 1.Ocm thick with
a 38 degree edge angle. Although this tool was manufactured by
initially removing broad transverse softhammer Flakes, only
remnants of those flake scars are visible because intensive

U softhammer and pressure retouch. The use-wear is extensive and
suggests multiple uses as a knife on hard materials. The second
whole specimen is triangular in shape and has a straight base.
It has a high edge angle (39 degrees) and a thick (3.2cm)
convex-triangular cross-section because the secondary thinning
and retouch flakes hinge in the middle of the tool. This was not

Lthe case on the opposite face, however, which reveals the broad
transverse softhammer flaking described For other examples.
Use-wear is extensive and indicates use as a knife on hard
materials.

Drills: N-16 (Figure 4.8c)

There are a total of 10 drills recovered erom Block B. Thep
,. have been divided into two categories. The first cateaorq

, -consists of 7 specimens, 2 of which are represented bu 2 separate
fragments. One drill each was recovered from levels 11, 12, I4,
17 and 2 from level 13. The remaining specimen is from Feature
23 level 16. All 7 drills are broken. There are 3 medial
fragments and 2 distal Fragments which represent 5 separate
specimens, and two distal and medial fragments that consitute 2
drills (without proximal ends). These Fragments are categorized
together because they all have bitriangular cross-sections and
have been flaked into elongated points that have tapered, almost
chisel-like, bits (when present). They have been shaped by
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removing steep short expanding pressure flakes and vary in width
from .9-l.4cm wide and .8-1.1cm in thickness. Edge angiFs varp
from 36-5i degrees. Use-wear is characterized by edge rounding
and abrasion as well as steep perpendicular hinge and step
terminated flake scars.

The remaining 3 specimens are all very different from one
-, another. They are described separately.

The first specimen is a winged drill missing a portion of
the proximal end. The bit measures 1.2cm wide and .9cm thick
with an edge angle of 43 degrees. The winged element of the tool
measures 2.4cm wide and is .9cm thick. It has biconvex
cross-section.

The second specimen was created from a parallel-sided end
flake the was detached from a core by hard hammer percussion.

.1 This example is heat treated and measures 3.5cm long, 1.2cm wide
-' and .4cm thick with a biplano cross-section. The bit portion

measures 1.3cm long and was shaped by steep pressure flaking.
This tool appears to have been hand held.

The final specimen is an unusual type of drill that measures
6.0cm in length, 2.3cm in width and is 1.Scm thick. It was

V.. shaped into a narrow pointed ovate shape by expanding bifacial
softhammer flaking. Steep unifacial retouching has eliminated
the proximal ends of the flake scars on one surface and resulted
in a thick convex-bitriangular cross-section. The bit is 2.3cm
long and is 2.0cm at its widest portion near the midpoint of the
tool, but eventually narrows into sharp point. One edge of the
bit is characterized by steep continous pressure retouch and
extensive edge damage from use as a drill. The ouPosite edge
appears to have been re-sharpened by removing one relatively
large expanding softhammer flake. There is no evidence OF
use-wear on this edge. The proximal end is also pointed, but

- only one of the lateral margins has been flaked. The opposite
- margin is characterized by a flat plane-like edge. The tip of

the proximal end has been worked into a tiny graver. No use-wear
, .was observed.

Block C contained 7 drill fragments: S distal and 2
proximal ends. The first specimen, representing the distal and
medial portions of the bit, was recovered from level 13. It has
a relatively wide bit C2.1cm) and a bi-plano cross-section. This
example was initially shaped into an isocoleles triangle by broad

,' expanding transverse softhammer flaking. Steep expanding
bifacial pressure flaking along the lateral margins created a 4B
degree edge angle. This example is broken transversely.

- :Use-wear includes intensive rounding and polish on the distal end

and lateral margins.

*4The second distal fragment is very similar to the first and
was recovered From Feature 7 Block C. It is wide (1.9cm) with a
thick (.9cm) convex-triangular cross-section and a steep edge
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angle (50 degrees). This tool was shaped into a steeplu edoed
, ,isocoleles triangular by short expanding softhammer Flakes that

meet along a central ridge. Discontinuous tertiary retouch is
* ialso present. The bifacial use-wear consists of intensive edge

• crushing.

The third example is missing the proximal end and represents
the medial and distal portion of the drill bit. It was Found in
level 15. Although broken transversely this specimen measures
6.Bcm long. It is very narrow (l.lcm) and thin (.9cm) with an
edge angle oF 36 degrees and a bitriangular cross-section. This
superbly crafted tool was shaped and retouched into an elongated
point by steep shallow expanding pressure flaking. The use-wear,
perpendicular step and hinged terminated flake scars, edge
rounding and crushing, is not like the intensive edge rounding
and polishing found on the preceeding specimen. There is no edge
damage on the distal tip, only on the lateral margins. The
distal tip is not like the worn chisel-like drill tips Found in
Block B.

The remaining two distal fragments are very small,
representing a very limited portion of the lateral margins and
the tool tip. The tips are pointed with one specimen having
possible wear damage. The other has no evidence of use. rhe
lateral edges, however, have use-wear very similar to what is
present on the long narrow example noted above. One fraqment
came from level 10 the other from level 12 Block C.

The 2 proximal fragments retain hafting elements which are
different from each other. The first specimen from level 11 is
heat treated and has a T-shape hafting element that measures
3.2cm wide and 1.Ocm long. It is the same thickness as the bit
(.7cm). The bit is broken transversely, and onlu 2.3cm of it
remains. The excellant craftmanship of this tool matches that of

the long narrow distal Fragment. It was manufactured in a
similar manner, is very close in size, and has identical
use-wear. The edges of the hafting element are completely
rounded.

The final specimen from level 10 is very different From the
preceeding drill but has characteristics similar to those
associated with the wide-bit drill. The haFting element is
relatively narrow (2.9cm) and long (2.8cm) with a square shape
and biconvex cross-section. The bit is 1.4cm wide and .3cm thick
with a bitriangular cross-section and an edge angle of 35
degrees. Because of a transverse break only 1.Ocm of the bit
remains, but it appears to have been shaped by steep expanding
pressure flaking. The haft was manufactured by removing
expanding so/thammer flakes that converge toward the center of
the tool. Basal thinning is indicated by a continuous series of
bifacial expanding and lammellar pressure Flake scars. Edoe
rounding and polish is observable on the edges and faces of the

40 haFting element. Not enough of the bit is left to ooserve any
use-wear evidence.
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Unidentifiable Biface Fragments: N-9

There are 4 specimens in this class from Block C: one each
from levels 11,12, and 2 examples form 13. Three of these
fragments appear to have benn broken from larger tools and then
discarded. The remaining fragment, however, was reworked into a
graver. There are 5 examples from Block B: one each from levels
1f and IS, and 3 fragments from level 16. They represent
longitudinal fragments with a wide variety of breakage angles.

Projectile Points: N-46

Etley Stemmed: N-I (Figure 4.lOe)

Description: This type is a medium to large sized narrow point
with barbed shoulders and parallel to expanding stems. Blades
are usually parallel ovates or recurvate. Barbs, if present,
point toward the base of the tool. Flake scars are shallow,
expanding and massive. Sometimes they meet to form a central
ridge, but they may occasionally extend the width of the blade.
Etley Stemmed projectile points are associated with the Late
Archaic period (Morrow 1SB4; Cook 1976; Chapman 1975).

.2 The single specimen resembling this type was recovered from
level 14 in Block C. It is broken transversely along the neck of
the hafting element leaving a portion of the stem but no base.
This example is long, measuring 9.3cm even with basal end

missing. It is 3.2cm wide and 1.Ocm thick with an edge angle of
30 degrees. The lateral margins are parallel to slightly convex.
This tool was manufactured by removing expanding softhammer
flakes that overlap along the central axis of the blade.
Secondary flaking is limited to one face and consists of shortIdiscontinuous expanding softhammer flakes. Tertiary pressure
flaking also is discontinuous but occurs on both faces. The
shoulders are pointed, but the barbs are perpendicular to the
long axis of the blade, not orientated downward as is the case
with some specimens. The notches appear to have been aligned in
a -5 degree angle with respect to the central axis of the tool.
They were manufactured by removing 1-3 deep notch flakes from
each face. The use-wear is light and suggests that this tool may
have been used in a scraping motion on a relatively hard

. material.

Godar/Raddatz Side Notched: N-7 (Figure 4 .10h)

EDescription: The Godar/Raddatz types are medium-sized side
notched projectile points with triangular blades. The notches
are generally medium-sized and deeply U-shaped. Stems are as
wide as the shoulders, and the bases are straight. Basal
thinning scars often extend beyond the length of the hafting
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element. These types are associated with the Late Archaic period
(Morrow 1984; Cook 1976).

There are two examples from Block B: one is from level 15,S and the other was found in Feature 20 Stratum lila level 13. The
specimen from level 15 is whole and measures 5.6cm long and 2.6cm
wide, with a 1.0cm thick biconvex cross-section and an edge angle
of 34 degrees. The second example is broken transversely and
mi ging most of the blade portion of the tool. This tool
measures 3.2cm wide and is .8cm thick with a biconvex
cross-section and an edge angle 30 degrees. Both specimens
appear to have been initially shape by detaching expanding
softhammer flakes, which resulted in scars that meet along a
central ridge. There is also an limited amount of discontinuous
pressure Flaking. The notches are U-shaped, set close to the
base (.7cm) and measure .7 and .6cm deep and .4 and .3cm wide.
The notches were manufactured by removing at least 2 notch flakes
from both surfaces. The bases are straight and were thinned on
at least one surface by lamellar and expanding soFthammer Flaking
that extends the length of the hafting elements (1.2-1.qcm long).
The opposite Faces were thinned by shorter expanding soFthammer
Flakes. Grinding does not occur, however the basal ears and
edges are rounded. The use-wear on the blade portion oF the
whole specimen indicates use as a knife.

Two of the Five specimens From Block C are similar to those
From Block B, with U-shaped notches, similar measurements, convex
basal ears, notches set close to the base (.7cm), etc. There is
one difference, however. The bases are slightly convex and were
thinned by removing a single expanding softhammer Flake From each

-*" . Face. The negative bulb of percussion gives the base a slightly
convex shape. Basal thinning technology similar to this has been
oberved at a Late Archaic site in Uan Buren County, less than 50
miles inland From 13LA3B (Stanley 1987). Both tools are broken
transversely and the distal and medial portions of the blades are
gone. The hafting elements measure 1.2-1.cm in length.

4 The final 3 examples from Block C were recovered from levels
.. .-. 14 (2) and 17 (1). They are somewhat different than those in

Block B, because the notches are set higher on the blade
(.9-1.1cm from the base), and the basal ears are squared not
convex. These points were manufactured differently as well. All

. -three specimens were thinned by removing broad transverse
-" .expanding soFthammer flakes From both faces. Secondary lamellar

soFthammer Flaking is present the one whole specimen. The other
2 specimens are missing their distal tips and have discontinuous
pressure retouch on the lateral margins. The hafting elements
vary From 1.6-1.9cm in length. The notches are .3cm deep and
.7cm and .6cm wide. The notches are U-shaped and were created by
removing 1-3 deep flakes from both faces. The bases are straight
and thinned by expanding and lamellar softhammer flaking. The

J, basal thinning scars extend at least the length of the haFting
element. All Raddatz/Godar points functioned as knives.
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N(7) Mean Standard Deviation Max. Min.
Length (2) --- 6.1 5.1
Width (7) 2.7 .4 3.2 2.4
Thickness (7) .9 .1 1.0 .8A Edge Angle (6) 31 2.'L 34 28
Notch Depth (7) .3 .1 .' .2
Notch Width (7) .7 .1 .8 .6

pHelton: N-I (Figure i.10g)

Description: This is a wide-bladed medium- to large-sized
projectile point with perpendicular barbs, an expanding stem and
a convex base. The blades have no central ridge line formed by
flake scars. This projectile point style is associated with the
Late Archaic period (Cook 1976).

There is a single specimen in this class from level 12 Block

C. This example measures 6.Scm long, 4.1cm wide, and .9cm thick
with an edge angle of 30 degrees. The blade is triangular with
straight lateral margins and was shaped by softhammer percussion.
The result of flaking is broad and shallow expanding Flake scars
that extend across the width of the tool. Secondary thinning is
limited to short isolated expanding softhammer flaking along the
lateral margins. Tertiary pressure retouch is evident on both
edges, one of which is beveled.

The barbed shoulders are the widest portion of the tool.
*The notches are deep (.7cm) and wide (1.2cm) with a 48 degree

orientation in relation to the long axis of the prolectile point.
Notches were manufactured by removing one large expanding
softhammer flake From each face, then if necessary, one or more
steep pressure flakes were unifacially detached within the notch
concavity along the lateral margins of the stem. The hafting
element measures 1.6cm. The base is slightly convex and was
thinned by discontinuous expanding softhammer flaking. Use-wear
is evident on both lateral margins and is of the type that
suggests use as a knife.

Koster:

Description: Koster points are small corner notched specimens
that closely resemble the Pelican Lake type but are smaller. The
notches are moderate in size, projecting inward at approximately
4S degrees. The shoulders, the widest portion of the tool, are
usually barbed. Stems expand to approximately two-thirds of the
width of the shoulders. Bases are straight or convex with
occasional grinding. Blade margins tend to be straight or
slightly convex. Koster points are associated with the Late
Woodland period (Morrow 198I).

There are 2 examples of this projectile point type from
Block C. They measure 3.6cm and 3.7cm long, 1.9cm and 1.8cm
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W a portion of a lower lateral margin. They were shaped by fine
lamellar and expanding pressure flaking creating scars that meet
along a central ridge. The central face of one example retains
evidence of the original flake blank that allows For a
piano-convex cross-section. The second specimen is biconvex.

The notches were manufactured by removing one or two deep
flake notches orientated in a 4j5 degree angle relative to the
central axis of the tool. Basal thinning was accomplished by
removing a series of contiguous pressure flakes which extend to
the bottom of the notches. Edge rounding and a dull polish is
evident along the base of one specimen. The basal ears on bcth
specimens are straight but slope inward. The shoulder is the
widest dimension of these tools. On one example the shoulders
are barbed, while the other has convex shoulders. Both of these
tools may have been used as knives.

Mlatanzas: N-8

Description: There are 5 varieties of Mlatanzas projectile points
(Cook 1976:14k3): modal, deep side notched, Faint side notched,
flared stem and straight stem. As the category names indicate,
their differences are associated with the hafting elements.S IMatanzas types are small to medium-sized projectile points with
ovate to triangular blades and straight to slightly convex bases.
The blades were manufactured by removing expanding softhammer
Flakes which leave scars that meet along an often poorly defined
central ridge. Tertiary retouch is discontinuous and occurs in
locations that need retouching or are not in line with the
general configuration of the lateral margins. The principal
defining characteristic is the placement of notches vertj close to
the basal margin. The basal ears are convex, since the notches
end as the basal curve begins. Matanzas points are affiliated
with the Late Archaic period (Cook 1976).

Deep Side Notched Matanzas: N-q (Figure 4-.10d)

There are four examples in this category: one specimen from
Block B level 1S, and 3 specimens From Block C (one each From
levels 14i and 15 and one which is catalogued as a surface find).
All four specimens are very similar to the Godar/Raddatz group
but are somewhat smaller with shallower notches placed closer to
the basal margin (within .5cm or less). Unlike the Godar/Raddatz
styles the basal thinning scars usually do not extend the length
of the hafting element but are terminated at the midway point of
the notches.
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Two of the examples are broken transversely immediately
%' above the notches. They have straight bases which were thinned

by removing tiny contiguous lamellar pressure flakes from both
faces. There is one whole specimen with a slightlu concave base.
The lateral margins are slightly convex giving an ovate shape to
the blade. This example is small, measuring 4.Ocm long, 1.8cm
wide and .7cm thick with 30 degree edge angle. The basal ears
and margin are heavily rounded. The final specimen in this
category is somewhat larger, measuring 2.4cm wide and 1.Ocm thick
with a 33 degree edge angle. Although broken transversely and

rmissing the distal end, this example is 4.Ocm long. It is also
broken obliquely, missing one the basal ears and a portion of the
edge. The lateral margins are parallel and heavily battered
suggesting use as a knife.

Flared Stem Matanzas: N-2 (Figure 4.10b)

This type is distinguished from the other specimens by
relatively wide corner or side notches that give the stem an
expanding shape. There are two examples in this class, one is
whole and the other represents only a basal corner fragment.
Both have been heat treated. The whole specimen has been
re-sharpened extensively and has beveled edges with a triangular

-. - blade. It measures 3.7cm long, 2.5cm wide, and .8cm thick with a
- high edge angle (SO degrees) because of the beveled edges. The

shoulder represents the widest portion of the tool with the base
slightly narrower. Basal thinning consists of the bifacial
removal of short contiguous expanding pressure flakes. The basal
ears of both specimens are rounded points.

V.-

. : Faint Side Notched Matanzas: N-2 (Figure 4.1Oc)

There are two specimens that may represent this category.
Both are from Block C. One example was recoverd from level 12

'Y and the other from level 13. Neither have distinctive side
notches, faint or otherwise, but they closely resemble some of
the faint side notched Matanzas projectile points illustrated by
Cook (1976). However, Cook does note that this particular point
style often has only the barest trace of hafting modifications
(1976:145) and may often be classified as a knife or preform.

Both of these tools are whole and relatively small,
measuring 3.6 and 4.4cm long, 1.6 and 2.1cm wide, and .8 and
1.Ocm thick. The edge angles are 32 degrees. The smaller tool
was manfactured by lamellar softhammer flaking and the larger
tool by expanding softhammer flaking. In both cases the flake

K: scars meet at the center of the projectile points. The hafting
elements were made in the same fashion as the blades and in both
cases represent squared parallel-sided stems with straight bases.No basal thinning was attempted. The blades are triangular and

have been heavily retouched. Use-wear suggests that both
examples were used as knives.

' '



Osceola: N-9 (Figure 4.10f)

Description: Osceola points are long, narrow side-notchedI specimens that range from medium to large in size. Blades range
from triangular to ovate. Notches are rounded or squared and
moderate to large in size. They are usually set some distance
away from the base. Shoulders are pointed or slightly convex.

sThe base tends to be the same width as the shoulders and the
basal ears may be squared or convex. This projectile point type
is associated with the Late Archaic period (Morrow 1984;
Ritzenthaler 1967). There is a total of 9 projectile points: 6
from Block B and 3 from Block C. Two of the Block C examples
were recovered from level 15, and the third specimen was found in
level 14. Two each came from levels 16 and 17, and one each came
from level 15 Stratum IIb and level 19 Stratum IIIc in Block B.

, The dimensions of these tools follow:

N-(9) Mean Standard Deviation Max. Min.
Length (4) 6.3 .6 7.2 5.9
Width (9) 2.8 .2 3.2 2.6
Thickness (9) .9 .2 1.-* .8
Edge Angle (9) 32 2.S 37 30
Notch Depth (9) .5 .1 .6 .3
Notch Width (9) .9 .2 1.3 .8

These projectile points were manufactured by removing
shallow expanding softhammer flakes creating scars that meet
along a central ridge. Steep discontinuous and continuous
pressure flaking occurs along the lateral edges. Four specimens
have bevelled edges. The notches are deep, wide, and in all but
one instance, rounded. They were maiufactured by bifacially
removing 2 or more deep alternating flakes. The basal
concavities are set in as far as .5cm from the bottom of the
basal ears and are 1.8-2.0Ocm long. These concavities and basal

..]" thinning in general were accomplished by removing either a series
of tiny contiguous pressure flakes from both faces or several
lamellar softhammer flakes extending the entire length of the
hafting element.

The hafting element ranges from 1.5-2.0cm in lenoth. The
basal ears are either straight and slanting slightly inward or
are convex. The basal edges are usually rounded and polished
from the hafting apparatus. Wear patterns on the blades suggest
these tools functioned as knives as well as prolectiles.

Steuben: N=l (Figure Lf.b)

Description: This type is a medium-sized projectile point with a
broad expanding base and a triangular blade. The stems are often
as wide cr slightly narrower than the shoulders, which are
generall, straight and form obtuse angles with the lateral
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margins of the stem. This point style is associated with the
late Middle Woodland period (White 196B; Morrow 19B4).

The single specimen in this class was recc ered from level

10 Block C. The ventral face was thinned by removing short
expanding softhammer flakes, which do not extend far enouph
across the blade to overlap or even reach each other. A oortion
of the orginal flake blank surface remains in the center of the
blade. The dorsal surface was thinned in a similar manner onli'A
the flake scars tend to overlam or meet alonq a central ridoe.

This specimen is 5.3cm long, 2./cm wide, and ./cm thick with
an edge angle of 33 degrees. The shoulders were manufactured bu
removing a deep notching flake from each face and oeroenaicular

to the central axis of the tool. The stem was shaoed by removino
a series of blfacial pressure flakes aiona the lateral and basal
margins, The use-wear indicates that the distal tio of this tool

functioned as a drill and the lower lateral margins were used as
knives in a scraping and cutting motion on a moderately hard
material.

Unidentifiable Fragments: N-18

There is a total of 18 unidentified secondary bifaces in
this class: 9 from Block C and 9 from Block B. Block B produced
7 distal ends: 2 From level 17 and one each from levels 12, 15,

A and 16. Feature 18 Block B contained two distal fragments.
There were also 2 medial fragments from Block B: one from level

*" 12 and the other from Feature 23. Block C produced one basal and
one longitudinal fragment from level 13. Level 12 had 2 distal
fragments, and levels 11, 14, and 15 contained one each. Two
side-notched basal fragments were found in Features 11 and 15

Block C. Pll of these fragments are lumped with projectile
points because they have edge angles beiow 34 degrees and
generally have secondary and tertiary retouch.

Discussion

This analysis focused on the entire chert artifact
assemblage recovered from 13LA3B, not just selected categories

(e.g. projectile points, hide scrapres, etc.). The intent was to
generate a data base which can be viewed in relation to three

basic archaeological issues and to allow a comparative analysis

between strata.

- Ihe first of these issues refers to the functional aspects

of the assemblage, i.e. what specific information can Oe pleaned
from an artifact that will reflect its actual use. Ihis in turn

i will aid in interpreting activities that occurred at a site, and
subsequently help piace the site within a qeneraiized huntinq ano

gathering mode of production. Archaeoloqically, this issue

,



revolves around attributes related to use, such as morphology
(size, edge angle, shape, etc.) and use-wear (edge damage,
polish, etc.).

S As noted earlier, there is little functional variability
between the assemblages from Strata I, II, and III. This implies

there was little change through time in the actual tasks carried
out at 13LA38, even though there are obvious technological
variations between components. Environmental constraints also
remained constant; availability of raw materials like chert and
other types of stone, animal and plant resources, etc. probably
remained about the same.

There is a total of SO primary blFaciai and unitacial tools
with steep edge angles and thick edges that lack an exceptionally

sharp edge but are very durable and easily re-sharpeneb.
Thirteen of these primary chipped stone tools were rrom btratum
I, 16 from Stratum II, and 21 from Stratum III. ihese tool types

are well suited for such tasks as butchering, woodworking,
cutting thick stalks, breaking up firewooo, digging, etc.
Use-wear patterns support these types of activities and indicate

both cutting and scraping motions were used. Some of the primary
chipped stone tools were hafted. Others gave no indication of
hafting.

There is a total of 39 secondary bifaces and unifaces, 15 of
which are From Stratum I, 11 From Stratum II, and 12 From Stratum
III. These tools tend to have lower edge angles and thinner
edges, creating a sharper but less durable edge than what is

available with a primary chipped stone tool. Secondary tools
appear to have been used in a similar manner to primary tools but

may have been limited to specific aspects of the task at hand.
Perhaps, secondary chipped was necessary when a sharp edge was
needed.

Forty-six drills (21 fragments) were recovered from 13LA38.

These drills with various widths appear to have all been used to
bore relatively hard materials (e.g. bone, wood, antler, stone,

. "etc.). Sixteen specimens were found in Stratum I, 10 in Stratum
II and 20 in Stratum III.

No distinct hide scrapers were found in any of the strata,
except one reworked projectile point from Stratum II. [he lack
of hide working tools may indicate that 13L038 was occupied

during a season that was not conducive for procurinq premium
hides, such as spring through early fali. AlternativeJ, other
materials may have been utilized for processing hlies.

The flake tools recovered from 13L3b appear to have served

Functions as Knives, gravers, perforators and sookeshaves. There
are stratigraphic differences, however. In Strata i and 1i
(Table 1.12) S0% of the unhaFted flake tools were used as knives

in cutting or scraping motions on a variety of hard and soft

materials. In Stratum III the percentage of unhaFted Flake tools
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used as knives dropped to less than 70% (table .1q). This
difference is attributed to the greater use of unhafted flake
tools as gravers during the Late Archaic. The Late Woodland
cultures manufactured gravers and spokeshaves on many of their
unifacial and bifacial tools. None of the flake tools from
Stratum I was used as a graver. During the Middle Woodland

-. period gravers and spokeshaves appear on both unhafted flake
tools (2%) and blades (5%).

The graver spur itself appears to have been used in a
similar manner in all three strata (e.g. as an incising tool), as
does the spokeshave (e.g. used in a scraping motion on
cylindrical objects). Consequently, for gravers the shift from
flake tools in Stratum III to chipped stone tools in Stratum i is
interpreted as a technological change, not functional. Other
flake tool types reflect similar changes in technology, but not
function, through time.

Which brings us to the second archeological issue being
addressed in this summary: lithic technology. This issue is

-- seen archaeologically in discreet attributes associated with
stone tool manufacture. These attributes include detachment
techniques, platform types, raw material selection, heat
treatment, negative flake scars, flake configuration, plus tool
size and shape. Lithic technology goes beyond the investigation
of finished tools to include debitage and cores, the by-products
of stone tool manufacture. This information is discussed in
greater detail in the text, so it will only be summarized here.

Our research indicates distinct technological differences
between the debitage associated with the Late Woodland component
in Stratum I and the Late Archaic and Middle Woodland components
of Strata III and II (Table -.6). The Late Woodland lithic
technology is dominated by softhammer percussion, strikirq

I1 Lplatform preparation, and the use of small cores to produce flake
blanks. Softhammer percussion and platform preparation allow the
knapper greater control of the application of force, which in

Vz turn makes it easier to utilize small nodules and cores.

Heat treatment increases from the Late Archaic to Late
- .... Woodland period as well. It is not as evident in the general

-. .- debitage (Table 4.6) as it is with the flake tools, includinp
blades and hafted and unhafted flake types (Table q.1S). Heat
treated debitage represents B% of the total debitaqe assemblage
from Stratum III. In Strata I and II, heat treated debitage

-' retained a share of 11% within each assemblage.

The occurrance of heat treatment is difficult to approach,
especially for an analyist who is not a flintknapper. It is
assumed that thermal pretreatment enhances the quality of the raw
material used to manufacture an incipient tool. When one looks

N . at at the frequency of heat treatment within the total site
assemblage of 5,777 specimens, 10% (572 examples) of heat
treatment does not seem a large amount. Why were S,10S pieces
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not heat treated? It is likely only prepared cores and chipped
stone preforms and/or flake blanks were thermally altered. 1he
vast majority of the debitage, therefore, may be related to core
and preform or blank preparation which occurred prior to heat
treatment.

A close look at the flake tools demonstrates a surge in the
frequency of heat treatment. Of the 18 hafted flake tools
recovered from Stratum 1, 5 examples (28%) were heat treated.
The blades from Stratum II (plus those intruding into stratum
III) total 128, of which 85 (66%) were thermally alterred.
Unfortunately, the heat treatment of cores in general was not
recorded. Several Stratum II cores were heated, and certainly

'. " both blade cores were heated.

The unhafted flake tools also demonstrate a rise in heat
treatment. Of the 474 flake tools, 79 examples (17%) have
evidence of this trait. Stratum I contains the highest

I. -percentage with 36 occurrences from a total of 14O (26%). The
heat treatment of unhafted flake tools drops to 13% (19 of 145
artifacts) in Stratum II. This may be related to an increase in
the amount of labor associated with blade production. In Stratum
III there is a total of 36 examples of heat treatment (1%) out
of the 189 unhafted flakes.

Chipped stone tools also have a high frequency of heat
treatment when viewed in relationship with the debitage. A total
of 99 projectile points were recovered from all three strata. Of
this total, 36 (36%) had evidence of heat treatment. The
comparison between components is similar to the total figure.
Stratum III projectile points totalled '9 of which 18, or 38%
were heat treated. Stratum Ii has an identical percentage with
11 of 29. In Stratum I the percentage drops to 27%, or 6 of 22
examples.

It is worth noting that the technology associated with
-chipped stone tool production, especially projectile points,

r, changed considerably with the introduction of the bow and arrow
" and flake tool technology during the Late Woodland period. Ihe

projectile points from Strata II and III were not manufactured
from small, softhammer flake blanks like those in Stratum I.
Small, softhammer flake blanks could be mis-identified as
secondary or primary thinning flakes were it not Cor high

"5' striking platform angles. Many of the chipped stone tools from
Stratum II, especial.y the projectile points, were manufactured
from flat tabular cores. The cores were naturally flat types
such as Warsaw Tabular chert or prepared double-plaform or

. single-platform tabular cores. In Stratum III projectile points,
as well as other chipped stone tools, were manufactured from
relatively large flake blanks detached from large cores or from
steep, angular double-platform cores.

On might expect that the production of chipped stone tools
from flat tabular cores or nodules is somewhat less labor
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intensive than using steep angular cores or large harchammer
flake blanks. This would certainly be the case with the small
flake tool industry present in the Late Woodland component.

. For the most part it appears that the fundamental shift in
lithic technology from the Late Archaic to Late Woodland stone

¢ tool industries involved an emphasis on greater control of the
application of force. This in turn may have reduced the level of
labor output associated with stone tool manufacture. The trend
is evident in the production of unhafted flake tools (Table
'-.15). The difference between the use of hardhammer and
softhammer percussion is not as dramatic in flake tools as it is1 .'

in the general debitage. This shift in detachment techniques may
-V [ be associated with the blade technology introduced during the

Mlddle Woodland period and continued with the use of hafted flake
tools during the Late Woodland period. Both flake tools and
blades are detached almost exclusively by softhammer percussion
(Tables L.2 0 and Lj.2 1) and in most cases have undergone some sort
of platform preparation.

The introduction of the blade industry and subsequent
hafting of flake tools did not result in the demise of the
unhafted flake tool but may have contributed toward a general
reduction in size of flakes. The unhafted flake tools of the
Late Arhcaic have a mean length, width and thickness of 3.3cm,
2.9cm and .7cm respectively. During the Middle and Late Woodland
periods the unhafted flake tools have a mean .ength, width and
thickness of 3.0cm, 2.6cm and .7cm (MW/.bcm (LW).

It is interesting to note that the general thickness of
:N. -:unhafted flakes remained the same throughout all tnree strata.

However, the blades and unhafted flakes are much thinner: .11cm
and .3cm respectively. It is assumed that the thickness of a
flake tool plays a far greater role in its durability than the

* general length or width. Certainly thicker tools are much easier
to retouch.

*." &Blades tend to be longer (3.4cm) and narrower (l.6cm) than
".'" flake tools in general, which is probably directly related to

their method of production. Hafted flake tools are much shorter
(2.5cm) but not much narrower (l.4cm). Their length may be
misleading, however, since the working edge in many cases is the
distal end.

There appears to be a direct link between hafted flake tools
and blades in regard to technology. Blanks were removed by

softhammer percussion from prepared cores (e.g. striking platform
preparation), and both flake types have similar hafting elements
created by a variety techniques: notching, lateral and basal
grinding, bulbar thinning and edge flaking. Heat treatment
occurs at much higher frequency than it does with the debitage
assemblage.



The cores included in the 13LA38 collection also offer some
insight concerning lithic technology. A total of 117 cores was
recovered from the three strata. Forty-eight specimens (41%) are
from Stratum 1II, 3B (32%) from Stratum II, and 31 (27%) from
Stratum I. This total includes core fragments and exhausted
cores. Exhausted cores are present only in Stratum III and

- should not to be confused with the smaller cores found in Stratum
I. The reduction in the quantity of cores through time may be

"[ attributed to an increase in the production of tools directly
from small, tabular nodules, as opposed to flake blanks detached
from large cores. This technique is most apparent with the use
of Warsaw Tabular chert and in other chert types are used as
well. The use of small cores and tabular nodules has also been
documented in the central Des Moines River valley (Stanley and
Benn 1385).

- One of the interesting aspects of this artifact class is the
category designated as core fragments. This category consists of
fragments detached from cores to rejuvenate shattereo platforms
or represents mistakes associated with the failure to adequately
control the application of force. We think that the latter
situation better explains the presence of core fragments. rheir
numbers and distribution teno to support this contention. 1here
is a total of 54 core fragments in the collection; 23 43%) are
from Stratum III, ano d4 (q4%) are from Stratum II. Unly seven
specimens (13%) are from Stratum I, and these examples tend to be
much smaller than the core fragments from Strata If and III.

Hardhammer percussion is the dominant detachment technique
(Table 4.6) utilized in Strata II and I1. As noted previously,
this is not the case in Stratum I. Softhammer percussion is the
dominant detachment technique in the Late Woodland component.

Discoidal cores are not present in Stratum III. They do
appear in Stratum II in association with the blade industry and
continue in Stratum I. Double-platform cores occur throughout
all three strata LTable 4.8), but the quantity varies. Eleven
specimens occur in Stratum III, and they represent 55% o. the
whole cores (not including core fragments and exhausted cores)
recovered from the Late Archaic component. Only three
double-platform cores were found in Stratum II, but the number
increases to seven in Stratum I.

Double-platform cores serve a dual purpose. They are used
for flake blank production, and can be easily be transformed into
primary bifaces and other chipped stone tool types, including
drills. They also allow for detaching tne maximum number of
large flakes. Whereas pyramidal and discoidal cores proouce
smaller and smaller flake blanks, double-platrorm cores make it
possible to remove ClaKes which transverse the entire core
face(s). The limited number of dounie-piatrorm cores in Stratum
1I may be associateo with the extensive use or Warsaw iabuiar
chert for biface prouction Curinq the tldile Woodland oeriod.
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Pyramidal cores were probably used only for flake blank
production and occur throughout all three strata. They are most
numerous in Stratum I, which makes sense when viewed in relation
to the flake tool industry associated with the Late Woodland

-m period. Single-platform tabular cores occur only in Strata I and
II. This core type may be associated with the use of Warsaw
Tabular chert and other types smaller raw nodules, as well as the
desire to produce a flat, low-angled tool.

Tested cobbles also occur in only Strata I and II. The
presence of this artifact type may indicate a shift from
procuring and trimming nodules obtained from beorock quarries
during the Archaic to procuring raw nodules elsewhere. The
tested cobbles, as well as other cores and decortication flakes
from the Woodland strata, suggest that many of the raw nodules
were water-worn and were being procured from outwasn terraces or
stream channels, as opposed to bedrocK Outcroppings.

The size of the cores also changes through time. Large
cores tend to be associated with the Late Archaic, but cores get
progressively smaller into the Late Woodland period. Since Late

*Woodland chipped stone tools tend to be manufactured on smaller
flake blanks, one would expect the final product to be smaller
than those types of tools produced during the Late Archaic and
Middle Woodland periods. It is not surprising that with

" introduction of the bow and arrow one sees a reduction in the
size of projectile points. However, the reduction in tool size
is evident throughout the entire Late Woodland assemblage,
especially the flake tools.

The primary and secondary bifacial knives from Strata I and
i ""-II are for the most part formed by flat, shallow, expanding and

lamellar softhammer percussion. Those which were recovered from
Stratum Ill were also shaped using expanding and lamellar
softhammer flaking but at a much steeper angle and usually with
hardhammer percussion. This may have occurred because of the

,.' introduction of Warsaw Tabular chert and a decrease in the use of
"." -" double-platform cores during the Middle Woodland period.
o°,

The digging tools from all three strata (except for two
unusual specimens from Stratum I) were manufactured by removing
steep but usually shallow hardhammer and softhammer expanding and
lamellar flakes. The steep flaking created a relatively thick
(mean of 2.Ocm) and very durable tool that could endure a large
amount of resharpeninq. One would suspect that stone diqlng
tools tend to become dull very quickly and would neeO constant
retouching. (Most archeologists spend time resharpeninq the
edges of their digging tools. Some even spend more time
resharpening than they do digging.) Almost all of the diglnQ
tools recovered from 13LA38 appear to have been hattea into the

4-.. ends of digging sticks, not perpendicular to the stick as with
hoes. The two relatively long rectangular primary nifaces
(Figure 4.4a) from Stratum I may actually be hoes. fMeu are much
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wider and longer and lack the blunt ovate shape of the other
digging tools.

There are three different types of drills included in the
collection, plus a catch-all category referred to as drill
fragments. The latter contains 21 specimens, 13 of which were
found in Stratum III. The wide-bit drills totalled 13, six of
which were recovered from Stratum 11, four from Stratum 1ii, and
three specimens were found in btratum 1. Simple drills nave been
associated with Middle Woodland deposits in lilinois twnite ltbB)

* but only two specimens were recovered from Stratum Ii at 13LAdd.
The remaining five examples were associated with the early Late
and Late Woodland deposits in Stratum I. Simple drills seem to
be an outgrowth of the Middle Woodland blade industry and fit
easily into the flake tool technology of the Late Woodland
period. There were no simple drills associated with the Late
Archaic. Only five drills could be identified as winged drills,
none of which were associated with the Middle Woodland deposits.
Two specimens were found in Stratum I, and the remaining three
examples were in Stratum 11.

The excavations at site 13LA38 produced a total of 99
projectile points. Twenty-seven specimens represent
unidentifiable fragments and seven examples are unkown types.
The remaining 55 projectile points were identified by type using
the available literature for guidelines (cf. Stanley and Bonn
195; Morrow lB; Chapman 1979, 1960; Cook 1976; White 1968).

I The three Woodland aged points--2 Koster and one
Steuben--are intrusive in the Late Archaic components. They came
from level 10 Block C, the level which contained the bottoms of
Woodland pits. Ceramics also began disappearing at level 10 (see
Chapter II).

It is unfortunate that 5 of the 8 Archaic point types came
only from Block C. This block contained a mixed midden without
discrete cultural components. Block B had clearer stratigraphu,
yet fewer points were recovered. Three point types came from the
following Block B levels:

.lable 4.27
Block B Projectile Points

Strata
lla 1iIn [ic

Osceola 2 3
Matanzas Deep Notch I
Godar/Raddatz 1

SThese stratigraphic relationships do not indicate culture change
because the sample size is inadequate. It is clear that large,
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side notched points dominate the assemblage, and that the smaller
. Matanzas point type is associated in the same layer with the

larger Osceola type. Small and large point types were found from
top to bottom in the Stratum Iii Block C midden. 1hus, the Late
Archaic point assemblage appears to have been diverse with small
and large tool forms. Uifferent tunctions are not necessarliq
associated with point sizes, since both sizes runctioned as
knives among other uses. Larger samples ot points from

V "'" stratified contexts are required to worK out functional patterns.

The third archeological issue to be addressed about the
lithic assemblage from 13LA38 is cultural influences on the
content of the assemblage. Often, archeologists explain certain
functional and technological characteristics associated with
stone tools by relating them directly to the local environment.
These explanations focus on natural resources and assume the tool
types used to procure resources were directly related to the
resource, without reference to cultural variables: e.g. cultural
tradition influencing behavior, territorial and/or kinship
relationships, changes in the socio-economic structure, etc.

The archeological record at 13LA38 indicates a trend toward
smaller, lightweight tool kits that may actually reflect
increased mobility during the Late Woodland period. The amount
of fire-cracked rock and groundstone tools--items that are much
less portable--associated with the Late Archaic component would
seem to support this contention. This trend toward smaller and
more lightweight tool kits has been documented in the heart of
Burlington chert country and consequently would seem nave little
to do with the availablity, or lack of, chert resources. Late
Woodland assemblages from Saylorville LaKe in the central ues
Moines River valley also reveal use of smaller and more
lightweight tool Kits during the Late Woodland period Stanleqand Benn l985).

The Middle Woodland blade industry and the Late Woodlano
hafted tools have enough related traits (e.g. similar matting
elements, blanks almost exclusively detachment by softhammer

*"...' -percussion, extensive platfrom prepartion, high frequency ot heat
treatment) to suggest a technological (or cultural) continuum.
However, hafted flake tools are not as common as blades when
considered as a proportion of their respective assemblages. Nor

.. does the production of hafted tools require as much labor as

blade production.

We might wonder, then, whether the blade industry and its
technical function or variables have anything to do with
environmental adaptation. Although the actual function of blades
appears to be largely the same as other flake tools, there
appears to be a significantly higher input of labor in their
production, plus evidence of extensive curation of cores. Only

'the finest cherts were used in blade cores, many of which are
exotic cherts that were unavailable locally. It would appear
that much more labor went into producing blades than could be
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,' recovered from actual use in cutting and scraping tasks. In
other words, the energy expenditure in blade procuction was not
optimal or efficient.

Blade production is largely limited to tne Middle Woodland
and Paleo-Indian periods. These were periods when highly
stylized and sophisticated tool types were manufactured. It is

• .. reasonable to speculate that stylized bifaces and blade
technology embodied a socio-political component not directly
related to technical production and function. Otherwise, why was

Lblade production discontinued in the Archaic and Late Woodland
periods? Tool types such as blades need to be evaluated within a

.4 cultural context, not merely in functional, technical or

enviromental contexts. For instance, we might inquire whether
blades were used by everybody during the periods of manufacture?
Or, was the production and use of blades restricted to certain
individuals? Did women use blades? What specific tasks, if any,
were blades used for, and were blades (socially) required for
some tasks (e.g. the burial program)?

What has been attempted in this lithic analysis and

discussion is to move beyond the simple cause-and-effect
relationship of raw material-technology-function. In a few
attributes such as percussion techniques and core sizes and in
tool types such as blades, chipped stone and hafted flake tools
we have attempted to show that other factors influenced broac

trends in the changes in lithic technologies from Late Arcnaic
through Late Woodland periods. Those other factors were social
and political, both of which are better seen in an analysis of
economic systems Lsee Chapter YIII).

".
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Figure 4.1: Stratum I chipped stone tools; a) two levallois or prepared
'lakes; b) drills (bits at top); c) hafted flake tools (striking

platforms at top); d) unhafted flake tools (perforators).

71 i~u~.: Bades from 13LA38 excavations; a) 1-2 ridg i ir from

-jr itii I'; ') -:-ridge scars from tratum TI,, c7) notched irom S tratimi

itpescars from Stratuim IT; .)Stratuim 1111; f) erforators
TI1)1 !,; rm ~tratLum T.
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"-,cure -..5: Projectile points from Stratum I; a) two Manker Corner Notched;
b four Reed Side Notched; c) Mills or Haskell points; d) Table RockP: i tedStem; e) Ansell Constricted Stem; f) Marshall Barbed; 4)Flake

,ints (second from left is a Madison point); h) unidentified.
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.Fiure 4.9: Stratum II orojectile points; a) two Manker Stemmed (left is
Knife River flint); b) Steuben Stemmed; c) Snyders Corner Notched variety;V. d) unidentified; e) two Cedar Valley points; f) Besant-like; g) two
Raddatz/Godar-like points; h) Manker Corner Notched (Warsaw Tabular chert
with dark red central patch of cortex); i) two Ansell Constricted points;
• four Gibson points.
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Excavation Block (1) AB C Total
DEBITAGE
Flake Types N=558 N=238 N=1202 N=1998
Primary Decortication 1/.02 4/.02 22/.02 27/.01
Secondary Decortication 29/.05 5/.02 57/.05 91/.05
Interior Flake 45/.08 33/.14 109/.09 1871.LA9
Flake Blanks 12/.02 14/.06 25/.02 51/.03
Primary Thinning 36/.06 23/.10 124/.1@ 183/.09
Secondary Thinning 226/.40 88/.37 347/.29 661/.33-
Tertiary Flake 17/.03 4/.01 18/.02 38/.02
Retouch Flake 6/.01 2/--- 9/--- 14/---
Angular Shatter 91/.16 24/.10 237/.20 352/.18
Tabular Shatter 5/.01 3/.01 21/.02 29/.01
Flake Fragment 78/.14 49/.20 239/.20 366/.18
Core Rejuvenation Flake 9/.02 3/.01 14/.01 26/.01
Heat Treated 62/.11 28/.12 127/.10 217/.11

A Condition
Whole 254/.45 112/.47 550/.46 916/.46
Distal Fragment 59/.11 17/.07 75/.06 151/.08
Proximal Fragment 39/.07 21/.09 22/.02 82/.04
Unidentifiable 150/.27 56/.23 435/.48 641/.32
TECHNOLOGY AND MORPHOLOGY
Platform Types N=297 N=113 N=594 N=1004
Bifacial Edge 1/-- 2/-- 9/.01 12/.01
Unfaceted 105/.36 51/.45 258/.43 314/.42
Faceted 52/.18 26/.23 26/.04 104/.10
Dihedral 39/.13 14/.12 110/.18 163/.16
Edge Faceting Only 4/.01 3/.02 20/.03 27/.03
Double Facet 1/-- --- 3/
Pseudo Faceting 64/.21 21/.18 159/.25 244/.24
Grinding 7/.02 2/.01 1/-- 1@/.@1
Single Flake Facet 8/.03 1/-- 6/.01 15/.e.,

Detachment Technique N=327 N=134 N=628 N=1089
Pressure Flaking 1/-- 5/.03 --- 6-

Softhamrner 252/.77 93/.70 432/.69 777/.72
Hardhammer 74/.23 36/.27 196/.32 306/.28

Morphology N=297 N=132 N=66-0 N=1091
Expanding 183/.62 74/.56 422/.64 679/.62

Contracting 54/.18 27/.20 127/.19 208/.19
Parallel 60/.20 31/.23 113/.17 2041.1'?

Configurat ion N=275 N=124 N=535 N=934
End Flake 133/.48 601.48 228/.42 421/.-5
Side Flake 142/.52 64/.52 307/.58 513/.55

Table 4.1. Typological, technological and morphological characteristics
of the lithic debitage from Stratum I, 13LA38.
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Excavation Block (II) A B C Total

DEBITAGE
Flake Types N=177 N=353 N=1279 N=1809

Primary Decortication 2/.01 5/.01 33/.03 40/.02

Secondary Decordication 9/.04 51/.15 196/.15 256/.14

Interior Flake 24/.13 16/.05 91/.07 131/.07

Flake Blanks --- (1)/.00 (3)/.-- (4)/.--

Primary Thinning 19/.09 46/.13 167/.13 232/.13

Secondary Thinning 70/.40 123/.39 322/.25 515/.28

Tertiary Flake 8/.04 --- 8/.--

R e t o u c h F l a k e .... ... ... ..

Angular Shatter 20/.11 64/.18 264/.20 348/.19

Tabular Shatter 21.01 4/.01 31/.02 37/.02

. Flake Fragment 20/.11 44/.12 184/.14 228/1.2

Core Rejuvenation Flake 3/.01 --- 1/.-- 4/--

Heat Treated 29/.15 65/.18 103/.08 197/.11

-Condition

Whole 93/.51 160/.45 550/.43 803/.44

Distal Fragment 24/.13 43/.12 82/.06 149/.08

Proximal Fragment 15/.08 30/.08 135/.10 180/.10

Medial Fragment 5/.02 8/.02 18/.01 31/.02

Unidentifiable 40/.22 112/.32 494/.39 646/.36

TECHNOLOGY AND MORPHOLOGY

Platform Types N=112 N=190 N=687 N=983

B i f a c ia l E d g e .... ... ... ..

Unfaceted 67/.60 109/.57 492/.72 667/.68

Faceted 7/.06 14/.07 10/.01 31/.03

Dihedral 7/.06 8/.04 22/.03 37/.03

Edge Faceting Only 7/.05 7/.03 12/.02 26/.02

V Double Facet --- 3/-- 3/--

Pseudo-Faceting 19/.17 51/.27 144/.21 214/.22
Grinding 4/.03 1/-- 2/-- 6/--

Single Flake Facet 1/.01 2/-- 4/--

Detachment Technique N=139 N=329 N=1182 N=1750

Pressure Flaking 2/.01 --- 1/-- 3/--

Soft Hammer 82/.59 159/.48 362/.31 603/.34

Hard Hammer 55/.40 170/.52 819/.69 1144/.65

Morpholoqy N=136 N=221 N=664 N=1021

, - Expanding 36/.26 53/.24 182/.27 271/.26
Contracting 62/.46 124/.55 359/.54 545/.53

Parallel 38/.28 44/.21 123/.18 2051.20

N=135 N=230 N=712 N=1077

End Flake 109/.81 190/.81 531/.75 830/.77

Side Flake 26/.19 40/.19 181/.25 247/.23

€" '-. Table 4.2. Lithic debitage technological characteristics and types,

Stratum II.
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Features Stratum II A B Total
DEBITAGE
Flake Types N=118 N=189 N=307

Primary Decordication 3/.02 3/.01 6/.02
Secondary Decordication 16/.13 211.11 37/.12
Interior Flake 9/.07 14/.07 23/.07
Flake Blank .........

Primary Thinning 7/.05 18/.09 25/.08
Secondary Thinning 55/.46 63/.33 118/.38

• Tertiary Flake --- I/-- I/--

R e t o u c h F l a k e .... ..

Angular Shatter 17/.14 32/.17 49/.16
Tabular Shatter 1/.01 2/.01 3/.01
Flake Fragment 10/.08 35/.18 45/.15

C o r e R e j u v e n a t i o n .... ... ..

Heat Treated 11/.09 33/.17 44/.14

Condition
Whole 61/.51 100/.53 161/.52
Distal Fragment 18/.15 8/.04 26/.08
Proximal Fragment 8/.06 10/.05 18/.06
Medial Fragment 4/.03 --- 4/.01
Unidentifiable 27/.22 71/.37 98/.32
TECHNOLOGY AND MORPHOLOGY

Platform Types N=69 N=110 N=179
Bifacial Edge .........

Unfaceted 37/.52 78/.71 115/.64
Faceted 3/.04 5/.04 6/.04
Dihedral 4/.05 5/.04 9/.05
Edge Faceting Only 2/.02 1/.01 3/.02

Double Facet .........
Pseudo Faceting 23/.34 21/.19 44/.24

Grinding .........

Single Flake Facet ---

Detachment Technique
: Pressure Flaking N=111 N=183 N=294

Softhammer 60/.54 86/.47 146/.49
Hardhammer 51/.46 97/.53 148/.51

|- Morphology. N=90 N=112 N=202

Expanding 18/.20 38/.34 56/.28
Contracting 36/.40 51/.45 87/.43

Parallel 36/.40 23/.20 59/.29

N=87 N=115 N=202
End Flake 75/.86 85/.74 160/.79
Side Flake 12/.14 30/.26 42/.21

Table 4.3. Lithic debitage characteristics and types from Stratum II

features.
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Excavation Block III A B C Total
DEBITAGE N=4 N=407 N=1459 N=1870

Flake Types
Primary Decordication --- 8/.02 77/.05 85/.04
Secondary Decordication 2/.50 52/.12 150/.10 204/.11

Interior Flake 1/.25 38/.09 144/.10 183/.10
. Flake Blank (1).25 (10).02 (13).01 (24).01

Primary Thinning --- 68/.16 211/.14 279/.15
Secondary Thinning 1/.25 80/.20 405/.27 486/.26
Tertiary Flake --- 21.01 4/.-- 6/.--
Retouch Flake --- 1/.-- I/.--
Angular Shatter --- 91/.22 217/.15 308/.16
Tabular Shatter --- 4/.01 31/.02 35/.02

Flake Fragment --- 64/.16 219/.15 283/.15

C o r e R e j u v e n a t i o n ---. ... ... .

Heat Treated --- 25/.06 133/.09 158/.08
Condition

Whole 1/.25 173/.43 683/.46 857/.46
Distal Fragment 1/.25 22/.05 101/.47 124/.07
Proximal Fragment 1/.25 48/.11 182/.13 231/.12
Medial Fragment --- 2/.01 18/.01 20/.01

Unidentifiable 1/.2 162/.41 475/.33 538/.29
- TECHNOLOGY AND MORPHOLOGY

Platform Types N=2 N=221 N=865 N=1088
Bifacial Edge --- --- I/.-- 1/--
Unfaceted 2/100 171/.79 647/.75 820/.75

Faceted --- --- 6/.01 6/--

Dihedral --- 5/.02 15/.02 20/.02
Edge Faceting Only --- 5/.02 47/.05 52/.05

Double Facet --- 1/.-- --- I/--
S.Pseudo Faceting --- 39/.17 149/.17 188/.17

Gr inding ---.......

Single Flake Facet ...... 1/.-- 1/--

if Detachment Technique N=4 N=387 N=1440 N=1831
Pressure Flaking 1/.-- 4/.-- 5/.--
Softhammer 1/.25 119/.31 473/.32 593/.32

e: Hardhammer 3/.75 267/.69 963/.68 1233/.68

Morphology N=3 N=199 N=794 N=996
Expanding 1/.33 49/.22 198/.25 248/.25
Contracting 2/.66 127/.61 526/.66 655/.66
Parallel --- 23/.11 70/.09 93/.09

N=4 N=183 N=867 N=1054
End Flake 3/.75 138/.77 567/.65 708/.67

Side Flake 1/.25 45/.23 300/.35 346/.33

Table 4.4. Lithic debitage technological characteristics and types,

Stratum Ill.
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Lithic Debitage: Features Stratum III

Excavation Block B C Total
Flake Types N=70 N=130 N=200

Primary Decordication 1/.01 4/.03 5/.02
Secondary Decordication 12/.17 19/.14 31/.15

Interior 12/.17 19/.14 31/.15
Flake Blank (2).02 (3).01 (5).02

Primary Thinning 6/.08 15/.12 211.10
Secondary Thinning 16/.23 30/.23 46/.23

Tertiary Flake 1/.01 --- I/.--
Retouch Flake .........

Angular Shatter 15/.23 16/.13 31/.15
Tabular Shatter 3/.04 11/.09 14/.07
Flake Fragment 4/.06 16/.13 20/.10
Core Rejuvenation Flake .........

7 Heat Treated 7/.10 8/.05 15/.07

Condition

Whole 38/.54 60/.45 98/.49
Distal Fragment 2/.02 8/.06 10/.05

Proximal Fragment 6/.08 17/.13 23/.11
Medial Fragment 2/.02 2/.01 4/.02

Unidentifiable 22/.31 43/.35 65/.32
TECHNOLOGY AND MORPHOLOGY

Platform Types N=44 N=77 N=121

Bifacial Edge .........

Unfaceted 37/.67 56/.74 93/.77

Faceted 1/.02 1/.01
Dihedral .........

Edge Faceting Only 11.02 2/.03 3/.02

Double Faceted .........

Pseudo Faceting 5/.08 19/.23 24/.20

Grinding .........

Single Flake Facet ---....

Detachment Technique N=70 N=130 N=200

Pressure Flaking .........

Soft Hammer 22/.31 37/.28 59/.29
Hard Hammer 48/.69 93/.72 141/.71

MorpholoQy N=40 N=69 N=109
Expanding 12/.30 16/.24 28/.26

Contracting 22/.55 48/.68 70/.72
Parallel 6/.15 5/.08 11/.10

."

N=45 N=76 N=121
End Flake 37/.82 50/.66 87/.72
Side Flake 8/.18 26/.34 34/.28

Table 4.5. Lithic debitage technological characteristics and types,

Stratum III features.
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Stratum I II III Total
DEBITAGE TOTALS
Flake Types N=1998 N=1809 N=1870 N=5677
Primary Decortication 27/.01 40/.02 85/.04 152/.03
Secondary Decortication 91/.05 256/.14 204/.11 551/.10
Interior Flake 187/.09 131/.07 183/.10 501/.09
Flake Blanks 51/.03 (4)/.-- (24)/.01 (79)/.01
Primary Thinning 183/.09 232/.13 279/.15 694/.12
Secondary Thinning 661/.33 515/.28 486/.26 1662/.29
Tertiary Flake 38/.02 8/.-- 6/.-- 52/.--
Retouch Flake 14/.-- ---- 14/.--
Angular Shatter 352/.18 348/.19 308/.16 1008/.18
Tabular Shatter 29/.01 37/.02 35/.02 101/.02
Flake Fragment 366/.18 228/.12 283/.15 877/.15
Core Rejuvenation Flake 26/.01 4/.-- ---- 30/.--
Heat Treated 217/.11 197/.11 158/.08 572/.10
Condition
Whole 916/.46 803/.44 857/.46 2576/.45
Distal Fragment 151/.08 149/.08 124/.07 424/.07
Proximal Fragment 82/.04 180/.10 231/.12 493/.09
Medial Fragment 121/.06 31/.02 20/.01 172/.03
Unidentifiable 641/.32 646/.36 538/.29 1825/.32
TECHNOLOGY AND MORPHOLOGY
Platform Types N=1004 N=983 N=1088 N=3075
Bifacial Edge 12/.01
Unfaceted 314/.42 667/.68 820/.75 1801/.59
Faceted 104/.10 31/.03 6/-- 141/.05
Dihedral 163/.16 37/.03 20/.02 220/.07
Edge Faceting Only 27/.03 26/.02 52/.05 105/.03
Double Facet 4/-- 3/.-- 1/.-- 8/.--
Pseudo Faceting 244/.24 214/.22 188/.17 646/.21
Grinding 10/.01 6/.-- ---- 16/.--
Single Flake Facet 15/.01 4/.-- 1/.-- 20/.--

Detachment Tecmnique N=1089 N=1750 N=1831 N=4670
Pressure Flaking 6/-- 3/.-- 5/.-- 14/.--
Softhammer 777/.72 603/.34 593/.32 1973/.42
Hardhammer 306/.28 1144/.65 1233/.68 2683/.57

Morphology N=1091 N=1021 N=996 N=3108
Expanding 679/.62 271/.26 248/.25 1198/.38
Contracting 208/.19 545/.53 655/.66 1408/.45

. Parallel 204/.19 205/.20 93/.09 502/.16

N=934 N=1077 N=1054 N=3065
End Flake 421/.45 830/.77 708/.67 1959/.64
Side Flake 513/.55 247/.23 346/.33 1106/.36

Table 4.6. Typological, technological and morphological characteristics
of the lithic debitage from three strata (I, II, III),
13LA38.
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Excavation Block A B C Total

Stratum II N=177 N=353 N=1279 N=1809
Burlington Chert 153/.86 309/.87 1159/.87 1621/.87
Igneous Rock
BGW Speckled Chert 8/.04 15/.04 85/.06 108/.06

Dark Red Chert 1/-- 1/-- --- 2/--
Warsaw Tabular 15/.09 27/.08 24/.02 66/.04
Winterset Chert --- -/-- 1/--
Quartz --- 1/-- 9/-- 10/--
Cobden --- I/-- I/--

Features: Stratum II N=118 N=189 N=307
Burlington Chert 107/.89 164/.85 271/.86

Igneo us Roc k ............
BGW Speckled Chert 2/.01 9/.05 --- 11/.03

Dark Red Chert 2/.01 2/.01 --- 4/.01
Warsaw Tabular 7/.05 14/.07 --- 21/.07

Stratum III N=4 N=407 N=1459 N=1870

Burlington Chert 4/100 359/.88 1238/.85 1702/.90
BGW Speckled Chert --- 34/.08 73/.05 107/.06
Warsaw Tabular --- 2/.01 14/.01 16/.01

Dark Red Chert --- 4/.01 7/.-- 12/.--
Cobden --- --- 2/.-- 2/.--
Quartz --- 2/.01 1/.-- 3/.--
Rose-pink Banded --- 2/.01 22/.02 24/.01

Tan, Blue White Speckled --- 4/.01 --- 4/.--

Features: Stratum III N=@ N=70 N=130 N=200

Burlington Chert --- 62/.87 119/.89 181/.88
BGW Speckled Chert --- 7/.10 4/.04 11/.05
Dark Red Ohert --- 1/.01 2/.02 3/.01
Cobden --- --- 1/.01 1/.--
Quartz --- 1/.01 --- 1/.--

, Tan-blue Speckled Chert --- 3/.03 --- 3/.01

Table 4.7. Lithic debitage chert types.
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CORES

Block Excavation A B C Total
Stratum I II III I II III I II III I II III

Double-Platform 2 0 --- 1 2 4 4 1 7 7 3 11
Single-Plat-Tabular 1 0 --- 0 1 0 1 2 0 2 3 0
Single-Platform 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
Polymorphic 1 0- 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 3

-, Pyramidal 3 0 --- 1 0 1 4 3 4 8 3 5
Discoidal 0 0 --- 2 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 0

.' Blade Cores a 0 --- 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tested Cobbles 0 1 --- 1 0 0 2 3 0 3 1 0
Exhausted Cores 0 0 --- 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 5
Core Fragments 2 5 --- 1 6 14 4 12 9 7 24 23

. ./. Total 9 6 --- 6 11 23 16 21 25 31 38 48

Core Weights in grams (# of specimens)

Grams )80 50-80 25-50 (25 TOTAL
Stratum I 2 5 9 15 31

Stratum II 3 6 9 20 38

Stratum III 13 8 20 7 48

Totals 18 19 38 42 117

Table 4.8. Core types, weights, and block distributions from 13LA38.
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Excavation Block (I) A B C Total

Flake Types N=56 N=19 N=65 N=140
Primary Decortication 1/.02 1/.05 3/.05 5/.03

Secondary Decortication 4/.07 21.10 11/.17 17/.12
Interior Flake 32/.56 13/.65 29/.47 73/.52
Primary Thinning 7/.12 1/.05 3/.05 11/.08
Secondary Thinning 7/.12 2/.10 8/.12 17/.12
Tertiary Flake

Tabular Shatter 3/.05 1/.05 2/.04 6/.05
Angular Shatter ---- 2/.02 2/---

Flake Fragment 1/.02 6/.09 7/.05
Natural Flake 1/.02 1/.02 2/.01

Heat Treated 16/.29 3/.16 17/.26 36/.26

Levallois Flake 4/.07 4/.03

Condition

Whole 39/.70 9/.47 39/.60 87/.62
Proximal 3/.05 1/.05 8/.12 12/.09
Distal 10/.18 7/.37 6/.09 23/.16
Medial 1/.07 5/.08 6/.04
Unidentifiable 3/.05 2/.11 7/.13 12/.09

TECHNOLOGY AND MORPHOLOGY

.* Platform Types N=39 N=10 N=44 N=89
Bifacial Tool Edge
Unfaceted 18/.51 3/.30 19/.43 40/.45
Faceted 2/.06 2/.20 7/.16 11/.12

. - Diheral 4/.11 2/.20 5/.11 11/.12
Edge Faceting Only 2/.06 1/.10 4/.10 7/.08
Double Facet

Pseudo-Faceting 8/.23 2/.20 8/.18 18/.20
Grinding 1/.03 2/.04 2/.02

Detachment Technique N=50 N=13 N=51 N=114

Softhammer 19/.38 4/.31 18/.35 41/.36
- Hardhammer 31/.62 9/.29 33/.65 73/.64

Morphology N=41 N=12 N=49 N=102
End Flake 27/.66 7/.59 29/.59 63/.62

Side Flake 14/. 5/.41 20/.41 39/.38

Table 4.9. Total number and percentages of the technological and

morphological characteristics of unhafted flakes tools,

Stratum I, 13LA38.

i
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Chert Types: Unhafted Flake Tools

Excavation Block A B C TOTAL
.: N=56 N=19 N=65 N=140
* Burlington Chert 51/.91 15/.79 61/.94 127/.91

" Igneous Rocks -/.02 1/---
BGW Speckled 1/.02 1/.05 1/.02 3/.02
RGB Chert

J "Moline Chert 1/.02 1/.05 2/.04 4/.03

Warsaw Chert 1/.02 1/---

Excavation Block B C TOTAL

Tool Type N=56 N=19 N=65 N=140
Knife (scraping) 22/.39 9/.47 25/.38 56/.40

Knife (cutting) 27/.48 9/.47 28/.43 64/.46
Backed Knife 4/.07 1/.06 3/.06 8/.06
Spokeshave I/.02 1/---

* Perforator 1/.02 7/.13 8/.06

Hide Scraper 1/.02 1/---

Retouch and Wear

Bifacial Retouch 3/.05 2/.11 5/.03
Unifacial Retouch 8/.14 3/.16 11/.17 22/.16

., . Unifacial Wear 25/.45 10/.53 26/.40 61/.44
" Bifacial Wear 30/.54 9/.47 37/.57 76/.54

Table 4. 10. Chert types and unhafted flake tool types from Stratum I,

13LA38.
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Unhafted Flake Tools: Stratum II

Excavation Block A B C Total
Flake Types N=20 N=43 N=82 N=145
Primary Decortication 1/.05 5/.12 6/.07 12/.08
Secondary Decortication 3/.15 4/.16 23/.28 30/.21

* Interior Flake 8/.40 17/.40 24/.29 49/.34
Primary Thinning 3/.15 8/.19 4/.05 16/.11
Secondary Thinning 5/.25 3/.07 13/.16 21/.14
Te rt ia r y F la ke .... .... .. ..
Tabular Shatter .........
Angular Shatter 1/.05 --- 2/.05 3/.02
Flake Fragment --- 6/.14 9/.11 15/.10
Na t u r a l F la k e ---.. ..

Heat Treated 3/.15 7/.16 14/.17 19/.13
L e v a l l o i s F l a k e .... ... ... ..

Condition
Whole 17/.85 27/.63 45/.55 89/.61
Proximal Fragment 2/.17 1/.02 11/.13 14/.10
Distal Fragment --- 9/.21 11/.13 20/.14
Medial Fragment 1/.05 4/.09 4/.05 9/.06
Unidentifiable --- 2/.05 11/.13 13/.09

Platform Types N=19 N=28 N=56 N=103

Bifacial Tool Edge ............
Unfaceted 5/.26 14/.50 28/.50 39/.38
Faceted 3/.16 4/.14 2/.04 9/.02
Dihedral 4/.21 2/.07 4/.07 10/.10
Edge Faceting 2/.11 --- 1/-- 3/.03
D o u b le F a c e t .... ... ... ..
Pseudo-Faceted 5/.26 8/.29 20/.36 33/.32
Edge Grind ing ---........

Detachment Technique N=19 N=29 N=72 N=120
Softhammer 7/.37 8/.27 19/.26 34/.28
Hardhammer 12/.63 21/.73 53/.74 86/.72

N=18 N=36 N=59 N=113
Side Flake 10/.71 15/.42 28/.48 53/.47
End Flake 8/.57 21/.58 31/.52 60/.53

Table 4.11. Technological characteristics associated with unhafted
flake tools recovered from Stratum II, 13LA38.
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I Unhafted Flake Tool Uses and Chert Types: Stratum II

Excavation Block A B C Total

- Tool Use N=20 N=43 N=82 N=145
Knife (scraping) 14/.70 31/.72 23/.28 91/.63
Knife (cutting) 12/.60 29/.67 61/.74 102/.70

Backed Knife 2/.10 2/.05 --- 5/.03
S p o k e s h a v e .... ... ... ..

Perforator - 3/.07 4I.05 7/.05
Hide Scraper --- I/--

Graver --- 3/.04 3/.02

Retouch and Wear
Bifacial Retouch --- 4/.09 9/.11 13/.09

S., Unifacial Retouch 4/.20 3/.05 39/.48 46/.52

Unifacial Wear 8/.40 18/.42 30/.37 56/.39
Bifacial Wear 12/.60 31/.72 41/.50 84/.95

Chert Types
Burlington Chert 17/.85 27/.62 84/.67 114/.79
BGW Speckled Chert 1/.05 12/.14 6/.16 19/.13

Warsaw Tabular Chert 1/.'05 4/.04 3/.08 8/.05
.Winterset Chert 1/.05 ..... -- I/--

Cobden Chert ... 2/.05 2/.02
4" Igneous Rock 1/.03 1/--

- "Table 4. 12. Tool uses, retouch, wear, and chert types of the urhafted

flake tools from Stratum II, 13LA38.
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Unhafted Flake Tools: Stratum III

V Excavation Block A B C Total
Flake Types N=1 N=46 N=142 N=189
Primary Decortication --- 12/.09 121.06

", Secondary Decortication 1 15/.33 41/.29 56/.42
Interior Flake --- 13/.28 23/.16 36/.19
Primary Thinning Flake --- 8/.17 26/.18 34/.18

p Secondary Thinning Flake 3/.07 7/.05 10/.15
Tertiary Flake .........
Tabular Shatter --- I/-- 1/--
Angular Shatter --- 1/.02 2/.01 3/.02
Flake Fragment 6/.13 30/.21 36/.27
Natural Flake ............

Heat Treated --- 2/.02 22/.15 24/.18

- Levallois Flake ---........

-. Condition
Whole 1 27/.59 69/.47 97/.73
Proximal Fragment --- 9/.20 22/.15 31/.24

Distal Fragment --- 5/.05 18/.13 23/.26
Medial Fragment --- 1/.02 4/.02 5/.04

*- Unidentifiable --- 5/.08 29/.20 34/.26

Platform Types N=1 N=36 N=91 N=128
Bifacial Too l Edge ---. ...

Unfaceted 1 11/.30 34/.37 46/.40
Faceted --- 2/.05 --- 2/.02
Dihedral --- 4/.11 3/.03 7/.05
Edge Faceting --- 6/.17 19/.21 24/.20
Double Facet ............
Pseudo-Faceted 13/.36 35/.38 48/.37
Edge Grinding ---

Detachment Technique N=1 N=43 N=114 N=158
Softhammer 1 10/.28 28/.29 45/.28
Hardhammer 29/.67 83/.73 113/.72

N=1 N=35 N=97 N=133
" - Side Flake --- 101.28 28/.29 38/.28

End Flake 1 25/.72 69/.71 95/.72

'I

Table 4.13. Technological characteristics associated with unnafted

• .* flake tools from Straturm II, 13LA38
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Unhafted Flake Tools: Stratum III

Excavation Block A B C Total
Tool Use N=1 N=46 N=142 N=189
Knife (scraping) -- 12/.26 52/.37 64/.34
Knife (cutting) 1 31/.67 71/.50 103/.54
Backed Knife--------
Spokeshave -- 1/.02 2/.01 3/.02
Perforator -- 6/.04 6/.03
Hide Scraper -- 1/.02 2/.01 3/.02
Graver -- 8/.17 40/.28 48/.25

Retouch and Wear
Bifacial Retouch -- 6/.13 21/.15 27/.14
Unifacial Retouch 1 35/.76 95/.67 131/.69
Unifacial Wear 1 35/.76 93/.65 129/.68
Bifacial Wear -- 8I/.39 61/.43 76/.43

Chert Types N=1 N=46 N=142 N=189
Burlington Chert 1 41/.89 129/.91 170/.90
BGW Speckled -- 4/.07 12/.10 16/.08
Igneous Rock -- 1- /-- I/--
Quartz -- /-- I/--

Table 4. 14. Tool uses, retouch, wear, and chert types of the unhafted
flake tools from Stratum II, 13LA38.
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Stratum I II III Total

Flake Types N= 140 H= 1-+5 N= 1:39 Pj=4

Primary Oecortication 5/ 03 12./. k' 12/. 06 2 9,,1. _
Secondary Decortication 17/.12 .30(-.2 561/.30 1.r3 .22
Intericr Flake 73/.52 49/.34 3./ . 19 158.' 3
Primary Thinning 11 08 lb/.l 34.18 .13
Secondary Thinning 17/.12 21,'.14 1'.15 48'. 10
Tertiary Flake
Tabular Shatter 6/.05 ---- -' .f1
.ngular Shatter 2/--- 31' .!02 3;;. (2 q/.02
Flake Fragment ./.05 151.10 36/.27 58/.12
Natural Flake 2/.01 ----. ' .--

Heat Treated 361-.26 19/.13 24/.13 9,'.
Leva llois Flake 4 /.03 ---- ----.--

Cond it ion
Whole 87/.62 89/.61 97/.73 2731.58
Pro ima1 12/.09 14/.10 31/'.24 57, .12
Distal 23/.16 20/.114 23/.2b 6b/. 14
Medial 6/. 04 9/.06 5/. 04 20. 04
Unidentifiable 12/.09 13/.09 34/.26 59.12

TECHNOLOGY AND MORPHOLOGY
Platform Types N=89 N=103 N=128 N=320
Bifacial Tool Edqe ----

Unfaceted 40/.45 39/.38 46/.36 125/.39
Faceted 11/.12 9/.02 2.'.2 22. )
Diheral 111.12 111)/. 1t 7/. 05 23,. f.'
Edge Faceting Only '/.08 3/.03 24./.20 34/.11
Double Facet
Pseudo-Faceting 18/ .20 33/.32 48/. 37 9i. 31
Grinding 2/. 02 --

Detachment Technique N=114 N=120 N=158 N=3:2Softhammer 41/.36 34/.28 45/.23 120. .31

Hardhammer 73/.64 86/.72 '113/.72 272,/. ;

Confiquration N=102 N=113 N=133 N=3&t8
End Flake 63/.62 53/.47 38/.28 15- '.+ +Side Flake 39/.38 60/.53 91.72 V' .

Table 4.15: Total number and percentages of the technological and
morphological characteristics of unhafted flake tools,
all strata, 13LA38.
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d th 53 2.4+

Ea nge5: 37 1 5ee

LmTh i c.8 1:

Edge Angfle~51 ~1

s8c cI C: St r--tumr 
3h 

I,

Lenth45 3.i:

Width 60 2.6 1. 6.8 1 ..3
Th ic knress 65.7 3 .F

Edge Angle 65 41 15 7Q i22dcre

Overall: Stratum I
,N= 140
Lernqth 84 3.0 .9 5 .3 1.

Width 119 2.6 .9 6.8 1

Th ickr.-ess 140 . .3 1.8 .

Edge Angle 140 39 15 2-''dere

Table 4.16: Dimensions of unhafted flake tools from Stratum I, 13LA38.
All measurements in centimeters, except for edge angles in
degrees.
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Unhafted Fleke Tool Dimens icrs: Stratum II

Block A: Stratum II
N=20 Total Mean SD Ma . M i,-

Length 17 3.: 1.0 .2 1
W i d th 20:- 2.•5 .95.2 1. 2

Thickness 19 ..

Edge Angle 20 40 15 72 2q deorees

Block B: Stl-atUfm II
N=43 Total Mean SD r:). Mn

Length 27 3.0 1 .. .
Width 40) 2,4 .?4.1 t .

Thickness 43 .6 .3 1.3 2

Edge Angle 43 36 i C3 2;

Block C: Stratum II

,=d2 Total Mean SD Ma-- . MIn.

Length 46 3.0 1.3 5.4 1 .,0

Width 66 2.8 1.2 6. 1 1.2

Thickness 82 . .4 i.3 .2
Edge Angle 82 35 12 75 22

Overall" Stratum II

N=145 Total Mean SD MIlax. Mi.

Length 90 3.0 1.1 6.4 .

Width 124 2.6 1.0j 6.6 1.1
Thickness 145 .7 .4 2.0 .1
Edge Angle 145 36 12 -75 22

Table 4.17: Dimensions of unhafted flake tools from Stratum II, 13LA38.

1
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Unhafted Flake Tool Dimensions: Stratum III

Block B: Stratum III
P4=46 Total Mean SD tlai'. Min.
Length 28 3.1 .9 4.5 1.

Width 3I9 2.5 .9 51.2 1.1
Thic: ,ess 47 .6 .4 1.A .2
Edge Angle 47 40 16 89 20

lodcc C: Stratum III
N=142 Total Mean SD MaM. rin.
Length 69 3.4 1.1 5.7 1.7
Width 98 3.1 1.1 .I
Thicknes 142 .7 .1 1. • 1
Edge Angle 142 47 15 78 22

Overall: Stratum III
N=189 Total Mean SD Max. M .
Length 9.7 3.3 1.0 5.7 1.7
Width 137 2.9 1. 7.1 .3
Thickness 189 .7 .1 1 .•
Edge Angle 189 45 16 39 20

Table 4.18: Dimensions of unhafted flake tools from Stratum III, 13LA38.

1
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Ha'fted Flake FrCci1: Stratum I

O-verojlt Di mensioc*ns
N=18 TOTAL MEAN STANDARD DIYIATIOrJ MOST LEAST
Length 18 2.55 .6 3.9 1.4
Width is 1.41 .2 1.7 1.(
Thickness is .31 .12 .7 .

E.-cavatjcn Slock A C TOTAL

Flake Types 1 3 14 18
Primary Flake -- -- --

Secondary Flake ---- 1 1
Interior Flake 1 3 13 17

Blade 1 2 5
Flake -- 9 19

Co n t rac t i n --- 16
E...panding 2- - 2

Parallel 1 2 2 5

Chert TyPe
Burlington Chert 1 1 12 14
Peach/Burlington ---- 1 1
B6W Cher t -- 2 1

Table 4.19: Hafted flake tool chert type, blank types and dimensions,
Stratum I, 13LA38.
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Techno 1 ogv

Excavation Block A B C TOTAiL
Platform Types N= 1 3 14 18
B ifac ial Edge ---........

Unfaceted 1 --- 2 .3
Faceted --- 2 4
Dihedral --- I I
Edge Faceting Only ...... 2 2
Double Facet ---...- 1 1
Pseudo-Faceted --- 3 3
Or i nd i ng --- 1 3 4

Softhammer 13 14 18e

Haftinq
Notchinq ...... 3 3
Stemmed 1 2 7 10

Grinding 1 1 5

Fro,: imal 1 2 11 14
Distal ---....

Lateral Edge ---. ...

Other Characteristics
Backing I I
Heat Treated --- -- 5 5.
Single Dorsal Ridge --- 2 10 12
Double Dorsal Ridge 1 1 3 5

Tool Type
Knife (scrapinq) --- 1 i0
Knife (cutting) 1 --- 3 4
Perforator - --- 1 3 4

Retouch and Wear
Bifacial Retouch ---........

Unifacial Retouch ---

Bifacial Wear --- 1 12 I3
U,;ifa c ial Wear 1 1 2

Table 4.20: Technological characteristics associated with hafted flake
tools from Stratum I, 13LA38.
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Blade Characteristics: Strat, II & III
14 16 42 123

Provenience Ali BII BF)II CIlI clii Total
Morpholoqv
Expandinq 2/.14 12/.2b '/.17 2'.-- 22-.18
Parallel 10.')/.72 101.55 261.55 17/ .40 4i.-- 67 .52
Contracting 2/.14 5/.26 8/.17 1//40 1'.-- 32'.2
Platform Type
Multi-faceted 5 ---- 5 11 3, 21. 1 ,,,
Single facet ---- I/.02 1/.02 -- 2/. :
Edge faceting 7/.50 191.4C 11'.26 I!. 3 .
Dihedral 1/ .07 1/.05 1.01 2/.04 2/.-- 2/
Unfaceted 2/.14 2/.11 8/.17 11/.23 1/.-- 24/.19
Pseudo-faceted 3/.21 4/.22 10/.21 91.21 1.-- 2.:!
Grinding 8/.57 8/.44 16/.34 11/ .23 3/. 30
Haft Element
Notched ---- 2/.04 ----... ..0

Stemmed 3/.21 91.50 16/.34 14/.33 4/.-- 4 6.3
Edge flaking --- 2/.11 11/.23 7/.17 2/.-- :_' . !
Edge grinding 2/.14 7/.39 13/.28 13/.31 3.,.-- 4.:! .31
Bulbar thinning ---- 3/.17 4,.09 3/.07 -- ,-- .
Proximal haft 3/.21 8/.44 19/.40 12/.28 3/.-- 451.35
Distal haft ---- 1/.05 ---- /.01 2i .C2
Unhafted 11/.78 9/.50 21/.45 18/.43 ---- 59/.
Miscel laneous
Double bulb ---- ---- 1/.01 ---- ---- I".--

Backing 1/. 07 ---- ---- 04 ---- 3/ .2

Retouched 1/.7 ti .I.05 3/.06 1/.02 ---- .05
DetachmentHardhammer 2/.14 31--...-- 0

Softhammer 12/.86 14/.7 43

Dorsal Surface

Triple ridge ---- ---- 2/.0k 1 .02 ---- 3. 02
Double ridge 5/.36 5./.28 9/.19 11/.26 .. :..
Single ridge -b, .43 71,.39, 20/. -2 21,i.50 - .- c, . .4-t
Y-shape 1/' .0 i 05 1,:/.21 ... I' 3/.-- , . .I
X-shape I1/.07 -- < 2;0 -- .(1

V-shape 1 /.07 1/.05 14'.2 1 -- ,,.;
Co d i t i o n
Whole 11/.78 131.72 34..72 31:.1 ) " .-- .-4
Medial fraqment I. 3,.. 06 1., .. C2 ---

Distal fragment 5'.11 5,,. 1-2 1.08
Pro;-imal fragment 2.1.14 5./.28 5.11 5. 12 -- .1
Flake Type
Decortication 3/.21 1/.05 .15 5 .12 -)j .. =

lIterior flake11 '.78 I ' .. ,  4 0.3.5 3 . 6 - --- 11. 5,'3

Table 4.21: Attributes defining the blade ird'ustry at 13LA38.
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I
Dimensions of Blades from 13L38

BiCc . (11 Tota! Mean SD Ma;
Lencith 11 3.4 .6 . ER2.

Width 14 l .b .4 2.6
I hickness, 14 .4 .2 .8 .2

~Block; B I I

Length 14 3. 4 .8 5. .1

Width 18 1.5 .4 2.0 10
Th i c k ness 18 .4 2 1.0 .2

Block B II (Fea.)
Length 34 3.8 .8 5.2 2.3
Width 47 1.8 .5 3.4 .9
Thickness 47 .4 .1 .2

Block C II
Length 30 3.0 .7 4.2 2
Width 42 1.5 .4 2.4 .
Thickness 42 .3 .1 .7 .2

Blocks B & C III
Length "7 4.0 .5 4.9 .
Width 7 1.7 .4 2.3 1.1
Thickness .4 .1 .5 .3

All Blades
Length 96 3.4 .8 5.2 2.1
Width 128 1.6 .5 3.4 .9

Th ic kness 128 .4 .1 .8 .2

Blade use and chert types.

Provenience AII BII BFII CII Iii Tt-l

Tool IUse N=14. N.=18 N=47 r =4+2 rN='7 =
knife (cutting) 8/.57 5'.28 27/.57i 31,.,74 6-.-

,nife (scrapinq) 7/.50 6/.33 29/.s2 19/.45 5..- .
Spokeshave 1 /. 07 1 ,. k)2 ----

Perf,-f rator ---- ----- 1 ' •2 ---. --

Hide Scraper ---- ----

D-ill ---- 4/.22 2,' .04 ---- . .5
Graver 1/ .0 5 3/.5 / , 4 - ..

tlc Use-wear 1/. 07 5/.28 12/ .25 5/.12 .... 23.13

Lhert Te.
B, S-lingt, Cn 12.,.8 16/.89 39 /.7' 38/. 2  .- 3-7 .. o
Cobden -i ,. 05 1 .'. 02 ! '. .... _

Wag-saw --- /,.25 3/ .0b -... . ..- -.- ,

BGU Speckled 2".i --. 1* -- 6..,/ ..... 1 ,-

Heat Treated 8/.57 12'.67 33,.0 28'.- 4..-

Table 4.22: Dimensions, chert types ard uses for blades, 13LA38.
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Eca'atiCn Blc 1) C Tot
5trxta. I T II I IT I I i I i!

initial Biface 1 2 ... ... 1 2 2 2 2 13
Primarv Biface 1 1 --- 2 6 8 7 7 I 43
Secondar, Biface 6 1 1 2 3 7 3 7 35

Winaed Drill 1 - - 1 1 2

Simple Drill 3 1 ---.. . 1 2 -

Drill Fragment 3 1 --- 7 3 1 21
Wide-bit Drill - -- 1 1 3 5 3 13

Frimarv Uniface --- 1 -- --- 1 1 q --- 1

Secondary Uniface 1 --- 2 1 4

Unidentifiable -- -- -

TOTAL 15 7 --- 4 12 30 23 24 37 157

Rectangular --- 2 --- 2 1 --- 1-- IC
Trianqular 6 1 3 --- 6 1 7 24

Pcinted Ovate 1 1 --- 1 3 1 1 ---

Blunt Ovate 4 3 --- 3 5 4 12 2 3

Lanceolate----------------------------1-- 2 3
Discoidal----------------------------------- 14
TOTAL 

37

Whole 3 3 -- --- 4 8 6 10 11 45

Longitudinal Fragment 3 1 --- 1 -- 1 3 4 3 i
Distal Fragment 7 --- --- 3 3 11 2 2 13 41
Proximal Fragment 2 --- --- --- 1 --- 3 2 6 14
Medial Fragment --- 3 --- --- 1 5 7 3 ..-

Corner Fragment --- --- --- --- 3 --- 2 1 ---
Unidentifiable- --- --- --- --- --- 5 5 2 4 16

TOTAL 15 7 --- 4 12 30 28 24 37 157

Transverse Break 10 o --- 4 4 17 17

Diagonal Break 1 2 --- --- 1 2(-)

Oblique Break 2 3 --- --- 1 6 b ,,

Heat Treated a 3 --- 2 5 o 2 5 31

Burlington Chert 10 5 --- 4 11 36 P8 1 3b 143
Warsaw Chert 5 2 --- --- I --- ---

Table 4.23: Chipped stone tool attributes, not includirg projectile pc,.:nts
or retouched flakes, Stratum I, 13LA38.
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I
Ex;ca-.-ation 81c B ,, !

Stratum I I II I II III f I I1,
Side notched --- 8 1 6 8
Oblique side notches ------ --- I--
Corner notched 1 1 -- --- 2 ... I 3 i.
Parallel stemmed --- - -
Expanding stemmed --------- --- 1 .--- -- .
Contractinq stemmed --- --- --- --------- 1
Triangular --- --- 4 .... .
Unidentifiable 1 I --- 1 12 9 3 i 3-
TOTAL 4 2 --- 3 21 17 1

Straight base 2 1 - --- 1 2 2 1 1'
Concave base 1 --- -- 2 --- 1 -.
Co;nvex base I 1 1 - --- b 4 1 61
Slightly concave -------- --------- 2,

Trianquar blade 4 1 --- 2 8 6 13 1 14 .=
Ovate blade --- 1 8 1 ---

Excurvate blade -,
Incurvate blade --- --- --- --- --- ---

Parallel ovate blade ---- ---------------------------

Biconvex X-section 1 2 --- 1 9 15 5 4 13 5¢,

Bitrianqul*r X-sec --- ------ 1 2 2 1 ---

Biplano X-section I --- --- --- 3 1 3 1 6 15

Plano-convex X-sec 2 2 3 --- 4 1 3 15
Convex-trianqular --- 1

Heat treated ---- 11 7 12 3t

Basal fragment- - - - - - - 1 2 --- 5 3
Who le 3 ------ 2 5 5 3 5
Blade fraoment 1 1 3 2 1 . 1 12
Distal end 1 --- ---

Proximal end --- 2 --- 3 4 2 1 3 3K'
Oblique break 4------- ------ --- 3 ,- 12
Transverse break --- 3 --- 14 10 6 2 1: 2
Diagonal break ---- --------- 1 ---

Table 4.24: Projectile point characteristics, 13LA38.
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E:2a,.ation o ck A L E T.:
St rtum 11 111 1 1 11z 1f 7 i

Unknown type I --- 1 ---
Ansell constricted I - - --- -

Apple Blossom stemmed - - --- - - 1

Gibs-n - --- 3 ... ..GCdaiRaddt- - --- ---

He 1 ton ---. ... - 1Go d ar R s t -- -- - --. . . .. .. .2 

I.oCster - - - -----

4 -" Madison - -
Manker corne- notched 2 1 --- -

Manker stemmed --- 1-- --

Marshall barbed I --- i---
MatanzaS deep notch i--------- ---------- 3 4
Matanzaiflared stem --- ---- ---- ------ ------ 2
Matanza6 faint notch- ---------- --------- ------ 2
Mills 1
Osceol-a .--- --- --- --------- --- 3
Reed )--- --- 3 --- ..
Synder caner notched 1 -- --- ----- --------

Table Rock Pointed Stem --------- ----------- 1 1-

Burlington chert 2 1 --- 2 6 19 13 3 28 74
Warsaw Tabular 2 2 - --- 10 1 2 i1

Moline chert - - -
Knife River --- --- --- ------ --- 1
"Keod iLI chert --------- ----- --- i ---

Gr-av'b lack/b lue. wh ite --- --- --- --- -- ------ -

Table 4.25: Projectile point attributes and chert types, 13LA3,.

or
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St,-itUi I: P1=22 Total rD a M n.
Le ra th 13 3. 1.3 5.' ,

Width 1 1.8 .8 3.S 1 .2

Thirkness 22 .5 .2 .8 .2
,tch width 12 .6 1.2 .

' 6.2 1.2 .4
Notch depth 13 .3 .2 .3 .1

Edge angle 22 27 322

St-atum II: N=2q Total Mean SO M. M i.
Length 11 4.6 I.9 9.5 2.5

Width 19 2.7 .8 4.9 1.-

Thickness 29 .7 .2 1.1 .4

Notch width 16 .8 .2 1.2

Notch de1th 16 .4 .1.

4 Edqe angle 26 32 3 55 24

. Stratum III: N=48 Total Mean SD I'la:.',. M In .

SLe-ngth 14 5.0 .2 . 3.b

SlTh 1-i -ess 4 8 .9 .2 1.4 ,

% Notch width 29 .8 .2 1.3 .4

_Notch depth -9 .4 .1 . .2

Edge angle 42 32 3 50 28

Table 4.26: Dimensions of projectile points from Stratum I, 13LA38.
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ANALYSIS OF FIRE-CRACKED ROCK,
GROUND STONE AND METAL

Rocks comprised the bulk of the Sand Run assemblage. There
were rocks sized from cobbles to fine gravel throughout the site

Vdeposits. Since the 13LA38 deposit is positioned on the
footslope of an upland composed of sand and gravel, stones
grading From Fine gravel to palm-sized pebbles were natural
inclusions in the site sediments due to colluvial slopewash.
Field sorting of the rock was done to avoid transporting
unnecessary weight, yet fire-cracked rock had to be retained For
analysis. Rock discarded in the field included unmodified
pebbles up to 5cm and all Fine-medium gravel, excepting hematite
and modified chert. The majority of the discarded pebbles
consisted of sandstone and conglomerate, cherts, quartzite,
metamorphic and igneous types--all typical of glacial tills in
southeast Iowa. What was retained and returned to the laboratory
For analysis eventually weighed about 274kg (From 52 cubic meters
of excavation).

Laboratory processing and analysis began with washing and
: preliminary sorting of gross categories: e.g. fire-cracked rock,

pigment rocks, shaped tools, metal. Then, the writer sorted and
weighed the whole cobbles and broken/Fire-cracked rocks, at the
same time inspecting each piece for evidence of use-wear.
Fire-crack rocks included specimens that were split or spalled,
discolored or crumbly as a result of exposure to heat. Rocks

" were sorted into seven categories for weighing: coarse "igneous"
(i.e. where the crystaline structure was visible in igneous and
metamorphic rocks), Fine igneous (i.e. where crystals were too
small to see with the naked eye), quartzite, sedimentary (e.g.
sandstone, limestone, conglomerate), limonite, unmodified
hematite, broken chert (i.e. crazed, spalled, split by heat
only). Rocks lacking evidence of use-wear were discarded.
Utilized rocks, hematite, limonite, metal and ground stone tools
were catalogued and retained For permanent curation.

Unmodified Cobbles & Fire-Cracked Rocks

These remains are tabulated by excavation block and stratum
in Tables S.1, 5.2 and 5.3. The overall impression From this
data is that Fire-cracked rock is ubiquitous in all Woodland and
Archaic components. Some variations in rock density are evident
between components in different blocks (e.g. compare Strata I and
III in Block A with I and III in Block C), but this is due in
part to the incidental cositioning of blocks over cultural
middens. The ubiquity of rocks indicates that orehistoric peoole
needed devices to retain heat in domestic hearths. This is a
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general pattern in Woodland and Archaic sites across the Prairie
Peninsula in Iowa.

The rocks from Sand Run do show a distribution pattern
between the three strata. Stratum I, the Late Woodland period,I has a rock density of 3112gm per cubic meter. Stratum II, the
Middle Woodland period, has a density of 2ll1igm per cubic meter,
while the Late Archaic Stratum III has a much higher density of
9'*l9gm per cubic meter. While rock density probably has
something to do with intensity and duration of activities, this
is impossible to measure. For a rough comparison of rock
density, we can look at the tabulations for Strata II and III in
Blocks B and C (Tables 5.2, 5.3). Strata 11 and III in Block C
were dark middens with many features, yet the density of rock in
Stratum III is much higher. The same comparison and result can
be seen between Block 8 Stratum II and Block C Stratum III, both
being components with many features.

Another significant observation about the rocks is that
whole cobbles are not common. They comprise about 10% of the
weight of the entire assemblage (and whole stones have higher
average weights than fragments). A small proportion of rock
disintegration is due to post-occupation weathering, but the vast
majority of broken and crumbled rock was excavated in Fragments
already scattered by the aboriginals. From this it is concluded

K) that most rocks were used until they became too broken or crumbly
to be functional. This would require several episodes of heating
and battering, if we can judge the state of aboriginal rocks
against the more intact condition of cobbles ringing modern
campfires on shorelines today. Perhaps, it was the Post-heating
activities (e.g. hammering, moving, etc.) that caused aboriginal
rocks to break.

The fire-cracked rock data also reveal a preponderance of
coarse rock types CS'*-65%), with the "Fine igneous" category
comprising most of the rest of the rock (12-38%). This
preference for coarse (igneous) rocks oF all types was a pattern
in the rock data from the central Des Moines valley (Benn
1985:1L±9), and is a pattern other researchers have noticed as
well (e.g. Stanley 1387). Igneous rocks are common in the
glacial tills and are hard and dense enough to be applied in a
variety of domestic activities.

Ground Stone & Metal Items

In this analysis the unmodified or broken rock has been
separated from the rocks that exhibit intentional modification or
use-wear. Human modifications in broken rocks were determined bu
comparing natural and worked Facets so that weathering sheen and-
glacial striations could be excluded. The modified materials
were segregated into "type" categories, an approach oromotedl by4
George Odell For rapid processing of use-wear evidence from the
Smiling Dan site in Illinois. Odell's "ty.pe" is a combination oF
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stylistic, technical or functional criteria "...designed to
isolate those attributes and objects judged to possess cultural
significance." (1985:296) Fourteen types are tabulated below.

Table 5.4
Metal and Ground Stone

13LA38

Stratum
tupe I II III

copper awl (O0)
galena - I (33%) 2 (67%)
hematite (color) - 4 (15%) 23 (85%)

o limonite (color) - 1 (33%) 2 (67%)
hammerstones 4 (11%) 12 (32%) 22 (69%)
abraders I (20) - 4 (80)
manos 5 (17%) 6 L21%J 18 (62%)
metates - 2 (33%) 4 (67%)
paint pallets - 2 (100%)
choppers - 1 (50%) I (50%)
mullers - 1 (100%)
grooved axes - 8 (100%)Celts 1 (as%) -3 (7S%)

bannerstones 2(1?) (100%)
net weight - 1 (100%)
miscellaneous - (100%)

The distribution of items among the three strata shows a
high concentration of ground stone tools and coloring minerals in
the Late Archaic components. This pattern is paralleled in the
fire-cracked rock remains. Noteworthy artifact patterns include
all grooved axes, bannerstones, most celts and the majority oF
coloring minerals and galena From the Late Archaic components
(Stratum III). The incidence of metals and coloring agents are
noticably low in the Middle Woodland components (Stratum II).
The Late Woodland Stratum I yielded the only copper awl, a piece
of galena and a celt. Other patterning breaks down within types,
described below.

An unusual grouping in the Late Archaic assemblage is five
limonite cobbles. These are tabular rocks with a 2-3mm thick
rind of yellow cortex. Limonite cobbles and pebbles occur in the
local glacial tills. Limonite was rubbed to oroduce yellow
color, and two cobbles have pitting and rubbing tupical of use as
metates. Another limonite cobble was grooved. The cortical rind
has formed over the Flaking ana wear on limonite since the
occupation, making identification of artifact twoes Cifficult.
During the fieldwork a local collector removed a tabular limonite
cobble the size of a "welcome mat" From the river bank. No
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a
use--wear was evident on this cobble, which was abandoned at the
site before the significance of limonite was fully apparent.

Coooer Awl (Figure S.1a): A piece of thin copper sheet was
tightly rolled to Form an awl, 50mm long and 4mm thick. Both
ends aze sharply pointed.

Galena (Figure S.lb): A 3gm cube came from Stratum I, and a 19gm
cube and 50gm rounded pebble came from Stratum III. The oebbie
has an abraded facet.

Hematite Color (Figure S.1c): All but one of the 27 hematite
pieces is a pebble; the remaining piece is large 123gm) and
heavily worked. The pebbles average 13gm. Eighty-five percent
of the hematite is the metalic (specular) Form, the rest being
the soft, grainy form. Twenty pieces retain fine scratches and
striations as.a result of grinding to obtain red powder. Eight
pieces are smoothed because of grinding, and nine are polished
due to rubbing or because they have been stored in soft
containers. The largest piece is flattened and completely
smoothed, but a transverse break destroyes any indication of
other functions.

Limonite Color (Figure 5.2): One small pebble concretion from
Stratum I is broken but retains a spot of heavy rubbing and
striations from a sharp instrument (chert flake?). Two large,
Flat cobble concretions (*Sgm, 3S7gm) From Stratum III have
broad faces with numerous, fine parallel striations from an
abrader. One of these cobbles is broken, and its adz-shaped edge
has been retouched unifacially (but not utilized).

Hammerstones (Figure 5.3): Rocks with patches of pitting and
crushing were employed to hammer other materials. Hammers are
made From granite (n-15), chert (7), diorite (4), rhyolite (3),
quartzite C3), andesite (2), basalt (2) and sandstone (l). Most
hammered patches occur on rounded edges (Figure 5.3b). but seven
are found on Flat faces of cobbles. Two of the latter from
Stratum II consist of a single deep pit (Figure 5.3a.c), as if
the cobbles were utilized as anvils to position an obiect (core?)
in one soot. The average size of hammerstones varies by
component: Stratum I 132gm Cn-2), Stratum II 5Slom (n-8),
Stratum III 257gm (n-17). Four hammerstones were asscciated as a
pile Forming Feature 21 Stratum lia: diorite 288cm. basalt
373gm, and two granite 263gm and 218cm.

Abraders (Figure S.4a-c): These tools do not have a regular
shape. Rather, pebbles and cobbles were employed as abraders
because their granular structure fulfilled a functional need. An

.,. .andesite cobble CS6gm; also a grinder--see below) From Stratum I

4' " ["has three broad, irregular grooves on one facet (Figure 5.4a).
The grooves are rough enough to be considered platform abraders
used by flint knappers. Two sandstone pebbles (88gm, 26gm;
Figure 5.4c) and one andesite Fragment From Stratum III also have
wide grooves that could be platform abraders or of use in working
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bone or wood. A fourth sandstone abrader (120m) From Stratum
III has two smoothed, concave faces used to abrade wide oblects
(Figure S.4b).

Manos (Figure S.d-h): These are the most common grindina tools.
Manos are hand-sized cobbles kave. weight 253am; n-7) made from
basalt (n=8),- andesite (8), diorite L3), rhyolite (2). quartzite
(2) and sandstone (1). Seventeen specimens have a single Facet
of wear, while six have two Facets and one has three Facets.

N 'Three-quarters of the sample have smooth wear CFigure 5.4e), and
half the sample is marked by parallel striations (Figure
S.4d,f-h). Five have Fine striations, and seven have
medium-broad striations or grooves. Two are dulled, and four are
pitted. Polish breaks down as bright (1), moderately bright (7)

.) . and dull (2), and one mano has red staining. The paucity of
bright polish excludes the function of grinding plant materials
with high cellulose contents. The manos with heavy striations
were used on hard, coarse materials, while those with Fine
striations and smoothing were used on fine grained and/or soft
materials. Grinding seeds and nuts, shredding Fibers, pounding
meat and fabricating other ground stone tools probably are the
likely functions represented by this assemblage.

Metates (Figures 5.2, 5.6): Three metates are preserved only as
small Fragments, but three others are intact. The largest from

.* feature 9 Stratum II is a tabular basalt cobble weighing 1500gm
(Figure 5.6). Both surfaces are smoothed and relatively flat
with numerous small pits broken into the smoothing. One rounded
edge is extensively pitted. The surface has a dull polish.
Pitting results from breaking hard materials (e.g. nuts) on the

'V metate, while smoothing results From grinding with a mano. Thus,
this was a multi-purpose grinder and anvil. It was assocated
with three granite hammerstones and an unmodified granite cobble
in pit feature 9. Two limonite cobbles from Stratum II also have
extensive pitting and dulling (grinding) on both Flat Faces
(Figure 5.2). Metate fragments include a sandstone cobble from
Stratum II and two quartzite cobbles From Stratum III. These are
13mm, 15mm and 13mm thick resnectively. All three have opposite
Faces smoothed and somewhat depressed bu grinding. Bright Polish
z.s present on one of the quartzite metates. Wear on the three
metates indicates only grinding functions and coarse vegetable
Foods in the case of the polished smecimen.

% Paint Pallets (Figure S.ld): Pieces of tabular basalt (110gm)
and slate (200gm) from Stratum III have patches of smoothing on
flat faces. One has dull polish and the other moderately bright
polish. The small size and fine nature of the smoothing indicate
these stones were used to grind and mix non-gritty materials,
like coloring powder and grease.

Chopper (Figure S.Sc,d): Two choppers were recovered from
Stratum II and III. The rhyolite specimen (5Ogm) was naturally
wedge-shaped, and its pointed end has use-wear of Flaking,
battering and rounding. The basalt spall retains uniFacial
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Flaking on a convex edge, which also is rounded, battereo ana has
dull polish. A third (cutting?) tool from Stratum I consists of
a basalt spall with steep, unifacial flaking on one concave edge.
All three tools appear to have been used in heavy cutting and
chopping of meats and soft vegetable foods.

Mullers (Figure 5.2..., 5.Sa,b): These cobbles from Stratum III
tend to be heavier with wider working edges than choppers. One

limonite cobble was grooved but now is broken (other incipient
grooving indicates this object may have been used as a net
weight). An andesite tool weighs 837gm, and a basalt tool weighs
173gm. All have wide edges with extensive battering, spalling
and Flaking. Some rounding and smoothing also is present, and

the andesite specimen has dull polish. Mullers were used on a
variety of hard and soft materials but not on plant fibers with
high cellulose contents.

Grooved Axes (Figure S.6d-h): A total of eight pieces of

different axes was recovered From Stratum III. All comprise a
small portion of the poll and groove sections. Two are made from
granite, three from basalt, two From diorite and one From
rhyolite. Two were three-quarter gooved axes, and two were
squared or rectangular in cross-section. Half are finished with
partial smoothing over pecking, while the others are completely
smoothed (two are burnished). At least one partially smoothed
surface may represent an unfinished ax. Overall sizes appear to
have been small to moderately large. Two are measureabie: ooil
length 62mm and 35mm, groove width qqmm and 37mm, groove depth
16mm and 7mm. No working surfaces are present For analysis.

Celts (Figure 5.6b): A shank small made from diorite was found
in Stratum I. This item retains bright polish From working wood.
A whole diorite celt from Stratum III weighs i50gm and has
dimensions of 88mm length, q6mm width and 22.5mm thickness. Its
surface is partially smoothed over the pecking. The bit retains
many wear flakes and some crushing. The bit and cheeks are
asymmetrically ground (adz-like), and the working surface has

extensive bright polish. Two other celts came From Stratum III:
a granite poll fragment and a basalt shank fragment (4Smm thick).
The basalt specimen has moderately bright polish.

Bannerstones (Figure 5.6c): The corner of a "bow-tie"
i 'bannerstone was recovered from Stratum III. This diorite piece

has bold black and white crystalline structure similar to
A', .. bannerstones in the possession of local collectors in Louisa

.County and From the Osceola site (Overstreet iSBLb:Plate XIc).
* The fragment's surface is very smooth and retains very Fine

parallel striations from the abrading process. It has a dull
burnished surface. Another edge Fragment From Stratum III is
made from black diorite. This may also be a celt bit, but no
use-wear is evident. The object has smoothed, burnished
lenticular surfaces that converge at a rounded edge. The
original striations From the smoothing process are evident.
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Net Weiaht (Figure 5.6a): This is a 302gm basalt object from
posthole feature 17 in Stratum II. It appears to be a celt poll
with the bit end broken. The weight has been grooved
longitudinally by pecking completely around the circumference.
Collectors in Louisa County have possession of several grooved

but otherwise unmodified stones from sites that also yieldgrooved axes. Two grooved stones ware said to have come from a
site in the uplands.

Miscellaneous: A basalt cobble fragment has a broken straight
edge with wear-Flaking, crushing and rounding in one spot.
Bright polish is present adjacent to the battered patch. The
function of this object is uncertain, but its shape suggests use
as a pounder or anvil, depending on orientation.

Discussion

The variety of tools described above indicates that man
different domestic activites were pursued at Sand Run. No
specific seasons of occupation can be inferred from the tools,
since the tool Functions could cover processing of meat,
vegetable products and nuts as well as the fabrication of a wide
range of materials. However, the processing of grasses anC other
cellulite plants for functions like matting is not particularly
evident. Occupations when the tools were used are inferred to
have been intensive and long-term, since many tools evidence
multiple functions and most have been recycled as neating rocks.
The varied assemblage and damaged condition of the cobble tools
from Sand Run contrasts sharply with many upland sites Frequented
by collectors in Louisa County. Upland sites often yield a
narrower range of tool types and a noticably larger proportion of
whole tools (e.g. celts, grooved axes, bannerstones).

The tool assemblages in the three strata at Sand Run are
different enough to require some interpretation. Differences
probably are not related to sample size because of the positin
of excavation blocks within the site. Fire-cracked rock, ceramic
and chipped stone are numerous enough in Strata I and II to
indicate intensive occupations like Stratum III. On the other
hand, the likelihood of recovering low density items like exotic
metal probably is small in average-sized excavations like Sand
Run, so we cannot take the relative percentages of artifact types
in Table 5.4 too literally.

The Late Woodland age Stratum I is poor in ground stone
implements, with only small hammerstones, a few grinding tools
and a celt. Exotic metals also are present. Likewise, the
Midcle woodland Stratum II is surprisingly devoid of many twoes
of ground stone. Hammerstones in Stratum II are larce and
probably were not used For Knaoping cmert. The piatform aorader
and two bitted hammer/anvil stones could have been emoioued in
Knapping chert. Lolor sources like hematite are present to
indicate participation in an interaction sonere.
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All tool types except pallets and net weights are present in
Late Archaic Stratum III to indicate intensive and long-term
occupations. Galena probably from the Quad-State region and
hematite (from the glacial tills?) are represented to demonstrate
a network of commodity exchange. Hammerstones from Stratum III
are small enough to be employed as knapping instruments (see
"Chipped Stone" for a discussion of hard-hammer percussion).
Aside from the tool functions, the presence of many examples of
shaped tool (e.g. celts, axes, bannerstones) and numerous
informal tools (e.g. grinders, abraders, hammers, etc.) suggests
that Late Archaic peoples spent a large oortion of their labor on
the manufacture and use of ground stone tools. This amount of
labor expenditure is not evident in the Woodland assemblages.

J.
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' "Figure 5.1: Items from the 13LA38 excavation blocks; a) copper awl;
b) three lumps of galena; c) five pieces of specular hematite (upper

l left is scratched and smoothed; upper right is polished; lower middle
is ground and faceted; lower corners are raw pebble forms); d) slate

paint pallet with edge flaking.

= 2 Figure 5.2: Limonite cobbles from the 13LA38 excavations; a) metate

i ':' 'with coarse abrading; b) smoothed metate with pitting; " ) cobble
,-'.' .'-with "adz" retouch; d) grooved (broken) mu1ler.
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Figure 5.3: Hammerstones from the 13LA38 excavation; a,c) pitted;
b) four hammers with battered ed'.es (above igneous, below chert).

44 e

Figure 5.4: Grinding stones from the 13LA38 excavations; a) grooved
and striated abrader; b) cupped sandstone abrader; c) two grooved
sandstone pebbles; d) striations on a faceted mano; e) smoothed and
faceted mano; f) three faceted and striated manos.
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Figure 5.5: Tools from the 13LA38 excavations: a,b) mullers made on
broken cobbles; c) chopper (working edge above); d) cutter/chopper3on basalt cobble spall.

.
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Figure 5.6: (top) Large metate on igneous cobble with heavily pitted
and smoothed surface and edges; (below) a) grooved net weight made
from a broken celt/ax; b) celt (bit to left); c) bannerstone
fragment; d-h) grooved ax poll fragments (h is a squared poll.).
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3 Table 5.1
13LA38 Block A

Cobbles & Fire-Cracked Rocks

F!I RE P CR AC K ED RHOC K

Whole9

Cobbles 0 V2 '

A 50 0
0 0 0 1 Excava.

Stratum Smoothed a C 1 5 Area
lev. Pebbles U- - 0 - U Misc. Items M3

%1 1 1 141 199 -- 8 Shotgun shell

2 granite-IO0 1399 421 114 46 6 28 26

3 f. igneous-419
pebble - 14 2274 791 90 223 16 -- 51

4 2866 2346 .. .. .. .. 211

tea 3 granite-1163 751 202 72 3

f. igneous-980

I all rock 58 36 2 2 0.1 0.2 2 total 14,949gm 2.8

5339 gm/rn
3

5II chert - 56 1095 463 79 .. .. .. 27

6 970 833 .. .. 37 8 13

7 3 7 7 1 . . . . . . . . . .

fee 1 194 29 -- 40 12 -- 41

oa f: 2 46 70 .. .. .. .. ..

,~. tea 4 112 86 -- 16 .. .. ..
fea 5 granite - 186 1094 180 45 82 .. .. 70

tea 7 . 95 133 .. .. .. .. ..

f e a 8 - 2 9 1 1 9 6 7 . . . . .. 3
fe a9 - 82 87 -- 109 79 -- 9

I all rock 61 31 2 4 1 -- 3 total 6897gm 2.1

3284 gml/m
3

III 9 chert - 603

~ -. quartz - 76 .. .. .. .. .. . --

10 granite - 137 126 130 28 -- 27 -- 46

11 f. igneous 244 .. .. .. .. .. 43

1 2 4 5 6 5 7 .. .. .. .. . .

C .'. 1 3 2 6 0 . . . . .. .. .. ..
" fit

1 5 5 3 . . . . . . . . . . . .

A all rock 57 12 1 -- 1 -- 29 total 23
7

5gr, .6

*%.* ** 3958 g,,. 3

a,. ."
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[w N

f e
fea

fea 3
f tea 4
tea 6
fea 7 518 328 .. .. .. .. 38
tea 8 chert 604 .. .. ..- -- --
E ea 9 granite 380 982 12 .. -.

6tea 10270 -- 35 -- 20
[ tea 11 321 -- 15 122 .. . --

tea 13 298 .. .. .. .. .. ..
tea 16 113 .. .. .. .. .. ..
t tea 31 333 20 16 5 .- -.

j4 of all rock 63 24 5 3 0.2 -- 5 tca1 15817 8.6

1812 q,/,"

N Ilia 11 chert 159 1876 146 -- 121 22 - --

12 chert 79 2872 726 76 103 -- -- 133

13 granite 58 4926 1464 489 277 -- 19 23
.% sadlntary 137

* 14 hematite 47 5625 2175 201 460 - - 97

red ochre pebble

fea 18 104 152 -- 224

fea 19 544
fed 20/2 1454 265 4 --
tea 21 schist 400 282

granite 482
* ." tea 37 78 36 -- 29 .. .. ..

tea 34 226 46 27 - .- - . 14

111b 15 basalt 108 6139 2914 230 547 -- 148

granite 2024
sandstone 64

chert 116
sedirwttary 845

16 chert 60 3954 1889 280 263 .. -. 49
quarttite 59

hematite 14

17 sandstone 68 2861 871 221 24 .. .. 61

tea 23 251 -- 56 37 -- -

tea 24 373 184 10 106 -- 14 --

fe 25 255 -- -- - --
tea 35 610 247 .. .. .. .. ..
tea 36 6 -- .. .. .. ..

111c 17 973 138 152 -- .. ..

18 granite 540 2458 1695 453 200 .. .. 317

19 1343 394 8 3! .. .. 2)

20 112 45 20 28 . .. -.

21 .07 -- -

fea 26 grdanite 503 L1,6 655 -" 213 .. ..
t , 21 qua-tzrte 988 962 18] -- 52 .. .. ..
ted 26 517 264 207 45 .. .. ..
fed 29 360 65 -- 14 .. .. ..
fed II 134 66 -- 15 .. .. ..
tea 37 26 125 -- .-- I... i
fp tea 18 56 61 -- .

. ot r' - 65 22 5 6 0.0 0.1 2% total 69144 12.2
20ud 1.,,
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Table 5.3
13LA38 Block C & Test Unit 5
Cobbles & Fire-Cracked Rocks

F R C- CR AC K ED ROC K

Who 1Ia
Cobbles

StatmSmoothed 0: 1-Stretum Pebbles 0 0 Vol

I% I quartzite 135 245 142 15 .. . . 52

2 granite 900 267 418 113 58 91 39
. , quartzite 55

3 granite 116 2464 1699 206 -- -- 64

4 granite 1491 3499 2596 675 300 -- 134

5 quartzite 136 4066 3093 367 117 67 -- 265

t. igneous 111

sandstone 33

basalt 98

granite 246

1 of all rock 54 33 7 2 0.6 -- 2 total 24379g9

3483 g,/n
3

II 6 quartz 247 2682 1802 276 77 .. .. 221

sedimentary 68

f. igneous 81
chert 98

7 chert 280 3507 1581 122 119 .. .. 259
granite 177

% 8 basalt 770 4798 1545 56 84 128
j % ~granite 39

% .- sandstone 228

9 granite 202 4694 1266 138 55 .. .. 57
sedimentary 75

basalt pebble 66

I of all rock 64 27 2 3 .. .. 4 tota 25717g,.

45929 .,m 
3  

0.6

111 10 quartzite 360 4054 2315 391 23 .. .. 167

11 granite 307 6217 4478 598 271 .. .. 95

12 granite 508 12300 8465 2778 294 .. .. 355

quartz peble 15

basalt 452

chert 89

quartzite 448

13 f. igneous 9865 6198 691 895 98 -- 378

, 14 f. igneous 13615 8651 2038 1538 8 -- 45'
chert 66

15 granite pebbles 141 8953 3846 617 136 -- 12 66

granite 869

- quartzite 244

basalt 115

16 granite 124 61 274 68 19 .. .. 342

I sedmwtary 87

. fea 2 168 189 -- 101 .. .. ..

fea 4 -- 25 -- -. .. ..

0 tea 7 g ran ite 508 18 22 10 35 16 4 .. .- - .

ea 9 s ed tary 340
fed 3 1260 655 132 77 -- 260
fea 9 granite 1200 267 .. ...- - -
tea 10 granite 960 1720 352 .. .. ....

fee 1l 36 .. .. .- - .
tea 12 324 379 -- 31 -- - 0

e l 13 614 85 .. -. ...
tea 14 1824 1190 653 131 -- 47

tea 15 1336 396 92 -- .. ..

fed a 6 372 9 .. .. .. .. ..

Of all rock 56 32 7 1 0 0 2

1629 gm8,-
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VIARCHAEOBOTANY

by
Neal H. Lopinot

Research Associate, Washington University

The analysis of flotation-recovered plant remains From Sand
Run West provides a rather unique opportunity to examine Late
Archaic and Middle Woodland human-plant relations in southeastern
Iowa. In particular, the archaeobotanical remains from the Late
Archaic component at the Sand Run West site include a rather
interesting and diverse spectrum of seeds, as well as other plant
materials. Virtually nothing is known about human-plant
relations in southeastern Iowa during the Late Archaic period

"(cf. Lensink, ed. 1986), nor for adjacent portions of Illinois
and Missouri. In addition, the record of Middle Woodland
relations is almost equally void for this area. Although the
analysis of 5ytematically recovered plant remains from other
sites in the region will eventually aid in refining our knowledge
about changing subsistence patterns during the Late
Archaic-Middle Woodland sequence, the Following data provide a

V "rather good basis for beginning to model plant resource
*, procurement strategies and changes during this 3000 year span of

prehistory.

Analusis Methods

A total of 20 Flotation samples were analyzed. These
represent 168.5 liters of feature Fills (Table 6.1). The sampledr Woodland features include: Feature 1 from Area C, Stratum I; two
(Features 8 and 9) from Area A, Stratum II; five (Features 3, 6,
7, 9, and 31) from Area B, Stratum II; and Feature 5b from Area
C, Stratum II. The single feature From Stratum I dates to the
Late Woodland period, whereas the eight features from Stratum II
date to Middle Woodland period. The sampled Late Archaic
features include: three (features 18, 33, and 3±) from Area B,
Stratum lIla; two (Features 23 and 25) from Area B, Stratum IlIb;
three (Features 27, 28, and 38) from Area B, Stratum IlIc; and
three (Features 7-1, 9, and 17) from Area C, Stratum III.
Samples from these features were nonrandomly selected for
analysis based on their relatively great abundance of plant

.. remains. Flotation and some preliminary sorting of the samples
.*' were undertaken at the Center for Archaeological Research Csee

addendum) prior to their receipt by the author.

LA The analysis of Flotation-recovered plant remains First
* ~involved pouring the light fractions into two nested sieves

(U.S.A. Standard Testing Sieves Nos. 10 and 35) with a pan on the
i bottom. This sorted the remains into three size fractions: >2.0
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mm, <2.0 mm but >0.5 mm, and <0.5 mm. All materials captured in
the larger sieve mesh were entirely sorted. The two smaller
fractions were scanned for seeds, both carbonized and
uncarbonized, and For other plant materials not represented in
the larger fraction.. The presence of nonseed materials only in
the 0.5 mm size fractions was noted. This approach permits
calculations of more reliable ubiquity indices, theoretically

6%, reflecting the Frequency of usage better than counts and weights
for size-biased remains. The smallest fraction, that which
passed through the 0.5 mm sieve, also was scanned for very small
seeds (e.g., tobacco, purslane, etc.).

Materials equal to or greater than 2.0 mm in diameter were
-.sorted into general debris classes, each placed in individual

plastic (7 dram) or glass (.5 dram) vials. They were then
rechecked, counted and weighed on a Fisher Model 7204 electronic
toploading balance, accurate to +.01 gm. If a particular debris
class did not register one-hundredth of a gram, a "t" (trace
amount) was given for the weight in that category. Weights also
were obtained for all materials smaller than 2.0 mm in diameter,
referred to here as the "residual" fraction. The residual
fraction includes both the 2.0-0.5 mm and the 0.5-0.0 mm size
Fractions. The total weights of the size-sorted fractions were

[ [.[ added to the weights for the residual fractions for the purpose
of calculating approximate densities of archaeobotanicial remains
•gm/1O liters) per sample. Unfortunately, such density estimates
must be considered less than ideal given the varying amounts of
modern plantpart contaminants. Many of the flotation samples
from Sand Run West contained abundant uncarbonzied plant tissues.
Regardless, there exists a general correlation between the

' /V K quantities of sorted carbonized remains and the weights of
. ~-residual fractions.

More detailed analyses were conducted for wood charcoal,
* - Carwa nutshell and seeds. Wood charcoal subsamples of 20

specimens per provenience were selected for taxonomic
identifications. A similar subsampling strategy was invoked with

& respect to Carua nutshell fragments. Whereas each of the 20
samples contained more than 20 wood charcoal Fragments, eleven
samples contained less than 20 identifiable Carua nutshell
fragments. When samples contained less than 20 specimens, then
an attempt was made to analyze all fragments. If more than 20
Fragments were present, analyzed specimens were selected From
numbered cells within a gridded tray using a random numbers
table. Identifications of wood charcoal Fragments were conducted
with the aid of the author's comparative carbonized wood
collection and various manuals (e.g., Panshin and De Zeeuw 1380).

'V The analysis of Carua nutshell fragments involved measurements of
shell lobe thicknesses (see Lopinot 1384a). If a specimen was
sufficiently large, the probable represented species was noted
based on an elevation of external sculpturing and projected whole
nut size.

-"I
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Both uncarbonized and carbonized seeds were picked from the
samples and, regardless of size, placed in a single vial per
sample. The presented numbers of seeds represent SNEs (Seed
Number Estimates) based on both whole seeds and fragments ofp. seeds. The SNE for any given taxon was based on counts of
particular morphological Features (e.g., the hilum, cotyledon
halves, etc.), weights of fragments relative to represented whole
seeds, or both. Whereas uncarbonized seeds were collected and
identified, it is assumed that uncarbonized plant materials

represent recent contaminants (Lopinot and Brussell 1382).
However, the types and quantities of uncarbonized seeds provide
comparative bases For inferring possible prehistorically
carbonized, fortuitous inclusions. Taxonomic identifications
again were conducted with the aid of' the author's comparative

" collections and various manuals or published articles (e.g.,
Martin and 8arkley 1961; Montgomery 1977).

Results

A total of 4040 non-seed fragments weighing 0.50 gm was
sorted from the 20 samples. In addition, l±9.39 gm of residual

.. debris were scanned for seeds and other debris classes lacking
from the sorted fraction. Besides seeds, 13 major classes of
debris were represented. The counts and weights for these are
given in Appendix E. These classes consisted of wood charcoal,
bark, twig fragments, fungal tissues, grass/herb stem Fragments,
five different types of nutshell, two types of underground stems
and squash rind. Of the total, 106 fragments weighing .85 gm
could not be identified. The average density of plant remains is
11.27 gm/1O liters of fill.

Wood charcoal, hickory (Carua spp.) nutshell, Juglandceae
(indeterminate hickory or walnut) shell and acorn shell were
represented in all 20 samples. Other material classes with high
ubiquity indices include bark (90% or 18 samples), walnut
(Juolans spp.) shell (60% or 12 samples) and tuber/rhizome

* ." fragments C55% or 11 samples). As can be expected, acorn shell
was not identified in seven 2.0 mm fractions, nor did it occur
abundantly in any of the other 13 samples. Yet acorn shell was
present in all 20 residual Fractions, sometimes occurring quite
abundantly. These observations point out the importance of
noting the presence of various classes of debris in residual
fractions that are often lacking in larger sorted Fractions. By
so doing, the biasing effects of differential preservation are
offset. Notably, the presence of squash rind, grass/herb stem
fragments, and fungal tissues also were entirely or largely
restricted to residual fractions (see Appendix E).

A summary of the counts and weights per debris class is
given in Table 6.2 for Stratum II features (n-8) and Stratum III
features (n-1l). The data in Table 6.c clearly indicate that
plant remains in the 2.O mm fractions were signiricantly more
dense in Stratum III features than in Stratum 11 features. By
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count, the density of plant remains was 143.7 for Stratum II and
306.1 for Stratum III, or more than twice as dense. By count,
the density of plant remains was 1.32 For Stratum II and 3.12 for
Stratum III. The density of nutshell, in particular, was much
greater for Stratum III than for Stratum II. By count, the
nutshell density is 25.7 for Stratum II and 118.4 for Stratum
III. By weight, the nutshell density is .28 For Stratum II and
1.49 for Stratum III. Only the relative quantities of wood
charcoal are less for Stratum III than for Stratum II.

It is also notable that plant remains generally were larger
and in better condition in Stratum III Features than in Stratum
II features. This is illustrated by the fact that: 11) the
average weight per specimen is 9.1 mg for Stratum I and 10.1 mg
For Stratum III; and (2) the weight ratio of larger, sorted plant
remains: residual material is .19S For Stratum II and .322 for
Stratum III. These data indicate that larger plant remains are
proportionately more common in Stratum III than in Stratum II.
Interestingly, several of the Stratum III samples also contained
semi-carbonized plant remains, including a few nutshell and wood
fragments, numerous bark fragments, and occasional seeds. This
may be an indication of better preservation conditions fostered
by favorble geochemical conditions and/or fairly rapid burial,
and concomitant decreases in surface exposure to weathering and
trampling.

Wood Charcoal

Wood charcoal occurs in all 20 samples, numbering 1183
fragments and weighing 9.60 gm. Wood charcoal is numerically
more abundant than any other type of charred material in the
Stratum II Feature samples, a typical characteristic of many
Woodland and Mississippian archaeobotanical assemblages from
sites to the south. In contrast, wood charcoal occurs as the
most abundant material remain in only two of the 11 samples from
the Archaic Stratum III features. The dominant materials in the
remaining nine samples are nutshell (six samples) and bark (three
samples). Again, the dominance of nutshell in particular appears
to be common for Middle and Late Archaic archaeobotanical

Passemblages from sites to the south (e.g., N. Asch et al. 1972;
0. Asch et al. 1975; King 1982; Johannessen 198).

A total of 400 fragments was randomly sampled for taxonomic
identification. Of this total, 311 or 77.8% were identified to
at least the family level. The remainder were identified as
knotwood fragments, or simply as cing porous, semi-ring porous,
diffuse porous and indeterminate. By chance alone equal numbers
of specimens l146) were identified for the Stratum Ii and btratum
III Features. Summary data are presented in Table 6.3, whereas
the sample-by-sample data are presented in Appendix E.

rhe spectra and proportions of identi Fied wood taxa are

basically identical for the Stratum II and Stratum III
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assemblages. Oak and hickory wood charcoal fragments dominate
both assemblages, comprising 59.7% or 87 of the identifiable
fragments from Stratum II features and 61.8% or 90 of the
identifiable fragments from Stratum III features. Those taxa
which are moderately Frequent in features From both strata
include ash (Fra×inus spp.), hackberry/elm (Celt1s/Ulmu5 spp.)or
Ulmaceae, and cottonwood/willow (Po ulu5/Salix spp.).

Differences between the two series of samples are slight,
and such variability may be due to sampling error. One
difference consists of slightly greater numbers of hickory/pecan

S. Scharcoal fragments in Stratum III, offset by slightly greater
numbers of oak charcoal fragments in Stratum II. However, it
also may be noted that Carua wood charcoal occurs in 87.5% C7) of

S , the Stratum II samples and in only 63.6% (7) of the Stratum III
samples. Another difference relates to ubiquity indices for
various taxa. For example, maple (Ater spp.) charcoal fragments
occur in six of the eight (75%) Stratum II samples, in contrast

J ,. to only three of the 11 (27%) Stratum III samples. In addition,
hackberry/elm and ash (Fraxinus spp.) charcoal fragments have
greater ubiquity indices for Stratum II samples (87.5% and 75.0%,

* respectively), than for Stratum III samples (54.S% and 45.4%
respectively).

The quantities and types of wood taxa for Features from both
strata suggest very generalized wood exploitation from similar
types of available habitats. A wide array of habitats are
represented, including shorelines, floodplain forests, mesic
ravines/slopes, and perhaps blufftops. Certainly, the Sand Run
West site is well situated to take advantage of all of these
types of forested habitats. The "Firewood indifference
hypothesis" presented by 0. Asch and N. Asch (1976) may apply to
both the Late Archaic and Early-Middle Woodland exploitation
strategies. That is, least effort dictated the quantities and
varieties of selected fuel woods. Thus, the nearest available
fuel materials, principally in the form of deadwood, would be
expected to have provided the bulk of the fuel wood supplies.
The quantitative abundance and spectra of wood charcoal, in turn,
should generally reflect the forest composition in the vicinity
of the site.

Nutshell

Nutshell occurs in each of the 20 samples. A total of 1346
nutshell fragments weighing 16.48 gm was sorted From the 2.0 mm
fractions. Four different genera are represented. These consist
of hickory/pecan (Carua spp.), walnut (Jualans spp.), oak acorn

-. uercu spp.) and hazelnut (Corulus americana). Nutshell
fragments that were identified as Juglandaceae included
indeterminate fragments of either hickory/pecan or walnut. These
typically include septae Fragments and Fragments which were
either too small or too eroded to differentiate smooth verus
rugose pericarps.
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Carua spp. nutshell represents 82.O% by count ana 77.5% by
weight of the nutshell fragments identified to the genus level
(i.e., excludes Juglandaceae nutshell fragments) for Stratum I
and Stratum III features combined. Undoubtedly. a vast majoritw
of the nutshell identified only as Juglantaceae also comprises
Ca spp. nutshell fragments. The dominance of Carua spp.

' nutshell, as opposed to Quercus spp. nutshell, could be regarded
". ~as evidence of nonrandom selection for hickory nuts. This

suggestion is based on both the dominance of oak in the wood
charcoal assemblage and the significantly greater Frequencies of
oaks than hickories in typical oak-hickory forest communities.

It is suggested here, however, that oak acorns were also
extremely important, probably even more important than hickory
nuts to the Middln Woodland occupants of the Sand Run Slough
site. This suggestion can be illustrated by correcting for
differential losses in mass weights from carbonization and by
converting that product to quantitative estimates of nutmeat
weights. Applications of nutmeat:nutshell ratios and nutshell
mass conversion factors (for rationale and methods, see Lopinot
1984a:132-154) to the nutshell assemblages From Stratum II and
Stratum III are as follows:

Stratum II Stratum III

Nutshell Taxon Wt (gm) % Wt (gm) %

Carua spp. 1.78 13.3 10.93 65.3
Julans spp, .07 .8 2.48 4.8
Quercu spp. 7.35 73.8 2.94 17.6
Corulus americana . .39 2.3

Totals 9.20 100.0 16.74 100.0

It is reiterated that these data represent the quantities of
estimated uncarbonized nutmeats, the real item of dietarq
significance, represented by carbonized nutshell ithe inedible
byproduct).

The estimated nutmeat data illustrate potential major
differences between the Middle Woodland and the Late Archaic nut
exploitation strategies. First, hickory does appear to have been

. the preferred resource to the Late Archaic occupants of the Sand
Run Slough site. Given greater proportions of acorns during fall
masts, as is typical today, the dominance of hickory suggests
nonrandom selection from a pool of nut resources, quantitatively
well beyond any realized carrying capacity. In other words, the
natural supplies of nuts Far exceeded the Late Archaic occupants'
demand. In contrast, the Middle Woodland occupants appear to
have utilized acorns much more so than hickory nuts. It 15
suggested here that the proportions of these two nut types would
have been roughly equivalent to their availability in the forests
during normal years. IF hickory nuts were preferred over acorns,
then the dominance of acorns indicates that the Middle Woodland
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occupants were exploiting nut masts to their fullest.
Consequently, the demands for nuts had caught up with the
supplies, and therefore the realized nut carrying capacity had
been reached.

Second, and perhaps contradictory to the above argument, is
the fact that the data indicate greater nutfood diversity during

. Late Archaic times than during Middle Woodland times. Walnut
shell is significantly more abundant in the Stratum III features
than in the Stratum II features. Also, walnut shell occurs in
all II Late Archaic features but is present in only one Middle
Woodland feature. Similarly, hazelnut shell occurs in three Late
Archaic features but is entirely lacking in the Middle Woodland
features. The reasons for these differences are difficult to
explain. The greater overall diversity in nutfoods during the
Late Archaic period may be regarded as evidence that there was a
desire or need to exploit a greater array of nuts.
Alternatively, the content and diversity of resources in the
forests surrounding the Late Archaic site may have been quite

[% different from those characterizing the forests surrounding the
Middle Woodland site.

The analysis of Carua nutshell specimens also indicates some
possible differences between the Late Archaic and Middle Woodland
nut exploitation strategies, but many if not all of these
differences could be attributed to sampling error. Lone
thicknesses were obtained for Lil nutshell fragments from btratum
11 samples and 157 nutshell fragments from Stratum III samples.
The Carua nutshell sample from Stratum 1i has a mean of 1.01 mm,
with a range of .2-2.1 mm. The Carua nutshell sample from
Stratum III has a mean of .91 mm, with a range of .2-3.0 mm.

The analysis indicates that the vast iaJority of specimens
from both nutshell samples have lobe thicknesses between about .5
and 1.1 mm. These are within the ranges primarily of pecan
(Carua illinoenss) and shagbark hickory (C. ovata) nuts, as I
have presented elsewhere precorrected for carbonization shrinkage
"Lopinot 1984a: Table 8). No obvious specimens of pecan were
noted in either of the nutshell assemblages, though several
fragments of shagbark hickory appeared to be present. It is
likely that most if not all of the nutshell within this lobe
thickness range is that of shagbark hickory, since shagbark
hickory is a very common tree in mesic forests southeastern Iowa.
In contrast, Louisa County is very near the northern limits for
the modern distribution of pecan (e.g., see Steyermark 1963;
Fowelis 1965. Mohlenbrock and Ladd 1978), and presumably the same
waF true in the past.

Several larger specimens were identified, especially in the
Late Archaic nutshell assemblage. Bitternut CC. cordiformis)
shell was present in Feature 31 of Stratum II, Area B, as well as
in Features 23 33 and 38 of Stratum lila-c, Area B. Specimens

iapparently of mockernut shell (C. tomentosa) were present in
three Stratum III features. These included Features 25 and 34,
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Area B and Feature 5, Area C. Finally, a probable shellbark (C.
laciniosa) nutshell fragment was present in the sample from
Feature 17 of Statum III, Area C. Doubtless, at least some
nutshell fragments having shell lobe thicknesses in the mediumU irange (1.0-2.0) also represent pignut hickory CC. olabra) nuts.

The identification of species among other genera of nuts
also was undertaken when possible. Of the 91 walnut shell
specimens, all but one are identifiable as shell fragments of
black walnut (Jualans nigra). A single specimen from a Late
Archaic feature appears to be from a butternut (J. cinerea). The
acorn shell fragments generally were too small for identification
purposes.

Seeds

A total SNE of 434 carbonized seeds is represented for the
20 samples. Of these, 353 or about 90% were identified to at
least the family level. The total SNE of 43 is represented by
86 whole seeds and 645 seed fragments. Of the total SNE for the

• * site, 251 or 57.8% were represented in two features iFeatures 25
Cand 33) from Area B, Stratum III. A single feature From Stratum

III (Feature 28, Stratum l1c) was the only feature to lack
carbonized seeds. The taxa-specific SNEs per sample are piven in
Appendix E. In addition to carbonizeo seeds, all but two samples

A from Stratum III features (Feature 27 and 3) contained
i.% uncarbonized seeds.

Carbonized seeds were about twice as dense in the Stratum
III feature samples (33.5/10 1) than in the Stratum II feature
samples (16.3/10 1). The SNE of 109 carbonized seeds for the
eight Stratum II feature samples is represented by '3 whole seeds
and 98 seed fragments, whereas the SNE of 324 carbonized seeds in
the eleven Stratum III features is represented by 43 whole seeds
and S*S seed fragments. The SNE counts per taxa are given in
Table 6.4.

The differences in density and abundance should not be
regarded as evidence that the Late Archaic occupants of the Sand

Run West site were more dependent on seeds than the Middle
Woodland occupants of the site. The greater density of seeds
appears to relate only to the intensity of activities and
resultant deposition of greater quantities of seeds. In fact,
the seed Lno.):nutshell (wt. in gm) ratios for the strata would
suggest that the Late Archaic occupants were less involved in
seed food exploitation than were the later Middle Woodland
occupants. The seed:nutshell ratio for the Stratum II Features
is 57., whereas it is e2.4 for Stratum IIi. The real
significance of seed exploitation during the Late Archaic period
also may be biased by the inclusion or two reatures reatures eb
and Jj) which containend aonormalil high numbers or seeds. inese
two reatures contained 2bl or 71.t% or the totai carbonized bNt
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from the 11 Late Archaic features. The seed:nutshell ratio for

the remaining nine samples is 5.6.

The spectra of seeds are quite different among the Woodland
and Late Archaic sets of samples. The seed taxa with the eight
highest ubiquity indices among the eight Middle Woodland feature
samples are as follows:

Chencoodium berlandieri 87.5
Poluaonum erectum 50.0
Panicum spp. 50.0
Phalaris caroliniana 37.5
Hordeum pusillum 25:0
Amaranthus spp. 25.0Zizania aguati-ca 25.0

Werbena sp. 25.

Most, if not all of these, represent resources principally in the
form of starchy seed foods.

For comparison the five seed taxa with the highest ubiquity
indices for the 11 Late Archaic feature samples may be presented.
These are as follows:

Chenopodium spp., primarily berlandieri 72.7
Zizania aauatica L5.t

Ambrosia spp. 27.3
Amaranthus spp. 18.2
Poluconum sp., not erectum 18.2

All of the remaining seed taxa (10) are represented by single
sample occurences. Notably, the ubiquity indices indicate at
least one if not two or three common denominators. The major
commonality is the relatively frequent occurrences of C.
berlandieri seeds. Other items which may have been exploited as

A, well during both periods were amaranth, wild rice and

.. knotweed/smartweed.

Table 6.q also illustrates some of the major differences
between the seed assemblages for the Middle Woodland and Late
Archaic components. Obviously, the starchy seed complex of
chenopod, little barley, maygrass and erect knotweed is well

represented in the Woodland features. Panic grass and perhaps
amaranth could be added to this compiex for the band Run West
site. These six taxa represent 75 or 86.2% of the identifiable
seeds (87) from Stratum II.

' In contrast, only chenopoc and amaranth seeds represent the

4-1 starchy seed complex in the set of samples from Archaic Stratum
IF III. Although not identified, it is noted that the two Polwaonum

spp. specimens from Stratum IiI samples do not represent erect
knotweed seeds. The two starchy seeds, chenopod and amaranth,

_ *:~are represented by 137 or 44.b% of the identifiable seeds (305)
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in
. from Stratum III. The dfferences in representaton may be due

in part to sampling error. However, it is also reasonable to

" assume hat they reflect real temporal varaton in plantfood

subsistence strategies.S
Starchy Cultivateo Seeds

The consituents of this seed group are typicalli considered
to be goosefoot, maygrass, erect knotweed and, more recently,
little barley. Of course, there are a number of other taxa which
also may have been cultivated prehistorically for their starchy
seeds or grains. Certain species of panic grass tPanicum sO.)
and amaranth (Amarantnus sp.) may be among additional taxa which
could be added or, in the case of amaranth, readded to this
group. However, since the species of each of these two taxa were
not identified, and their probable status as cultivated starchy
seeds has not been demonstrated elsewhere, they have been
classified herein as weed seeds (see below). Only the four
recognized constituents of this group are considered in this
section.

Chenopod seeds were represented by whole achenes as well as
a wide array of parts. These parts included testa Fragments of
various sizes, perisperms or fragments thereof, and fragments of
embryos. With the exception of two seed Fragments in Stratum III
samples (Features 25 and 34), all of the chenopod remains were
identified as C. berlandieri. Uirtually all but a few of the
seeds and seed fragments identified to this taxon had alveolate
testae or consisted of perisperms associated with alveolate
testae. For Stratum II the total SNE of 38 is represented by 14
whole seeds and 48 seed Fragments. For Stratum III the total SNE
of 130 is represented by 22 whole seeds and 188 seed fragments.

Diameter measurements were obtained for 38 chenopod
specimens from Stratum II feature samples and 83 chenopod
specimens for Stratum III feature samples. The diameter

. "measurements for these specimens bear out the identification as
C. berlandieri, based on recent data provided by D. Asch and N.
Asch (1985a, 1885b; also see Cowan 138S). The diameter
measurements (in mm) for whole achenes and perisperms lacking

embryos were as Follows for each of the two seed assemblages:

' -':
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Table 6.5
Measurements of Cnenopocium Seeds

Stratum Ii Stratum Ill
Diameter (mm) whole perisperms whole perisperms

.6 1

.71

.8 2 3

.5 1 4
1.0 2 1 1 10
1.1 5 217
1.2 8 Lt 13
1.3 5 8 5
1. L 2 9 2
1.5 1 2 3 1
1.6 2
1.7 1

Totals 27 11 27 56

in addition to these measurements the thicknesses of embryo
fragments also were obtained whenever possible. Two embryo
fragments from two Stratum II features measured .3 mm in
thickness. Eleven embryo fragments from Stratum III Features had
a range of .l-.5 mm, with a mode of .2 mm (7 embryo fragments).

The identification of C. berlandieri seeds in abundance and
of common occurrence in deposits dating to at least as early as
2300 B.C. is highly significant. At least in the lower Illinois
Ualley, several Titterington phase components that date to about
the same perioc of time as the Late Archaic Sand Run West
component also are characterized by abundant C. berlandieri seeds
(0. Asch and N. Asch 1385a:172, 177). All of the seeds from
these Illinois Ualley sites are characterized as biconvex with
thick alveolate testae. Nearly all of the chenopod seeds in the
Sand Run West samples also are biconvex and have thick alveolate
testae.. Importantly, however, the C. berlandieri seeds from Late
Archaic features at Sand Run West also include examples of seeds
having truncated margins and what appear to be thin testae.
These include three whole seeds from Feature 33 (1.2, 1.4, and
1.5 mm in diameter) and one whole seed from Feature 7 (1.5 mm in
diameter). These characteristics, particularly the thin testae,
are considered to represent traits specific to domesticated
goosefoot.

A few seeds with truncated margins and thin testae also were
noted for a Few samples From rlddle Woodland Features. Such
seeds are represented in the bamples from Features Sb and 31. In
addition, one whole seed measuring 1.2 mm in diameter was noted
as having a smooth teatae. It was present in the sample from
Feature 3.
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,*, Occurrences of the other three members of the starchy seed
complex were restricted entirely to Stratum II Eeature samples.
These included relatively numerous seeds of erect knotweed
(Poluconum erectumi, but relatively few seeds of both maygrass
(Phalaris caroliniana) and little barley CHordeum pusii1um).

Poluconum erectum was represented by six whole seeds and 17
fragments. Most of the 17 fragments consisted of complete ornearly complete kernels. Both reticulated and non-reticulated

morphs of P. erectum are represented by whole seeds.
Measurements for whole seeds indicate a length range of 1.6-3.2
mm, with a mean of 2.37 mm, and a width range of .8-2.2 mm with a
mean of 1.4B mm. Measurements also were obtained for eight whole
or nearly whole kernels. For these, the length range is 1.1-2.2,
with a mean of 1.711 mm, and a width range of.8-1.5 with a mean of
1.23.

Phalaris caroliniana is represented by two whole grains, one
each in Features 5b and 8, and a nearly complete grain in Feature
7. Measurements also were obtained for these three specimens.
The seeds have lengths of 1.3, 1.2, and 1.3 mm and widths of .9,
.7, and 1.1 mm, respectively. The two specimens of Hordeum
pusillum consist of a whole grain from Feature 8 and a nearly
complete grain from Feature 31. The whole grain measures 2.q X
.8 mm, whereas the nearly complete grain measures 2.2+ X 1.3 mm.
All occurrences of maygrass and little barley comprised naked
grains.

Oily Seeds

This seed group includes marsh elder (lva sp.) and sunflower
(Helianthus sp.). Both of these seeds are present in Feature 33,
the Late Archaic feature for which an abundance of Chenopooium

[J Eberlandieri seeds was noted. The only other occurrence of a
N. member of the oily seed group consists of a single marsh elder

kernel in Feature Sb, Stratum II. This kernal measured only 2.3
-, X 1.7 mm. Using the adjustments recommended by 0. Asch and N.

"sch (1985b:382) for loss of pericarp and shrinkage from
carbonization, the estimated uncarbonized achene length is 3.3 X
2.S3 mm. This size is between the dimensional ranges for Late
Archaic and Middle Woodland achene populations From lower
Illinois sites and within the range for wild marsh elder

-' . populations (see N. Asch and O. Asch 1978:Tables 7 and 8).

Three whole marsh elder kernels and one kernel fragment are
present in the sample from Feature 33, Stratum Ilia. Similar
adjustments for these kernels results in the following
dimensional estimates:

Length Width
3.30 2.38
3.16 2.53
-- 2.67

2.6e 2.0
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Again, these measurements are within the ranges For achenes of
wild marsh elder populations. Although smaller in comparison to
the population from the Napoleon Hollow site, all of the
measurements for the Sand Run specimens are within the length
range for Horizons 6 and 7 (3900-2900 B.C.) of the Koster site
(see D. Asch and N. Asch 1985a:Figure 6.3).

Sunflower achenes, identified only as Helianthus sp., arerepresented by four whole achenes and three achene fragments.

These also occur in the sample from Feature 33, Stratum lia.
Measurements on the four whole achenes, adjusted for
carbonization shrinkage as per Waselkov and Yarnell (in Yarnell
1978:2S6), are as follows:

Lenoth Width
L .Lt Lt .1.78

4.22 2.29
11.33 1 7B

3.00 1.b

The length:width indices range from about S.0 to 9.7, relatively
small in comparison to collections from other Middle and Late
Archaic sites in eastern North America (see Yarnell 1918:Table I;
D. Asch and N. Asch ISBSa:Figure b.S and Table 6.2). It is
notable, however, that one of the achene fragments appears to be
from a significantly larger achene than the others.
Unfortunately, it consists only of an apical fragment with a
small portion of body of the achene still intact.

Economic Noncultivated Seeds

Two represented seed taxa have been classified as members of
this group--wild rice (Zizania aquatica) and hogpeanut
(Amphicarpa bracteata). Wild rice grains comprise the most
abundant seed type in the Late Archaic samples, and have the

*3 second highest ubiquity index. Wild rice grains are represented
by only two whole grains and 302 grain fragments. One whole
grain and a grain fragment are present in Features Sb and S of

Stratum II, whereas the remainder are present in Stratum III
' features. Of the remainder, the whole grain and 291 grain

fragments are present in Feature 25, Stratum IlIb. In addition,
grain fragments are present in samples from Features 7, 9, 23,
and 3q of Stratum ill.

Wild rice is quite frequently represented in seen

assemblages in the breat Lakes region, where it was extensively
exploited as a staple resource curing historic times see
Stickney 1B6. Its abundance in Feature ?S and its relativelq
high ubiquity index tor the Late Archaic features is indicative
of extensive exploitation oF a nearbq, quiet-water lake or
slough. P number or the wild rice grain fragments, particuiarly
some in the Feature d5 sample, exnibit moderately distorted
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appearances and occasional tissue eruptions. However, they are
not swollen as described and depicted by Ford and Brose (1975).
The specimens from both the Late Archaic and the Middle Woodland
features appear to represent fully mature grains.

Hogpeanut is respresented by one whole bean and three
fragments. Two fragments from one bean represent the only
identifiable carbonized seed in the sample from Feature 1 in
Stratum I (Late Woodland). The other two seeds consist of a
whole bean and a large cotyledon fragment in Feature 38 of
Stratum IlIc. Ample ethnobotanical evidence has been compiled to

Lai indicate that it was widely exploited by Native American groups
(e.g., see Yanovsky 1336:37). Carbonized hogpeanut beans were
very abundant in a Late Archaic component at the Lahokia site
that dated to 1200 B.C. (Lopinot 1983).

Weed Seeds

At ii east 12 different taxa are included within this proup.
Six taxa are represented in the Middle Woodland feature samples,

N and eight taxa are represented in the Late Archaic feature
samples. Two occur in both sets of samples--amaranth and
purslane (Portulaca oleracea).

-'- .Whereas examples of uses of several plants within this group
could be cited, sound arguments cannot be made with respect to
their uses by the occupants of the Sand Run West site. Only
grains of panic grass CPanicum sp.) and to a lesser extent seeds
of amaranth occur in a sufficient proportion of samples to
suggest their possible uses as foods. Also, a single kernel
fragment of an achene, identified as giant ragweed (Ambrosia cf.
trifida), and a few kernels of dwarf ragweed (A. artemislifolia)

Vi achenes occur in several Late Archaic feature (Features 27, 33,
and 34) samples. The kernel of giant ragweed is estimated to
have measured 3.0 mm in length and 2.0 mm in width.
Considerable evidence exists for intensive utilization and

* .possibly even cultivation of giant ragweed during Late Archaic
and Early Woodland times (e.g., see Cowan 185:21LI-217).

,4 . The taxa belonging to this group are good indicators of the
. -degree of disturbance around a site, regardless of whether or not

they are utilized. Ihe fact that weed seeds are relativeiu more
abundant in Stratum II features (d0,7% of the identifianle seeds)
than in Stratum III features (S.% of the identifiable seeds)
probably reflects an increase in the intentional moification of

-" the surrounding lanascane of the Sand Run slouh. fakinq tnis
one step further, it is suggestive of increaseo cultivational
activities and resultant disturDed manitats were such taxa would
have thrived.
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*'* " . Otner Seeds

This catch-all group includes some rather unusual seed taxa.
Avens (Geum canadense) and Jewelweed LImpatiens sp.) seeds areA good indicators of open forests in rich bottomlands, ravines, and
slopes. The avens seed is represented by a whole kernel. The
avens achene likely comprised an inadvertant "hitch-hicker"

, .whicn, like nedstraw (Galium sp.) and tick-trefoil LUesmocium
sp.), probably became attached to clothing, hair or some otner
host, was brought to the site, and was picked free and discarded.

The presence of the Jewelweed seed is more difficult to
explain, particularly since the seeds are relatively large. ihe
young stems of this plant are noted as being edible Medsqer
1966: 167), and the abundant juice in the stems are commonly used
for medicinal purposes, particularly in the prevention or
treatment of poison ivy rashes.

The possible silver maple seed consisted of a complete seed
body. It is the correct size and shape for silver maple (Acer

-'" . saccharinum), except that the remainder of the samara had
apparently burned away preventing any type of conclusive
identification. Silver maple also thrives in low wet, open
forested places, especially along sunlit edges of bodies of
water.

Summarw

The analysis of plant remain has demonstrated that: (1) fuel
wood collection strategies were generalized, involving
exploitation from a wide range of habitats; (2) nuts,
particularly hickory nuts and acorns, were important during both
the Late Archaic and Middle Woodland periods; and L3) seed foods
were quite diverse during both periods of time. The major
difference between the two periods relates to the relative
importance or increased intensity of horticultural activities
during at least Middle Woodland times.

The identification of certain taxa, particularly from the
Late Arcnaic component of the Sand Run West site, has important
ramifications in understanding the evolution of agricultural
systems in eastern North America. In particular, the
identification of relatively aouncant Chenopocium berlandieri
along with several other taxa from deposits dating to ca.
2100-2300 B.C. adds to a growing body of evidence indicative of
widespread involvement with these plants during the Late Archaic
period. The other taxa minimally include marsh eider, sunflower
and giant ragweed.

The basic plantfood subsistence strategy during the
deposition of Stratum iii, or during the Late Archaic occupation,
revolved around hickory nuts, walnuts, acorns, chenopod seeds,
wild rice and possibly edible underground stems. Other foods of
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probable significance included the achenes of ragweed, sunflower
and marsh elder. Whereas strong evidence for norticuiture is
lacking, the suite of represented oiiW ana starchy seeds is
suggestive of some form of cuitivational activity. U. A5ch and
N. Ascn LlbSb have argued for cultivation of sunfiower and
marsh elder, as well as perhaps chenopod ana raaweed durinq the
Late Archaic period in the lower Illinois Valiey. At least one
of the kernel fragments of sunflower From Feature iJ appears to
represent a very large achene, perhaps of a semi-domesticated or
fully domesticated sunflower. Although rind or seeds of gourd

9 and squash were lacking from the Stratum Ill samples, intensive
examination of more samples from these contexts may demonstrate
the presence of one or both. Evidence which has accumulated
dL ing the last decade has amply demonstrated that both were
being cultivated in many places in the midwest during the Late
Archaic period (e.g., Chomko and Crawford 1978; Kay et al. 1980).

The samples from Stratum II have demonstrated a fairly well
developed horticultural complex not unlike that which has been
noted for Middle Woodland components to the south. This complex
includes chenopod, little barley, maygrass, erect knotweed,
squash and possibly panic grass. Other possible additions to
this complex minimally would include amaranth and marsh elder.

Hickory nuts and acorns continued to be important, as
possibly were edible underground stem foods. However, acorns
apparently replaced hickory nuts as the more heavily exploited
nut resources. Also, walnut appears to have been of very minor
importance, in contrast to the pattern of extensive use as a
secondary food source during the Late Archaic period.

-.* Ihe absence of hazelnut shell in the Midle Woodiand

archaeobotanical assemolage is intriguing, particuiariy in iight

ot its Cominance in many M7iddle Woodland assemblages from sites
I. to the southeast and south in the lower llinois Yalley and

latituainaily comparable parts of tne lississippi valley Le.g.,
King and Roper 1,76; N. Psch and 0. Asch 1380; Lopinot ilbln; U.
:sch and N. Asch 155b). The possible explanations ror the
significantly heightened importance of hazelnuts characterizing
only the Midole Woodland period have been many, but It does
appear that not all Middle Woodland groups in Illinois (e.g., in
the American Bottom)', Missouri and now Iowa participated in this
"experiment".

Also of interest is the fact that identifiable Fleshy Fruit
remains are entirely lacking from both the Stratum Ii and Stratum
III samples. Such remains tend to occur commonly in both Late
Archaic and Middle Woodland archaeobotanical assemblages Le.g.,
see Munson et al. 1971; Asch et al. 1972; Lopinot 1984b; 0. Asch
and N. Asch l85b). Their absence may be due to a number of

-. factors. These include sampling error, their relative
unimportance in the diet, the offsite processing of Fruits and
discard elsewhere of inedible parts, the nonuse of the site
during periods of peak fruit production July-early September),
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'. or a combination ot these. Lertainly, tneir aosence is rather
unusual.

In summary, the arcnaeobotanical assemblage trom the Late
Archaic component contains a rather diverse array of resources
suggestive of a generalized resource procurement strategy.
Although unproven, it is tempting to suggest the cultivation
minimally of goosefoot, marsh eider and sunflower by the Late
Archaic occupants. An assortment of nut resources, but
especially hickory nuts, and the grains of wild rice also were
intensively exploited by the Late Archaic occupants of the Sand
Run West site. The information obtained from this site adds to
the growing body of archaeobotanical data on Late Archaic
subsistence strategies in eastern North America.

Likewise, the archaeobotanical assemblage from the Middle
woodland component of the site illustrates that the Middle
woodland subsistence strategy represents variation on a common
theme which existed throughout this portion of the midcontinent.
This theme also was a very generalized one, involving
considerable dependence on the cultivation of a wide latitude of
seed foods. During the Middle Woodland occupation of the Sand
Run West site, these minimally included goosefoot, erect
knotweed, maygrass, little barley and squash. Others such as

,X marsh eider and panic grass might be added to tnis list in the
future. As with the Late Archaic occupation, however, collection
of nuts, particularly acorns in this case, ano certain other
naturalily available foods continued to occug a signiricant
portion of their eood procurement efrorts.
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ADDENDUM1
ARCHAEOBOTANY STUDY

by David W. Benn

During the course of excavations, nine liter soil samoles
were retained from each cultural level and every pit or hearth
feature. This soil was returned for processing to the Center For
Archaeological Research. The samples were remeasured and
air-dried For a Few days to assist in deFloculating the clays.
Drying sometimes increases the amount of breakage in some
carbonized materials, but it also greatly speeds the process of
Floating and screening the soil matrix. Floating involved
pouring the soil matrix into a bucket of water and gently
agitating the water until all lumps of soil had broken into
individual sediment grains. Floating carbon was poured into a
#40 mesh brass screen, while the heavy fraction was sieved
through nexted screens, the smallest being one-sixteenth inch
(Fly) screen. Light and heavy Fractions were air-dried on
newspaper.

The samples (Table 6.1) were picked by the writer to remove
seeds and nut shell. Light Fractions were sorted under a lOX
binocular microscope. Heavy Fractions were picked by eye for
carbon, bones and flakes. Then, carbon, bone and lithic remains
were sorted and distributed to specialists for analysis. Neal
Lopinot received a selection of the most prolific carbon samples
regardless of their species content. The carbon samples had to
be sub-sampled For Lopinot's analysis because of time and
monetary constraints.

The writer sorted all samples not sent to Looinot For seeds
that represent the native seed comolex and for wild rice. This
was done to confirm that Lopinot's findings applied to the rest
of the assemblage. Samples producing horticultural seeds and
wild rice are presented in Table 6.6. Chenooodium berlandieri is
nearly ubiquitous, and wild rice also occurs in many samples,
especially in the Late Archaic Stratum III. A single sunflower
Fragment with achene also came from Stratum III feature 2.
Although broken, the sunflower fragment is slightly wider than

A -1.6mm (corrected measurement). No other horticultural seeds were
S- ~. found, nor was any squash rind recognized in the Late Archaic

samples. These Findings correlate with Lopinot's results.
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Table 6.3

Wood Charcoal Identifications

Stratum II Stratum III

Wood Taxa
Ct % Ct

Acer cf. rubrum 4 2.7 2 i.4
Acer spp. 5 3.4 4 2.7

Carya app. (true type) 13 8.9 2,0 13.7
Carya spp. (pecan type) 1 .1 - -

Carya cf. Cordiformis 1 .7 3 2.0
Carya sp. (indeterminate) - - 4 2.7

Celtis/Ulmus spp. 11 7.5 A 8.9

Fraxinus spp. 15 10.3 9 6.2

Gleditsia/Gymnocladus spp. 4 2.- .7

Gleditsia triacantnos - - 3 2.0

Juglans spp. 6 4.- 7 4.8

Morus rubra 2 1.4 2 1.4

Populus/Salix spp. 8 5.5 13 8.9

Salix spp. 2 1.4 - -

cf. Prunus spp. 1 .7 -

Quercus spp. (white) 62 42.5 48 32.9
Quercus spp. (red) 9 6.2 5 3.4
Quercus spp. (indeterminate) 1 .7 10 6.8

Tilia americana 1 .7 2 1.4
Subtotals 146 100.1 146 99.9

Knotwood 4
Ring Porous 5 43
Semi-ring Porous 2 1

Diffuse Porous 4 9
Indeterminate 3 17~. *

TOTALS 160 220

I..
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Table 6.4

Carbonized Seed Number

Estimates (SNE) per Taxon

Stratum II Stratum III

SNE SNE %

Starchy Cultivated Seeds
Chenopodium spp.* 38 43.7 130 42.5
Hordeum pusillum 3 3.4 - -

Phalaris caroliniana 2 2.3 -

Polygonum erectum 22 25.3 - -

Subtotals 65 74.7 130 42.5

Oily Seeds

Helianthus sp. - - 7 2.3
Iva sp. 1 1.1 4 1.3

Subtotals 1 1.1 11 3.6

Economic Noncultivated Seeds

Amphicarpa bracteata - - 2 .7
Zizania aguatica 2 2.3 141 46.2

Subtotals 2 2.3 143 46.9

Weed Seeds

Amaranthus spp. 4 4.6 7 2.3
S Ambrosia artemislifolia - - 3 1.0

A. cf. trifida - .3

.* cf. Amorpha canescens - .3

Desmodium sp. 1 1.1 - -
_Galium sp. - 1 .3

Pancum sp. 8 9.2 3
. -Poaceae -- 1 .3
, .. Polygonum sp. -- 2 .6

Portulaca oleracea 2 2.3 2 .6
Verbascum sp. 1 1.1 - -

Verbena sp. 2 2.3
Subtotals 18 20.7 18 5.9

Otner Seeds

cf. Acer sacCharinum 1 1.1 - -

Fdbaceae - - 1 .3
Geum canadense - - 1 .3

Impatiens sp. - - 1 .3
"J Subtotals 1 1.1 3 1.0

Unidentified 22 19

TOTALS 109 99.9 325 1oU.0

*Includes all seeds identified as C. berlandieri, as well ,6 trose
,, identified only as Chenopodium spp.

* .,
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NTable 6.6

Selected Seed Species trom

Samples Not Processed for the Arcnaeobotany Study

.o

Provience

Block Stratum lev/tea Zizania Chenopodiuum Helianthtus

A 11-6 tea 2 - 2 -

B II lev 8 gen 1 2 -

tea 4 - 3 -

C II lev 9 gen - 2 -

Middle Woodland subtotal 1 9 0

B lia tea 19 - 1

IIIb fea 2 - 12 frag.

-t tea 18 2 1

tea 35 1-
tea 36 1 1

* " C III lev 11 gen - 1
lev 13 gen - 2

- lev 14 gen - 6

tea 10 - I
tea 12 1 -

tea 15 2 1

Late Archaic subtotal 7 26

< 2
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FAUNAL REMA~INS

The aboriginal occupants of the Sand Run site may have left
abundant evidence of the animals they captured and consumed.
Unfortunately, the site's soils are not conducive to bone
preservation. The buried and surface soils developed beneath

Ku.Forests, and the A and B soil horizons are leached and mildly
acidic. There are middens and trash pits in the soils composed
of dense masses of cultural debris. Here, bone preservation was

-. ,.better because the high organic content changed the natural soil
chemistry. Thus, bone preservation was variable across the site;
never adequate to preserve a complete range of aboriginal

-,evidence but good enough to reveal broad patterns of Faunal1
exploitation From some components.

Two kinds of Faunal samples were obtained. All bones Found
during excavation and recovered from one-quarter inch Field

d4 screens are tabulated in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. Generaly, these
bones, hereafter called "excavated bones, " were in poor condition
because they were difficult to extract From the soil without
damage. Bones in the soil tended to be cracked and soft and were
about the same hardness as the surrounding soil. Many bones were
removed in a block of soil matrix, but they were just as friable
in the laboratory. The other kind of bone sample was obtained
From soil samples Floated in the laboratory. Recovery by
Flotation and screening through one-sixteenth inch mesh yielded
larger numbers and smaller sizes of bones than the field sample.
"Floated bone" remains are listed in Tables 7.2, 7.L± and 7.5.

t Excavated bones were sorted and identified by the writer.A
handful of excavated bones representing unidentifiable birds,
canids, human and miscellaneous categories were sent to Lucretia
Kelly (Columbia, Illinois) for identification. All Floated bone
samples, except fish vertebrae, also were sent to Kelly For
identification. Eight human teeth were evaluated by George
Milner (Pennsylvania State University at State College), and a
human cranium and mandible were analyzed by personnel of the
Office of State Archaeologist, Iowa.

The Assemblaae

All of the bones processed and tabulated in the laboratory
amount to 394-9 pieces. Of these, 389 (10".) were identified to
species or Family. The rest (90%) are mainly small Fragments
that can be identified to class but orovide no useful information
about habitat preference. A large orcoortion of the assemblage,
1248± bones -32%), is calcined or burned bone, which is more
likely to be oreserved under acidic soil conditions.



The methods by which bones were recovered has some influence
on the composition of the assemblage. The 1593 excavated bones
include 734 C46%) calcined pieces, while calcined pieces comprise
22% (514) of the 2350 floated bones. Apparently, hard, white
calcined bones are more visible and easier to recover than soft
unheated bone in hard soil conditions. Water separation of bones
and soil matrix yielded more unheated bone, especially bones of a
wider range of sizes. Recovery of non-calcined fish remains was
notably better in flotation samples.

The conditions of bone preservation can be visualized in the
data in Table 7.1. Stratum I (Late Woodland period) in the
site's topsoil has almost no bone preservation, not even calcined
bones. The few bones present were well preserved and probably
represent intrusions of modern faunal remains into the site.
Among these intrusions are raccoon (P. lotor) and elk (C.

" canadensis) bones and a fragment of mussel shell (the onlu shell
from the site). Stratum II (Middle Woodland period) in a buried
soil yielded a small sample of bones, mostly calcined. Much of
sample came from pit features. Lacking non-calcined bones, the
Stratum II sample cannot be taken as reoresentative of aboriginal
use of fauna. Stratum III (Late Archaic period), a deeoly buried
midden soil, yielded the largest number of bones. A majoritu of
the bones were not calcined. Bones were concentrated in the
lower levels CCI4, C15; Bi5, BIB) with other cultural remains
like fire-cracked rock. The Stratum III sample with bones from

-., -many proveniences can be considered broadly representative of
aboriginal fauna exploitation.

The faunal assemblage is analyzed below by sample type (i.e.
excavated, floated) and animal class.

Excavated bones: (Table 7.2)

U-.. Except for calcined turtle bones, there are no other animal
species represented in Strata I and II. Preservation of bones in
the Late Archaic levels was dependent on associations in pit
features and in middens or on extremely deep burial (e.g. Stratum
IIIc, Block B).

Mammals: White-tailed deer (0. virQlnianus) elements dominate
the assemblage. Many unidentified bone fragments also reoresent
longbone splinters from this species. Raccoon, beaver (Castor
canadensis) and Canis spp. elements also occur in several levels,
while squirrel has three occurrences. Most of an articulated dog
sKeleton came from level 11 Stratum III, although this probablu
was a dog interred in a Middle Woodland pit that extended into
the Archaic comoonent (a fragment of a ceramic oipe stem was
found with the dog). An Archaic oit yielded many broken elements

" "-" of a large canid skeleto the size of a wolf. Neither the doq or
ijolf" skeleton was adequately preserved to studu tooth eruptions

or element sizes. A calcined fraqment of cut (sawn7 ) deer antleralso was recovered from Stratum IIIb, ELock B.
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Humans: Isolated molar teeth were found in two Archaic levels
. ,.* and one feature. One of these teeth Clevel 14 Block C) was

identified by George Milner as an upper left second molar from a
person about 11-13 years old. In level 11 Stratum Ilia (Block B)
a complete human cranium and mandible were recovered in a very
soft, crumbly condition. These remains were in the general
midden, not buried in a pit. A report of these remains is
appended (Appendix F).

Birds: Only three elements were recovered. They included a duck
(A. platurhunchos), turkey (M. callopavo) and a large bird (not
goose or turkey). This sample is inadequate for analysis.

Turtles: Calcined turtle shell was the only ubiquitous remains
in the samples. Some cultural practice must be responsible forthe high incidence of heated turtle shell. Perhaps turtle shell

bowls were commonly used around the hearth locus (cf. Styles,
Purdue and Colburn 1985:q34). A turtle shell fragment with
numerous scraping marks (tool striations) was found in level 8
Stratum II Block C. The only turtle species positively
identified is Trionux (soft-shell turtle) because of the
distinctive pebbled surface of the shell. Bowls were not made
from this species. According to variations in shell element

. :shape other water species and the box turtle also are present and
, . were made into bowls.

Fish: Only elements of fish from the catfish family* (Ictaluridae) and drum (. arunniens) were identified. The small

i numbers of fish remains from excavated proveniences is a
reflection of poor recovery from quarter inch field screens and
the small, fragile nature of these bones. One element, however,
was from a very large member (e.g. +15 lbs.) of the catfish
family.

Floated Bones: (Tables 7.3, 7.1, 7.5):

The assemblage of bones from floated soil, both general
level and feature samples (see Table 6.1), is not more diverse in
terms of species. But, there is much better recovery of small

U. fis-h remains from all components at the site.

Mammals (Tables 7.3, 7.q): Elements from mammals are not more
numerous in floated samples. Muskrat (0. zilethicus), raccoon.
canids and deer are each represented bu a few elements. Bones
from small rodents (Cricetidae) are common, but few elements are
teeth useful for identification. The unidentified bone fragments
show a oremonderance of medium to larce sized creatures.

Humans (Table 7.4): Five molars, a canine fraoment and an
incisor were washed from feature 31 Stratum It Biock B. These
were probably articulated, the jaw bones having been so soft theu

;* dissolved in water. George Mlilner observed that this individual
was 2-3 years in age.
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-" Birds: Only mallard duck bones were identifiable. A sternum
fragment from a large bird also is present.

Turtles: Calcined turtle bone is, again, ubipuitous, but manu
shell fragments from Block C Archaic levels are not heated.
Soft-shell turtle is identified, and other water and box turtles
also seem to be reoresented.

"A Snakes: A number of snaKe vertebra were recovered from Archaic
Stratum III, especially in Block C. Two of these are calcined,
but there is no other direct evidence that snakes were utilized
by the Sand Run inhabitants. The recoveru of snake elements
correlates with that of fish bones.

- Fish (Table 7.5): The "indeterminant" category consists mostly
of vertebra. The identified elements are dominated by the

7 catfish family, especially bullheads (Ictalurus spp.), although
three elements are from medium and large sized catfish. Other
significant species include the bowfin (A. clava), sucker
(Catastomidea) and drum. Species of the sunfish (Lepomis sp.),
Pike (Esox sp.), gar (Lepisosteus sp.) and minnow (Cypinidae)
families are uncommon. The high incidence of bullheads indicates
exploitation of backwater channels. The suckers are small-sized;
suckers are spawned in the shallows of small streams. Gar and
drum are more indicative of large rivers, but they enter
backwater communities during flood stages. Generally, the
habitat preferences of species in the collection match the slough
conditions in Front of the Sand Run site. The small size of most
of the fish suggests they were captured with nets or scooped from

*' - drying backwater lakes.

Discussion

Interpretations are limited to comments about bones that are
present, since preservation problems have caused an obvious
skewing in the representation of soecies (e.g. too few apuatic
birds, mussels and deer). Generally, the assemblace is dominated
by aquatic creatures (fish, turtles), woodland/edge species
(deer, raccoon) and canids (presumablu dogs). This is the
typical pattern for Woodland culture occupations in large valleys
of the Midwest (Parmalee et al. 1972; Styles, Purdue and Colburn
S1985:3Lt). It also may be an emerging pattern for Late Archaic

pooulations, if this writer is catching the common sentiment
among research archaeologists in the Midwest. One species that
is conspicuous by its absence is elk, a creature of the prairie.

A few elk bones are in the surface collection from 13L30. but
elsewhere in eastern Iowa elk bones are not frequently
represented in Woodland and Late Archaic assemblages.

Of course, exploitation of the prairie habitat could have
occurred during seasons when the Sand Run site was not occupied.
There are virtually no good seasonal indicators in the Sand Run
bone assemblage, except annuli in the vertebra of fish (Aooelget
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and Smith 1950; Casteel 1972). Hundreds of vertebra were
recovered in various states of preservation, most did not retain
their spines but the centra were frequentiu intact. Thus,
identifications of species were not attempted from vertebra, but

jr a sample was analyzed for seasons of death bg notino the relative
location of the last annulus. Lacking soecies control, this• i exercise is not intended to be an exacting studu. Rather, the

composition of seasons is sought.

Flotation samples containing the most vertebra were selected
for analysis. Only bones retaining the centrum margin and
exhibiting clearly defined annual rings and annuli ci.e. dark or
clear winter growth ring) were read. Following Casteel
(1972:408), three "seasons" were identified:

-vertebrae with annulus on the margin (march-June);
-vertebrae with a small amount of growth after the annulus

(July-October);
N; -vertebrae with much growth after the annulus (November-

February.

Table 7.6
Seasons of Death in

Sand Run Fish Uertebrae

provenience March-June Julu-October November-Februaru

Stratum II n-6 3 B
fea.s 89, B3 35% 1847%
B4, CSb, C.levB

Stratum III n-71 65 6t
fea.s C2, C7, C8, 36% 32% 32%

r CS, C12, Ci, B23,
B27, B2, B36, B37
B38

When reading this data, it is important to note that Casteel
v . (1972:409) found a 12-14% error of inconsistent readings in his

samples. The whole sample size for Stratum II is low, and the
July-October percentage approaches the size that Casteel
mentioned For his rate of error. Spring and late Fall-Winter
seasons represent most of the kills in Stratum II. The Late
Archaic Stratum III data are explicit in showing fish kills
throughout the year. It appears that Late Archaic people took
fish regularly and during the entire year. A year-round pattern
is not consistent with the widespread conception that most wild

•. :resources were exploited seasonally, for instance the Stratum II
pattern.
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Table 7.1

13LA38

Tabulation of All Bone Remains

from General Excavations

Calcined/burned Unheated I•D.

Stratum Level frags frags calcined unheated

Block A I 1 -

2S3 -

4 2

I fea

II 5 1

6 -2

-~~ 7

9 fee's 6 2

Block 8 I 5

It 7 6

8 8
9-10 4

- 15 fea's 41 6
Ilia 11 - *

12 3
13 1

14 17 .9 2
" f Eea's 23 6 -

IIIb 15 40 -43 3 5
16 30 16 1 2

17 16 2 -3

5 fee's 11 I

Ilc 17 28 7 2

18 9 -51 2

19 3 -31

20 -

7 fea's 2 -38 9

Block Cl 1 - 2

2 -

3 4 2
% 4

5 4
11 6 20 1

7 22 2

8 34

9 35 2 3

I fea -14 3 -

111 10 37 11 -

11 34 8 1 4

12 33 41 - 6

13 .80 42 1 1.
14 -113 -125 - 38

. 15 +19 .32 -I

- . 13 fea's 5 +243 9*

* Totals .705 .717 2) -141
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VI II' INTERPRETATIONS

This chapter is divided into two parts. The first deals
with the natural context of archaeological deposits through
pedological and geomorphological evidence. The second is about
prehistoric periods and culture processes in the Three Rivers
region and the Midwest.

".Z' Site Preservation and Natural Contexts

Nowadays, the first questions we ask about a region's
prehistory are: where in the landscape are sites most likely to
be located, and what conditions of preservation can be
anticipated? The geomorphic contexts of cultural materials and
radiocarbon dates from Sand Run do not provide answers to these
profound issues, for Sand Run is but a single locus in the
massive 11ississippi Valiey. The Sand Run evidence does
illiuminate avenues for research that could lead to modelling of
site contexts on the valley floor.

The conditions of site preservation have to do with evidence
that is preserved in spite of the effects of soil chemistry,
leaching in the soil, transportation by moving water, tree falls
and mixing due to burrowing animals. The latter effects--water
and biota--are constant factors in a floodplain environment. The

, "impacts of water, tree growth and burrowing animals will vary
across small areas of the site depending on proximity to the
water source and elevation of the ground above the water table.
Both effects would have been contemporary with the prehistoric

. - occupation and would have continued through archaeological time.

.. - The impact of leaching may be amenable to modelling over
- ,"broad areas. Forest soils, for instance, have heavily leached E

horizons where cultural evidence is likely to be physically
ov destroyed by turbations and likely to be chemically reduced

because of acidic pH. If the A horizon in a forest soil is not
cumulic because regular additions of overbank alluvium bury the
surface, materials in the A and E horizons will be subjected to
intense episodes of decomposition. This was the case for Late
Woodland materials on the fan in Stratum I Block A at Sand Run.
Here, evidence in the lower A/upper E horizons was subjected to
the highest degree of decomposition on the site. Feature stains
were bleached, pottery sherd surfaces were decomooseo, ano even
caicined bones were dissolved. Though strata 11 and ill at band
Run aiso contained forest soils, the over-thicKening of the A
horizon ny additions of alluvium/coliuvium and orcanic materials
tended to insujate culture evidence from naturai aecomoosition.
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. iThe interaction of soil chemistry and preservation may be
modelled according to types of landforms. In particular, there
is a tendency for pH values to increase moving downward in
alluvial/colluvial Fan deposits. This was evident in the
Michaels Creek fan (Bettis and Hoyer l9B3) and in the fans at
Napoleon Hollow (Styles 1985:125). In fans the pH values
increase from acidic to basic as the depletion of calcite

. decreases in lower levels, therefore the conditions For bone and

,- shell preservation are better in lower levels of Fans. The data
From Mlichaels Creek and Napoleon Hollow also indicate the pH of
river alluvium, which contains primary carbonates, is
approximately neutral Lca. 7.). This pH level is conducive for

preservation of bone and shell. Both trends are evident at band
Run, as bone preservation increased toward the bottom of the fan

:[4: (e.g. Block B; Table 7.1) and the terrace e.q. Block C; Table

7.1). The simplist model of preservation from this evidence
would be that sediments of overbank alluvium are more conducive
to preservation of organic remains than alluviai/coiluvial

~. > sediments from the valley walls. High rates of secimentation,
and therefore more rapid site burial, probably increase

N *preservation potentials in both sedimentary environments.

The other issue to be investigated by modelling is where
sites are likely to be found in the landscapes of the Mississippi
River valley. Others have approached this problem through
pool-wide archaeological/geomorphological surveys (cf. Church
n.d.; Barnhardt et al. 1983; Boszhardt and Overstreet 1983;

'^ ' Overstreet 1984a). In general, researchers identify
morphostratigraphic units and relate the units to time and major
geological events in the fluvial system. The result For the

..- Upper Mississippi Basin has been delineation of Late Wisconsinan
terraces and alluvial fills, alluvial fans and colluvial slopes,
a massive Holocene alluvial fill that dominates the floodplain,
and a surFicial layer of post-settlement alluvium. The Holocene
alluvium presents the most formidable challange because of its
massive volume and structural complexity. Thus far the Holocene
alluvium has been studied only in terms of its surface geomorphic

A , features and how it interfaces with earlier and later fills (cf.
V ~Church n.d.). This approach has limited utility for prediction

Vof site potentials because available data does not permit
temporal divisions within the massive Holocene fill.

Because there are soils, moth surface and buried, in the
Holocene alluvium, we might cogently inquire wny soils have not

• .*, been investigated as stratigraphic markers within alluvial
sediments. Elsewhere, soils nave been emploqed as indicators of
relative age and rates of sedimentation: in alluvial rans tHouer
1 l80; Styles 185), in 13es Moines River fans and terraces 6ettis

*- • and Hoyer la86), and in the Middle Mississippi miver rioopiain
(White in Hannus lb83). The three major soiis at 13L36 soan the

"' alluvial/colluvial sediments in the blufF footsiope an tne river
alluvium adjacent to Sand Run Slough tsee Chapter li. Inclusion
of diagnostic cultural materials demonstrate that the soils mark
the same passages of time on both landforms. A similar
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relationship between a three-part soil sequence and time was
described in the Michaels Creek fan about Smi north of Sand Run.
Here, the first buried soil (2Ab) contained Weaver and Black Sand
ceramics, and another buried soil (with an aceramic component?)
existed below it (Bettis and Hoyer 1983j. An alluvial fan at
Fort Madison, Iowa (IOmi south of Sand Run) also contained a well
expressed surface soil and a buried soil above a radiocarbon date
of 3650+160 B.P. (Beta-lS074; Stanley 18 6. These
correspondences between periods of peoogenesis, sediment
stratigraphy and cultural inclusions have a distribution in the
Three Rivers region that is too broad to ignore. Presumably,
this sequence of soils, fans and terraces represents the Late
Holocene stratigraphic record for this region of the Mississippi
valley.

Fluvial systems develop through interrelated responses to
climate, time and materials (i.e. complex response; Schumm 1977),
so the Late Holocene stratigraphic sequence at Sand Run should
correspond to other soils and fluvial stratigraphy in the
Midwest. The morpho- and pedogenic stratigraphies from other
regions will not necessarily be the same, but the same natural
processes that act on the Mississippi fluvial system will impact
on cultural evidence in similar patterns throughout that fluvial

S. system. Thus, it is observed that Early Woodland and early Late
Woodland remains were discovered in the first buried soil at the
Mill Pond site (47Crl86) at Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin (Theler
1983, 1986). Had there been slower sedimentation at Mill Pond,
the upper component would have intruded more into the Early
Woodland component--precisely the relationship of the Weaver and
Black Sand components in Stratum II Block C at Sand Run.

Perhaps there is a typical stratigraphic relationship
- between Woodland components in the Upper Mississippi basin

because a major episode of pedogenesis occurred between ca. 800
B.C. and A.0. 300 (the Sub-Atlantic climatic episode, cf.
Wendland 1978). In this scenario the Early Woodland materials
were deposited first in the midst of a period of slowed
sedimentation rates and pedogenesis. As sedimentation rates
slowed more and peoogensis continued, subsequent intensive

L occupations at the same site by later Woodland grouos woui have
resulted in the intrusion of these components into the Early
woodland level. The product of these natural processes would
have been kitchen middens of the kind that Fowler lSSi and
Griffin (1952) used to serate woodland ceramics into cultural
sequences for the middle Illinois River valley.

Cultural interpretations do flow easily, and subconsciously,
from perceptions about archaeological deposits. For instance,

1. ". the weaver tradition of the early Late Woodland period is widely

perceived by archaeologists to have developed gradually out of
the Middle Woodland Havana tradition. But, this is exactly the
view we should expect from the soil stratigraphy just described:
i.e. that weaver was deposited in the upper solum, and its pits

" intruded into everything beneath it in the same soil tcf. Stratum
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-1 dlocK B at band Run), thus mixing aria generaiizinq the
cultural stratigraony. where a soi± relationship ±iKe tnis is a
regular pattern througnout a ±arge area, oniq sing.e component
sites or remains ouried quickiq oy rapid seolmentation would
provide a true picture or tne Processes or culture change.

The principals of natural stratigraphy aiso are applicable
to the problem of locating Late Archaic components on the rioor
of the Mississippi River valley. Lverstreet Qita:i3J states a
familiar fact that Late Archaic sites are ceepiy turiea and
difficult to locate in Pool 10 of the upper valley. The same is

-* true For the locality around Sand Run and Michaels Lreek, where
the Late Archaic was located .2-- 2m below the surface. However,

. ,depth below surface is a relative concept in floodplains due to
the process of lateral accretion of sediments. Overstreet
focused on the aceramic component in sandy sediments beneath the
buried soil at Mill Pond (Theler 1983) as a representive example

' of the stratigraphic context for Late Archaic materials in the
floodplain. At Sand Run and Michaels Creek the Archaic
components were beneath the major soil bearing the Woodland
components. Likewise, in the central Des Moines valley, late
Middle and Late Archaic components occurred in the sandy deposits
beneath major soils in Holocene terraces (Benn 186). To be
consistent with the stratigraphic model created for woodland
materials (above), we must anticipate that (post-SO00 B.P.)

S.-Archaic deposits will occur in the bottom or beneath the major
buried soil(si in the Mississippi floodplain. The major buried
soils tend to be accessible for excavation (in the upper half of
each pool), so Archaic components probably will occur near or
below the average water table level. In alluvial fans the Late
Archaic components are anticipated in the mid-stratigraphy

position below the major upper _sur-face) soiils).

Culture Patterns

The Following discussion is sut-divioed into three culture
' Periods represented by the strata at nand Run.

Late Archaic Perioo

Restrictions in the archaeological data from iowa impede
speculative interpretation about this period. Excavated sites
are Few and widely scattered throughout the state, and their
point assemblages do not match. The remains at Sand Run cover
only the initial one-quarter of the period, ca. L500-000 B.P.
Late Archaic records up-river from Sand Run are just as poor,
with the majority of the remains assumed to be buried beneath
floodpiain alluvium or under colluvial slopes 'cf. Overstreet

15B~±b: lq7.

There are at least four "complexes" of haftec bifaces (,;.e.
' fifaciai Knives and projectile points) recoqnizabie i" eastern

['-"2 3')
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Iowa. One group evidenced conspicuousiy at Sand Run and in many
surface collections encompasses deeply side notched points with
squared basal ears ano straight or concave bases. These are
usually large parallel-sided points, although often heavily
resharpened, called Osceola and Raduatz (Forrow 198:56, 59). A
second group of medium sized points with ovate blades have
smaller side notches, straight bases, less basal thinning and go
oy the names Matanzas (Morrow 19Bq:65) and Godar (Cook 1976).
The third complex has more tool types and includes "diggers" and
gouges as well as biface types: Wadlow, Karnak, Sedalia, Etiey
and Nebo Hill (Morrow 198q:16-20, -7). The fourth complex
includes small-medium sized points with broad side notches or
"constrictions" (e.g. Fort Dodge and Conrad point types; Morrow
1984:63-61t) and stemmed points like Table Rock and Durst Stemmed
UMorrow 198q:45). Nothing substantive is known about the

*regional distributions of the Four "complexes" or even if these
point types comprised distinct assemblages with other artifact

Stypes.

There is some evidence of temporal variations among the
point complexes. This leads to speculations about possible

"_ connections to cultural phases already named in Illinois. For
instance, the Osceola points at Sand Run were contemporary with
other midwestern Osceola material cf. Overstreet 19db, and
with Conrad's (IBBI) Hemphill phase in west-central Illinois and
the Falling Springs phase in the American Bottoms UlcEirath et
al. 1984:36-40). Conrad places the Hemphiil phase tca. 4iO-±2SO
B.P.) between the Helton and Titterington pnases of the Lower
Illinois River valley (Ibid.). The second compiex ot iatanzas
and Godar points matches the Helton phase 'ca. 5500-5000 B.P.', a
late Middle Archaic manifestation in the lower Illinois River
valley (Cook 1976:107). The third complex is represented oy the
Sedalia complex in northeastern Missouri (Chapman i75:203) and
the Titterington phase (ca. '200-3800 B.P.) in the lower Illinois
River valley (Cook 1976). My fourth compiex may have post-dated
Titterington/Sedalia. Two thermoluminescence dates on rock
associated with Table Rock Stemmed points From 13WS5B are
2995-+330 B.P. and 3633+360 B.P. (Lensink ed. 1986:198), and a
radiocarbon date of 3015+-65 B.P. (Wis-9OS) was associated with
three Conrad points in 13PKIl9 at Saylorville Reservoir (Osborn

aand Gradwohl 1981:131).

This rough chronology implies considerable complexity for
the Archaic periods after ca. 5500 B.P. Growing complexity is
what reseachers have been writing recently about the Archaic

" '- periods CcF. Brown and Uierra 1983). Those working in the
American Bottom remark about a population influx increase7
dense artifact middens with pits, and village partitioning in
Late Archaic sites (McElrath et al. 194B). At the Koster site
the Horizon 6 and '- middens were prolific and refiected nase camp
occupations (Cook 1976; Brown and Vierra 1983). Also at Koster
and other Late Archaic sites, like the Osceola site WOverstreet
18'b), there are artifacts and raw materlais oortenoino
social-value: necorated oins, oannerstones, piummets. coccer,
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red pigments, galena, exotic cherts. Settlement patterns
included permanently occupied base camps as well as resource
extractive stations, and by the Late Archaic period the valleys
and the uplands were extensively occupied (Cook 1976:118; O'Brien
1580:liS; Emerson and McElrath 1383:231; Lewis 183:108; Benn and
Rogers 198S:33). Burial ceremonialism had become elaborated to
indicate corporate ritual and organization associated with
productive members of society (Charles and Buikstra 1983).

The evidence is still too scanty to tell where and when
social complexity began to happen among Archaic peoples in
eastern Iowa. The material remains of complexity are certainly
evident after ca. 4500 B.P. at Sand Run, a year-round base camp
with evidence for the native seed complex, bannerstones, galena

-'and red pigment (hematite). This pattern is widespread locally.
According to collectors, other sites on the upland salient
between the Iowa and Mississippi Rivers yield bannerstones,

' -' hematite and other lithics like Sand Run. South of Sand Run and
"-' in interior southern Iowa collectors obtain the same Minos of

elaborate ground stone and hematite. The Ryan Red Ochre)
complex of the Mississippi valley in northeastern Iowa mau be a
Late Archaic burial manifestation Logan 1976). The artifactual
symbols of complexity are not evident, however, as far west as
the central Des Moines River valley.

* - Many of the artifacts of Late Archaic perioC also were oart
of the Middle woodland period assemblage. At Sand Run continuitW
between these periods is evidenced by blade production as Dart of
a lithic industry that emphasized hard- and softhammer
techniques. Likewise, the natural subsistence base and native
seed complex was common to both periods. The exchange of exotic
materials began during the Late Archaic and intensified during
the Middle Woodland period. In tracing these continuities, it is
evident that the processes leading to complex societies had their
origins during the Archaic periods.

Elaborate artifacts and exotic raw materials are symbols of
complexity for a common reason; i.e. they represent economic
processes in which labor was expended for social purposes other
than the simple use-value of the oblects. Part of the labor that
produced utilitarian objects like ground stone axes and
bannerstones, tools of exotic materials and horticultural
products was an investment anticipating a future return.
Invested labor is "social-labor," i.e. labor-value that isaccumulated ("surplus") to fulfill obligations and to pay social
"debts" (Bender 1i8Sb). This was the process of socio-economic
evolution in hunting and gathering economies that Mapmened during
the latter half of the Archaic periods.

Price and Brown (lQB5:B) propose three conaltions that
fostereo the oevelopment of complexity. 1) Sccial
circumscription is the situation where proauctive units are too
packed in territories to allow eor emiqration to avoio
socio-economic problems. 2) AOt- nt resources ailowed ror
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creation of annual surpluses. 3) Increasing population placed
stress on subsistence strategies based on natural resources.
Brown (19S5:223) argues that exchange of valued commodities began
the process of mitigating crowding during the Late Archaic
period. I would extend Brown's reasoning by recognizing that the
substantial labor investment in elaborate ground stone objects
and chipped stone bifaces of quarried cherts would have been an
important source of sucplus-value for the Late Archaic exchange
system. Indeed, one could argue that surplus-value in
utilitarian items like axes and Oifaces might have been the
progeniture of commodities such as copper, hematite, galena and

.,, fine cherts.

:Early and Midole Woodland Periods

These periods of occupation are mixed in ,tratum if at sand
Run. Since the large majority of remains in Stratum ii belona to
the Middle Woodland period, no definitive Early woodland period

N •assemblage can be recognized. Interpretations will only be made
from typological evidence, virtually all of which has been
covered in the ceramics chapter (III) in this volume.

Along the ISmi stretch of bluffline in the vicinity of Sand
Run there are 16 sites that have yielded Early Woodland Ceramics
(Figure B.1). Most of these sites have other major Woodland
components, so the pattern of site distributions has no other
significance except collector bias. Five of the sites along Lake
Odessa, including Sand Run Slough West, and the Smith site have
Marion Thick ceramics. Almost all of the 16 sites have Liverpool

* "; *ware as well. This is a fairly dense site pattern--probably as
, •dense as anything along the Illinois River or farther south on

the Mississippi River. The age of the Marion components is
unknown, but it is assumed to have preceeded Black Sand. At Sand
Run the stratigraphy appears to indicate that the Black Sand
component(s) was contemporary with some of the Havana components,
probably the earlier ones (e.g. Late Morton/Caldwell phase, ca.

. 2SO-1S0 B.C. and perhaps th -.1lton phase, ca. ISO B.C.-A.D. 1).
,- This overlap of materials fr ases lends support to Munson's

(1982) model of a Black Sand adition separate from the Havana
-. , tradition. No overlap of the e traditions is recognized to the
-. *. north in the Quad-States region, Out a possible dichotomous

settlement pattern in the central Des Moines River valley may be
indicative of overlap between iocal phases (Benn ana Rooers
1 85.

A troublesome aspect of tne Sana Run assemblage is that it
did not include stemmed points of the UicKson-Beiknap-Waubesa
contracting stem and Kramer square stem styles. Neither aio tne
sites with Early Woodland ceramics at nearbu Nlicraeis LreeK have
many of these points (Fokken and Finn 1S84). Stemmed point
styles are wicely associated with Early woodland ceramics in
Illinois sites cf. Farnsworth ano Emerson eds. 1986). Straight
and contracting stem Qoints are well represented throughout
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eastern Iowa Lcf. Logan 1376:113; Benn and Rogers 1985:Appendix
A.j and in private collections from sites along Lake Odessa.

Kramer points were found with non-larion ceramics Liliddle
'woodland) that Oated oy thermoluminescence at A.D. 70-230 L1880

B.P.; Alpha-807) at Sid's site on the North SKunk River in
interior Iowa LBenn 1.96a). This failure to associate point
styles with a ceramic ware and other artifact types in a
recoanizabie cultural assembiaQe recalls comments mace Oy two
authors in the Earlw woodland volume. uriffin kldbb:617-bi8)
remarks that projectile point types like Kramer seem to nave
spread irrespective of the fabric impressed ceramic complex i.e.
,rarion Thick) north of St. Louis. james Brown's Lidb:bU7)
critique of Munson's conception of Black Sano is that the
tradition ... does not seem to retain materiai integrity over the
Mlidwest."

Brown's assessment of the Black Sand tradition is a small
part of his examinatioi of the concept, Early Woodland per-oo.
He points out that period systematics (viz. Willey and Phillips
158B) incorporate culture content and time. In Iowa when
researchers rely solely on ceramic types the indicator of a

- "culture period (e.g. Tiffany 1986), they are abrogating
interpretation of local cultural variability. Perhaps the Early
Woodland period never happened on the western Prairie Peninsula
.cf. Gibbon 1986; Michlovic 19B6). True, a Liverpool phase
(Munson 1988:296) existed at Sand Run, and there was a Prairie
phase in the Quad-States region (Stoltman 19B6), a McBride phase
in the central Des Moines valley (Benn and Rogers 1985) and a
Crawford phase in western Iowa (Benn 1983). It is a serious

"* issue, however, whether these phases were part of a chronological
stage of development (and therefore a period) or merely

_ _ transitional phases of either Archaic or Woodland periods.

The Middle woodland period presents no questions of
taxonomy, only problems of classifying local cultural variants
that resiaed on the prairies west of toe Illinois River valley.
The Middle Woodlano assemblage from Sand Run contains traits in
ceramics, chipped stone and Hopewell cuit objects that make it
part of the Havana tradition, probably belonginq to the seven
phases (Marion through weaver) of the central illinois Vaiew.
That exactly seven phases are represented at Sana Run is
problematical, owing to mixing in the -traturn ii midoen.
cnronciogica range is present: Marion ano Norton Learly,
Hooeweii and Naples midtie), daehr anc weaver Llate.

Zonal styles of the Havana ceramic traoition have oeen
developed for Illinois tStruever I356; Loy idba) but not for all
of the Upper Mississiopi River basin. Baileg LI77:30) names the
Bennett-Roth zone for the north-central Mississippi '.aiieq,

. presumabi what is called the Three Rivers region herein. Havana
. pottery im this zone has a high proportion of dentate stamps on

the upper rim an few rims of tha type, Steuben Punctate. This
1terse descriotion fits with the Sand Run collection, but there
are too few studies of Havana ceramics in this part of the
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Nississippi basin to know if the Bennett-Roth style zone is
authentic. Logan L1S76:1'l7) divioes the Middle woodlano
manifestations in eastern Iowa at Jackson County k.i.e. the
northern border of the Three River recion.l. Other stqle zones
Qrooaoly exist to the west and north. In the Qua-States realon
tne concentration of middle Havana types--Naples ano Havana
Zoned--the relative absence of earlier types, ano the repiacement
of Baehr by Linn ware inoicates a separate zone. The large
valleys of interior eastern Iowa also may harbor another stie
zone of Havana LAmana Havana?), or perhaps a different Miole
woodland tradition. fhe Havana tradition cannot be deffined
beyond these areas in the Upper Mlississippi basin and in central
iowa.

Another important manifestation of the Havana assemblage is
li.thics. Chipped stone styles like corner notching, broad flat
flaking and blade manufacture are key traits of this period.
Another is the preferential use of exotic cherts and heating
treating or, blades and chipped stone. At Sand Run about 90% of
the chipped stone debris is made of local Burlington cherts.
However, a high proportion of the blades and finished chipped
stone tools are made of cherts from more distant sources. This

_0 pattern of chert utilization is what Struever L1973) described
for the Lower Illinois Uailey, what Cook and Koski (1985) found
at the Massey and Archie sites, and what Stafford (1585) found at
the Smiling Dan site. Heat annealing of local cherts also
substituted for the use of high quality exotic cherts in the
making of blades and chipped stone tools. At Sand Run the major
imported chert was Warsaw Tabular (Morrow 1SBL±), a ienticuiar
chert that occurs in bands thin enough to be chipped into stone
tools but too thin to be made into cores. flanker and
-nyders-liKe points found across eastern Iowa are often made from
Warsaw Tabular. Other exotic materials from Sano Run--Knire
River and Cobden cherts, specular hematite ano qalena--are
products of tne pan-continental excnange system. The nematite

"" could have come from across the river near harcin, lilinois
(Seeman 1579:294), ano it also occurs in pebble form in southern
Iowa and in the Late Wisconsinan glacial tills of central Iowa.

The parameters of the suosistence base and settlement type
at Sand Run fit models developed in Illinois. Subsistence at
Sand Run was baseo on fish, wnite-tailed deer, nuts ano a

A horticultural complex of mostly native cuitigens. Features
yielded a ubiquitous pattern of these resources that suggests a
consistent procurement strategy year after year Ccf. Stafford and
Sant 1986:±33). The horticultural plant complex of chenopod,
little barley, maygrass, erect knotweed, squash and possibly
panic grass and marsh elder was established and, furthermore,

.''-"",.Lacked maize C~c. Asch, Farnr h and Asch 197 0. Asch and N.

" Psch 1985a:202; 1585b) Sand Run looks much like a "base
' settlement" in Struever's terminology (13): a permanently

occupied site on a backwater channel that yielded a wide ranqe of
task activities. Only the summer season July-September' is
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pcorig reoresenteo in that tnere are no remains of riesnu truits
an a low incicence of this "season" in ish annuli.

Struever's model of settlement types tlS5o) could be
appiicable to the Sand Run locality iC more research were
availaole. Middle woodland sites in the Sano Run vicinity are
depicted in Figure d.2. There is survey bias in this meager
number of 17 sites, but important variaoility in site types is
eviaent. First, there are at three major base settlements with
associated burial mounds (13LA12, -29, 104. Toolesboro LI3LA293
has a group of huge mounds that yielded quantities of Hooewell

., interaction items. Seeman (1979) identifies Toolesboro as a
.type-three" site in the interaction system. Site 13LAO on a
large fan has not been investigated, but there appears to be a
mound on the village and a mound group on the bluff above the

- site. Site 13LA12 is the Gast Farm, a location that has yielded
quantities of exotic artifacts like platform pipes. There is an
enclosure on the bluff above Gast Farm and a mound on the village
site. Either or both the Gast Farm and Tooiesboro might qualify
as a "regional exchange center" in Struever's system. Second,

-,'.- the other sites that produced Havana ceramics tend to be smaller
and do not have clearly associated mound groups, altnough mounds
may occur nearby. These are base settlements in the case of Sand
Run or seasonal procurement stations and mortuary camps in the
cases of upland sites.

The settlement pattern of large Havana viliaces ano hooewell
mounds extends over the whole Three Rivers repion--Surlinoton,
Muscatine, Davenport/Moline, Clinton. The distrioution is most
apparent in the results of nineteenth centuru mounb excavations
by tne Davenport Acacemy of Sciences .e.g. liftanq 187b. Lindleu
1876; Farquaharson 1876; Pratt ld76; Starr 1857), and it can be
inferred from collector information. There are malor
Havana-Hopewell village/mound complexes south of the iowa kNiver

*mouth at Kingston ana Burlington. The village at the Albany
Mounds probably was a regional exchange center because quantities
of interaction items come From its trash pits (Bud Hansen,
personal communication), fhe Havana-Hopewell settlement pattern
extends farther up-river, because of the Nickerson focus in
northwest Illinois (Bennett 1945) and the Trempealeau site at
LaCrosse, Wisconsin 01cKern 1331). However, there are no
spectacular mound groups that would suggest an intensive
Hooewellian manifestation in northeastern Iowa (Logan 1976).

It seems pertinent to inquire why the Havana-Hooewell sustem
was intensified in its "classic" form on the Upper MississIppi
River in marked contrast to interior Iowa. There are two malcr
environmental advantages in the Mlississippi ualley. It was a
major trade route to the copper resources of the north anc to
Knife fiint and obsidian of the northern Plains. Adoitlonally.
the Mississippi is a huge bioswstem with prolific oacxwater
channeis for intensive collectinq ot aquatic resources. However,
environmental advantages oo not exoiain socio-economic
peroqatives or hunan beings.
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Struever 1968) was the first person to treat the Hopewell
interaction system as a economic problem, The picture of Middle
woodland society that emerged from the Hopewell Archaeolog4
volume (Brose and Greber 1979; cf. Hall 1980) was of corporate
descent groups who intensively exploited natural resources.
Corporate "rights" to the proaucts of the natural system were
legitimated by rituals of the Hopewell Burial Cult and were
propagated and reinforced through. participation in the
pan-regional interaction system. Current thinking about social
stratification in the Havana-Hopewell system is that a plurality
of levels existed, with status being achieved through
manipulation of the exchange and lineage systems (cf. Seeman
..79.1tIi; Brown I979- Braun 1981; Bender 1985b:47; Stafford and
Sant 198S:455; Charles, Buikstra and Konigsberg I986:Lt59).
Authors generally equate the most intensive Hopewell production
systems with the most elaborate earthworks and mortuary
associations in southern Ohio Lcf. Seeman ll79. Therefore, the
overall picture of the pan-continental Hopeweli system is of

" centers' oe intensive development integrated with reqionai
centers, and tne whoie surrounded by a Derlnerw or oeooles
'conying' elements or tne cult system.

Despite the sophistication of recent analyses of the social
organization at Hopewell "centers," tnis moel or cultural
interaction does not explain participation of people on the
periphery, nor does it deal with changes in the system. This

is an analytical problem Cor archaeologists: i.e. fincing a
basis for comparing all Hopewellian manifestations.

I prefer to analyze cultural systems according to how value
S.. is produced from the environment (cf. Wolf 1982). "Qalue" is

natural resources that are transformed into products by human
labor. In human economies the environment can be both an oblect
of production, as when resources are merely extracted, and an
instrument of production when the environment is modified as a
tool of production (e.g. cultivation). In kin-based economies,
the products of an individual's labor are shared with the
corporate group (i.e. social-labor), and rights and obligations
to social-labor are passed through generations of family members
by apolication of rites or passage.

Two reiationships between human labor ano resources in the
ldie woodland systems are funoamental. First, the environment

was treatea as an object and an instrument of croduction. As an
object, it was seasonailg exploited by acplyin coilectlng
metnccs to catches of the dense resources _CKaiowei± s rimary
.Forest -lIclencyi. As an instrument, carts or tre environment

were cuitivateo to yieid an array of mostly native cuitioens.
,4atL.rai patcnes orocacl4 were "weecec" to enccurace Oes-7eaoe
soecies as we,,. otn treatments cr tre envircnment invoivec
iaoOr-irn:ensive metnoos, witn iaoor oeing corncLcteO t= a

communal sqstem or oeiaq-retur- (more so roc te couitivation
" mrLeX.+. ine secona asoect is tie oreserce s srou5
.-cr cticn . ener : ,. tucoius is ceatec -re" sociai
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significance is added to the simple use-value of materials
'." ,because they are exchanged for obligations ("debts"). Notice

that surpluses are produced by social-iabor under the direction
of autnority. The obvious material surpluses in the Hopeweilian
system were raw materials and objects of the interaction system
and tne mortuary/earthwork complex.

In the labor relations described above, fliddie woodland
society was reproduced when authorities successfully directed and
coordinated labor to produce necessary Oroducts from specific
patches of natural or cultivateo resources. In other words,
iaoor allocation and established associations witn resource
oatches were the critical elements. rlortuary rituals estabilsneo
and perpetuated the associations between the productive unit
(corporate iineage)J ano its territory (resource patcnes), and
between the society's leaders and tneir iaoor suopiy (cr. unaries
istis, 1he Hooewei excnange System was an extension of the

* - local iaoor relations to other productive units in tne sense tnat
procurement of aistant resources was another manirestation of the
aoility of authorities to control labor-value. txcnanqe of
interaction items is the same as exchange of soiioiriec
laoor-value, in tnis case surplus labor-value.

Everywhere in the Eastern United States where tnere is
evidence of mound building and surplus production of artifacts
during the Middle woodland period, the labor-resource relation I
nave described must have existed. This arrangement of
social-labor was made necessary by an historical process Bender

0 ,.iB95a:56j and others call "closure." Closure is the perception
of packing among autonomous productive units; it means as packing
increases, productive units must define themselves in relation to
tneir Future access to resources and to surrounding units.
Ciosure became a significant factor by the Late Archaic period in
the Flidwest (cf. Price and Brown 19B5). Since closure is a
perception of the laoor-resource relationship between potentially
competing proouctive groups, the initial socio-economic responses
to a condition of closure would nave reverberated beyona the
iimits of the 'packeo' area--i.e. across the rrairie i-eninsula in
iowa and Missouri.

The historical process calleo 'Hocewei' Invoivec a
oan-regionai stimuiation of Kln-tased autnorities to estaOcisr
controi o surpius labor-vajue. ine stimulation tor this crocess

.". extended as far as tnere were human moouiations cense enouqn to
aporooriate vaiue rrom surolus iaoor. Ihe artiracts arc styies
or hooeweii were cerived From ancient mrtnciocL arc envzronmentai
,ezatlonsnios , iai . arc were oirrsec c- t.e maraoecs or

'%'- "']sorOius-Vaiue.

Uevelocment or reqionai varia-rts or hcoe.. as ar
. .storica± orocess aftectec n" iccai cocito=s. 'ost :r Ljnrcn
are -ot cer1nec nu researcrers. tn tie ,licuesti escecla.-,
soutnern ,hlo, w~ere conbitiors cr cios~re raG e Si or a
ccuoie or miiie-ia ocurl-q tire AFrraic 2erioc :-e ac2,lation



of surplus-value had become a traditional aspect of the descent
system, ano mucn of a Hopewell manaqer's status might nave oeen
ascribed by birth. Still, the neavq reliance on natural
resources woulo have exerted a strong pull away from ascribea
status toward lifetime achievements. Ihis seems to have been tne
case ror the Havana tracition. In the uwuao-btate reqion ano
central Iowa, there is no evidence of closure conditions Ourinq
the Late Archaic, so the moce of proouction ourinq the 11ioole
woodland period was not oreceteo by a long historicai aeveiooment
of the position of surplus manager. ie symooiic mooeweii
artifacts of a stronq manager are fewer in tne wuac-ntate recion
ano virtuaiig lacking in the central Les rloines Qailey. Mowever,
elaoorate mortuaries, iarpe permanent villages ano the native
horticuiturai comoiex--asoects or the riooie woociano mooe or
proCuction--are present in coth areas. 1his arqument couid ne
advanced for a Micdle woodland oeriod on tne eastern eiains '.out

see Yenik 19)3.

% Because the Hopewell was a particular form of labor
approoriation, the evolution of the system tended to be almost

synchronous on a pan-regional scale. At its initiation, most
archaeologists believe there was a population increase.
Increased population probably was a product of managers
manipulating a labor-intensive production system to yield more
surpluses tcf. Bender l985a:58). Whether increased population
preceeded or followed "complexity" (Charles, Buikstra and
Konigsberg 1986:472; Griffin 1986:616) probably depended on local
conditions. Pan-regionally, the height of the exchange system
came between A.D. 100 and 200 (Ibid.), apparently because
development of labor" controls coincided with the packing of

". populations across the prairies. This was the time when regional
florescences occurred in the Quad-State region, in interior

P' eastern Iowa, in the central Des Moines Qaileu and in the Kansas

Clty locality.

The aemise or the Hooewell sustem signified cnances in tne
-noce of aporopriating iaoor-value ,.i.e. the mote or orcduction)
and tne end of the r1iodle Wooolano oerioo. Ihese eccncmic
processes are difficuit to oinooint in iate miooie oociand
cuitures, because some artiracts or the interaction sonere seemec

. - to nave persisted in generai use e.q. cooper awi, Dci-ts or
warsaw cnert. figurines at tan tun.,. ihe c~earesL trance
involvet a gradual snirt to aopiwinQ more lacor to CuLtiVaticn,

*-. rirst to tre native seeo complex an later to maize. ctlce trat
the apocriation of surplus-value zid not rave tc me aoa'Oc=et
i- tnis eccncmic crange. atner, tre orioir cr raw materia~s
srifted in favor of cultigens. rne sources or _ancr-vaje a..so
cnanqed, since vaiue in norticulturai eocrmcmes is -erivec sce_
rc-m the lacor of memoers of rne orcouct-ve r t.
sceraro, surplus-value would have beer -ereratec .Inceasinco
.- rm tre laoor in norticulture by tine croduct~ve _rt. h.Ucr

ic-ic nave mace the unit more inoeperOent arc matr_-centerec
ass~mlm women dld tire cul vatingi,
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Late Woodland Period

Recent interest in this prehistoric period by professional
archaeologists has expanded the numbers of cultural issues to be
resolved without really settling any important questions for the
area of eastern Iowa. South on the Mississippi River in the
American Bottom the FAI-270 project (Bareis and Porter eds. 18)
has added depth and dimension to understanding the processes of
culture change during the Late Woodland and Emergent
Mississippian periods. But, comparison with the American Bottom
experiences does not help much to ellucidate what came to pass in
Iowa, because there was a strong trend toward regionalism during
the Late Woodland period. Regional characteristics must be
identified, then interrelated as a systematic process across the
prairies of Iowa and Illinois.

The Late Woodland period began (ca. A.D. 350) with the
widespread manufacture of undecorated or minimally decorated
potteries, the dissolution of the Hopewell Interaction Sphere,
the fading of the use of sub-mound mortuary crypts, and the
abandonment of lithic tool styles characteristic of the Havana
tradition. When and where this period began in the Upper
Mississippi River basin is open to interpretation based on
combinations of material evidence. The ceramic evidence will be
considered before other types of information.

The Weaver and Linn potteries developed out of the Havana
and Hopewell ceramic industries. Indian experience with the
technology of Hopewell ware is particularly evident in the hard
pastes, thin walls and smoothed-over (often burnished) surfaces
of Weaver and Linn potteries. Tool impressions on the exterior
upper rim also are seen as derived from decorations in the same
position on Hopewell and Baehr vessels. The stratigraphic
evidence from Sand Run (Table 3.15) indicates that the vast
majority of Weaver pottery succeeded Baehr and Hopewell pottery.
These trends mean that the technology of a specialized ware
(Hopewell) was subsequently applied to produce domestic wares
(Baehr, then Weaver and Linn). Improvements in ceramic
technology, i.e. thinner walls and more shock-resistent pastes,
have been related by Braun (1983) to the requirements for

- ,. simmering hard seed foods. Technical improvements in ceramics
are evidencE. across the Prairie Peninsula to western Iowa during

--. the early Late Woodland period (Benn 1983; Bern and Rogers
" 85 B). The drastic reduction in decoration on Weaver and

,-." Spring Hollow vessels undouotedly related to socio-economic
conditions, but it also may have been an outcome of the oriority
to manufacture stronger vessels.

Surface treatments on pottery of the early Late Woodland
period maA be an important indicator of regional differentiation.
in the Three Rivers region and central Illinois, Weaver wars
contains a low proportion of cord roughening up to the lip. In
the Sand Run collection there was a clear preference for low
reiief cord impressions that were mostly obliterated by surface

.. /



smoothing. Smoothing often resulted in burnished patches. North
in the Quad-States region the surfaces of Linn ware vessels are
usually completely plain, although the prolific use of decorative
elements in Linn ware takes precedence in the typology. The Lane
Farm types are a particularly interesting parallel with Weaver
types, since the Lane Farm types have burnished surfaces but
substitute rocker stamping for a cord roughened body surface
treatment. Moving up the Des Moines River to central Iowa, the
proportions of body and rim cord roughening increase. South in
the American Bottoms the proportions of cord roughened vessels
are very high (Kelly et al. 1SBa).

In Iowa it has not been determined that the occurrence of
lip/upper rim decorations in Weaver or Weaver-like potteries have
cultural or chronological significance. Perhaps the proportions

, [of tool types and decorated/undecorated rims have regional
significance. Two phenomena relating to decorations are

* observed. 1) The type definitions for Spring Hollow Plain and
Cordmarked are based on surface treatment, not lip/rim
decorations. Therefore, Tiffany's suggestion (made in the format
of good Plains ceramic nomenclature; Lensink ed. 1986:23) that a

N "Spring Hollow Decorated Lip" type be created is premature to
considering redefinition of the Spring Hollow assemblage. 2)
There is no temporal overlap between Weaver/Linn wares and
Minotts potteries, because the corded pottery industry
intervened. Small Weaver and Spring Hollow rim sherds often are
difficult to distinguish from later plain potteries (e.g. Minotts
Plain) unless decorations are present. Tool impressions on the
upper rim combined with the thin, round lips on Weaver vessels
are distinctive from Minotts Plain, with its smoothed and
flattened, often extruded lips and occasional tool notching on

* -the lip. (Without decoration, there may be too L'ew traits On
small, plain rims to base a sound typological decision.) Thus,
the question of whether to name a type, "Minotts Decorated Lip"

L (Ibid.), should be a separate typological issue from the Spring
Hollow typology 'see 1 above).

The initial date of the Late Woodland period is conjectural.
The stratigraphy and radiocarbon dates from Sand Run do not
contradict the Illinois Ualley sequence, so A.D. 350 is taken to
be the beginning of this period in the Three Rivers region. In
the Quad-States region the earlier types in Linn ware (i.e.
Levsen) were manufactured in a Middle Woodland milieu (the
,llamakee and Millville phases; Stoltman 1979). However, I place
Lane Farm Cord Impressed (CI) later in the Linn ware sequence
than Stoltman and associate Lane Farm and perhaps much of Spring
Hollow pottery with a post-Hopewellian horizon (Benn 1979:64).

... date of A.D. 450 for the beginning of the Late Woodland period is
proposed for the Quad-State region. In the central Des Moines
River valley the beginning of the period is estimated at A.O. 40O
because of fourth century radiocarbon dates from Middle Woodland
villages (cf. Benn and Rogers 1S85:40-46). These chronometric
estimates suggest the Late Woodland period was time-transgressive
up the Mississippi valley and west across the prairies of Iowa.

N"
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Once, I suggested a "Transition period" be named instead of
early Late Woodland period" for the time when Weaver and Linn

wares were made in eastern Iowa (Benn 1980). This new
nomenclature was a superfluous addition to an already established
Woodland chronology and should be forgotten. But, a reality must
be recognized in this notion. It is that during the time of

. -Weaver/Linn manufacture few new traits were added to the
- assemblage while many Havana-Hopewell traits were abandoned

gradually. For instance, Steuben, Weaver and Allamakee
components along the Mississippi River seem to yield Hopewell
artifacts such as pipes, exotic stone, copper and figurines.
This was a true period of transition until the appearance of a
new, distinctive ceramic industry, the corded wares.

Recalling the ceramic discussion (Chapter III), five
groupings or corded pottery were recognized. Lane Farm CI in the
Quad-States region was the earliest, with its classic forms (cf.
Logan 1978) having been manufactured between A.O. 450 and 650.
In a technical sense, Lane Farm pottery is analogous to Weaver
and therefore is not a Weaver successor. Lane Farm is unique in
having cord impressed decorations--a new post-Hopewell trait--but
the definition of the ware takes precedence over decorative
variations (note: Lane Farm Stamped is a companion type).
Therefore, Lane Farm CI should not be considered as a corded ware
in cultural typologies.

Major culture change and regionalization sought so
Vdiligently in potteries of the post-Havana-Hopewell period are

apparent in the corded potteries that succeeded Weaver and Linn
wares. In the Quad-State region, Madison ware was manufactured
bg ca. A.D. 650 and probably earlier. Madison Fabric Impressed
"Hurley 1975; Benn 1980) was not simply a refined version of Lane
Farm CI; it was a new technology. A fabric sheet with raised
decorative elements was applied to the vessel surface, sometimes
with the fabric selvage being lapped over the lip and onto the
interior rim surface. In some instances the connection between
paste and fabric was so close that fabrics must have been fired

, on the vessel, The bodies Of Madison vessels were malleated with
low-elief cord-wrapped paddle impressions so that the entire
exterior surface was roughened.

Along the southern boundary of Driftless Zone (i.e.
:uad-States region) Madison ware interfaces with an unnamed

corded ware that is found in southeastern Iowa and west-central
Illinois. These are the "cordmarked" and "cord-impressed"
ceramics with squared and castellated orifices described by
Riggle rt1Bl) and Morgan (19B6b) and present at Sand Run. Like
"adison ware these potteries are covered by low-relief cord
roughenig and have single cord impressions for rim decorations.

Fabrics seem to be present Riqgle 1981; Morgan 1985b), although
Madison ware has more complex cords and fewer undecorated

vessels. Also different from Madison ware, the walls of larger

* .Dots of the unnamed ware are quite thick (ca. amm). !he unnamed

ware is different from Seoo, which occurs in central Illinois and
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.* -the southern Upper Mississippi Rivir basin (i.e. Deer Track site;
, White 1985). It also differs from Loseke ware, which has for its

most easterly distribution the central Des Moines River valley
(Benn and Rogers 1985). All four of these regional
complexes--Madison, Sepo, unnamed (Sand Run), Loseke--were
contemporaries for part of the time between ca. A.D. 650 and 800

-.. and probably represented a locus of development for the corded
ceramic industry, which eventually spanned the northern United
States from the Atlantic seaboard to the eastern Plains Ccf.
White 1985:39).

The pan-midwestern proliferation of cord decorated wares
after A.D. 800 involved the innovation of new rim forms along
with the older styles, all of this in many regional variants.

- "The literature authenticating these regional potteries is
incomplete and disconnected, but some patterns in and around the
Three Rivers region are recognized. East and northeast in
Illinois the Maples Mills/Canton complex has complicated cord
designs over the plain surfaces of castellated rims (Fowler
1955). This pottery is thought to have been brought into central
Illinois later than Sepo (Ham 1975; see white 1985:96). At Sand
Run and west in interior eastern Iowa the dominant ceramic
complex has the types, Minotts Plain and Cord Impressed (Logan
1976). Besides castellations, the Minotts types show
considerable emphasis on smooth-finishing and everting of the
lip, and there may be significant variations in the height and
curvature (i.e. rim/shoulder angle) of the rim, although the
latter traits are not yet analyzed adequately. In northeastern
Iowa the Hartley and French Creek wares contain many variations
of rim Form, thickness and height. In the Red Rock locality of

-. south-central Iowa, Roper (1986:189-IO) has found cord decorated
collared ceramics like Aztalan Collared but not in any definitive
context. Finally, in central Iowa the castellated Saylor ware
belonged to the post-A.O. 800 period (Thies 1978, Benn and Rogers
1985), and Loseke ware probably continued to be produced as well.

, A more significant pottery that dominated central andnorthwestern Iowa was made by Great Oasis people (Henning 1T'1).

* - Their'5 was a grit tempered pottery with Fine incising rather
than cord impressing in parallel and chevron motifs on the rim.
Great Oasis ceramics are divided into two wares based on the
reiative height of the rim.

Aside from regionalism, there is another point to compiling
the preceding list of ceramics. it is that rim rorm assumed
greater emphasis in Woodland ceramic styles after ca. P.0, -UO.
By rim Form I mean relative height, thickness, hio shace and
orientation, and angle above the shoulder. jbviousi,. OOdL room

o" aiso relates to some rim attributes. Those who have cias5siiec
: J -oth7er contemporary potteries, For instance the Lahoiwia

Mississippian pottery (e.g. L'Erien 1972.) and Hlains )i~laqer
ceramics (e.g. wheeler 5 recognized the need to ;se rim torm
in the definition of ,4ares ano types. ridwestern archaecioqists
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concerned with Late Woodland potteries have so far demonstrated
less attention to form.

Rim form, I believe, is a key factor in the recognition of
the "Mississippianization" of Late Woodland cultures. Late
Woodland pottery with castellated, collared, corded, or plain
attributes has turned up with shell tempered Mississippian wares

-- where investigators have searched. For example, the Cook site
(Markman 1986 and Rench site CMcConaughy, Jackson and King 1985)
in northern Illinois had shell tempered Langford ware associated
in pits with grit tempered Woodland wares Qcollared wares at
Cook; Maples Mills variants at Rench). Tiffany L1982) presents
his own version of the Mississippian association by pointing Out
how similar the Hartley and French Creek potteries from
northeastern Iowa are to Mill Creek ceramic wares from
northwestern Iowa. Mill Creek people were part of the Plains
Yillage tradition. From interior eastern Iowa the Mouse Hollow
Rock Shelter tLogan 1976:81) was the one site that yielded both
Ramey Incised and collared ceramics. It also is noteworthy that
imnotts and Oneota ceramics have essentially the same form:

globular bodies with sharply delineated rims. These are merely a
Oil Mfew examples of the congruence of so-called Mississippian and

Late woodland attributes which were products of a broad process
of culture change now known as Emergent Mississippian (cf. Kelly
et al. 1581 b; Markman 1986).

Besides ceramic evidence, technical changes that mark the
Late Woodland period are evident in other tools, subsistence and
mound building. Changes in these aspects are more difficult to
pinpoint because there is less published evidence and fewer

- -diagnostic traits.

-~ Regarding chipped stone, the remains at Sand Run came from
midden associations so the weaver component cannot be considered

[. seoaratelg from the Middle Woodland material. The presence of
Manker and Marshall point types does suggest that the there were
weaver lithics comparable to components from the central Illinois

' River valley (e.g. Wray and MacNeish 1bl)1. The majoritu cord
impressed pottery in Stratum I is associated with a 1ithic
industry that emphasized small flakes, manq of which were

t, retouched to make hafted fabricating tools or triangular
projectile points. The same reduction orocess Coc ocint5 is
illustrated in greater detail by BillecK (l9B6B:Ht, for 13wb6l n
the F-SiB corridor west of band Run. This was not a mew
technology for Late woodland peoples, for the production of
tlades and other micro-tools was a significant comocrent of
Middle Woodland 1ithic industries Rather, the emphasis on flake
tools is inter reted as a trend toward an expedient technoloicq,
:he change entailed a profound shift in the orooortlons Of
different tool types (e.g. arrow Qonts. haFted flake tools), the
over-all pcoduction of smaller flakes and retouching bi_ pressure
techniques, and the use of stream cobble chert. Like the
appearance of corded ceramics, the shift to smaller arrow;
• ;rojectiles was a pan-midwestern phenomenon 'c . Hall 1980).
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The Stratum I lithic assemblage at Sand Run has few cobble

and ground stone tools and a very high proportion of cherts
derived from local sources. The use ot few ground stone tools
means that relatively little labor was expended on this tool
category--a significant factor when compared with the larger
amount of labor that must have been supplied to manufacture
grooved axes, plummets and bannerstones during the Late Archaic
period. The same labor formula can be applied to the fashioning
of expedient flake tools and tc the procurement of local cherts
at Sand Run. Similar patterns of ground stone production and
lithic procurement have been observed at other Late Woodland
sites (e.g. American Bottoms in Kelly at. al. l384a,b; Deer Track
in McGimsey 165; the F-51B project in Lensink ed. 1986).

I have posited a labor relation for lithics because this is
a theme that links all kinds of tools with other socio-economic
aspects of culture. Recall the labor relationship inherent in
David Braun's (1983) contention that stronger, thinner-walled
Late Woodland pots made extraction of nutrition from hard seeds
more effective.

* The horticultural plant complex that necessitated better
pots became a widespread part Middle Woodland subsistence (cf. N.

, . sch and 0. Asch 1965), and substantial labor inputs were
necessary to sustain and expand this horticultural complex
throughout the Late Woodland period. The labor-intensive crop
added after ca. A.D. 500 was maize (op. cit.: 16; 0. Asch and N.
-sch 1985:2, Bareis and Porter eds. 18q*). The Aschs' review of

S,recent evidence indicates maize production increased in
*] importance between A.D. 600 and BOO. This is consistent with the

quantities of maize kernels from the pre-A.D. 800 components at
Hadfields Cave in eastern Iowa (Benn 1980) and from the Brogley
7OCK she.Lter in southwestern Wisconsin (Tiffan g I7±). Maize
cupules also have been recovered from an Allamakee phase context

- at the FTC site, northeastern Iowa (Benn 1379:66). The FTO
samples came from levels with Lane Farm CI pottery, thus the
association netween maize cultivation and cord decorated pottery
probably is aopropos for the Upper Mississippi River basin.

* * Another labor relation is the one that produced earthen

mcunds. In eastern Iowa the internal mound structure changed
during the Late woodland period. Sub-floor tombs and grave goods
from an interaction system were discontinued and replaced by more
variable arrangements of pits, bundled bones, rock Features,
isolated artifacts and pottery, and mounds in effigy forms cf.
.rr n d. ogan 1975:157-16L; Mailam 1875, Benn, Mallam and

-ettles 'B;. Furthermore, mound building by Woodlanders seems
to have waned by ca. P.O. 10O0, For there are no examples of
-i-ctts pottery From mounds. There are examples of Oneota
.ourials and ceramics from Iowa mounds (e.g. Logan 19-5 16 , Benn

*ard Bettis 1977). Perhaps, these represent usurping of woodland
ideology by the dominant Oneota--the cuimination of

. socic-economic change I will describe shcrtlg. In general, what

is seen in Late Woodland mound building in the upoer Niss1ssippi

...........................................-.. ............
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Basin is an emphasis on community symbols (cf. Iallam 1376; Hall
1980): e.g. effigy mounds, domestic tools, empty (processing?)
Features, burned rocks, ashes, clam shells, manipulation of sod
and mound fills, occasional inclusion of heirlooms, and burial of
disarticulated human skeletal elements.

IF mound building is closely related to communities and
.their symboling, what of the changes in community structure and

%settlement patterns during the Late Woodland period? This
information is impossible to come by in definitive amounts.
Along the ISmi stretch of bluffline around Sand Run there is a
continuous array of Woodland mounds, most of the 32 groups
probably being or having some Late Woodland aged structures
(Figure 8.3). There are only 18 habitation sites with Late
Woodland pottery in this stretch of river. Clearly, habitation
sites are underrepresented probably for geomorphological reasons.
The blufftop road survey and testing projects (Fokken and Finn
1 984; Fokken and Marcucci 1984) show that the known sites were
base camps or temporary camp/procurement stations. The Sand Run
Stratum I component was a base camp. The same types of
habitation sites seem to occur like the Middle Woodland pattern,

60 "but Late Woodland sites are more dense. In Illinois the pattern
was a smaller community size (cf. Kelly et al. 1984~a;
McConnaughy, Jackson and King 1985; Markman 1985) and dispersion
of Late Woodland sites over a wider range of environments (cf.
Benchley, Hassen and Billeck 179:iSB; N. Asch and U. Asch
1985:103). These patterns are consistent with the limited data
from eastern (Lensink ed. 1986), northeastern UMallam 1376) and
central Iowa (Benn and Rogers 1985:47-57). Compared with the
Middle Woodland pattern, the Late Woodland pattern is interpreted
as evidence for the Fissioning of the basic productive units of
society.

The fissioning and dispersal of smaller-sized productive
17 units is consistent with observations made earlier about tools,

resources and labor investments. Small, autonomous productive
units would have utilized local resources and exploited

"maize/native seed horticulture effectively. Lone hunters could
have taken deer efficiently with the bow and arrow. The
additional labor time needed for these endeavors would have been
compensated by a reduction in efforts relating to the
procurement, production and redistribution of materials
associated with the system of burial cults and an interaction

.-. system of the previous period. However, the compensation between
labor processes during periods of culture change is a process to
be hserved but does not provide an explanation for the change.
Explanation resides with the corporate structure of kin-based
social formations and why it changed.

The corporate descent groups of the Middle Woodland oeriod
were collecting natural resources, and they were transforming
part of the environment through simple horticulture. These are
two labor processes: the Former uses the environment as an
object of social labor; the latter uses the environment as an
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instrument of social labor (cf. Marx in Wolf 1982:91-92). The
Late Woodland period commenced when people began using the
environment more as an instrument of production and less as a
source for natural resources. There is no precise time when this
transformation occurred, since the processes of change came as a
feedback cycle. Barbara Bender (1S98a:56) recognizes the period
of change as the time when "social closure" (i.e. the perception
of "crowding") impinged on the ability of producers to settle
debts in exchange systems. For people of the late Middle
Woodland period the economic transformation involved breaking out
of traditional subsistence patterns which connected a corporate
labor control system to patches of dense natural resources. Many

kin groups musc have abandoned familiar patches of natural
resources to exploit the same resources in smaller, interior
valleys, and many kin groups in all kinds of territories must
have intensified their horticultural production by supplementing

Swith maize. The size and territorial needs of the corporate
productive unit decreased because of fissioning and because
adequate production could be obtained from improvements in the
instrument of production (i.e. a horticultural environment).

With modifications in the labor processes there were
substantive changes in integration systems that related Late

S. .Woodland descent groups. The evidence for close interaction
,- v . among Late Woodlanders is seen in common motifs in ceramic

. designs. In eastern Iowa there are numerous mound groups that
attest to periodic congregations of production units (Mallam
1976). This appears to have been peaceable interaction--human
bones with arrow wounds are very rare--which maintained a
dispersed population in family territories. That interaction was

. more often coercive to the southeast in Illinois is probable,

since mounds in the southern Illinois Valley have yielded a
number of arrow-inflicted wounds in human burials.

The appearance of the Oneota in northeastern Iowa by A.D.
1000 indicates that processes were operating much earlier to
intensify the interaction system around two aspects:
centralization of authority and control of labor supplies (cf.
Benn 1984b). Both aspects are theoretically anticipated to have
occurred as part of Late Woodland production system. The only
way to increase production in a kin-based, horticultural economy,
baring introduction of new crops and technology, is to increase
labor investment. This was accomplished by extending kin-based
authority to control the labor of non-kin (i.e. politics) and by

intensifying symbols and rituals that emphasized the leaders
monopoly over the control of production. The process of
politicizing kin-based authority lies at the heart of

'tribalization," an organizational level that typified aboriginal

qoups of the Historic period. The intensitication of symbols
and rituals to promote control of production is a process
associated with the loose term. "mississippianization," in the
lidwest. The concept of mississiooianization is not emoioged

r nere to mean titusion or traits trom a 'center.' i.e. LahoKia,
for as Nar:mar7 . Jtb) correct 4 points out, crianpes resultinq in

Li



the florescence at Cahokia were pan-regional in scope and
occurred earlier on some parts of the Prairie Peninsula than at
Cahokia.

The era of the Oneota in the Sand Run locality is barely
evidenced by a single body sherd from the surface of the site.
Sand Run Slough is the type of floodplain location not favored by

* * the Oneota for their large, permanent villages. However, the
banks and levees of Mlssissippi River sloughs were visited
seasonally by Oneota (the evidence is turning up in the 1987
Pools 17-18 survey for the COE) probably in the course of their
hunting and gathering activities. Even this kind of minimal
evidence of Oneota presence should have political imoiications
because of the manner in which the Oneota ooiitical-economic
system was designed to attract and control large suolies of
labor. By concentrating population in large villages surrounded
by exoansive hunting and gathering territories cf. Benn l98ib),
the Oneota affected the archaeological visibility of tneir
settlement system. Those large villages are very prominent to
archaeologists and artifact collectors, but smali resource
procurement stations and camps are almost invisible--like the
Oneota component at Sand Run.
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13LA38 & 13LA30

A strip 5-10m wide and up to lOOm long remains of 13LA38.
The entire bank along the site is eroding due to the undercutting
actions of waves generated by recreational boat traffic on Sand
Run Slough. Even the reduced speed limit of "idle" alone this
section of slough will not halt bank erosion. Some portion of

. -, the erosion along the slough is natural, since pieces of the
bluff are actively slipping toward the water along the length of
the Lake Odessa channel complex. Now that the site has been

.sampled by the Sand Run investigations (reported here), 13LA38
" ~can be allowed to erode. Bank stabilization would be

prohibitively expensive for the small section of site that
remains, and heavy equipment probably cannot reach the site
anyway.

Site 13LA30 appears to be more intact, although it may be
eroding at almost the same rate as 13LA3B (there is no bluff to
push 13LA30 into the water). The 13LA30 bank is exposed to boat
traffic and is visited by many local collectors who poke at the

Csoil. When water levels are lower, another effort should be made
to test the site by doing a controlled surface collections (note:
collectors have moved a great deal of material around the site),
then by excavating a small number of one meter units where Early
Woodland and Late Archaic components are indicated. This site
ha= produced a number of stemmed points and trailed ceramics of
the Early Woodland period. Testing for selected purposes is
proposed because this is a large site. Doing the 13LA38
excavation project has not diminished the need for investigating
13LA30. The latter site has cultural and natural stratigraphy
that would be an important contribution to understanding regional
geomorphic/cultural associations In the MissIssIppI floodplain.
Following testing, the decision about mitigative action can be
taken with more insight.

The Upper Mississippi Basin

A summary of the basic results from the Sand Run
investigations can be developed into a prospectus on how to deal

,.,' with the rest of the archaeology of the Upper Mississippi River
valley. This exercise will not be an application of findings

4. about prehistoric cultures, however; that was presented in the
previous chapters. Rather, a series of suggestions will be
formulated about what to look for and what to anticipate in
future sessions of floodplain archaeology.
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-, There are three broad issues that override all the soecific
suggestions I will maKe shortly. These issues are water
Problems, coordination of research and funding.

The facts of existing impoundment pools ano the maintanance
of water levels for navigation means that a large portion of the
Mississippi River floodplain is difficult to reach with
traditional archaeologica.l methods. Furthermore, recent
siltation has buried prehistoric sediments farther beneath the
water table. A rejoinder naming water as a factor prohibiting
some kinds of data collection must be added to every effort to
model prehistoric cultures in the valley. New, original ideas
for dealing with the water problem are required if archaeological
knowledge is to be advanced in the upper valley.

Coordination among researchers also is an issue. Compare,
for instance, the proliferation and intensity of archaeological
research in the Middle and Lower Illinois Ualley, where the
Kampsville Center and the Illinois State Museum have been
working, with the fragmentary state of archaeological research in
the Upper Mississippi River valley. Comparison of the two
valleys is barely possible, yet the cultural sequences of both
valleys were fundamentally alike. The Corps of Engineers is
applying some coordination among archaeological contractors
through its review and compliance program. Archaeologists
themselves must take the initiative for the exchange of ideas and
information by refering to past investigations and testing the

phypotheses of previous researchers.
Funding of archaeology always will be an issue in a huge

- valley like the Mississippi. There are many sites with good
stratigraphy and impressive artifact contents. If research and
mitigation funds are allocated only to threatened sites on an ad
hoc basis, there still will not be enough money. A plan for

* prioritizing research/mitigation efforts is needed, if funoing
continues to be restricted. Of course, an opportunity for a
privately funded, region-wide research program, such as
Kampsville operation, would profoundly enhance mitigation
research in the Upper Mississippi Basin.

-'*Other suggestions for future research in the Mississippi
- valley cover specific problems. These are annotated below.

A* Archaeobotan4. Economic changes mean changes in the relations
of social-labor; this is not the sort of direct evidence that can
be dug from an archaeological site. The products of economic
change materialize as changes in subsistence practices, the
evidence for which can be excavated in the form of bones, plants

. and tools. Of all forms of hard evidence, plant remains are
emerging as one of the most critical indicators of economic

• .changes in the prehistoric Midwest. The development and spread
of native seed horticulture and eventual cultivation of squash,
maize and beans are the profound changes being referred to. The
discipline of archaeobotany is relatively new and constantly
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. producing more sophisticated techniques and information about
% prehistoric plants. Specialization in the identification of

plant and seed morphologies is becoming necessary for the
recognition of evidence for early horticulture. This renders
archaeobotanical studies more costly. Under present conditions
of constrained funding, I would give archaeobotanical studies
priority over analysis of faunal remains.

" Lithics. There can be no issue with the observation that very
detailed analyses of lithic remains provide evidence for a range
of human behaviors; e.g. exchange, site function, technologies
and industries, social status. The inherent problem with lithic
studies is that massive numbers of attributes must be measured
and observed before a limited number of attributes can be
recognized for their social or economic significance. In other
words, the study of lithics can be a situation of diminishing
returns. I have four suggestions derived from experiences with
Iowa collections. a) Expend less effort on identifying all the
varieties of fire-cracked rock; simply weight gross categories,
such as igneous/metamorphic and sedimentary rock. b) Use the
time saved on fire-cracked rock to locate and analyze cobble
tools. c) Commit the largest analytical efforts to lithic
collections from stratified and single component sites, and
expend less time and energy on sites with hopelessly mixed
components. d) Pursue opportunities to survey outcrops of lithic
materials and to develop comparative collections of these
materials.

" Ceramics. In the ceramics chapter, two suggestions were
advanced. First, all ceramic analyses should include attribute
and metric data so that direct comparisons can be made by other
researchers. Second, more studies are needed on collections
housed in public Facilities. In terms of culture history, the
development of ceramic typologies will be the central elements
(along with lithic typologies and burial modes) in the
delineation of prehistoric phases for Woodland cultures in
eastern Iowa. Specifically, the phases of the Middle Woodland
period (beyond the McGregor phase) need to be described and

. . named--whether they belong to the Illinois valley sequence or to
a new nomenclature. The Late Woodland period also needs phase
definitions in terms of clarifying Minotts phase and namingK. .phases for ca. A.D. 600-800 in southeastern Iowa, central Iowa
and perhaps southern Iowa.

, Faunal Remains. Preservation of bones is inconsistent in the
C -Mississippi valley environ. Where evidence suggests the presence

of more calcareous alluvium, shell heaps or middens,
archaeologists should be prepared to commit time and funding to
the analysis of faunal remains. It was observed at Sand Run that
water screening of all excavated matrix would have improved the
recovery of bones. When bone preservation is poor and the
reasons for variable preservation are not clear, a detailed
faunal analysis might be unnecessary and if done might lead to
unfounded interpretations (e.g. based on "negative" evidence).
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Landforms. The Sand Run investigation proferred another
application of geoarchaeology besides its common use in regional
studies. The internal structure of a terrace and fan formation
determined the arrangement of the excavation blocks and
stratigraphic levels. The actual digging of the site was
practically an exercise in rote application of methods:
trowelling and shovel-skimming a predetermined floor angle and
reading feature stains at specified intervals within the soil
stratigraphy. The significant point is that the parameters of

L research were preconceived because of the type and arrangement of
landforms at the Sand Run Slough site. This approach can work in
another way as well. Researchers can take advantage of certain
conditions in a landform to examine specific kinds of evidence.
For instance, fans are more likelg to yield "pure" components and

intra-site patterning from discrete soil horizons, while middens
will yield assemblages large enough to be statistically relevant.
Likewise, areas of rapid deposition produce more separation of
components than vertically compressed sediments. Later, when
soils are secured as horizon markers, the stratigraphic context
of a soil will partially determine its research potential.

Uallew Floor Archaeoloau. Local collectors know a great deal
more about sites in the Muscatine Island area than

-- archaeologists. They know where sites are located, how water
levels affect sites, and where artifact concentrations occur on
large sites. Archaeological surveys should start with collector
information. When a site bigger than a few meters is located in

Valluvium, care should be taken to relate artifact concentrations
to variations in sediments. The site surface should be gridded

.- .in lOm intervals and a controlled collection made of diagnostic
materials. Surface controls will reveal the loci of major
components and make subsequent testing more precise and
effective. Test excavations might consist of patterned
postholing to determine the extent of cultural layers and test
squares to relate diagnostic artifacts to soil/sedimentary
stratigraphy. From the experience in heavy textured alluvial
sediments at Sand Run, test pits can sometimes be excavated well
below (+50cm?) the apparent water table before water inundates
the unit hours later.

- Site Mitigations. Boat traffic in the Upper lississippi basin
has accelerated the destruction of sites because waves from boat
wakes undercut bank vegetation. The consequence is the exposure
and destruction of increasing numbers of sites. The costs of
mitigating all site impacts is prohibitive, aside from the fact
that excavating all threatened sites would produce redundant
information. A plan is needed for prioritizing mitigative
efforts. Here are a few suggestions.

"* The costlg and long-term commitment to bank stabilization
to preserve a site should be undertaken only for laroelq
intact sites, such as mound groups, sipniticant historic
towns, large oroto-historic villages and locations with
unique historical significance. lemoorarw tanK
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stabilization to delay erosion until archaeological actions
can be undertaken may be an alternative to long-term
protection.

A mitigation program of testing and excavations should be
done on a regional scale. Arrays of all impacted sites
should be broken down into types of sites (e.g. cultural
ages, number of components, landform stratigraphy,
preservation potentials) so that it can be determined which
sites will potentially resolve what research questions.
Then, a sample of each type of site should be investigated

* ' according to a schedule prioritized by available funds and
the degree of impacts. It is important to investigate sites

by tue rather than the relative richness of their
assemblages, and to sample one of every site type before
duplicating investigations on sites of the same type. This
approach will help us to discover the variabi itq of
prehistoric cultures and to discover new kinds of
information.
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Request :or Proposil ::o. DAC25-86-R-0014

U

PART I - SECTION -, Lescription/Specification/Work Statement.

I. OBJECTIVE.

1.1 The following described professional services contract requires the
r. development and execution of a Data Recovery Plan (DR.P) for prehistoric sites

13LA30 and 13LA38 located on Federal land for Mississippi River Pool 17 in
Louisa County, Iowa. The major work elements under this solicitation are:
(1) a cocprehensive site-specific literature search with oral interviews;
(2) development of a DRP; (3) execution of archeological and geomorphological
fieldwork with detailed analysis in support of the DRP; and (4) the preparation

of a high quality technical report on the results of field investigations and

.analysis.

1.2 The Contractor will be required to cooperate through information

exchange wirth the organization conducting a survey for Mississippi River Pool

17 and the organization conducting DRP work for prehistoric site 1IHE3 (Putney
Landing, Henderson County, Illinois, Mississippi River Pool 18) to ensure the
greatest contribution to an understanding of Midwestern prehistory for this
portion of the Upper Mississippi River Valley. The Pool 17 survey and the

IIHE3 DRP project will be procured under separate advertisements.

1.3 This action is in accordance with the National Historic Preservation
Act (as amended in 1980), the Archeological and Historic Preservation Act of

1974, Executive Order 11593, the Archaeological Resources Protection Act (ARPA)
of 1979 (as amended in 1984), and Title 36 of the Code of Federal Regulations,

Parts 60-66 and 800, as appropriate. An ARPA permit will be issued by the
Rock Island District based upon information contained in the successful proposal.
Prospective offerors are advised to review this regulation, particularly
Sections 6-9, to insure that proposals meet ARPA requirements.

1.4 Development and execution of a DRP is required to mitigate the

, .: adverse effects from operation of the Nine-Fnot Channel Navigation Project,

*" erosion, vandalism, and substantial losses of cultural deposits. The DRP
will be developed by Offerors in the form of a technical proposal. This Scope

of Work (SOW) was reviewed by the Iowa State Historic Preservation Officer
(SHPO) and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) prior to
advertisement.

1.5 The Contractor shall continue to adhere to the minimum professional

staffing requirements set forth in Title 36 of the Code of Federal Regulations.

For the mocst part, these guidelines are compatible with standards set forth by
the Society of Professional Archaeologists and standards recommended by the

Iowa SHPO. Prospective Offerors also must adhere to the standards for
archeolo-- published in the Federal Register by the National Park Service
(48:190:4-716-44742). The Contractor shall identify the Principal Investigator
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and key personnel in the proposal. The Principal Investigator must be able to
document their involvement in the project, and will be responsible for the3 technical quality of the work.

1.6 The DR.P approach is only being undertaken because there is no
feasible alternative mitigation strategy for information already lost and for

I % establishing a sloped bank that can be stabilized.

II. PROJECT BACKGROUND

2.1 On2 uy18,teR' Island District, Corps of Engineers,

received an inquiry from Dr. Duane C. Anderson, the Iowa State Archaeologist,
UN, concerning a recently exposed portion of previously recorded prehistoric site,

13LA38, near Lake Odessa (Exhibits 1 through 3). Dr. Anderson had received a
report from Mr. Jerry Cross of Wapello, Iowa, who reported the possibility that
human skeletal remains were being eroded out of the cut bank. Dr. Anderson
heads the Office of the State Archaeologist of Iowa (OSA) which is responsible
for the disposition of human skeletal remains from archeological sites. Be-
cause the site appeared to be on land under Federal jurisdiction, Dr. Anderson

requested that Corps staff inspect the site and report the results to OSA and
b the Iowa SHPO.

2.2 Mr. Charles R. Smith, staff archeologist for the Rock Island
District, made arrangements for Mr. Leon Hodges, a ranger from the Lock and Damn
16 Field Station, to visit the site and to contact Mr. Jerry Cross concerning
the human skeletal remains. Mr. Hodges confirmed the fact that there was a
rich archeological deposit exposed in a cut bank near the low water mark andI that collectors were regularly visiting the site. A substantial amount of
unidentified bone was reported to be present on the beach below the erosional
cut. This information was reported to Dr. Anderson by telephone on 31 July

ON 1985, along with plans for conducting an archeological reconnaissance.

2.3 On 2 August 1985, staff from the Environmental Analysis Branch,
Rock Island District, visited the site. Staff members present were: 1) Smith;
2) Mr. Kenneth Barr - archeoloiist; 3) Mr. Robert Clevenstine - biologist;
and 4) Mr. Calvin Willingham - biologist. A second visit was made on 7 August
1985 to complete the reconnaissance work at 13LA38 and to examine site 13LA30
across Sand Run Slough. Reports from collectors suggested that the two sites
contained similar cultural materials. An examination of available maps revealed

* the possibility that the two components were part of a single site at the time
of occupation. Postsettlement river changes, exacerbated by artificial changes
in water levels during the historic period, have bisected the site. The slough
separating the two sites is approximately 60 meters wide.

.~. 2.4 The dense scatter of materials initially recorded by Mr. Duane
Miller and again by GSA as 13LA38 is located approximately 1/4 mile upstream
(north) of the cottage area at the Sand Run river access area at approximate
river mile 436.5. The site is located in the NW1/4, NE1/4, Sw1/4, NE1/4 of
Section 33 in T. 74 N., R. 2 W4., Louisa County, Iowa. Sand Run Slough is a
narrow channel which drains Lake Odessa from its southern extremity into
the Mississippi River. The primary surface scatter of site 13LA30 is located
across the slough and about 20 meters downstream from 13LA38 in Section 33
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(SEI/4, NEL/4, SW/4, NE1/4). Based upon the ceramics collected from the
sites, it appears that they were occupied during the same major subdivisions
of the Woodland period.

N 2.5 The cultural deposits appear to be incorporated into a terrace
% %remnant located beneath a fairly precipitous bluff line. Preliminary

geomorphological analysis (Exhibit 4) suggests that the current "A- soil
horizon developed in post-settlement colluvium washed down from the uplands.
Historic period clearing activities likely are the main cause of this massive
reworking of upland soils. Both the "IIA" and "IILA" soil horizons appear to
have been very slowly accreting surfaces during the prehistoric period. No
laminae are observable in either horizon, and the quantity of artifacts present
would seem to attest to the stability of the landform at the time of occupa-
tion. The "C" horizon probably correlates with other early Holocene slack
water clay deposits found along the Mississippi River. Two moderately distinct
artifact concentrations were noted in the cut bank profile, one apparently
corresponding to the Archaic period (120 cm to 180 cm) and a second stratum

%containing the Woodland occupations (75 cm to 100 cm). These concentrations of
chert and pottery were mixed with substantial quantities of fire-cracked rock,

2-charcoal, and burned earth. Several hearth features were noted within the con
centrations.

2.6 Summaries of lithic, ceramic, and faunal materials collected from the
-.. surface (actually a lag midden 10 cm thick) and from cut bank profiles are pre-

sented in tables I through 6. Note the substantial quantity of material in the
1-meter square at 13LA38 that was collected by sifting through the midden by
hand, piece-by-piece. The density of 330 items (39 ceramic and 291 lithic) per
square meter indicates the richness of the deposit. If the same procedure had
been used for the entire beach area at 13LA38 (60 m X 5 m) it is estimated that
a total of 99,000 items could have been collected. These estimates do not

S "include a complete collection of rough or fire-cracked rock, the predominant
material in the midden. Several pieces of quartz and diorite were noted along

', "with granites, basalts, gabbros, schists, and hematites. These rocks were

transported to the site by its occupants.

2.7 Four hundred and seventy (470) ceramic sherds were collected from
disturbed contexts at sites 13LA38 (N=258) and 13LA30 (N=212). Due to the

-' similarities between the ceramics recovered from the two sites (portions of
-, ithe same vessel were recovered from each side of the slough), the ceramics are

discussed together here. Approximately 66 percent of the combined sample
(N=302) is undecorated body sherds with either plain or cord-roughened surface
treatment. These are sorted by relative thickness and surface treatment (table
3). The .ast majority of these sherds are grit tempered and are probably from
Havana Plain and Havana Cordmarked vessels. A more detailed analysis of the
body sher4s would no doubt result in the identification of types relating to
Early and Late Woodland activities at the site. However, due to the disturbed

.context, no further analysis is warranted at this time. It is intended that
* Y the collections will be reexamined by the Contractor performing the data

recovery work as part of the detailed analysis and comparison to information
derived from undisturbed depositional contexts.
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2.8 The ceramics recovered from disturbed contexts at sites 13LA30 and
I3LA38 date from the Early Woodland through Late Woodland periods and compare
to types previously described for Illinois, Iowa, and Wisconsin. Future
research designed to investigate the stratified deposits still intact at the
sites could add significantly to our understanding of the relationships that
existed between these regions during the Woodland period. For example,
researchers could address the question of Illinois-related Middle Woodland
ceramics which occur in a number of sites in a line which moves northwesterly
across the Mississippi River Valley to sites along the Iowa River and at
Coralville Lake, Iowa. Another aveiue worth exploring is the emerging pattern
of intensively occupied base camp'. on the floodplain. The intensity of occupa-
tion is demonstrated by the abundance of debris left behind, and the variety
reflected in the ceramic assemblage.

2.9 Seventy-seven chipped stone tools were recovered from 13LA38. These
IT ~include a variety of unifacial scrapers (n-21), bifacial tool fragments (n=38)

and projectile point/knife fragments (n-17). The tools recovered indicate that
- ~ a wide variety of functional activities took place at the site. However,

because of the disturbed and mixed context that the tools were recovered from,
few of the tools can be assigned to cu'tural periods. Therefore, it is not
possible to discern whether the site functioned as a base camp throughout its
use from Archaic through Woodland times or if the majority of the tools are
from a single major component nested within a series of smaller ones.

2.10 The beaches at both sites were littered with burned rock. Most of
* the rock is extremely crazed, with reddening or blackening very evident. A

small sample was collected for future reference in light of discussions by
Van Dyke and Behm (1981), Van Dyke (et al. 1980), and Bettis arnd Benn (1984)
concerning the significance of rough and fire-cracked rock for delineating site
limits and determining activities carried out by prehistoric peoples. The

~* '*substantial amounts of this material support hypotheses for sizeable and frequent
roasting activities, and perhaps heat treatment of cherts. Smudge pits may be
another possibility.

2.11 A summary of the faunal remains recovered from sites 13LA30 and
13LA38 is presented in table 6. Note that a variety of small and large mammals
are represented, along with fish, turtles, and various birds. White-tailed
deer was by far the most common species represented in the assemblage. The
presence of elk bone smashed open for marrow and coyote-sized dog remains also
are of interest. The major point to emphasize here is the fairly good preser-
vation of faunal remains, a characteristic often missing from floodplain sites
in the region. The potential for obtaining significant environmental and sub-
sistence data during future excavations appears to be high.

2.12 The sites are not only rich in artifact content, but have portions
which are geomorphologically intact. Finely controlled excavations can contri-
bute much to our understanding of local Holocene fluvial history and pre-
historic cultural development. Because the deposits are stratified,
investigators can address questions concerning ceramic and lithic technology
from chronological and typological perspectives in order to clarify concepts of
Late Archaic and Woodland manifestations in the Tri-State region. Because of
previous losses of site area and contents, archeological testing/data recovery
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is the recomended strategy for preserving significant information in the short
term. This work will be a part of the Upper Mississippi River Cultural
Resources Management Program of the Rock Island District. Work in Mississippi
River Pools 10, 11, 12, and 16 in recent years has revealed how little is known
about the archeology of floodplain contexts. These investigations have indi-
cated that substantial prehistoric activity occurred in these locations, that
the floodplain consisted of vast areas of fairly dry landscape (oak-hickory

" forests), and that utilization was not limited to short-term/limited function
extractiv_ camps.

2.13 Future impacts (vandalism and erosion) warrant a data recovery
orientation. The erosional processes of the Mississippi River in backwater
channels such as the ones discussed in this report cannot be halted without the
expenditure of staff effort and funds that is well beyond that required to
address the public interest. The speed at which sites of this nature are lost
requires that mitigation of impacts begin with excavations and end with more
reasonable efforts to preserve sites which are not immediately endangered.
Corps staff will investigate the alternatives for bank stabilization measures
to halt further erosional loss. The work at sites 13LA30/13LA38 will proceed
in conjunction with archeological/geomorphological surveys of Pools 17 or 18
and excavations at I1HE3, if funding is available. Taken together, the databases
derived from these activities should stand as a major advance in Midwestern
archeology, and serve as a sound basis for the Corps to make cultural resource
management decisions for similar sites pursuant to Sections 106 and 110 of the
National Historic Preservation Act, Executive Order 11593, and the
Archaeological and Historic Preservation Act.

2.14 PROSPECTIVE OFFERORS SHOULD OBTAIN A COPY OF THE REPORT ENTITLED
CULTURAL RESOURCES RECONNAISSANCE AT PREHISTORIC SITES 13LA30 AND 13LA38,

*SAND RUN SLOUGH, MISSISSIPPI RIVER, LOUISA COUNTY, IOWA. THIS REPORT DETAILS
THE ABOVE-REFERENCED RESEARCH AND PRESENTS A PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF THE

SITES AND THEIR CULTURAL CONTENTS WITH MAPS AND ILLUSTRATIONS. THE REPORT ALSO
OUTLINES POSSIBLE RESEARCH ORIENTATIONS FOR CONSIDERATION IN DR-P DEVELOPMENT.

2.15 By letter dated 10 October 1985, the Iowa SHPO statad that in his
opinion the sites are eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic
Places. The Rock island District concurred with this determination by letter
dated I November 1985 to the Keeper of the National Register of Historic Places.
The Keeper determined the sites eligible on 15 November 1985 (Exhibit 7).

III. SPECIFICATIONS

3.1 Site 13LA38 covers approximately 320 square meters. Site 13LA30 also
I. covers approximately 320 square meters. The cultural deposits at 13LA38 are

present to a depth of 2 meters along the cut bank, but may be deeper closer to
the slope due to burial by colluvium. The depth of the deposits at 13LA30 has
not been determined but should be similar. Offerors must attempt to estimate

, . the percentage of each site that will be investigated under the DRP. Refine-
ment of s4te limits is expected. Excavations should focus along the riverbank
to take a-'vantage of the cut bank profile, to examine the exposed features and
to collec: data from the area where bank sloping and stabilization may occur.
Some work will ti required away from the bank to improve the overall
understanding of site structure; however, this effort will be of a sample
nature as preservation efforts will be attempted.
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fl 3.2 Little was done with the large sample of chert debitage (862 items)
coluctcd by Corps staff; however, once controlled excavations have been

-" / conipleted, the sample may be of use for comparison with Contractor excavated
samples. This site may be a good candidate for testing methods of analyzing
mixed assemblages of debitage based upon comparisons to assemblages derived
from controlled excavations. Hundreds of sites on Federal land are primarily
disturbed and mixed component manifestations. One of the problems shared by
the Corps as a land managing agency and the Iowa SIlPO as a review and
compliance agency, is determining an appropriate treatment for these kinds of
sites. In the past, sites of this type have been written off after sample sur-

Sface collections have been made and the absence of subsurface features has been
confirmed. Perhaps lag component materials from sites 13LA30 and 13LA38 can be
used to develop procedures for maximizing informational return and for
justifying certain kinds of analyse at other disturbed context sites, par-
ticularly those where features arE not present. The problem of mixed component

sites in the Upper Mississippi River Basin is a majcr problem for the Rock
Island District cultural resource management staff and for the profession at
large. The Corps is hesitant to ignore what might be a large portion of the
extant cultural resource base under its jurisdiction; however, the expenditure

of limited Federal funds and staff hours must be justified prior to any recom-
mendation for extensive study of disturbed context sites. The principal
investigator will be required to address this problem as part of the overall
project. A similar position has been taken by Farnsworth and Koski (1985: 21
and 226) for small upland sites in west-central Illinois. Work at the Massey

and Archie Sites as part of the FAP 408 Highway Project demonstrated that

substantial amounts of data may be present which, when subjected to detailed
analyses, can contribute to the understanding of prehistoric occupations in

.J -terms of site function, resource procurement, lithic and ceramic technologies,
and settlement patterns. The strong statement for not automatically writing
off such small, disturbed sites cogently summarizes concerns held by Corps

staff for sites in the Upper Mississippi River Valley (Smith 1985), par-
ticularly in terms of the so-called "mundane" but important methodological
advancements that can be realized which can improve management decisions
District-wide.

3.3 After consulting relevant ceramic typology publications for the
lower Illinois River Valley (Fortier et al. 1984; Griffin 1952; Griffin et al.
1970; Munson 1982; and Cole and Deuel 1937), northeastern Iowa (Alex 1980;
Benn 1978, 1979; Logan 1976; Van Dyke and Behm 1981; and Van Dyke et al. 1980),
and the driftless area of southwestern Wisconsin (Boszhardt and Overstreet 1981;
Boszhardt, Theler, and Kehoe n.d.; Logan 1976; Overstreet 1983, 1984, 1985;
Stoltman 1979, n.d.; and Theler 1983), decorated body sherds and rims were
sorted into currently recognized Woodland types in the Corps report. Various
type designations and cultural interpretations have been applied to similar-

.,. looking ceramic styles in each of the above geographic regions. Exhibit 5 is
intended as a guide for cross-referencing the various cultural phases and ceramic
types which appear in the literature. The type names used in the Corps recon-
naissance report were selected based predominately on intuitive impressions and
are not intended to convey any broad theoretical implications relating to
cultural interactions that took place between the bordering regions. The pri-
mary objective was to insure that a reasonably accurate preliminary sorting was
accomplished. This would facilitate the utility of this report as an attach-
ment to the anticipated solicitation for archeological data recovery at sites
13LA38 and 13LA30. A major problem faced by Federal archeologists is the use
of different terms for cultural periods, phases, complexes, and foci dependent
primarily upon regional or localized biases. This contract should help clarify
the major classifications used for the three primary research areas which
border the sites.
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illustrated on Exhibit 3, the DRP should address hypotheses concerning4 prehistori: cultural development in the Upper Mississippi River Valley region
as discussed in the Corps reconnaissance report.

3.5 Due to the number of rtielttral components represented at the sites and
the illustrated potential for recovering well preserved subsistence data, the
winning contractor is required to show expertise in a number of archeological
subdisciplines. These include, but are not limited to faunal and floral, Early,
Middle and Late Woodland ceramic analysis, the Archaic period generally, and
geomorphology. Because of the potential complexity in each of these areas, a
team approach is highly recommended.

3.6 The Contractor shall include provisions for necessary professional
level geomrphological studies to identify and define the sequence, depth, and
extent of soils development. Geomorphic process and fluvial histories will be

- required. Of particular concern is the relationship between cultural resources
and landfor3s. The question of what resources have been lost due to erosion
and inundation must be addressed, as well as what kinds of resources remain for
future management efforts. It is anticipated that geomorphological studies may
identify surface and/or subsurface surfaces and landforms which can be defined
as contexts likely to contain cultural resources as was done for the downstream
corridor at Saylorville Lake, Iowa (Benn and Bettis 1981; Benn and Harris

'a. 1983), and for Pools 10, 11, 12, and 16. Prospective contractors are advised
to obtain soils and landform maps, as well as maps on file at the Rock Island
District.

3.7 In order to attain maximum cost effectiveness for any geomorphological
fieldwork that will be performed, the Contractor shall make appropriate use of
power machinery for test trenching, test pitting, and coring.

3.8 Resources of the SHPO, Mr. David Crosson, and the State Archaeologist,
Dr. Duane Anderson, shall be investigated. The Contractor will be responsible for
updating -State site forms.

3.9 Written archival sources shall be utilized such as the USGS maps,
19th/20th century plat maps, land holding records, and Rock Island District
files. The District has Mississippi River Charts from 1881, Brown's Survey maps
from 1930, and hand-drawn plane table maps from 1938 to 1943. The successful
Offeror shall be provided copies of these maps, as well as tract maps, for use.
Oral interviews shall be conducted with local collectors, property owners,
former property owners, and State/local Historical Society members.

3. 10 Based upon Sections 3.1 through 3.13 above, the Contractor will pro-
vide infor-ation for cultural resources management program planning, identifying

the following:

B . What data exist, as well as what data gaps exist geographically,
temporally, and as guidance for research topics which can be approached through
the perforr-ance of this and future contracts?

b. What RP3 study needs can be aadressed through the performance of
-"this contract?

c. How will data discovered during this contract contribute to our
junderstanding of cultural resources for Pools 17 and 18 and the region

(descriptive and interpretive)?
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d. How do geomorphological and ecological data apply to cultural
resource investigations at sites 13LA30 and 13LA38?

3.11 An explicit research design will be required that provides the
S rationale, goals, and methods for this investigation including, but not limited

to:

a. The scientific and anthropological reasons for pursuing the pro-
posed investigation.

, b. W1hat the investigator realistically hopes to determine about
past human activity, including such topics as occupational sequences, settlemenit
patterns, subsistence strategies, chronologies, trade and social networks, and

Fgeomorphological considerations.

c. What the investigator has learned concerning "b" above using the
data actually generated under this contract.

-... , "-

d. The explicit manner in which data will be collected and analyzed,
and how these relate to the research goals and results.

e. Geomorphic field strategies that were applied and their utility.

f. Descriptive analytic and interpretive techniques should be pre-
N sented, including summaries of classification systems used.

a . Quantitative techniques used to interpret data shall be explained.

IV. PROPOSALS

4.1 The Contractor shall submit a technical proposal in the form of a DRP
i (Research Design). This plan shall be designed to make the greatest contribu-

tion to an understanding of Midwestern prehistory. The Contractor shall fully
- -consider all extant documents relating to the development of Resource Protection

Planning in the State of Iowa.

4.2 The DRP shall specify the following:

- a. What research questions shall be investigated.

- b. What kinds of data shall be collected to answer "a" above.

c. What methods shall be used for data recovery and what sampling
procedure will be used.

Sd. What types and levels of analyses will be conducted.

p e. What data may be lost or deemphasized as a result of -a- and

"b" above.

f. How the data recovery plan will address Iowa RF3 topics
"" (Elizabeth Henning 1985).

These are considered the minimum topics that must be addressed. The DRP is"" expected to go beyond them and must be as specific and detailed as the existing

data allow.
.d
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3 Laboratory procedures shall be described in the IRP, particularly

Lthi)me whic-h require use of consultants for special sttidies such as faunal,
fIoral, 7 :Jological, and C-14 analyses.

4.4 In addition to the technical proposal, a separate cost proposal Mun;t
be subiniz:ed to the Contracting Officer for evaluation. The cost proposal will
be a det.- led, itemized quotation for personnel, goods, and services needed

to accomn ish the technical proposal.

4.5 The Contractor shall conduct this investigation in a manner that

insures tle greatest contribution to an understanding of Midwestern prehistory

and histor-.-. In an effort to insure this, prospective principal investigators

shall submit a technical research proposal and a separate cost proposal to the

Contracti-.g Officer for evaluation. The technical proposal shall include

sufficien: discussion to fulfill the Scope of Work and how these needs will be

met. Key Dersonnel will be identified and manpower efforts (by hours) shall be

included -it without costs. The cost proposal will be a detailed, itemized

quotation for personnel, goods, and services required to accomplish the tech-

, nical proosal. Overhead and wage rate figures shall be clearly presented, as

well as any costs for equipment, transportation, per diems, lodging, and con-

sultant _s-rvices. The cost proposal shall be sealed in a separate envelope to

*" insure that the technical evaluation can be accomplished without prejudice

prior to -:aluating cost proposals.

4.6 The technical evaluation team will evaluate the technical proposals

first wit*-.out prior knowledge of the concurrently submitted cost proposals.

Therefore, it is in the best interest of the Offeror to include the data
necessary to evaluate the merits of technical proposals, independent of cost

considera:ions. Proposals must demonstrate that the Offeror is knowledgeable
of previous work in the region, current research objectives, and state-of-the-

art metho:ologies and techniques. Proposals that simply restate the Scope of
Work may be judged technically inadequate. A clear, well written, well

thought-out research design is far more effective than fancy packaging and

pages of stock text on the Offeror's abilities.

4. 7 Particular emphasis in proposal evaluation will be given to proposals
offering a high quality product which will best accomplish the project goals.
(See SPEC'FICATIONS, page 11 of this RFP.) Offerors should submit a compre-
hensive s.:heduling plan to document anticipated levels of effort per task and

to provide this District with a monitoring schedule for contract performance.
Contract award will not necessarily be based upon low estimated price, but on
the most advantageous combination of method, price, and schedule that best

W meets the Government's. needs. This will be a firm-fixed-price-negotiated

contract. However, note that award may be made without negotiation if a com-
: petitive -ol of proposals is received that can be awarded without modification

or clarification. The objective is to obtain the maximum amount of useful
informati.sn in the most cost-efficient manner.

4.5 Offerors are invited in their proposals to suggest improvements on
the Scope of Work so long as the minimum requirements are met. Any substantive

changes vill be dealt with during the negotiation (best and final) process for

those wit-in the competitive range. The objective is to obtain the maximum
*... -'- amount of iseful data in the most cost-efficient manner. Note that award may

be made w;':hout negotiation if a competitive pool of proposals is received that

can be a-zrded as is.
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4. 9 Laboratory procedures shall be described for special studies such as
% soils and C-14 analyses. Prospective contractors shall include in proposals a

discussion of the capabilities and facilities to adequately perform required
4 laboratory analyses and for curation upon the completion of the project.

4.10 Remote sensing applications should be described, if proposed, par-

a ticularly in terms of the data sought and the efficiency of the application in
relation to traditional collection procedures.

V. REPORT

5.1 Report. The principal investigator shall be responsible for pre-
paring a comprehensive technical re irt on the results of this investigation.
This report will be in the format .;described in Exhibit 6 (attached). Basic
data description, including provenience and metrics, photographs and drawings,
will be provided for use both in support of the author's arguments and conclu-
sions, and as a source of basic information that may find wider use by other
archeologists as well as the Corps of Engineers.

5.2 Six copies of the draft report shall be submitted to the Contracting
Officer for review 122 days after work begins on the contract (142 days after
award). Draft reports shall be complete when submitted, unless other arrange-
ments are made with the Contracting Officer, no less than 30 days prior to the

di due date. Changes directed by the Contracting Officer based upon draft review
shall be made prior to submission of a final report. In the event that major

revisions are required, the Contracting Officer may request, and tne Contractor
.7. will supply, a revised draft report for review at no additional cost to the

Government. In the event that a revised draft is required, it will be due 30
days after notice of the Contracting Officer. The final version will be due 30

% days after the Contracting Officer approves the draft.

5.3 The draft review period may be as long as 60 days. The intervening
time is necessary to obtain reviews from the State Historic Preservation

s.?' ~?.Officers, the District, and the National Park Service (Interagency
V Archeological Services).

5.4 Any maLerials (documents, artifacts, or notes) collected under this
contract shall be evaluated, analyzed, and referenced according to current pro-
fessional standards for presentation in the report. These procedures must be
specified in proposals. An inventory of these materials shall be supplied to

J .~ the Contracting Officer with the final bill, as they remain Government property
and are subject to review or recall at any time.

5.5 The Contractor shall furnish the Contracting Officer with thirty (30)
copies of the final document, including all photographs and appendixes. A
master copy of the final report in reproduction format will be furnished to the
Contracting Officer with the final bill.

5.6 The Contractor will prepare an informational report on this work
suitable for presentation to the lay public. This report should focus on the
general prehistory and history of the area, the work done under the contract,
and what has been contributed to our understanding of the area. Appropriate
photographs, maps, or drawings shall be included to illustrate the project. A
set of 35 mm color slides shall be provided to complement the text.
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5.7 'rior Lo .1ccoptancc of the f inal reports by the loverinent, neither

the Contr&ctor nor their ropres;cntatives shall release any information or

.. :erials any nature obtained prcpared under contract without prior
approval the Contracting to f icer. At Ler accoptance of the final reports,

their reproduction and use shall not be restrictod by either party. Appendixes

not inten& d for public release are identified in Exhibit o.

VI. SCHE _LE

6.1 The overall contract perio,, is 213- davt-. The Contractor will have up

to 20 days after award to initiate the contract work. A schedule, in calendar
days, is 7.-vided below for guidance:

wa rd day 0
Startup days 0-20

7Literature Search/Fieldwork days 21-51

Literature Search/Analysis days 52-142 (draft due)

2, raft Review days 143-203

Final Report Submission days 204-234

234 total days

This inform:ation is provided to guide Offerors in proposal preparation.
Prospective Offerors may alter the fieldwork and analysis days, as appropriate,

to carry out their proposals as long as the overall contract period does not
change. Earlier startup times are also acceptable, however, if an award is
made during the winter this built-in waiting period should be sufficient to

• .-. allow the Contractor to wait for acceptable weather. Little, if any, billable

work is anticipated to be required during the 60-day draft review period.

VII. CURATION

* .~7.1 Any artifacts or cultural materials collected and any notes. photo-
graphs, or other data generated during the performance of contract services
shall be curated with the Principal Investigator for preservation upon the
discretion of the Rock Island District and the respective State Historic
Preservation Officers. Successful Contractors outside of the State of Iowa may

be required to move these materials to the approved curation facility at OSA.
All of these materials remain the property of the Government and shall be made
available upon request by the District for interpretive programs, additional

research purposes, or any other reason approved by Rock Island District. All
data generated under this contract will be curated in one place. It is the
Contractor's responsibility to safeguard all of this material and to provide an

inventory or catalog system to facilitate access. Copies of any inventories
. shall be slbmitted to the Contracting Officer with the final bill.

,'3. VIII. COOPDINATION

8.1 Continuous coordination will be maintained with the appropriate State
Historic Preservation Officers and the Rock Island District staff archeologist.
Evidence of this coordination will be documented in the draft and final reports.

.5/
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C'3 8.2 "lthly Progress Reports shall be submi tted to the Contracting
,:cer IV tht ltth day of each month. This report will indicate specific

act ivities ind accomplishnents during the preceding month and show any sched-
uled tasks for the following month. These reports will be used by this
District to keen abreast of contract progress and to serve as a vehicle for
identifying problens with performance of the contract or with significant
Cultural r,!source,;

IX. E N FRA L

9Anv arrineinonts for ingres- or egress over non-Federal lands shall
be the responsibility of the Contrac jr. The Contractor is responsible for
obtaining pernisqion fron any landownters prior to trespass.

'6 9.2 The Contractor will keep District staff informed as to where the
work is being conducted and supply names of all field personnel. This contract
;ill be nLna~led by District Archeologist Charles R. Smith, Environmental
nalvsis Branch, Planning Division, Rock Island District, Corps of Engineers.

The phone number is 309/788-6361, Ext. 349. The Contracting Officer's
Representative shall be J. P. Vanloorebeke. While routine informational mat-
ters will be handled by C. Smith, all bills or contracting matters should be
sent in writing to J. P. VanHoorebeke.

9.3 Payments shall be made through receipt of Contractor's billing
invoices. Each payment request will be audited by District staff to insure
that sufficient progress has been made in support of the bill. As a guideline,
the payment schedule listed below shall be used. Recognizing that there is
great variability in billing procedures, fractional amounts will be accepted;
however, adherence to the schedule is preferred.

Completion of Documentary Work 20% of contract amount
Completion of Fieldwork 40% of contract amount
Completion of Analysis 60% of contract amount
Receipt of Acceptable Draft Report 70% of contract amount
Approval of Draft Report 80% of contract amount
Receipt of Final Reports 90% of contract amount
Receipt of Final Bill, Inventory
Sheets, Reproduction Format
M as ter 1002 of contract amount

The Contracting Officer may approve payment for higher percentages than those
shown in the above schedule if an appropriate amount of work can be identified
as having been accomplished.
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PROPOSAL FOR

DATA RECOVERY AT SITESS12LA30 & 13LA38, LOUISA COUNTY, IOWA

by David W. Pern
Prir cipal Investigator

Center for A,-chaeologxcal Research
S.uthwest Missouri State University

Sp,-ir,gfleld, Missouri 658L04

7 February 1386

T This is a r'-search design f:.r data recovery at two sites, 13LA-30 and

2L.3S, in Lruisa Courity, Iowa. The purpose of the project is to mitigate

-D:ts ca,7sed by :.peration of the Mississippi River navigation channel on the
t~o sites, -hich have been determined eligible for the National Register of
H-.tcric Places. Ey making this proposal the principal investigator arid the
Center for Archaeological Research agree to comply with all stipulations and

-.rodtcts indicated in the COE Request for Proposal No. DACWZ5-86-R-0014.

*.' ThiS presertation is divided into three parts. First, assumptions that

i llI infl,,ence the writer's approach to the p-oject are discussed. Secondly,

f:-r groups of research problems are developed for testing during the project.
In the last part the methodology, scheduling and personnel in the project are
c esc,-i ted.

Assirnpt icns

A11 archaeologists bring their preconceptions and personal biases
(interests) into research projects. The funding and scope of a project, as
p,-cpcsed by the client agency, also impose limitations or the research plan.
The ,iost important constraints and preconceptions foreseen for this data
recovery project are described below.

a) Physical constraints in the sites. The two impacted sites have uncertain
di.mensions extending away from the river banks. However, direct impacts
iT, the form of bank erosion are limited to linear areas of the sites
al,.r,g the slough. These narrow impact zones will be the focus of most of
the research effort, and large portions .f both sites will riot be
investigated. Additionally, dense vegetation on 13LA38 and a shallow
A ater table in both sites will complicate the excavation procedure. One

g:oal c.f the project Must be to utilize in the mc.st economical marner hand
testing, backhoe tr'eniching and solid core drilling to determine the
sites' parameters beyond the loci of excavation blocks.

e b) L-u itati:rs of geoarchaeological irterpretaticn. One critical comporert
o.f the project will be geomorphological and pedologxcal studies that will
place the cultural deposit ir its depositionial context. but, there are
i-herent limitations ir, the interpretive potential of data from a single
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5c cf s' J'Y. ci- S ce I- 'felter -t tt-e : ss e .'-nat
a:. t 1 e Iy 9, rhcl- 1cal ~.t t 1ze ,t . r (f cc~~~r.] stt ,r~gs car,

t -' irly te ec~tc~ Ir el*ed by e e- , iatic I r.f t he

e : t ;rn h y at a s I'.g'ie s itIe; ard. . . -tf ir:ti ve irt e r-pret at Ic of
it a- stat in r, .,,I d r-e it E r be s',3ested vo r 11f.err ed" if the

.et~a~sdo r-,:t hs.~e cir opprcpriately ",de Tc':.pe kl-4E':4

-%, te f.Vlal sScr1 ?Wf the Qisis' i ,:~r *war-fs t~e st-idy area

in qr ;.e' !l-_-n, -je can -pe at best to dz!-:crr t- ate t -at t'e-e are
s 1'c 'nt eltcshp et..en th'e c:.r,.text zcf !Z-LF'30-38 and fim.>cIels :,f

t~a :':pian sch as C .iurch (n.d. I and Gl~felter- 381).

r- ::.l rter,-,etet'.S. 7The i.',FActed sites qill yzl: ' .ige aT0'1rt s Z-f
_seV p,-eser-, d c-lt:iril dlata ,~hich .4.ll add 'is.tal 1 to 'r'cWledqe

&iut pren-_tc-ric c'.lt jr-es. H:w4e.er, th.e rpc e -ca~atirns will
'fj'le -.rnly a small part of the sites, and both sites represernt c-,rly a
t rny port icr ;f the vast c,_lt .iral reccord in th-e upoper ' c-sissippi B'asin.

!t is certain, therefc-re, that cltural interpr'etati:ris relating to a

* ~i:.a1c:nrt-2xt and ch:rccicisq erce of c. Itres ' i.e. 'crci
.e a ~~ed diachrocnic ditrensiclrns) f,Ist be cconstrai-ed vwith ir a Finite r~ur1ter Cif

*?sear'Ch pr':b.ers. Otherwise, funds for the prc-ject wil 1 be
ineffect ively dissipated among divergent goals.

R'-_search Pr-cb Ierns

. e-e re fo:ur areas cf research that car, be appro:priatelyfitdnt

t"e ,1itig_,t icn o~f 13LA30-~37 with the arncurit of funding that is available and
~c':rsier aticn of the limiitations described aocve. The writer c':rnsiders

these for areas to be the mainimumo of research that will be accowplished on
n:th sites. The four research to-pics are irnclusive cf all suggested research
pr-oblers presented in the COE Request for Proposals. Wher, the fieldwork is
fi- shec, :.ther avenues of research will c-pen becau.se cf ' nant icipated
f i rdnCs.

Topic I

Geormorrph ic/Pedcger ic Cc.rtex ts

7he :1escript ions and mraps in the 13LAI-0-38 recon~naissance report (Corps

go _ cf -Engineers 1198S) show that both sites are situ-ated or, flo.plairr terraces
eparated by Sand Pun Chute (Muscatine Slonugh). Site 12Lr 3. is onr the west

tanL( ir. the foct/toeslc'pe pcositio~n beneath the bluff, wi'e I-LA30 is in
acc -et,.:rary deposits of the f'oodplain cr, th'e cast bar~k cf the slo'ugh. if
tle slo~ugh has been, in this positl ion for a lon.rg peri.:d of timie, then, the sites
:are c.r, lae-cforfrs with d i fferent cc.nst rutctional h istcries because their local

'sources c all 'Iv iurn are d i ffet ent. (A recent dat e for cu-t t .rg of the s I cuogh
w:d roean th)at a s inglIe s It e _n .crre t errace ias beer, slIi ced intco t wo

fy-,? gerlS, r-eS',t I I g i n a sub t ant , al o1,:ss o f ir, f7r-'-at ior. And s it e cont ext
- ch e n. .4 1) a nd Gad, eter l'?-9f:47) -a~e 4 :ndc t -at t, e missiSSIPD1

Rvee meArde-belt ard ;,any of its ckar',rels have neen --e-ar-Anly stable during
-~e late :cee eri cd (ca. -.XX'1 &~.P. to preser t . ~h I s .rf,-_r-at I o:,n

pp-rts t -e c.terticr, that oe rct.rnel r - aled Sa',c Pr te) ' as teen.
.e -,le th~e e-resAt ctl) sites L-,e ''
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~ r---~r': esi gn fc.r the I -LA3_-38 pro~ject (.ust be able to
e e C*e 1P- It c le'4 :f t "e aIt er''.at I e ccrst ruct icnalI hist cr ies 1l1i e

.iLrte b.e. lie researizh cesiyr also wust produ.ce a detailedS*a~ It it igaphy fc-r, the cc.rte~ts of all cultu.r-al materials. The
r g ecifc r eerch pr,:-blemsarpe-etdtoffll hserd.

-t~ t. :t /t -e-sI,-pe ;>_s,.t ic.r :.f ! LA __-8 t he t errace i s sub ect to
a ft -, rim several s:curces: chiarnel sands, _1ver-bank

ts C: 1 , 1 I rn fr: t he b 1-1f f arid alII1t li.ra f rom. t he near by f ar (t o

e t h E;rk3 pr.:files ir. the COE rec,raissance report (1985:Plate
i.'y wdicate strtir-aphy that varies hrirtly(e.g.

~sedj-- 'izIls, rhanr e 1 ed. wer ,s, c,- 1luv iirn) . The presence of
I,, zed S-i I I r'.:'S ar-d Co:'lluI UY 0 5sgeSt S that t h is t errace i s

of I I iy a wert ical I ccret icn deposi1t , yet i ts i nt ernal1 st rat igraphy
.or ies ithir, a few moeters duje to the existence cf channels ard localized

-. ~-Les -f Eei~ra~~.Chu.rch's preliminary assessment cf vertically
-z:_-et - terrcl-es (r..d. :48) , especially toeat the base cf the bluff,

. at t'ey rmay c r-tairs an, earlier reccr of Hc locen sedimenation (arid

~e, e -re .t Ara Ieco:r d) t Ian, t he fIoo-:d pl1a1 i t erraces.

'_ -Lz 7' is cr a f'c-_dplain, terrace where the sou.rces of alluvial
arr,;et are 1I ii ted to charnrel bar form-at ion anid -overbank depcosits.

SI t -ace i s Ior li ely to: t-ave been cor-st ructed f rom 1,aterall1y

e* eed ;ed rt s ca; ped by ,ert icall1y depo--si1ted sil 1t. Ch urch (n. d. : 49)
zeZ1,cts that lateral accreticn ter-races in the weander belt formed during
-e late '"cbocene peri.:d, their- edges being y-urger thani th-e inter-icr
:s, is rd epcs it S. Ar-chaeological site l3LA30' is at the edge of the

-a~rd-ter-race. rle-efcre, it is hypothesized that the sediments at
VLi 30 and 13LA38 will conrtain different culltuAral rec-r-ds 'althncugh not
-ezessari ly nz-r-ccontempor'ary) because the terraces have di fferent

-. ::r~strict-cral histor-es.

-i-een th.e potential co:.rnplexity c-f the landfcrrns in, the project area, no
aicassularchiaeo.:-gical excavatio~n car, be undertaken w.ithojut a detailed
.'>.ie oecf the naetural stratigraphy: i.e. nori zo:ntal arid ver'tical

in ollhorzon (cl(:rste tursstructures), fluvial
e At.Lres, arid orientaticrns of strata. Terraces ccnta in subsurface

.~Feat,res that bear no relationship to surface appearances; the same car,
e tr-,e 'r- cultural deposits in, those terraces (cf. Overstreet 1384;

.ettis an~d Ferin *1384; Beri 11386). An excavation c-f 13LP30-38 that
taed' wer t ica I st ra t ig r-aph y . r a rb itr a ry ',crn units w,:.uld ieial

:-srut c,_itiral stratigraphy and yield little more than the products
.' 4st e-ca.vat.:rs in, tniddens o~f mi ,ed cctnp.or erts. Or, the c-ther hard

t' e E-caiat ir, teirg proposed herein, that d ist1 iguishes rnat ural unitis
-f irdr Iat i rg ceposi ts at the mi c'-o-strat igraph ic level w.ou d I iPei y

t I e-ar-at c': cs':f act ial 1 cI It ura I cmip:rnert s--a super) c-r prod,(uct
S . r :eta..g studies in, settlement patterns ard cultture proCcess.

c , e too:ls, _rawics and ch ipped stz:re itemos fr-n bo:th sites are
WS,.~t~r1t cI:sely to: .c,,ented a-tifact typeS 'r,:rri the issippi and

% ,.%
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4 2 ,,:s 'oe - basirs. Cr~e basic activity of the prc;_.osed project will be to
. tify ,rt1fact t>-es :t, the site colIectic:,ris ard to relate the types to

- I - aI cuItiraI systerms ard to exi tir, g artifact sequences. Irregular rocks

-. ,d "ariy crne and st-r-e toOlS Way not have regi,:,ral significarce but car, be
aralyzed for- their furiction. Specific research pr'oble is relating to these

-. s,,its are described bel--w.

Ca) The p,:tte,'y cl assifCati>rs will involve several current issues that may
be 1'es, Ived by the large I LA 20-38 collecticns. The earliest ceramic

t.::h,:c.;y rmay be r-p,-eserited by ea&.iples of Marion Thick. Good exarples
:.f this war-e have appeared once i, r,-rtheast Iowa (Logan 1976) arid would

-e a _ec-'ie discovery ir L,.ii=a County. The prt-cblemis of Early W,: dlard
pottery classificat i,.rs will be arnalyzed. Specifically, the attributes

on l'o AL30-38 ceramics will be cor ipared to Plack Sand Incised, Spring

Holl:.w Incised and to materIal from farther north in the basin (e.g. Van

Dyxe a. Behr 1981) and ir, the central Des eoir,es River valley (Per, ard

-- gers 1985) in, an effort to settle issues of c-rtiniiity in, this ceramic
traditi o. The ,-elationships to Mort,-on types also will ne ccr,sidered,

sirce this problem relates to the larger quest:on of the origins of

S'*dde 4-,.dland cultures (Munson 1982).

With regard to Meidde Woodlard (Havana) and early Late Woodland (Lirn)

.:otteries, there exist several studies to which the 13LA3-58 types can

* -e d,,'ectly ,-elated (e.g. Griffin 1952; Loy 1968; Logan 1976; Penn 1978;

F ttc triar, 1979). Aspects of interest ire the sites' collection of Linn

.ar-e are: how far south dces this ceramic tradition extend, and is an

.-clsed decorative type present in this ware 1 (The latter issue has been

a!. e in, Iowa for- decades in the form of Spring Hollow Incised.)
iir

-he 7orcl decorated potteries of the Late Woodlared period need to be

. :!i*:letely araly:ed ard given type rames. The important problems ir cord
Sa::',,ated potteries are the proper separation of Madison arid Minotts

types, the need for a definitive descriptiorn of Minotts ware and
docvt.er,tir,g the r-elatiorships between the pottery types in Iowa and

.'p "'aples Mills in Illinois (cf. Riggle 1981).

.Fially, any pcttery types associated with post-Woodlard occupations r f
the sites need to be recognized and placed in a cultural context. For

irstar,ce, a handful of Oreota sherds often appear ir, Woodland site

colecticns; the question is why'

- At present the use of chipped stone t-ols as i,dicators of cultural

affiliation arid chroroI,-,gy is uncertair, in eastern Iowa. Formal chipped
stone t,,c.ls, such as projectile points, knives arid shaped scrapers, need

.- .. ± to be typed ard associated with the ceramic c:rmplexes. The projectile

pc:i-,t seqierce for Late Archaic through Late Wcdlad pericds reeds to be

deired bettee for the easter, Iowa region, and other formal types of

chipped store toi:ls riist be placed with the point sequerce to expand the
range of culturally diagrcstic tools.
" tdies ,f _hipped store, c:bble tools and lithic debitage reed to

incorp,:rate use-wear aralyses to deterwire tool funct ions. Tool

Sf rCt i, ,s should ther be related to faural and flor-al relars fr,-,n the
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sites to insUre a full irterpretat ioi of site furct ions arid cultu.ral
pi-c-c 2ese.

d) The RP3 study _inits for the Easterr Wc.dlarids Late Archaic arid
Mississippi Pasir W.odland (E. Herning 1985: 2 6 , 37) reed to have more
rc.-b'.st definition's. The Late Archaic study unit suffers particularly
fromi lack of evidence. 'Oddit iorially, the artifact inventory arid
chywcnc'ogy of the Late Prchaic must be comnpar'ed with rew info~rmat ion from
studies in Illincis (e.g. 'rown and Vierra 1983; McElrath et al 1984).

Tc~pic 3
ResoUrces, 'Subsistence & Setting

New info~rmat ion aboDut Archaic arid Woodland subsistence arid sett lemenit
;atternis in the Mississippi valley is being published at a rapid rate (e.g.

% --tc'it,:-an 1983; Theler 1983; Fok~en arid Finn 1984; articles in Bareis arid
--r~ter eds. 1284). Some studies are so recent that a wide ranging literature

Swill be necessary to update interpretations for the 13LA3I0-38 project.
The recent invest igaticris present hypotheses that are still "green," i.e. they
.. ;ve T-ot been critiqued in print by other authors. This is the case for the

oe.g f information arid ideas in the FAI-270 project (Ibid.). The
ir,_iticaticns donre in the Prairie du Chien locality (Stoltrnan 1983; Theler
!-,3) :,ffer insights into the development of Woodland subsistence arid

set ~~intsyst-?ms which may be compared against the 13LA30-38 data. But,
,i.:.e r'ecerrt georsirphic work in the Upper Mississippi basin (Church n.d.;

~e street 1984) indicate that the Late Archaic evidence has riot beensbaifequately sarmpled because mauch of it is buried in, the floodplain. Some
dir-ect~ors for problem-oriented research in the proposed project are described
ze I ow.

Za) Studies of raw store matet 1':1s, their natural outcrops arid uses in
chipped stcrie tools, often provide evidence about the movements and
relationrships of prehistoric peoples. Among components, shifts in the
directions arid distance of the origins of raw materials may indicate

A changin~g ciulture patterns arnd/or site furicticris. Iderntif icat ion of the
lithic materials at l3LA30-38 also will add to an, existing data base
being accumiulated by Toby Morrow (1984) in the State of Iowa.

:0) The species composition and association of faunal arid floral remains in

peach cf the l3"LA30-38 cc-mpcnrnts will be important irdicators of site
% 4F--rct ions arid humnan preferences for food arid shelter arid social

c-ganization. The wier'e fact that elk (a prairie animal) arid fish (a
flc.:dplair, rescurce) occur together in the site, but mussels are niot
c,:-rion in the rldde,, su.ggests somre procuremient strategies were operating
.eyorid the theoretical notion, cf catchment basin. These types of

surepreferences ,ust be co:rrelated with the art ifact iveritcries,

:'lert types arid midden features to achieve a total picture of the
sub~sistence ecc.r,-cmy. ;:r:rn this information it will be possible to launich
irnto interpretat ions a;bcut site f.inict ons: e.g. base camp, extract ive

F i t e, le-,th of :occ,.pat io:n, etc.

c) It will be i-, erestir-g to see if a shift in subsistence/settlemnent
patter'-s can be detected between the Archaic and W:dlard cc-mpconerts, or
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if these periods show continuity of a basic floodplain adaptation. Here
is an instance where geomorphic analysis of the landforrm context for the
site will be a critical elemert in the fieldwc.rk. This is because

relative rates of sedimentation Must be estimated prior to determining
the lengths of o:ccupation for each cultural cormpon nt.

e.2 Topic 4

Cultural Resource Management

Each instance of site testing arid data recovery offers the oppo.rtunity to
evaluate archaeological methods and procedures. In the case of the 13LA30-38
pe-,'ject this oppcrtunity is doubly significant. The sites are on terraces, an
extre.mely complex landform that archaeologists are beginning to understand
throough drilling, trenching and hand excavation (cf. Gladfelter 1985; Church
ri.d. ; Bettis and Hoyer 1986; Benn 1986). Secondly, the project is impo:rtant
because the sites are examples of many floodplain sites presently being
damaged by the actions of the Mississippi fluvial system and related human
cevelopment (cf. Overstreet 1984; Johrnso, et al 1985). One of many ways the
proposed project will assist in managing other site impacts is determining the
orientations of 13LA30 and 13LA38. The reasoning is this. Landforrns in the
Mississippi River floodplain form parallel to the flow of water; thus, levees,
zharnel bars, islands, etc. tend to be linear arid to occur in laterally

accreted bands. Prehist.ric humans might be expected to have occupied the
better drained linear rises in the floodplain; therefore, site scatters should
be linear. We need to know if renewed erosion of a site by a river channel
has a greater impact on linear site scatters along channel banks than on round
scatters.

Reseavch Design

The presumption of this project is that natural formation processes of
the fluvial system are independent of human activities; thus, the preservation
of evidence at 13LA30-38 depended on the processes of alluviation. The
appropriateness of the field methodology has profound effects on the quality
of subsequent data analyses arid cultural interpretations. This means that the

."/ natural terrace stratigraphy at 13LA30-38 must be analyzed prior to
undertaking block excavations in cultural components. Basic subdivisions in
the sites will be natural stratigraphic units that are divided further into
cultural arnd/cr arbitrary levels arid horizontal units.

A.

field ,iethods:

Preparation for the fieldwork will include obtaining appropriate riaps
% ron the COE for the purpose of delineating changes in channels ard ter-races

th'at have occurred in the last century. COE artifact collections also will be
secured to begin assessing what cultural components are present. At this
writing it is projected that about three-quarters of the field resources will
be expended on 1I3LA38 and the other quarter on 13LP30. Site 13LA38 is more
accessible for tank profilirg and machiriery arid is m-ore susceptible to damage
by erosion.
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During the initial week of fieldwork ar axis of grid stakes tied to a
e, rar, Er, t datum will be set on each site for horizontal control. A bench mark
t:cve the terrace will be employed for elevations. The next activity on the

site will be obtaining surface collections from the shoreline. The shore will
be divided into 10m running segmerts for control, and diagnostic pottery and
chipped stcre tools will be raked and picked from the deposits. Cocurrent
eiith this activity, a transect of solid cores will be drilled across both
terraces to expose the deep stratigraphic record.

F.Wher, the shore has beer, surface collected, work will begin on profiling
V. representative sections of the 13LA38 bank along its entire length.

Accessible parts of the 13LA30 bank also will be profiled. At the same time a
* baclhoe will be employed to cut approximately four narrow trenches in 13LA38.

One trench will transect the terrace (perhaps in segments) in an east-west
direction from the bank to the bluff base. This will be the primary
stratigraphic profile that complernents the north-south bank profile. Three
other short trenches will be cut east-west to provide vertical profiles for
Sfuture excavation blocks. (Cutting one or more of the three short trenches
might be delayed until preparations are complete for the block excavations.)
Positioniing of the backhoe trenches will depend on findings from the surface
collection and bank profiles. Trench and bank profiling, and stratigraphic

and soils descriptions will be done by the writer and E. A. Bettis, the
geological consultant. Concurrent with the trenching, a crew person will
e~cavate ore i,,eter test units in both sites to probe cultural components that
might occur away from the bank exposures. (Site testing in isolated units
will be puirsued through the period of fieldwork to obtain a complete picture
,:f site stratigraphy.) A line of test units will be excavated perpendicular
to the bank or 13LA30 to expose horizontal stratigraphy.

Machine trenching that destroys small parts of an undisturbed site is
defended for its long-term advantages and efficiency. The only way to gain
access to detailed, vertical profiles of the terrace stratigraphy is to open

trenches. Trerching by hand so that cultural artifacts are recovered would be
too costly for the type of project being requested by the COE. Furthermore,
artifacts from a trench are difficult to associate precisely with undulating
stratigraphy that is being exposed at the same time.

After the initial week of fieldwork the testing results will be returred
to the laboratory for preliminary assessment. Soil samples from terrace
profiles will be sent to a commercial laboratory for analysis. Stratigraphic
profiles will be inked and correlated. Material recovered from the shoreline
and frrn excavated test units will be processed and perused to determine
artifact patterns in the sites. This interim between field sessions will be
I- weeks depending on weather corditions, Mississippi River water levels arid
the logistics of organizing the field party.

The rair, term of fieldwork will be five weeks when block excavations are
opered to excavate completely through the cultural deposits. Two blocks 2x'm
or larger will be excavated along the bank in 13LA38, and a similar sized
block will be excavated in 13LA30. Horizontal size of the blocks will depend

on potential depth of the deposits and constraints due to ground water. The
blocks on 13LA38 will be enclosed for stratigraphic controls on three sides by
the vertical pro:files in trenches ard the river bark. Hand shovelling will be
erployed to excavate through sterile deposits; otherwise all excavation will
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s, ;be by hard trowelling. Excavated soil will be dry screened through
cr e-ou arter inch hardware cloth, although if time and conditions permit the
:-cavated soil may be water screened through window screen (1/l6ir). Artifact
prvenlierces will be maintained in ore meter horizontal units, and vertical
c-:.ntrols will be lcm arbitrary levels within natural levels. All artifacts
: sso:ciated with features will be piece-plotted. Features will be

* • ,crcss-secti ored and their entire contents retained for processing by floating
": " arid water screening. The main excavation blocks will be excavated through the

,Ic.ier (Archaic) cmiponerts to the water table. Using a pump, attempts will be
Tade to excavate test units below the water table to search for deeper

* cultural coiporents. A complete wr'itten and photographic record of field
investigations will be maintained.

Z4ir iformational visits:

rt is expected that professional archaeologists and geologists and other
parsonis will visit the site during the excavation. The professional community

in Iowa and the COE will be notified in advance when the trenches are open for
inspection and study. Trips to other locations in the region also may be
organized to study site contexts.

laboratory & personnel:

The writer will function as principal investigator, field supervisor and
author/editor of the report for the project. Beenn also will work with E. A
Bettis III on the georr'orphic/pedological studies.

Material from the excavation will be processed by the regular laboratory
" technician, Patsy Corbett, in Springfield, Missouri. All diagnostic material

will be catalogued and sorted for distribution to specialists. Fragile
;aterials (e.g. mussel shell, fragile bones) will be stabilized. The process
of floating soil samples will include chemical flocculation if necessary.
When studies are finished, the collections and records can be curated at the

-% CAR or car be sent to a repository in Iowa.

The services of specialists in three sub-disciplines have beer, secured to

analyze part of the collections (see attached vitae). Ms. Lucretia Kelly
(R.R., Columbia, IL) has agreed to analyze the faunal remains, for which
150hrs. have been budgeted. Dr. Neal Lopinot (St. Louis) will analyze the
paleobotanical remains in 15-20 flotation samples. David G. Stanley
(Highlandville, IA) has been budgeted 100hrs. to analyze the chipped stone
r"iaterials in terms of typologies and use-wear. All three specialist will
produce written reports of their analyses, which will be integrated and
surnarized by the writer. All other riaterial analyses, the discussion of site
contexts arid the cultural interpretat ions will be done by the writer during a
period of 400hrs. Materials for dating will be sent to Beta Analytic, Inc. or

p Coral Gables, FL. The services of PIC Consultants (Des Moines, IA) will be
retained to provide a drilling machine.

L4- "
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schediIr, g & r ap-rting:

The writer is prepared to carry out the proposed project within the
A alloted time of 234 days. Ore would normally anticipate starting the field

s season in s.:,utheast Iowa by April 1. The initial week of testing should be
ccmpleted during April, ard the excavation should be completed by the end of

- May. Laboratory work would require approximately ore mornth overlapping with
the latter portion of the fieldwork. Collections will be distributed to

sub-contractors in Jure arid their reports returned later in the summer for
collation by the writer.

Two circumstarces could interfere with the scheduling proposed above.
Spring r-ains arid high river levels are likely to cause delays in the
fieldwork, arid it is always uncertain how water delays will affect the overall
project schedule. The second mitigating circumstance would be that too much
;aterial is reczvered from the site, resulting ir an extersior, of the period

-' f or aralysis ard report productirz-ri within the contract period of 234 days.

The draft report will conform to the stipulations in the Request for
tip Proposals. Besides including a description of all work ard findings or, the

site, the special studies will be incorporated into the writer's
interpretaticns to make the analysis inter-disciplinary. The report also will

irclude a catalogue of all materials by provenience. The ceramic analysis by
the writer will be a special feature of the report. Benn w4ll travel to Iowa

City to study collections cf Mirotts pottery housed in the State Historical
Society. Collections obtained from the recent Michaels Creek study (Fokker,
arid Finn 1984) also will be analyzed. The writer has accumulated ar, array of
statistical data on cord decorated potteries during a decade of travels

throughout Iowa, arid this information will be employed to study the materials
- - from southeast Iowa.

-A-A"

-'
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

ROCK ISLAND DISTRICT CORPS OF ENGINEERS

% CLOCK TOWER BUILDING - P 0 BOX 2004

ROCK ISLAND ILLINOIS 61204 2004

May 13, 1987

Planning Division (1180)

.%

Dr. David W. Benn
Center for Archaeological
Research

Southwest Missouri

State University
Springfield, Missouri 65804-0089

Dear Dr. Benn:

We have completed our review of your draft report
entitled Archaeology in the Mississippi River Vloodplain
at Sand Run Slough, Iowa, prepared for us under contract
DACW25-86-C-0025. Overall, the report is acceptable and
meets the requirements set forth in the Scope of Work.

Please make the changes or corrections indicated
by reviewers prior to printing the final version. These
changes, mostly of an editorial or format nature, should
improve the report's readability and iccuracy.

You are hereby directed to begin work on the

final report. If you have any questions, please call
Mr. Charles Smith at 309/788-6361, or write to the

following address:

District Engineer

U.S. Army Engineer District, Rock Island
ATTN: Planning Division

,A "- Clock Tower Building - P.O. Box 2004
Rock Island, Illinois 61204-2004

Sincerely,

I N 10

J. Paul VanHoorebeke

Contracting Officer's
Representative

Enclosures
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Type:Pa oI fProject Review Concept: Pg'o
Final:

Comments Other: dat Date:
Project: ~A~0Reviewer:

Location: Archaeology in the Miss. Name: C. Smith
River Flood Plain at SDRok sln

Sand Run Slough Organization: SERokIln

ftafeDelete86 Comment Action
*Dele1e1"National" before "Advisory Council

... i in the second paragraph and capitalize

2 2 Delete the word "Dotentiallv\ before

______that the sites were eligible for listing on

....... GEN__ I think that your discussion of compliance _________

JqiiP~ nn prrcPriiirp,; rntl d h,- improved by __________

r incorporating references and terms from the

_____ ~recently revised 36 CFR Part 800 regulation. ________

For example, the following references should

_____be used in the report:

800.2(c) area of potential effects

____ ___ 0_ 'i(h' regnin-Mgnt- to evauarp- hi-,-rrc

properties _________

800.4(c) application of National Register________

criteria

800.3(d)(1) no adverse effect procedures

D "Culturalx" is misspelled. ________

)I "Survev" is miss3pelled.

6 35 IAThat is the depth of the excavation planvie,.

NCR Form 44
25 U6SP64

-55~.I I...
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; Project Review Type: Pag
Comments ""a 81i

Jrm e t Other: Date:

Project: Reviewer:

Location: Name:
Organization:

- Comment Action
7 GEN There is a need to improve the separation of

Sections. subsections. 3rd and 4th level

- ,hrPrirn Tr it nni- cQIw 1r w '_ _"_____

level of division applies and what subsections

-,I fit tozether.

8 98 The second Raragraph is inanoronriate. IT

does not say much for your decision making

..* *, process to state that time/money constraints

were the most significant factors, particularl_

when vou were in a Proposal-driven procurement

t -. situation. If more resources were needed, they

should have been proposed up front, or at the

-' .____ very least. early on in the analysis phase by

#. -. a request for time or money .  The last two

~lines of this oaragraoh are also very negative

9 100 There is a word missing in the third

' paragraph (the ?).

10 101 There is a stratum number missing in the

- -_- second paragraph (III ?).

I1 GEN The use of classification data in tables 4

- - -- through 26 is a plus for future researchers

and readers. While the quantitv of informa-

. L - - ion is overwhelming. it is easy to make
~comparisons between excavation blocks, strata,

.-.. features, and debitage types. David Stanley

". "- isto he commended for a thorough and

- . insightful analysis.

- , NCR Form 44
- , 25 Sep 84
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Project Review npt:
IFinal:Comments Other: _ Date:

Project: Reviewer:
Location: Name:

Organization:

Comment Action
12 181 The word of" is missing after the word

____"preponderance" in paragraph three.

13 195 Write out the word "Liter" in the second

14 22- How do you interpret the 6 elk bones found

- at 13LA30 as described in the USACE

reconnaissance report (p. D-3)?

15 233 The general discussion of the relationship

between soils. landform evolution, presentatio

Potentials, and cultural periods is intripuin _

____and should be critical avenues for L987

projects in Mississippi River Pools 17, 18,

and 21. ____ ___

16 243 "Did" is misspelled in the last line.

17 252 Chapter VIII is the reason this project was

m_ -undertaken. All of the data that was classi-

____fied, described, and tabulated in earlier

__.-_chapters begin to assume meaning through the

discussion of environment (object/instrument),

- - technologv climnte social organizatinn/

."change, and ideological-technological rela-

tionships. Whether the reader agrees with

your interpretations or not is irrelevant, as

you have provided clear lines of inQuiry for

, , - - the future. My only recommendation is that

U, . _the discussion of Oneota (e.g. Christenson

Site 13PK407) be expanded. The ending seems

NCR Form 44
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Project: Reviewer:
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06006 " "se, Comment Action
- 17 a bit chopped, and another paragraph or two

Idescribing your notions about s.mbolism

-1 (Chevron motifs). social-oolitical orzaniza-

", "". - on, modes of Droducrion- and territorialism

would help end the prehistoric period and

Sillustrate the entire spectrum of prehistoric

cultural chanze.

18 255 -In tact" should be "intact" in the second

,... . -"- -. paragraph

19 255 our recommendations are good ones that can

_be aDolied to Corp-soonsored CRY in the Upper

_____ M~iqi~inni River v.a]]ev, _______
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State Historical Department

4East 12th and Grand Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 50319
(515) 281-5111

May 5, 1987

Dudley M. Hanson P.E.
C' *Chief, Planning Division

Rock Island District Corps of Engineers
Clock Tower Building
P.O. Box 2004
Rock Island, IL 61204-2004

RE: DRAFT REPORT: ARCHAEOLOGY IN THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER
• . FLOODPLAIN AT SAND RUN SLOUGH, IOWA. (DACW25-86-C-0025).

Dear Mr. Hanson:

I have reviewed the draft report for this project and make the
following comments and recommendations. In general, the report
meets the scope-of-work. All alterations to original contract
appear to be the result of inclement weather and uncooperativeawater tables. The report is likely to be a significant
contribution to the archeology of Woodland period sites in

. southeastern Iowa and to models of landscape archeology. Minor
comments on report chapters follow.

Page 2. The last two sentences of the second paragraph should be
amended to make it clear that 13LA38 and 30 were determined
eligible by the Keeper, not listed on the Natiomal Register.
Suggested wording: The COE and SHPO concurred that the Sand Run

-, sites (13LA30 and 13LA38) met the criteria of eligibility for the
0National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). The Keeper of the

NRHP determined the sites eligible on 15 November 1985.

0Page 25-26. I felt the feature descriptions were too brief.
. .. AWhat is contained in these two pages is a good summary, but I

would like to see individual feature descriptions, perhaps in an
appendix.

Page 27. I found Tables 2.2-2.4 difficult to read and correlate
with the text and with Tables 3.1 and 3.2. All abbreviations
should be keyed and consistent chapter to chapter (cf Table 3.2).
Another table parallel to Table 3.2 should be included showing
diagnostic sherds in relation to excavation levels and surface
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RICQE - SAND RUN SLOUGH
PAGE 2

Page 71. The conclusion to such a useful chapter on southeastern
Iowa ceramic assemblages is all too short. The third
"difficulty" mentioned, that review and compliance archeology
results in significant sites not being excavated, is perhaps
negated by the very study at hand. How many of the truly
significant sites excavated in Iowa have been excavated by
research-oriented funding (and how many of these resulted in
final reports?) and how many were excavated by Federal funding?
At quick tabulation of projects listed in the author's own
Previous Investigations section quickly leads to the conclusion
that most of what we know about Louisa County was generated vria
R&C work.

Page 147. I have no basic complaint with the obviously well
analyzed lithic section, but this chapter reads more like an
appendix than a report chapter. The summary statements embedded
within the text need to be highlighted and discussed in an
introductory section and then reiterated in a concluding section.
Sorely missed is a section on comparative chronology and
stratigraphic seriation comparable to the ceramics discussion.
Some of this is embedded in point and stratum discussions, but it

N is not well developed.

Page 255. 1 concur with the author that additional
investigations still need to be persued at 13LA30. If additional

* funding is available, I urge the COE to develop a second testing
program at 13LA30.

Page 256-57. The author has brought up a series of specialized
studies that need to be completed at sites such as 13LA38. Most
of these are not grant-eligible activities for SHPO funding, nor
are they properly treated under an Agency's 106 responsibilities.
However, there are general suggestions here which can be used to
condition contracts to yield significant areal research when a
site is under 106 review. These suggestions will also be useful
if the COE develops a Preservation Treatment Plan for COE-managed
properties in the Upper Mississippi.

I look forward to reading the final report.

Sincerely,

* Kay S .psn

Compliance and Archeological Survey
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Cl Ilinois istoric Preservation Agency
Old State Capitol * Springfield * 62701

p
217/785-4512

CF:
May 12, 1987 PD

PD-C

Mr. Dudley M. Hanson, P.E. PD-E_, /

Chief, Planning Division PD-F

District Engineer
U.S. Army Engineer District, Rock Island PD-P

Attention: Planning Division PD-R
Clock Tower Building - Post Office Box 2004
Rock Island, Illinois 61204-2004

Dear Mr. Hanson:

It is with great pleasure that our staff reviewed the draft report entitleu
"Archaeology in the Mississippi River Floodplain at Sand Run Slough, Iowa"
prepared by Dr. David Benn and Associates. Due to internal time restaints we
have reviewed the draft for content only, however, it appears to be an
extremely "clean" draft from a technical perspective.

* This report is of the highest professional standards with regard to clarity of
presentation, analysis and interpretive stance. The contribution of this work
to our understanding of the culture history, especially the ceramic, lithic,
and subsistence aspects, of this region will be significant. It will take on
added importance once the analysis of the Putney Landing Middle and Late
Woodland components from Illinois become available.

The only aspect of this research that is somewhat disturbing is the apparent
lack of intra-stratum analysis and comparison. This makes it very difficult
to fully comprehend the nature of component assemblages as cultural entities.
This is not a major problem and to some extent stems from both the researchers
explicit focus on cultural history and the decision to use as analytical units
the categories of material culture. Organization and analysis by
"specialties" rather than cultural components often provides very detailed
diachronic views but seldom well-integrated assemblage perspectives.

The Corps of Engineers and Dr. Benn and his associates are both to be
congratulated on an extremely successful archaeological research/compliance
project. It is to be hoped that this report will be made available to a wide
audience in the Upper Mississippi River Valley region.

Sincerely,

Thomas E. Emerson
Chief Archaeologist
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APPENDIX B

Soil Descriptions
by

E. A. Bettis III

(Iowa Geological Survey Bureau)
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58SR1

Location: 13LA38 unit B south wall 160cm east of west wall
mN Landscape position: center of small alluvial/colluvial fan

Slope: 9-14%
Vegetation: hardwood forest
Date described: 8/20/86

' V Described by: E.A. Bettis III
Remarks: described from hand probe below 180cm

Depth (cm) Soil Horizon Description

0-11 A very dark grayish brown to dark
*' grayish brown (IOYR3/2-4/2) loam

with occasional fine pebbles,
weak to moderate fine granular,

, friable, noneffervescent, clear
smooth boundary, abundant roots,
occasional charcoal flecks

11-20 EBI dark grayish brown (10YR4/2) silt
loam with occasional fine and
medium pebbles, weak fine suban-
gular blocky, friable, noneffer-

Uvescent, clear smooth boundary,
-q abundant roots, very few thin

discontinuous very dark grayish
- [brown (10YR3/2) coatings on ped

surfaces

V' 20-27 EB2 dark grayish brown to brown
(IOYR4/2-4/3) silt loam, moderate
fine to medium subangular blocky,
friable, noneffervescent, clear

A smooth boundary, very few fine
oxides, abundant roots, few thin
discontinuous dark grayish brown
(10YR4/2) coatings on peds, very

-- few thin discontinuous grayish
brown (10YR5/2) silt coatings

27-48 Btl brown to yellowish brown
(IOYR4/3-5/3) silt loam, moderate
medium subangular blocky breaking
to moderate fine angular blocky,
friable, noneffervescent, abrupt
wavy boundary, few fine oxides,
common roots, common thin discon-
tinuous very dark grayish brown
to dark gra-,ish-brown
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(1OYR3/2-4/2) cutans, few thin
discontinuous grayish brown
(10YR5/2) silt coatings on cutans

48-64 Bt2 dark brown to dark grayish brown
(IOYR3/3-4/2) silt loam, moderate
medium subangular blocky, firm,
noneffervescent, abrupt smooth
boundary, common fine oxides,
common roots, common thin almost
continuous very dark grayish
brown (1OYR3/2) cutans, abundant
charcoal and burned earth (mid-
den)

64-70 2Atb very dark grayish brown (10YR3/2)
silt loam, moderate coarse suban-
gular blocky breaking to moderate
medium angular blocky, firm to
friable, noneffervescent, gradual
smooth boundary, oxides as above,
few fine iron concretions, occa-
sional roots, common thin conti-
nuous very dark gray (10YR3/1)
cutans, abundant charcoal and
burned earth (midden)

70-85 2ABtb dark grayish brown to brown
(1OYR4/2-4/3) silt loam with
abundant fine pebbles , moderate
medium subangular blocky, fri-
able, noneffervescent, clear
smooth boundary, oxides and iron
concretions as above, occasional
roots, common thin continuous
very dark gray to very dark gray-
ish brown (IOYR3/1-3/2) cutans,
abundant charcoal and burned
earth (mid-
den)

85-102 2Btlb yellowish brown (10YR5/4) silt
loam with common fine to medium
pebbles, moderate medium colum-
nar, firm, noneffervescent, grad-
ual boundary, abundant fine

' ' oxides, very few fine iron con-
cretions, common roots, common
thin continuous dark grayish

rbrown (10YR4/2) cutans

102-120 2Bt2b brown(1OYR4/3) silt loam with
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common medium to fine pebbles,
strong coarse columnar breaking
to moderate medium angular
blocky, firm, noneffervescent,
abrupt smooth boundary, common
fine oxides, common roots, common

', thin continuous very dark grayish
brown to dark brown (1OYR3/2-3/3)
cutans, abundant charcoal and
artifacts (midden)

120-130 3ABtb dark brown to brown (1OYR3/3-4/3)
silt loam with common fine
pebbles, moderate to strong
medium angular blocky, firm,
noneffervescent, clear wavy

'. boundary, common roots, common
thin almost continuous very dark
grayish brown (10YR3/2) cutans,
abundant charcoal and burned

ail earth (midden)

130-143 3Btb dark grayish brown to dark yel-
lowish brown (1OYR4/2-4/4) silt
loam, moderate coarse columnar
breaking to strong medium suban-
gular blocky, firm, nonefferves-
cent, abrupt smooth boundary,
common fine oxides, few fine iron
concretions, few roots, common

-* , thin continuous very dark grayish
brown (10YR3/2) cutans

143-166 4AeBtb dark brown to dark grayish brown
(1OYR3/3-4/2) loam, moderate
coarse columnar, friable, nonef-
fervescent, clear irregular

- boundary, common thin almost con-
tinuous very dark grayish brown
(10YR3/2) cutans, this horizon is
very disturbed by

midden forming activity

166-180 4Btlb brown to dark yellowish brown
(1OYR4/3-4/4) loam, weak medium
to fine subangular blocky, fri-
able, noneffervescent, gradual
smooth boundary, very few fine
oxides, few thin discontinuous
very dark grayish brown (10YR3/2)
cutans, common charcoal and few
fire cracked rocks
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180-205 4Bt2b brown (10YR4/3) heavy loam with
common medium pebbles, moderate

medium columnar, friable, nonef-
fervescent, gradual boundary,
oxides as above, cutans as above

205-240 4BCb brown (10YR4/3) loam, weak medium
subangular blocky, friable,
noneffervescent, abrupt boundary,
common medium dark gray (10YR4/1)
mottles along root channels, few
thin discontinuous dark grayish
brown (10YR4/2) cutans

240-257 5ACb dark grayish brown to brown
(IOYR4/2-4/3) loam with common
coarse sand grains, very weak
medium to fine subangular blocky,
friable, noneffervescent, gradual
boundary, very few thin disconti-
nuous very dark grayish brown to
dark grayish brown (IOYR3/2-4/2)
cutans, abundant
charcoal

* 257-base 5C dark yellowish brown to yellowish
(297) brown (1OYR4/4-5/4) loam with

occasional fine pebbles, massive,
friable, noneffervescent, common
medium to coarse grayish brown
(2.5Y5/2) mottles along root
channels, few fine iron concre-
tions

*
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S 58SR2

Location: 13LA38 unit C 17S7E west wall
Landscape position: downstream side of small alluvial/colluvial fan
Slope: 5-9%
Vegetation: mixed hardwood forest
Date described: 8/20/86
Described by: E.A. Bettis III
Remarks: described from hand probe below 154cm

Depth (cm_ SoilHorizon Description

0-10 A very dark grayish brown to dark
brown (1OYR3/2-3/3) loam, moder-
ate medium granular, friable,
noneffervescent, clear smooth
boundary, abundant roots

10-22 AB dark brown to brown (IOYR3/3-4/3)
loam, moderate fine subangular
blocky, friable, noneffervescent,
abrupt smooth boundary, abundant
roots, few thin discontinuous

- very dark grayish brown (10YR3/2)
coatings on ped surfacei

22-30 2Ab dark grayish brown (1OYR4/2)
silt loam, weak to moderate
medium to fine subangular blocky,
friable, noneffervescent, clear
smooth boundary, abundant roots,
coatings on peds as above

30-42 2Bwb brown (10YR4/3) loam with few
2 - fine pebbles, weak to moderate

medium subangular blocky, fri-
S. able, noneffervescent, abrupt

smooth boundary, abundant roots,
very few thin discontinuous

grayish brown (10YR5/2) silt
a: icoatings on peds

42-51 3Ab very dark grayish brown (10YR3/2)
loam with common coarse sand
grains, moderate medium to fine
subangular blocky, friable,
noneffervescent, gradual smooth
boundary, common roots, few thin
discontinuous grayish brown
(1OYR5/2) silt coatings on peds
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51-69 3ABb very dark grayish brown to dark
brown (1OYR3/2-3/3) heavy loam,
moderate medium subangular blocky
breaking to moderate fine suban-
gular blocky, friable, nonef-
fervescent, gradual smooth boun-
dary, few roots, abundant char-
coal and burned earth (midden)

69-83 3ABtb very dark grayish brown to dark
gray (1OYR3/2-4/1) clay loam,
moderate medium subangular
blocky, friable, noneffervescent,
abrupt smooth boundary, few
roots, few thin discontinuous
very dark gray (10YR3/I) cutans,
abundant midden materials

83-98 4Atb very dark gray to very dark
grayish brown (1OYR3/1-3/2)
heavy loam, moderate medium
subangular blocky, friable, non-
effervescent, gradual smooth
boundary, common roots, few thin
discontinuous dark gray (10YR4/1)
cutans

98-115 4AeBtb very dark grayish brown (1OYR3/2)
loam, moderate medium columnar,
friable, noneffervescent, clear
smooth boundary, few roots, com-
mon thin discontinuous very dark
gray (10YR3/1) cutans, common
midden materials

115-125 4BtAeb very dark grayish brown (1OYR3/2)
clay loam, moderate medium to
fine subangular blocky, friable,
noneffervescent, clear smooth
boundary, very few roots, cutans
as above, abundant middenmate-
rials

125-135 4Btlb very dark grayish brown to brown
(1OYR3/2-4/3) loam, weak to mod-
erate medium subangular blocky,
friable, noneffervescent, gradual
smooth boundary, few roots, few
thin discontinuous very dark
grayish brown to very dark gray

- (1OYR3/2-3/1) cutans

?35 l54 4Bt2b dark yellowish brown (IOYR4,'4)
loam, weak to moderate medium
subangular blocky, friable, non-
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effervescent, gradual boundary,
very few roots, few thin discon-
tinuous dark grayish brown to
brown (IOYR4/2-4/3) cutans, occa-
sional charcoal flecks

154-17q 4BCb brown (10YR4/3) loam, weak coarse
columnar, friable, nonefferves-
cent, clear boundary very few
fine grayish brown (2.5Y5/2)
mottles along root channels

... 3 -base 4CBb brown to dark yellowish brown
(223) (10YR4/3-4/4) loam, massive,

friable, noneffervescent, common
medium dark gray (5Y4/1) mottles
along root channels, abundant
charcoal from 215 to 220cm
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d APPENDIX C

Ceramic Definitions
Wares
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Ceramic Definitions

br - brushed
bur = burnished (light reflects from pottery surface)

ci = cord impressed
cr = cord roughened (also "cordmarked")

cws = cord-wrapped stick
den = dentate
dia = diameter

dp = depth (as in depth of a channel or impression)
embossing = ("node"; a dome of paste caused by an interior punctation)
imp = impressed

ig length
lip form: round = no corners or sharp imflections

round-flat = corners are rounded, lip is slightly flat

"" flat = corners are sharp, lip is flat
bevelled = lip is oriented (usually 30-45 degrees) from horizontal

. extruded = paste is pressed outward beyond vessel wall

-- pl = plain (surface is completely smoothed)
punctate = a round impression on the exterior surface

rim form: str = straight (virtually no perceptible curve)
sl cur = slightly curved (gentle bend usually less than 20 degrees)
cur = curved (even bend more than 20 degrees)

socr = smoothed-over-cord roughened

stab = slash
walls: thick >7.4mm, thin<7.4mm

wd width

upper rim

ower rim ,o m
oss

,houlder

J embossing measurements:
taken from center of boss
to lip, and from center to

center of bosses

reconstructed Baehr/Pike vessel i .. qu

- from fea. 5a Block C (see Fi4. 3. t~d)
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MARION WARE

13LA30/38

Past: coarse silts and clays with moderate amounts of
fine-medium sand inclusions; tempered with moderate amounts of
very coarse (l-8mm) crushed igneous rock; coarse textured,
massive to slightly blocky structure; relatively hard (3-q Mohs
scale) and heavy walled.

Color: yellowish red (SYRS/8) to dark gray (lOYR4/l) mottle on

most surfaces; cores same colors or slightly reduced (darker).

Surface Treatment: sometimes vague and superimposed impressions
of coarse cord roughening or coarse fabric on exterior and
interior surfaces.

Form: (one vessel) straight, vertical rim with somewhat
flattened lip; no shoulder; body walls average 12.8mm thick.

Oecoration: none.

Sunonumu: Griffin 1952.

LIUERPOOL WARE
13LA30/38

Paste: coarse silts and clays with large amounts of fine-medium
sand inclusions; medium-coarse sand (.5-Smm range) probably added
as temper; very few sherds with crushed rock temper; coarse
textured, massive structure; relatively hard L3-It Mohs scale) and
heavy walled.

Color: exterior and interior surfaces usually dark grayish brown
(IOYR4/2); some surfaces range from yellowish red (SYRS/8) to
very dark gray (IOYR3/l); cores same colors as surfaces or
slightly more reduced (i.e. darker grays).

Surface Treatment: interiors broadly smoothed while damp, but
retain many finger and molding impressions; lips occasionally
retain cord roughening impressions; exteriors covered by deep
impressions of loosely-twisted cords (always 5 twist); cord
impressions are closely spaced and displace paste to surface
ridges, cord directions are vertical or oblique (down to the
left) and tend to bend left on the lower body.

Method of ManWfacture: probably building and thinning by paddle
and anvil.
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Form: relatively small, squat conoidal vessels with vertical to
. insloping rim and little or no shoulder; lis round or slightly

flattened and everted in half of the sample; rims mostly
straight; lip thickness (ave. 6.1mm) 15 thinner than rim walls
(ave. 9.0mm) or body walls Cave. 8.3mm); orifice diameters
average about 177mm.

Decoration: a small proportion of rims lack exterior decoration;
almost all rims have a row of embossing set close to the lip; 40%
of the sample with tool or cord-wrapped-stick impressions on the
interior upper rim; lips rarely decorated; exterior rim and body
usually covered by zones of parallel lines trailed in soft paste
so that paste is displaced in ridges; sometimes rows of stabs or
fingernail impressions accompany the lines; lines almost always
are rectilinear.

r7 Sunonumu: Black Sand Incised (Griffin 1952); Prairie ware (cf.
Spring Hollow Incised) CStoltman 1986; Logan 1976); Fox Lake ware
(Hudak 1976; Anfinson ed. 1979); McBride ware (Benn and Rogers
198S); Crawford ware CBenn 1983).

Toes: Liverpool Cordmarked is undecorated; Black Sand Incised
is heavily decorated on the exterior surface.

MORTON WARE

13LA30/ 38

Paste coarse silts and clays, often quite sandy like Liverpool
* .*- ware; tempered with coarse sand (.5-3mm) in many Sister Creeks

sherds, and tempered with small to moderated amounts of sand and
crushed igneous rock C.25-2mm) in Morton Incised; coarse texture,
massive structure except in some block structured Morton Incised
rims; moderately hard (3-- Mohs scale) and heavy walled.

Color: exteriors light brownish gray (10YR6/1) to dark gray
(OYR4/1) to yellowish red (SYRS/6); interiors slightly darker;
core colors are a blend of exterior colors; firing clouds evident
on exteriors.

Surface Treatment: interiors plain; two-thirds of lips plain,
and the others retain some cord roughing; one-quarter plain and
three-quarters of exteriors covered by vertical, low-relief cord
roughening when not covered by decoration.

Method of Manufacture: building.

Form: large, conoidal vessels with slightly constricted necks;
lips are tool finished round or flat; rims may be straight or
slightly curved, and are insloping or vertically oriented;
shoulders are steep; lip thickness (ave. 7.6 is slightly less
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than rim walls Cave. 8.3mm) in the Sister Creeks type; orifice
diameters are large, averaging 234mm.

Decoration: none in Sister Creeks type; Morton/Fettie Incised
has a row of cord-wrapped-stick stamps on both rim interiors;
lips usually are not decorated; a row of embossing occurs on the
upper rim; exterior rim and body decorations consist of rows and
columns of fingernail or stab impressions in the Sister Creeks
type, and of elaborate zones of nested trailed lines in the
Morton Incised type.

Tupes: Sister Creeks Punctated, Morton Incised.

Sunonumu: Griffin 152; some Spring Hollow Incised (Logan 1976)
rims similar to Morton Incised.

HAVANA WARE
13LA30/38

Paste: coarse silts and clays; tempered with moderate to heavy
amounts of crushed igneous rock (.5-4mm); coarse textured, blocky
structure; somewhat soft to moderately hard (2-4 Mohs scale) and
heavy walled; sherds sometimes Friable or crumbly.

Color: most sherds brown (lOYRS/3) with a range of light
yellowish brown CIOYR6/4) to black (COYR2.5/l); cores same as
surfaces except for black smudges and pale firing clouds, which
are common; some carbon incrustations.

Surface Treatment: interiors plain; exteriors SO plain or
smoothed-over-cord roughened; plain surfaces appear to be
smoothed by wet tool, giving the appearance that a slip was
applied; cord roughening is composed of low-relief,
tightly-twisted cords applied vertically on the exterior.

Method of Manufacture: building.

Form: large, conoidal vessels with slightly constricted necks,
slightly flaring rims and sharply rounded bases; almost all lips

"* tooled flat and often bevelled inward (ca. 75%); rims straight or
slightly curved, and vertical or slightly Flaring; lip (Naples
ave. S.5mm) and rim (ave. 8.9mm) thicknesses tend to be close
because of excessive lip flattening; orifice diameters average
about 200mm.

Decoration: very few rims are undecorated; interior udder rim

- decorations are rare, and lip decoration is not present; almost
all upper rims have a row of embossing; otherwise, many Forms of
decoration comorise the several types of Havana ware; decorations

4= occur in zones piled from the upper rim to the mid-body of the
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vessel; horizontal trailed lines often separate the decorative
,zones; bold dentate stamps dominate in the decorative assemblage.

Tuoes: Naples Dentate Stamped, Havana Cordwrapped Stick Stamped,
Havana Cordmarked, Havana Plain, Havana Zoned Dentate, Hummel
Stamped, Neteler Stamped, Havana Incised.

.-: Sunonumu: Griffin 1952; High Bridge ware (Benn and Rogers 1985);
Fox Lake ware (Anfinson ed. 1979); Valley ware (Kivett 1949; Benn
1983).

WEAVER WARE
13LA30/38

Paste: coarse silts and clays; tempered with moderate to large
amounts of finely crushed igneous rock (.25-2mm) and occasional
pieces of coarse (2-Smm) crushed igneous rock; medium to coarse
pastes with fine blocky structure; sherds moderately hard (3 Mohs

,' scale) and dense.

Color: interiors and exteriors very pale brown ClOYR7/) to very
- .dark gray (IOYR3/l) with darker values predominant; cores same

-p colors; firing clouds and smudging common; few carbon
incrustations.

* Surface Treatment: almost all rims smoothed and plain, with at
least 10 being burnished; a few have exterior cord roughening
(vertical); body sherds have a higher proportion of cord

• , roughening or smoothed-over-cord roughening; cords are thin,
tightly twisted and widely spaced.

, Method of Manufacture: probably building.

Form: sub-conoidal vessels with constricted necks and flaring
rims; lips round and slightly thinned; rims curved and vertical
to flaring; shoulders gently expanding; lip thickness (ave.
-. 6mm) thinner than rim walls (ave. 3.5mm); orifice diameter
averages about 200mm.

,. Decoration: a row of embossing occurs on the cord roughened

rims; 70% of the plain rims a row of vertical or oolique
-, impressions on the exterior upper rim.

Sunonumu: Griffin 1952; Spring Hollow Plain (Logan 1976); Madrid
Cord Roughened and Plain (Benn and Rogers 1985); Arthur Cord
Roughened (Benn 1982); Held Creek ware (Benn ed. 1981).

IL es: Weaver Cordmarked, Weaver Plain.
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CORD DECORATED WARE(S)
'. 13LA30/38

Paste: coarse silts and clays; tempered with moderate amounts of
fine crushed rock and grit (.25-2mm) and variable amounts of
coarse crushed rock (2-5mm); moderately coarse textured; fine
blocky to laminated structure.

Color: most exterior and interiors brown (7.5YR4/2-S/2) with
ranges from yellowish red CSYR4/6) to very dark gray (7.5YR3/O);
interiors tend to be much darker (smudged); cores like surfaces
or may be reduced or oxidized; firing clouds common.

Surface Treatment: interiors smoothed and even except for paste
displaced by exterior decoration impressions; lips plain; BO%
exteriors covered by low-relief cord roughening and decorations;
remainder have plain rims.

Method of Manufacture: building and thinning by paddling.

b Form: probably globular vessels with wide shoulders,
constricted necks and flaring rims; thinned round lips; curved,
vertical to flaring rims (there is no evidence of castellations,

S""but they may be present with sherds of large size); expanded
.- " shoulders; lips thinner Cave. 4.7mm) than rim walls (ave. 5.6mm);

orifice diameter averages 204mm.

Decoration: very few rims undecorated; about 70% interior upper
rims undecorated, while remaining rims have cord or tool
impressions; about two-thirds of lips impressed with cords (many
scalloped"); exterior rim decoration in three zones: upper and

lower bands of short impressions bordering a central zone of cord
roughening or evenly-spaced parallel cord impressions.

Sunonumu: Riggle 1981; Morgan lBSb; Canton ware (Fowler 1955);
Minotts Cord Impressed (Logan 1976); Madison ware (Hurley 1975;
Benn 1578); Loseke ware (Kivett 1942; Benn and Rogers 1585).

T : cord roughened, cord impressed (early, late).
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HUMAN CRANIAL FRAGMENTS FROM SITE 13LA38

Alton K. Fisher*

This site is located on Sand Run Slough near Lake Odessa. The specimen

received from Dr. David W. Benn consisted of approximately 210 ml of cranial

fragments with approximately 7 ml of very fine gravel intermixed.

Three of the largest bone fragments were about 30 mm in greatest

diameter, 14 fragments were between 20 and 30 mm in greatest diameter and the

remainder were much smaller. The smallest fragments were around 2 to 3 mm in

size. Vascular depressions on the endocranial surface of two of the largest

fragments were similar to those found on adult parietal bones. The larger

fragments tended to be thicker than the smaller ones, as might have been

expected, because the greater bulk of bone was more resistant to breakage.

The thickness of the larger fragments varied between 5 and 8 mm. This is

compatible with adult status. The two largest fragments includ d segments of

cranial vault sutures. Suture closure appeared complete on the endocranial

surface and almost complete ecto-cranially. These limited observations

suggest that the individual was somewhat older than 30 years of age at the

time of death but there were no indications of sex or race.

*Examination completed on 8 June 1987
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